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The VICTR Hierarchy is a hierarchy of functional heads corresponding to the part of the
clause generally known in the minimalist literature as ‘vP’ or the ‘thematic domain’. Nominal
arguments aremerged in the speciers of one ormore of these heads and receive their thematic
interpretations on the basis of their merged positions.
Evidence for a model of thematic roles and syntactic argument structure based in the
VICTR Hierarchy is presented for a range of domains, with a focus on split intransitivity.
Split intransitivity is explored initially in regard to English, with close consideration of
a range of split intransitive diagnostics (e.g. out-prexation, the resultative construction); a
VICTR account of these patterns is presented. A VICTR account of auxiliary selection patterns
in Western European languages is also given.
This is followed by analysis of split intransitive case and agreement systems. A formal
account of the case and agreement patterns in these languages based in the VICTR hierarchy
is presented, derived in part from the inherent case theory of ergativity (Legate 2002, Aldridge
2004 and others) and drawing on a detailed typology. The dissertation then proceeds to de-
tailed analysis of the semantic basis of split intransitive alignment in two languages, Basque
iii
and Georgian. Other split intransitive behaviours in these languages are also considered in
VICTR terms.
Throughout, the VICTR approach is compared to other approaches to split intransitivity
following Perlmutter’s (1978) Unaccusative Hypothesis. The VICTR Hierarchy is also com-
pared to the similar proposal of Ramchand (2008). It is argued that the VICTR Hierarchy
accounts more readily than these other approaches for the particular classes of verbs identi-
ed by split intransitivity diagnostics in the languages considered, and also for cross-linguistic
variation in split intransitive behaviours.
Much support, with some caveats, is also found in the data considered for the applicability
of Sorace’s (2000) Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy (ASH) to a range of split intransitive phe-
nomena cross-linguistically. Together with acquisitional considerations, the VICTR features
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1.1 Aims and overview
1.1.1 The VICTR Hierarchy
This dissertation is an extended argument for the syntactic structure proposed in (1), referred











The VICTR Hierarchy is a hierarchy of functional heads corresponding to the part of the
clause generally known in the minimalist literature as ‘vP’ or the ‘thematic domain’. It is the
lowest part of the clausal spine and is where nominal arguments are rst-merged and receive
their thematic interpretations. The lexical verb is also merged within this part of the clause.
The VICTRHierarchy expands and adapts the hierarchy proposed in Ramchand (2008), a point
which is discussed further in §1.1.2 and throughout the dissertation.
The VICTR Hierarchy comprises ve thematic functional heads, each instantiating one of
ve functional categories: Volition, Initiation, Consecution, Transition and Result. These ve
together yield the ‘VICTR’ acronym. I also assume a VP headed by a lexical head of category
V to be merged at the bottom of the structure.
Each of the ve VICTR heads comprises various features. These include what I call the
category-dening features, where ‘category’ refers to one of the ve functional categories just
1
listed. Each of these categories corresponds to a dierent category-dening feature: respec-
tively, these features are termed [±volition], [±initiation], [±consecution], [±transition] and
[±result]. These features have been identied on the grounds that they identify (separately
or in combination) precisely the semantic classes of verbs to which syntactic split intransitive
behaviours are pervasively sensitive across the wide range of languages to be considered.
Formally, the category-dening features are (interpretable) valued features consisting of an
attribute Att and a value val, i.e. features of the sort standardly assumed in minimalism. Taken
together, these dene the principal semantic contribution of the head: the attribute denotes a
particular semantic property, and the valuewhether that property holds or does not hold of the
predicate in question. Thus there are two possible values for each attribute, represented here in
the format [±att]. For example, the attribute ‘Transition’may be valued as either [+transition],
in which case the predicate is interpreted as expressing a transition event (i.e. a change of state
or location; see §1.1.3 for more details) or else as [–transition], in which case the predicate is
interpreted as not expressing a transition. This should be taken as merely a notational variant
on the format [Att:val], so [+transition] is equivalent to [Transition:+] and [–transition] to
[Transition:–], and so forth. The use of the symbol ‘±’ indicates that either possible value of
the feature can hold in a particular context, or else refers to the feature independently of the
value it bears. A head bearing the ‘+’ value may be referred to as ‘positively-valued’, one with
the ‘–’ value as ‘negatively-valued’.
I assume all ve of the VICTR heads are projected in each clausal structure, and incor-
porate into one another via head movement (the lexical verb V also incorporates into this
complex). Any combination of the values of the heads is possible at least in principle. Argu-
ments may be merged in the specier positions of any of the thematic functional heads and
also in the complement position to V. Specically, if a thematic head bears a positive value
for its category-dening feature (e.g. if Volition bears [+volition]) then an argument must be
merged in its specier, and if it bears a negative value for that feature (e.g. if Volition bears
[–volition]) then no argument may be merged in the specier. In more formal terms, it can be
stated that a positively-valued VICTR head necessarily bears a selectional feature that causes
a DP to be merged in its specier, and a negatively-valued VICTR head necessarily lacks such
a selectional feature.
The heads also bear other sorts of features (e.g. case-, F-features); these will be discussed
in §1.3.2.
The position or positions in which an argument is merged determine its thematic inter-
pretation. An argument merged in Spec,VolitionP is referred to as bearing the thematic role
θ-volition, one merged in Spec,InitiationP as bearing θ-initiation, and so forth.
These thematic roles correspond roughly, in general, to the following interpretations of
the arguments which bear them (more formal denitions and some caveats will be given in
§1.1.3):
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(2) θ-volition: argument in volitional control of the event
θ-initiation: argument initiating the event
θ-consecution: argument of which a series of identical subevents is predicated
θ-transition: argument of which a change (of state or location) is predicated
θ-result: argument of which a result state is predicated
It is possible for an argument to be merged in multiple thematic positions and thus to receive
multiple thematic roles. (This is in contrast to the traditional Theta Criterion, a point to which
I will return in §1.2.2.) Thus for example an argument merged in Spec,VolitionP (bearing θ-
volition) will often also have been merged in Spec,InitiationP (and bear θ-initiation). The
resulting thematic role complex is referred to as θ-initiation+θ-volition. The roles may
also be borne independently, however.
The general correspondence between the thematic functional heads, their category-dening
features and the thematic roles of their arguments is summarised as follows:
(3) Where a thematic functional head X bears a category-dening feature [+x], an argument
merged in Spec,XP is interpreted as bearing the thematic role θ-x.
This may be made clearer through a concrete example; many more will follow throughout
the dissertation. Consider the following English sentence and its representation:1























1. In this and most subsequent examples, the higher part of the clause (the temporal and discourse domains) is
omitted from the diagram. I also omit representation of the movement of the verb and the thematic heads to form
a single incorporated complex.
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Lucy refers to the volitional initiator of the event; the argument is thus merged in both
Spec,InitiationP and Spec,VolitionP and receives the thematic interpretation θ-initiation+θ-
volition. the chocolate refers to an entity which undergoes a change of state (namely melt-
ing); it is therefore merged in Spec,TransitionP and receives the thematic interpretation θ-
transition.
The category-dening feature values of the thematic heads can be inferred by the reader
from the presence or absence of an argument in the specier positions of those heads. Here,
Volition, Initiation and Transition have arguments merged in their speciers, showing that
they bear [+volition], [+initiation] and [+transition] respectively; Consecution and Result lack
arguments, showing that they bear [–consecution] and [–result].
This concludes the basic overview of the VICTR Hierarchy and its relation to syntactic
argument structure and thematic roles. Further details will be discussed throughout this dis-
sertation. Before this, however, it will be helpful rstly to compare the approach to that of
Ramchand (2008) (§1.1.2), and then to discuss the relation of the hierarchy to semantics in
more detail (§1.1.3). §1.1.4 then presents the main aims of the dissertation.
1.1.2 Comparison with Ramchand (2008)
As mentioned, the VICTR Hierarchy expands a similar proposal by Ramchand (2008). To a
certain extent, the dierences are essentially notational, but some are more substantial. Ram-











Arguments must be merged in the speciers of these functional heads where those heads
are projected (alternatively, one or two of the heads may be omitted). An argument merged in
Spec,initP receives the semantic interpretation initiator, one in Spec,procP that of under-
goer, one in Spec,resP that of resultee. Importantly, an argument may be merged in more
than one of these positions, and thus receive a multi-faceted interpretation—an idea which I
also adopt for the VICTR Hierarchy. Arguments may also be merged in complement positions;
these arguments are called ‘rhemes’.
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Themost important dierence betweenRamchand’s approach andmine concerns the num-
ber and nature of the heads in this domain. My Initiation and Result are essentially equivalent
to Ramchand’s init and res (though see the next subsection for some caveats regarding the
semantics of Initiation). I decompose the function of Ramchand’s proc, however, into two sep-
arate features, [±consecution] and [±transition], which I represent as each being represented
on their own head. I also posit a distinction [±volition], represented on a head at the top of
the hierarchy.
I will argue at various points throughout for the importance of making these additional
featural distinctions (see especially §2.3.2, §2.4.3, §3.7.2.3, §4.5.2, §5.7.2, §6.2.2). The central
prediction is that all and only the ve main featural distinctions posited are necessary to cap-
ture the argument structure and thematic distinctions of the world’s languages, particularly
in regard to split intransitivity, and that Ramchand’s model does not appear sucient to make
these distinctions (cf. Ramchand 2008: 41).
It would be possible to construe an alternative version of the hierarchy in which the fea-
tures are ‘bundled’ onto a smaller number of heads. One possibility is that [±volition] and
[±initiation] could be on a single head, as could [±consecution] and [±transition]. (This
would be similar to Ramchand’s original proposal in terms of the number of heads, with init
and proc simply more featurally specied.) We would thus have dierent ‘avours’ of these
heads depending on which feature values they occur with (cf. certain of the approaches to ar-
gument structure discussion in §1.2.4). It is also possible that there is cross-linguistic variation
in how the features and heads are associated (cf. Giorgi and Pianesi 1997). Which option is
selected here is not in fact crucial for the overall analysis, though various small points would
have to be presented dierently on the feature-bundling approach. Some evidence for keep-
ing the features ‘scattered’ on separate heads is however presented in a few places throughout,
not least the proposal for the relation of the VICTR Hierarchy to semantics sketched in §1.1.3.
This approach also allows the VICTR Hierarchy to be situated rmly within the cartographic
enterprise (see §1.2.1) and permits a straightforward approach to the linking of syntax and
semantics (§1.3.1). It will be argued consistently that each of the VICTR features should be
represented on a functional head, and that multiple heads are desirable—regardless of whether
some heads might bear more than one feature as is assumed.
Another important dierence between the VICTR Hierarchy and Ramchand’s hierarchy is
that the ve VICTR heads are all always present in any thematically complete clause, whereas
in Ramchand’s approach any of the heads can be omitted when they do not contribute directly
to the semantics of the predicate. The presence of a head of Ramchand’s system is equivalent to
a positively-valued category-dening feature (e.g. [+initiation]) on the current approach; the
absence of a head for Ramchand is equivalent to a negative-valued category dening feature
(e.g. [–initiation]).
There are various reasons for taking the heads to be always present. Many of the phenom-
ena to be discussed are captured in terms of selectional properties which make reference to
negatively-valued features (for example §2.2.4 argues that the attributive past participle sux
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in English selects for [–consecution,+transition] verbs, e.g. fall in fallen leaves); this is more
easily stated than selection for the absence of a head. The present approach also allows for
an analysis of various types of variation with stative intransitives which is not addressed on
Ramchand’s system (see §1.1.3).
Another dierence concerns the status of the verbal root. Ramchand assumes the verbal
root to be initially merged directly into one of the positions occupied by res, proc or init (see
particularly her reasoning in Ramchand 2008: 39–40). I, however, include a separate V projec-
tion where the lexical verb is rst inserted. This more conservative assumption is not crucial
for the arguments made here, however, and could plausibly be interpreted as merely a nota-
tional dierence adopted for convenience of representation. (See §1.2.4.1 for further discussion
of a consequence of the present decision.)
There is at least one point in which these latter two dierences are of importance; however,
this need not be of particular concern in the present discussion. This point concerns rhemes.
In Ramchand’s approach these aremerged in the complement positions of one of the functional
heads, and can be distinguished on the basis of the position in which they are merged. The
object of transitive eat, for example, is merged in Comp,procP and is interpreted as a path,
whereas the object of enter is merged in Comp,resP and is interpreted as a result-rheme
(Ramchand 2008: see particularly chapters 3, 4 and 5). The present argument focuses almost
exclusively on monovalent verbs (see §1.1.4), and does not attempt to address these cases; on
those few occasions where it is necessary to represent apparently rhematic material, I will
place it in the Comp,VP position.
1.1.3 The semantics of the VICTR Hierarchy
In this subsection I sketch a more detailed overview of the relation of the VICTR Hierarchy
to semantic interpretation, in the form of a modied and expanded version of the approach to
the relation between syntax and semantics in this domain presented by Ramchand (2008: see
particularly chapter 3). This dissertation as a whole will concern itself more with syntax than
semantics directly, and other possible understandings of the relations between the proposed
heads and their semantics are possible, but this subsection aims to show that a relation between
the VICTR Hierarchy and compositional semantics is at least plausible.
Ramchand proposes that there are heads corresponding to subevents of the event expressed
by the predicate as a whole. On her approach, the highest and lowest heads init and res denote
states; the middle head proc denotes an dynamic subevent. I propose an expansion of this
here: Volition and Result are stative heads, whereas Initiation, Consecution and Transition
each denote dierent sorts of event. Specically, this holds when these heads bear positively-
valued category-dening features; negative-valued features denote the absence of the sort of









Again broadly following Ramchand, I assume the following principle of semantic interpre-
tation:
(7) Event composition: where a thematic functional head [+x] X c-commands another
thematic functional head [+y] Y, and no thematic functional head [+z] Z intervenes, the
subevent denoted by X ‘leads to’ or causally implicates the subevent denoted by Y.2
Let us begin by discussing the event heads, which are more straightforwardly described.
On the present approach there are three such heads, as opposed to one in the approach of
Ramchand (2008). One reason for this dierence is that, unlike Initiation/event1, Ramchand’s
init is stative (like Volition here and res/Result). I adopt this view in light of sentences like the
following:
(8) Lucy broke the bicycle.
The state of one participant cannot lead directly to an event aecting another. It is not a
state of Lucy that leads to the event of breaking which the bicycle undergoes; rather, it is some
dynamic action Lucy performs—another event, in other words. However, this is not a central
claim and the analysis presented here could be maintained with only small revisions under an
understanding of Initiation as stative.
I will not attempt to characterise exactlywhat sort of event is denoted by Initiation/event1;
perhaps it is not dened specically at all. However, a semantic dierence is apparent between
Consecution/event2 and Transition/event3. These heads can both be seen to correspond to
Ramchand’s proc; however, I will present evidence at various points that it is helpful to keep
the [±consecution] and [±transition] features distinct.
[+consecution] Consecution denotes the sort of event called a ‘process’ by Pustejovsky
(1991). I introduce the terminology ‘consecution’ here to ensure that the distinction from Ram-
chand’s ‘proc(ess)’ is clear: not all processes in Ramchand’s sense are processes in Pustejovsky’s
sense. Briey, a consecution is ‘a sequence of events denoting the same semantic expression’
(Pustejovsky 1991: 40), i.e. a series of consecutive subevents (hence the name adopted here).
2. See Rizzi (1990) on relativised minimality.
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Examples of consecutions include work, play, talk and tremble (Sorace 2000). Pustejovsky rep-
resents this sort of event as follows (1991: 40), where e represents a subevent:
(9) P
e1 ... en
A transition (denoted by [+transition] Transition) is ‘an event identifying a semantic ex-
pression, which is evaluated relative to its opposition’ (Pustejovsky 1991: 40). Pustejovsky




This sort of event is expressed for example by melt, which identies a transition from ‘not
melted’ to ‘melted’. (This transition does not have to run to completion—i.e. melt can be used
of an entity which does not end up fully melted.) Other transition verbs include burn, break
etc.
It is now possible to illustrate a simple example of the event composition rule given in (7).
Take the following:




















Here, the initiation event of which Lucy is the argument is interpreted as leading to the
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transition event which the chocolate undergoes. (The Consecution head has a negative [–
consecution] value and so plays no part in the causal implication.)3
Sorace (2000) considers change of location verbs like go, arrive etc. to be a type of transition.
The expression and opposition expressed here can be seen in general terms as ‘be at L’ vs.
‘not be at L’, where L is some location. Rappaport Hovav’s (2008) notion of ‘scalar change’
corresponds closely to the class of verbs identied as transitions by Sorace.
For Pustejovsky and Sorace, manner of motion verbs like walk, run and swim are ‘pro-
cesses’, i.e. consecutions. However, these could alternatively be analysed as [+consecution,
+transition]—i.e. involving both sorts of event. (Thus the values of these two features are in-
dependent, as table 1.1 illustrates.) The consecution component is the movement of the parts
of the body; the transition the change of location that is (usually) involved.4 This analysis of
these verbs, which will be adopted here, provides a way of understanding why they sometimes
act like both [+consecution] verbs and [+transition] ones in respect to dierent diagnostics:
see §2.2, §2.4.2.3. This is just one example of the value of employing multiple features, with
particular values, to identify a natural class: not every class of verbs with shared behaviour
requires its own feature. Note also that it is the consecutionwhich leads to or causes the transi-
tion in this case (cf. (7)), which is one further reason for assuming Consecution and Transition
to be separate heads of which Consecution is the higher.
[–consecution] [+consecution]
[–transition] exist, remain work, cough
[+transition] go, arrive swim, walk
Table 1.1: Values of [±consecution] and [±transition] with exemplary verbs from English
Let us turn now to the two state heads, Volition and Result. I assume that these do not
inherently denote volition or result. They may in principle, when positively valued, denote
any state. The volition and result readings come about as a result of the values of the other
heads with which they are combined. This follows, with some adaptation, Ramchand’s view
of her stative heads init and res.
According to (7), if Volition and Initiation are both positively valued for their category-
dening feature, what is denoted is a state leading to an event. Specically, state is interpreted
here as a mental state of desire which causally implicates the event which takes place.5
3. This need not mean it is of no semantic import: the [–consecution] value expressly indicates a predicate as not
a consecution, thus preventing it from occurring with verbal roots whose conceptual semantics means they must
denote consecutions, and keeping such verbs from exhibiting behaviours associated only with non-consecution
predicates.
4. Though note the examples below where no change of location is involved:
(i) a. Lucy is running on the spot.
b. Lucy swam as hard as she could, but the current was strong and she didn’t get anywhere.
These predicates would appear to be [+consecution,–transition].
5. This particular interpretation might be seen as deriving from the conceptual semantic content associated with
the verbal root: e.g. a typically volitional verb like talk is interpreted as volitional on account of the properties of
the root, rather than directly from the [+volition] value itself: although this value is required with all conceptually
volitional verbs.
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Or if one of the event heads (Initiation, Consecution or Transition) is positively valued
and c-commands a positively valued state (i.e. [+result] Result) with no intervening positively
valued heads, the event denoted by the higher head is interpreted as leading to a result state
denoted by the lower (once again following Ramchand).
The following example can be used to illustrate the contribution of the stative heads:


























The state predicated of Lucy by the Volition head leads to the initiation event of which
Lucy is also the argument. This in turn leads to the transition event predicated of the bicycle,
which leads to the nal (broken) state of the bicycle predicated by Result. Note the distinction
between ‘inherently telic’ verbs like break which are [+result], and [–result] verbs like melt
where the nal result state is not necessarily reached (see §2.2 for more discussion, and cf.
also Ramchand 2008: 40).
Still following Ramchand, in the absence of other positively valued heads, a state head can
be interpreted as denoting a purely stative predicate with no volition or result content. Where
such an interpretation holds I will denote the heads, features and associated roles in quotation




















There is no implication here that Lucy is in volitional control of her existence; rather, the
higher state head (labelled ‘Volition’) merely indicates that a state is predicated of the argu-
ment. Because ‘Volition’ and ‘Result’ are in and of themselves semantically equivalent, it is in
principle possible for stative verbs to have either θ-‘volition’ or θ-‘result’ arguments. This
possibility is utilised in accounting for variation in behaviours within the class of state verbs
in various languages; in German, for example, some state verbs in the perfect take auxiliary















This is attributed to verbs like überleben ‘to survive’ being [+‘volition’] and ones like bleiben
‘to remain’ being [+‘result’]. See §2.4.2.4 for further discussion. On this analysis, the values of
[±volition] and [±result] are wholly independent of those of other heads.
The ve VICTR heads can be thus seen as forming a syntactic ‘eld’ in that they all con-
tribute to semantic interpretation in a similar way. This is further seen in their various shared
properties, e.g. in the introduction of arguments in the speciers. Plausibly this eld forms a
‘phase’ in the sense of Chomsky (2000): compare the standard understanding of vP, and Ram-
chand’s (2008) ‘rst phase’, i.e. the part of the clause given in (5), which both correspons to
the same domain.
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Having outlined the semantic model here adopted, I now continue to set out the main aims
of this dissertation.
1.1.4 Aims: split intransitivity, case and agreement
1.1.4.1 General aims
To reiterate, the principle aim of the work is to provide an extended argument for the VICTR
Hierarchy. Major issues to be addressed include:
(I) Why should argument structure and thematic roles be described in terms of this sort of
structure of thematic functional heads, as opposed to some other sort of analysis?
(II) Why should these particular thematic heads be posited?
Both of these questions will be addressed at length. However, as it is impossible in a single
work to examine more than a small part of the data bearing on these issues, they will be con-
sidered in relation to a number of subsidiary aims relating to particular linguistic phenomena,
which I now turn to in the following subsections.
1.1.4.2 Split intransitivity
The principal set of behaviours which I mean to capture under the VICTR Hierarchy, in turn
providing arguments for the hierarchy itself, are those which fall into the category of split
intransitivity phenomena.
These have already been well-studied. Perlmutter (1978) is the best known early observa-
tion of theway inwhich intransitive predicates inmany, if not all, languages divide into (appar-
ently) two groups. Perlmutter called these groups ‘unergative’ and ‘unaccusative’, relating the
distinction to a dierence in grammatical relations termed the Unaccusative Hypothesis (see
§1.2.4); a close equivalent term to ‘split intransitivity’, therefore, is unaccusativity. In English,
for example, the prex out- and the agentive sux -er generally only occur with unergatives,
the causative alternation and prenominal past participles only with unaccusatives:
(15) Unergatives, e.g. talk:
a. Lucy outtalked Chris.
b. talker
c. *Chris talked Lucy. [= ‘Chris made Lucy talk’]
d. * the talked woman
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(16) Unaccusatives, e.g. tear :
a. *Lucy’s dress outtore Sarah’s dress.
b. * tearer [= ‘a thing which tears [intrans.]’]
c. Lucy tore the dress.
d. the torn dress
Many more such examples will be discussed in chapter 2.
Given the focus on split intransitive phenomena, this dissertation will mainly consider
intransitive predicates; other sorts of predicate will be touched on only relatively briey at
various points. A new question which arises, therefore, is as follows:
(III) How does the VICTR Hierarchy account for the argument structure and thematic roles
of intransitive predicates specically, especially in comparison to existing approaches?
Chapter 2 will focus on a range of split intransitive behaviours in English, with a short
section on auxiliary selection in other Western European languages. This will provide a basis
for the main assumptions about the VICTR Hierarchy, which will then be explored further in
subsequent chapters in regard particularly to the specic split intransitive phenomena of split
intransitive case and agreement.
At this juncture it is helpful to clarify the use of the term ‘intransitive’ (and ‘intransitivity’).
Transitivity is a notoriously dicult concept to dene; here, I adopt a denition following that
of traditional grammar (other denitions are of course possible):
(17) Intransitive predicates typically allow exactly one overt argument that bears semantic
content, and no other complements.
This thus includes both of what are traditionally termed ‘unergative’ (e.g. (18)) and ‘unac-
cusative’ predicates ((18b)):
(18) a. Lucy works.
b. Lucy arrives.
It excludes monotransitive predicates (with two arguments, e.g. (19a)) and ditransitive
predicates (with three, (19b)), e.g.:
(19) a. Lucy eats cake.
b. Lucy gives Chris the book.
I also exclude from the denition of ‘intransitive’ predicates which lack arguments with
obvious semantic content altogether (such as weather verbs; (20a)), two-argument predicates
where one argument is in a non-core case such as dative ((20b)) and verbs which take comple-
ments other than argumental DPs (e.g. CPs; (20c)):
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(20) a. It rains.
b. Diamonds appeal to Lucy.
c. Lucy wanted to go.
As the main focus of the dissertation is on intransitives, and these types of predicate are
excluded from this denition, they will generally be set aside. (This is for practical reasons; all
of these types of predicate are of course worth studying.)
In general, I assume that if a predicate is intransitive in one language its translational
equivalent in another language is likely to also be intransitive. This point and the denition
of intransitivity adopted here are important in relation to certain of the languages considered,
for which the terms ‘transitive’ and ‘intransitive’ are often used dierently. The literature on
Basque and Georgian (see chapters 4 and 5) often excludes predicates such as the following,














‘Nino yawned.’ (Harris 1981: 40)
I do not follow this practice here, and count all such predicates as intransitive for cross-
linguistic consistency.
I eschewhere the traditional terminology of ‘external arguments’ and ‘internal arguments’,
except in discussion specically of the traditional view of syntactic argument structure fol-
lowing the Unaccusative Hypothesis (see §1.2.4). These terms are less helpful in the VICTR
approach, whichmakes a range of ner-grained distinctions in argument positions, and allows
for arguments to be merged in more than one thematic position.
It is often useful, however, to make a terminological distinction between the arguments of
transitives when these are brought into the discussion (the terms ‘subject’ and ‘object’ can be
somewhat problematic). Thus, in addition to the labelsA and P from the typological literature
(see §3.1), and various thematic role labels, I will also employ the terms ‘higher argument’ and
‘lower argument’. These can be formally dened as follows:
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(23) In a clausewith two arguments X and Y, where the rst-merge position of X c-commands
the rst-merge position of Y, X is the higher argument and Y is the lower argument.
The rough correspondences between these dierent terms are as follows:
(24) a. Higher argument ≈ A ≈ external argument ≈ active voice subject
b. Lower argument ≈ P ≈ internal argument ≈ direct object
One further matter which is ultimately of value in arguing for the VICTR Hierarchy will
be a robust defence of the particular hierarchical ordering of heads posited. This will not,
however, be a major focus here, as the hierarchical ordering of argument-introducing heads is
most easily evidenced through the consideration of predicates with more than one argument,
i.e. precisely those predicates which are not focused on here. Some evidence for the hierar-
chical ordering of heads will be presented at various points (see particularly §6.2.2), but a full
exploration of this order will remain a matter for future research.
1.1.4.3 Split intransitive alignment
Returning to the main foci of the dissertation, consider now the phenomenon of split intran-
sitive alignment (also called ‘split-S’ alignment and by various other names; see §3.1.2), which
arises when dierent intransitive predicates occur with dierent case-marking on and/or dif-
ferent sorts of agreement with their subjects, as for example in the following from Basque and















‘The man has come.’












‘You arrived there.’ (Coon 2010: 56)
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Split intransitive alignment is fairly widespread in the case and agreement systems of the
world’s languages (about 6% of languages have split intransitive alignment in their agree-
ment systems according to Siewierska 2013a). However, in comparison to the more common
alignment types of nominative-accusative and ergative-absolutive it remains understudied,
both from descriptive and typological perspectives and from generative ones. (A few individ-
ual languages with split intransitive case/agreement systems have been well researched, but
systematic cross-linguistic study has been limited.) This dissertation will attempt to address
somewhat this shortcoming of the existing literature, by making split intransitive case and
agreement systems a major focus. One nal, but central, question I mean to give an answer
for is thus as follows:
(IV) How can split intransitive case and agreement systems be accounted for, specically in
terms of the VICTR Hierarchy, especially in comparison to existing approaches?
The answer to this question will form a subpart of the answers to questions (I–III) posed
above.
Chapter 3 will provide a typological overview of split intransitive case/agreement in var-
ious respects, with some bearing on the VICTR model. It will also discuss the basis of the
theoretical approach to case and agreement adopted here. Chapters 4 and 5, then, will look
in more detail at split intransitive case and agreement in two languages: Basque and then
Georgian. The split intransitive alignment of these languages will be described in detail and
captured in terms of the VICTR model initially argued for on the basis of English; certain other
split intransitive phenomena in these languages will also be considered. The VICTRHierarchy
will also be compared to other potential approaches to split intransitivity in these languages.
The exclusion of non-intransitive predicates from consideration means I will also, in gen-
eral, have little to say on case assignment and agreement in these contexts—for example, the
inventories of case-assigning heads proposed for each language will in general be limited to
those heads which are relevant in intransitive contexts.
I also exclude from the discussion much consideration of what might be termed ‘split split
intransitivity’. In parallel to the established term ‘split ergativity’, this describes situations
where a language possesses a split intransitive alignment in some contexts but not others, as





















‘The pastry is baking.’ (Harris 1981: 30)
We observe a split intransitive alignment in the aorist (27); however, in the present tense
Georgian has a nominative-accusative alignment, and both arguments receive nominative
marking (28).
Such patterns are very important—they are found in very many languages with split in-
transitive alignment discussed here, to varying extents. However, the additional complications
they introduce are too much to be covered here, and I will in general set them aside, focusing
only on the (sub)systems which do have split intransitive alignment. (An exception to this will
be found in §3.4.4, where I incorporate some discussion of split ergativity and split intransitiv-
ity in relation to the general typology of split intransitive alignment.) See Laka (2006a), Coon
and Preminger (2017) (amongst others) for some theoretical approaches to split ergativity.
1.1.4.4 Summary and outlook
In sum, then, this dissertation is an argument for the VICTR Hierarchy given in (1). As such, it
focuses principally on split intransitive behaviours, and in particular on split intransitive case
and agreement. The remainder of this introductory chapterwill cover some important founda-
tional issues for the theory to be propounded in the rest of the work. §1.2 discusses the VICTR
Hierarchy in a wider theoretical context, discussing its relation to cartography and existing
approaches to thematic roles and argument/event structure. Given this background, §1.3 will
overview how the VICTR approach accounts for and constrains cross-linguistic variation in
split intransitive patterns, before I continue to the main body of the work.
1.2 TheVICTRHierarchy in thewider theoretical context
The VICTR Hierarchy given in (1) has already been discussed in relation to Ramchand (2008),
an approach which it directly modies. However, it will be helpful to briey overview its rela-
tion to some other theoretical proposals. §1.2.1 discusses the relation of the VICTR approach
to the broader ‘cartographic’ enterprise. Subsequently, §§1.2.2–4 consider existing approaches
to argument and event structure.
1.2.1 The cartographic enterprise
The VICTR Hierarchy can be seen as situated broadly within the cartographic approach to












The cartographic programme suggests that (at least) the CP and TP layers of the clausal
spine in fact correspond to more articulated structures (similar claims have been made for DP,











Cinque (1999), meanwhile, proposes the following structure for ‘TP’ (given here as labelled
brackets for reasons of space):
(31) ... [ MoodSpeech Act [ MoodEvaluative [ MoodEvidential [ ModEpistemic [ T(Past) [ T(Future)
[ MoodIrrealis [ ModNecessity [ ModPossibility [ AspHabitual [ AspRepetitive(I) [ AspFrequentative(I) [
AspCelerative(I) [ ModVolitional [ ModObligation [ ModAbility/Permission [ AspCelerative(I) [ T(Anterior)
[ AspTerminative [ AspContinuative [ AspPerfect(?) [ AspRetrospective [ AspProximative [ AspDurative [
AspGeneric/progressive [ AspProspective [ AspSgCompletive(I) [ AspPlCompletive [ Voice [ AspCelerative(II) [
AspSgCompletive(II) [ AspRepetitive(II) [ AspFrequentative(II) [ AspSgCompletive(II) ...
(Cinque 1999: 133)
The portion of the clause given in (30), corresponding to the traditional CP, has been called
the ‘discourse domain’, that given in (31), the traditional TP, the ‘temporal domain’. Much
subsequent work has focused on the cartographic approach to these domains. There is a third
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clausal domain, however, the ‘thematic domain’ (vP in most minimalist work). This has re-
ceived rather little attention from a cartographic perspective: that is, there has not been much
attempt to elaborate the vP along lines comparable to the elaborated CP in (30) or the elab-
orated TP in (31)—Ramchand (2008) being a notable exception, along with work building on
that research. One motivation behind the VICTR approach adopted here, then, is to further
apply the ideas of cartography to the thematic domain.
The cartographic approach in general makes a number of assumptions about syntactic
structure. These are reected in my assumptions about the thematic domain. One such as-
sumption is that expressed by Cinque and Rizzi (2009: 61) by the maxim ‘one (morphosyntactic)
property—one feature—one head’. According to this guiding principle, each identiable syntac-
tic feature will correspond to a dedicated functional head. Thus, for example, the CP domain
features of [topic] and [focus] correspond to heads Topic and Focus, past tense is encoded in
a head T(Past), and so forth. On the same principle, the features [±volition], [±initiation],
[±consecution], [±transition] and [±result] for which evidence is presented throughout this
dissertation are assumed to correspond to the heads Volition, Initiation, Consecution, Transi-
tion and Result.
Of course, ‘one feature—one head’ is not strictly accurate: the heads in question also bear
case features, F-features, selectional features etc.—see §1.3.2. Thus the actual generalisation
seems to be that each thematic functional head bears one interpretable feature which is already
valued at the point it enters the derivation (the ‘category-dening feature’: [+volition], [–
initiation] etc.). The other features found on the VICTR heads, though syntactically important,
do not bear directly on the semantic interpretation of the head.
Another key assumption of the cartographic approach which is particularly relevant here
is that functional heads occur universally in a universal hierarchical ordering (van Craenen-
broeck 2009: 1; see also Cinque 2002b). Thus, it is held that all languages have all of the heads
proposed. Further, in all languages Topic asymmetrically c-commands Focus, T(Past) asym-
metrically c-commands AspHabitual, and so forth. Likewise, I take as my working hypothesis
here the position that the heads given in (1), and their ordering, are universal, so that every
language has Volition, Initiation, Consecution, Transition and Result and in every language
Volition asymmetrically c-commands Initiation, Initiation asymmetrically c-commands Con-
secution, etc. Note, however, that this is only a working hypothesis; it is possible, for instance,
that certain of these heads are not present at all in some languages.6 The reader will note that
although for many languages evidence for many of the features in question is presented, I do
not present evidence for all of the heads/features in every case. However, for the languages
which are considered in depth (English, Basque and Georgian) there is good evidence for all
or nearly all the VICTR features, and it is predicted that evidence for all ve could be found
in any language. However, this is only a prediction, and amenable to falsication; the overall
analysis need not be greatly aected if some heads/features are absent in some languages. It
is striking, however, the degree to which syntactic phenomena in unrelated languages appear
6. This could, however, potentially be problematic for aspects of the semantic analysis sketched in §1.1.3: if, for
example, a language lacks Transition/[±transition], where are the arguments of transition predicates merged?
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to be sensitive to similar sets of features, which is evidence in favour of (though of course not
decisive proof for) the universalist view.
Another possibility is that the heads are universal but featurally underspecied in Univer-
sal Grammar (cf. the Universal Spine Hypothethesis of Wiltschko 2014), in which case each
head might be associated with similar but slightly dierent semantic content in dierent lan-
guages. Again, this possibility is amenable to testing, but the investigation undertaken in the
present work does not yield any clear instances of languages varying in this way (e.g. [+transi-
tion] identifying a dierent semantic classes in dierent languages): where languages do vary,
other explanations present themselves (typically, sensitivity of syntactic phenomena to dier-
ent feature sets). There would also be a clear risk here that, in weakening the link between
the features and their semantic content, we would greatly reduce the predictive power of the
hierarchy—as it may not be possible to straightforwardly predict how a given verb or verb
class should pattern featurally, and hence which syntactic properties it would be associated
with. This would seem a further reason to disprefer this approach.
1.2.2 Approaches to thematic roles
Thematic roles and argument structure have of course received a great deal of attention in
the literature over the past several decades. This subsection considers some approaches to the
thematic roles themselves, whereas §1.2.3 considers approaches in terms of event structures,
and §1.2.4 discusses some approaches to the encoding of thematic or event-related properties
in terms of syntactic structures (including the ‘lexicalist’ versus ‘constructivist’ debate and the
position of the current proposal in relation to that). I here outline three classes of approach
to thematic roles, which I denote the ‘atomic’, ‘molecular’ and ‘proto-roles’ approaches, and
briey compare them to the present approach.
In atomic approaches, thematic roles are generally treated as indivisible units (Fillmore
1968, Jackendo 1972, Chomsky 1981, Grimshaw 1990 and many others). In these approaches,
roles are typically given labels like Agent, Cause, Theme, Instrument etc., though there is little
agreement as to which roles should be identied. A potentiallymajor aw of these approaches,
overcome by the VICTR approach, is that they cannot capture relations between roles such as
the fact that Agents and Causes are both subsets of a general ‘initiator’ category: under the
VICTR model, Agents are θ-initiation+θ-volition and Causes are θ-initiation alone; the
shared θ-initiation element derives their shared behaviour.
These sorts of approach have tended to assume something along the lines of Chomsky’s
(1981) Theta Criterion,7 which states:
(32) Each argument bears one and only one θ-role8, and each θ-role is assigned to one and
only one argument. (Chomsky 1981: 35)
7. Though cf. Hornstein (1999) and other work on the ‘movement theory of control’.
8. At least for present purposes, ‘θ-role’ is equivalent to ‘thematic role’.
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Another important idea originally proposed in this context is M. Baker’s (1988, 1997) Uni-
formity of Theta Role Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH). This will be discussed further in §1.3.1.
A second group of theories I term molecular approaches. The primary existing exemplars
of this sort of approach are Ramchand (2008), described above, and Reinhart (2002). Under
such approaches, the thematic properties of an argument are decomposable into clearly de-
ned primitives. For Ramchand, for example, an argument may be both initiator and un-
dergoer—note that Ramchand’s roles connect directly to event structure, a notion discussed
more generally in the following subsection. For Reinhart, the features /c (cause) and /m (mental
state) combine or occur alone to produce roles like [+c+m] (agent), [–c–m] (theme/patient),
[+c] (cause) etc. I will not discuss Reinhart’s approach in any detail, though it can be observed
that (if the thematic roles I identify are the correct ones) it both under- and overgenerates, fail-
ing to capture some syntactic distinctions that apparently relate to thematic properties, whilst
simultaneously making thematic distinctions that do not correspond to any syntactic distinc-
tion.
A third approach is that of Dowty (1991): the proto-roles approach (cf. the ‘hyperroles’
of Kibrik 1997). Dowty identies a number of ‘Proto-Agent’ properties (summarising: voli-
tional involvement, sentience, causing an event or state, movement, independent existence)
and corresponding ‘Proto-Patient’ properties (e.g. undergoing change of state). Some argu-
ments correspond closer to one or the other proto-role than others. I will not have much
to say here about the proto-roles approach, though I do discuss (§3.7.2.2) its inadequacy in
accounting for split intransitive case and agreement systems.
Note that certain of Dowty’s Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient properties correspond to the
thematic properties I identify; the VICTR Hierarchy, together with acquisitional considera-
tions, may be able to account for prototypicality eects in terms of how roles combine and
arguments’ positions in the structure. This is explored further in §2.4 and subsequently.
Overall, however, the VICTR approach to thematic roles bears strongest similarity to the
molecular approaches, particularly Ramchand (2008). On the face of it, this sort of approach
may appear to violate the Theta Criterion given in (32) above. Thus, if we take θ-volition,
θ-initiation, θ-consecution etc. to be roles in and of themselves (and they can occur inde-
pendently) then the fact that they may combine is at odds with the Criterion. One solution
would be that θ-volition etc. are merely ‘primitives’ or ‘features’, not roles per se, and it is
only the resulting complex that arises once an argument has reached the top of the thematic
domain that bears the ‘thematic role’ label and is subject to the Criterion. This would predict
that an argument cannot pick up additional primitives at a higher position in the structure,
but is not how I have chosen to refer to these elements here, terming them each ‘roles’ in their
own right. In any case, the VICTR approach certainly departs from traditional assumptions
in that an argument can receive part of its thematic interpretation in positions where it is not
rst-merged. (Possibly this movement to thematic positions is restricted to movement of an
argument rst-merged within the same domain–e.g. the same phase or extended projection
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of the same lexical V—and not one that is part of a lower clause.)9 But a weaker version of the
Theta Criterion—that arguments cannot occur without thematic roles, and that each thematic
role or feature must be assigned only once—is nevertheless retained.
1.2.3 Event-structure based approaches
Some research has attempted not to explain argument structure in terms of thematic roles of
the sort described above, but rather in terms of relations between events (see discussion in
Marantz 2013). For example, Postal (1970) and other work in ‘Generative Semantics’ makes
use of relations such as cause and become (cf. Reinhart’s (2000) /c feature, discussed above,
denoting a cause argument). In common with other current approaches, the VICTR approach
bears some similarities to both of these ‘general ideas’. The primitives cause and become
relate somewhat to the [+initiation] and [+transition] features (though they are not identical
to them): more generally, the sort of semantic account sketched in §1.1.3 is very much based in
properties of events. However, there are also similarities to traditional role-based approaches:
e.g. the parallels between ‘Agent’ and θ-initiation+θ-volition.
Another important approach which identies various classes of verbs in terms of their
event structure properties is that of Vendler (1957) and Dowty (1979). These authors identify
four aspectual classes: States, Achievements, Accomplishments andActivities. Dowty-Vendler
States correspond to the stative verbs discussed here ([+‘volition’] and [+‘result’] verbs, with
negative values for the other heads): e.g. sit, stand. As for the other classes, broadly speak-
ing, [+result] verbs are Achievements (break, arrive), (the remaining) [+transition] verbs are
Accomplishments (melt), and other verbs are Activities (work, run). There are, however, vari-
ous further complications which I will not explore here. These parallels between the Dowty-
Vendler classes and the VICTR features reveal that the two are similar in many ways; however,
the VICTR approach makes more ne-grained distinctions and is thus able to account for var-
ious syntactic behaviours which are not made on the Dowty-Vendler system.
1.2.4 Syntactic approaches to argument structure
In addition to work attempting to identify thematic roles and event structures, many re-
searchers have also considered the question of how the thematic or event-related properties
of arguments relate to syntactic argument structure. The approach of Ramchand (2008) has
already been discussed; here, I consider some others.
Firstly, take the approach deriving from the Unaccusative Hypothesis of Perlmutter (1978).
Originally formulated in the framework of Relational Grammar, the Unaccusative Hypothe-
9. There may be further restrictions, e.g. it may be necessary in some cases to specify whether a head can trigger
movement of a lower DP (see fn. 10). The presence or absence of this possibility with transitive [+initiation]
Initiation depending on which verb it selects may derive the dierent between the following:
(i) Lucyi washes ti.
(ii) *Lucyi hits ti.
However as this concerns transitives it is not of central interest here.
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sis was recast in standard generative terms by Burzio (1981, 1986) and has been widely ac-
cepted since. The Unaccusative Hypothesis distinguishes between two classes of intransitives:
‘unergatives’ and ‘unaccusatives’. These dier as regards the grammatical relation borne by
their single argument, or in GB and minimalist terms the deep structure / rst-merged posi-
tion of that argument. The argument of unaccusatives is at some level like a (direct) object of
a transitive verb; the argument of unergatives behaves more like an (active voice) transitive
subject. Under minimalist assumptions these two classes are typically represented as follows:
















Thus, unergatives are said to have an external argument, rst-merged in the specier po-
sition of vP (as are the subjects, in the active voice, of transitive verbs). Unaccusatives have an
internal argument which is merged as the complement to the lexical verb V (i.e. in the same
position as transitive objects).
Other important works concerning the Unaccusative Hypothesis include Rosen (1984),
Van Valin (1990) and Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995). The VICTR approach has various
advantages over the Unaccusative Hypothesis, as I will argue at numerous points throughout
this dissertation.
Various extensions to the approach outlined above posit dierent avours of the head
which introduces the external argument (labelled v or Voice). This is exemplied by au-
thors including Kratzer (1996), Alexiadou et al. (2006) and Folli and Harley (2004). On the
Kratzer/Alexiadou et al. approach, varieties of Voice have been posited named Voiceagent,
Voicecause and Voiceholder, illustrated in the following structures:
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I will not say much on this approach in the present work. Note, though, that these three
Voice heads correspond broadly to my thematic functional heads as follows:
(36)
Voiceagent ≈ [+initiation] Initiation + [+volition] Volition
Voicecause ≈ [+initiation] Initiation + [–volition] Volition
Voiceholder ≈ [–initiation] Initiation + [+‘volition’] (stative) Volition
The approach thusmakesmany of the same distinctions as the VICTRHierarchy, which are
not represented syntactically on the more traditional Unaccusative Hypothesis approach. The
VICTR approach though, by decomposing the relations agent/cause/holder in terms of the
[±initiation] and [±volition] features and associated thematic roles, makes various additional
predictions: prominently among them, that ‘agents’ (θ-initiation+θ-volition) should act
as a subset of initiators more generally. This is borne out: there are behaviourswhich are found
exclusively with θ-initiation+θ-volition arguments (in a given language); there are not be-
haviours which are found exclusively with non-volitional θ-initiation arguments (‘causes’).
For example, in intransitives clauses in many languages volitional agents are associated with
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‘agentive’ case-marking, whereas non-volitional causes take the unmarked ‘patientive’ case.












‘He was ill.’ (Denwood 1999: 194)
There do not, however, seem to be languageswhich have one case for non-volitional causes
and another for all other intransitive arguments. Similar patterns are found with various other
phenomena, some of which will be presented at various points in the coming chapters. This
sort of evidence can be seen as favouring the VICTR approach over that of Kratzer and the
other authors cited, as the latter approaches do not encode the same prediction.
Another dierence between the VICTR approach and these other approaches is that the lat-
ter make no distinctions corresponding to the VICTR features [±consecution], [±transition]
or [±result]. As will be shown, these features are however useful for capturing various dis-
tinctions; this is another way in which the VICTR approach seems preferable, therefore.
1.2.4.1 Lexicalism vs. constructivism
It is possible to identify two broad strands in the study of argument structure: ‘lexicalism’ and
‘constructivism’. (See Marantz 2013: §2 for a more detailed overview of the two approaches.)
The lexicalist tradition (originating in Chomsky 1970) considers argument structure to be part
of the lexical entry of verbs; in the constructivist approach (of e.g. Hale and Keyser 1993, 2002),
dierences in argument structure correspond to dierent syntactic structures.
The present approach is broadly constructivist, with the syntactically signicant aspects of
verbal meaning derived from the VICTR heads. But it is undeniable that not all verbs pattern in
the sameway: some permit constructions others do not, meaning the combination of verbs and
heads cannot be totally free (see Ramchand 2008: §1.2 for discussion)—indeed, most individual
verbs seem only to occur with one or two possible combinations of the VICTR features.
Ramchand’s (2008: §3.2) solution to this is that init, proc and/or res are part of the lexical
entries of verbs: specically, they are verbs’ categorial features. This is a departure from the
conservative position that each lexical item has a just one such feature; here I have assumed a
lexical verb of category V (see §1.1.2). We could, however, make the not dissimilar claim that
lexical verbs themselves contain the features [+volition], [+initiation] etc., which constrains
the VICTR heads with which they can combine. However, I am inclined to believe that the
‘encyclopaedic content’ associated with a verbal root is enough to constrain which VICTR
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heads it can occur with in the majority of cases (cf. Borer 2005) and that it is unnecessary for
this information to be consistently represented in formal features on the verb itself. This is
not a central claim, however, and the analyses presented could to a very large extent easily be
recast in more straightforwardly Ramchandian terms in this regard.
There are however a couple of possible advantages to the present approach. Consider
rstly lexically idiosyncratic behaviours: for example, most [–initiation] verbs allow the caus-
ative alternation (§2.2.2), but die (which on semantic grounds appears to be part of this class)
does not:
(38) a. The chocolate melted.
b. Lucy melted the chocolate.
(39) a. Lucy died.
b. *Chris died Lucy.
If the initiation property (or rather, its absence) were part of the lexical entry of die it-
self, we would expect it to pattern with verbs like melt. Assigning [–initiation] wholly to a
functional head, however, gives us another option: there are multiple avours of [–initiation]
Initiation, one of which selects specically for die and pre-empts it from being selected by the
[+initiation] Initiation which would introduce a higher argument. I explore this option briey
in §2.2.2.
Secondly, consider uncertain acceptability judgements, e.g.:
(40) ?The tree was growing away.
The V away construction is in general limited to [+consecution] verbs, and grow gener-
ally patterns as a [–consecution,+transition] verb. On the view that the featural reading is
forced by encyclopaedic information, it is plausible that grow is marginally able to be ‘recon-
ceptualised’ as [+consecution]. The marginal availability of this conceptualisation leads to the
marginality of the judgement. (See §2.2.6 for discussion of this and other similar patterns.) By
contrast, if [–consecution,+transition] was dened lexically for this item, we would expect it
to be categorically rejected with away.
I will at various points write of ‘verb classes’; by this I mean verbs which combine with
VICTR heads with the same values. I will also speak of individual verbs as if they themselves
bear particular features (e.g. ‘play is [+initiation]’), but in light of the above this should not
necessarily be understood to mean anything more than that the predicate contains these fea-
tures.
1.3 The loci and limits of variation
As will be made clear throughout the dissertation, the VICTR Hierarchy provides a way of
constraining the variation permitted between languages whilst nevertheless allowing for a
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considerable amount of variation to occur. This section overviews the mechanisms by which
this can be achieved, discussing rst some ways in which languages are taken not to vary
(§1.3.1), followed by consideration of the mechanisms through which variation is possible
(§1.3.2).
1.3.1 UTAH and a Generalised Linking Rule
A major limit on possible variation is the VICTR Hierarchy itself, if the hypothesis that it is
universal is correct (see §1.2.1 above). Certainly, the eects of the VICTR Hierarchy can be
observed across many languages, as is to be demonstrated. The VICTR Hierarchy restricts
the ways in which argument structure and other phenomena sensitive to it may vary, and
constrains which thematic roles occur (with the prediction that the same roles occur in all
languages, associated with the same positions).
This latter point of course strongly resembles M. Baker’s (1988) Uniformity of Theta Role
Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) (see also M. Baker 1997):
(41) Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH): Identical thematic relation-
ships between items are represented by identical structural relationships between those
items at the level of D-structure.
‘D-structure’ can here be seen to correspond to the positions in which arguments are
merged in the thematic domain. The VICTR approach can be seen as an attempt to take the
UTAH seriously, in spite of variation in split intransitive behaviours between languages. A
key claim here is that, although the semantically equivalent verb might behave dierently
with regard to split intransitive phenomena in dierent languages, this does not reduce to dif-
ferences in thematic structure (at least not generally—see below): a phenomenonwhich will be
observed at various points throughout. The hypothesis that the VICTR Hierarchy is universal,
therefore, is a more specic proposal along the same lines as the UTAH—provided we also
assume a universal mapping of arguments with particular thematic properties to structural
positions, to which I now turn.
All approaches to syntactic argument structure must address the so-called ‘linking prob-
lem’: the issue of capturing the mapping from semantics to syntax. Levin and Rappaport Ho-
vav’s (1995) defence of the Unaccusative Hypothesis achieves this in terms of ‘linking rules’,
as follows:
(42) a. Directed Change Linking Rule: ‘The argument of a verb that corresponds to the
entity undergoing the directed change described by that verb is its direct internal
argument.’ (p. 146)
b. Existence Linking Rule: ‘The argument of a verb whose existence is asserted or
denied is its direct internal argument.’ (p. 153)
c. Immediate Cause Linking Rule: ‘The argument of a verb that denotes the im-
mediate cause of the eventuality described by the verb is its external argument.’ (p.
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135)
d. Default Linking Rule: ‘The argument of a verb that does not fall under the scope
of any of the other linking rules is its direct internal argument.’ (p. 154)
This set of linking rules presents a number of problems. For example, it is unclear why
these rules should take the forms they do, how they might be constrained (i.e. which rules
could not occur) or how they are acquired (if they are not innate). On the present approach,
however, it is possible to draw up a much more general way of linking from semantics to
syntax, utilising the VICTR Hierarchy:
(43) Generalised Linking Rule: An argument of which the lexical semantic property cor-
responding to the syntactic feature [+a] is predicated is merged in the corresponding
Spec,AP.
Hence, an argumentwhich is an initiator (of which the property [+initiation] is predicated)
is merged in Spec,InitiationP, an argument of which a consecution (the property [+consecu-
tion]) is predicated is merged in Spec,ConsecutionP, etc. (Note the value of the one feature—
one head assumption here, allowing for a straightforward and universal mapping between
role and position and vice versa.) This constrains the possible forms of the rules considerably,
which may in turn ease the process of acquisition and/or the amount of innate knowledge
required to be posited as part of Universal Grammar. Thus, the VICTR approach allows us to
simplify the linking problem considerably, provided the learner is able to acquire the VICTR
Hierarchy itself. (This general issue of the acquisition of the hierarchy is of course an ex-
tremely important one, although regrettably not one on which I am able to say much here.
As noted, I am assuming for the sake of argument that it is universal, which suggests it may
either be part of Universal Grammar or else that innate general cognition relating to the con-
ceptualisation of event structure plays a major role.)
There is one set of cases in which (43) permits variation: arguments of intransitive stative
verbs (i.e. arguments of which states are predicated) may be merged in either Spec,‘Volition’P
or Spec,‘Result’P, because [+‘volition’] and [+‘result’] are semantically equivalent; they both
denote states, as discussed in §1.1.3 (recall that the specically volitional reading of [+volition]
only comes about in combination with [+initiation] Initiation). The prediction here is that the
optionality inherent in the system will lead to variation, which corresponds with the observed
variation in regard to the behaviour of stative verbs in relation to split intransitivity diagnostics
seen in many languages and between languages, to be discussed at various points throughout.
1.3.2 TheBorer-ChomskyConjecture and variation in formal features
The above discussion focuses on cross-linguistic similarities: but how, then, is the observed
variation to be derived? Here, I will treat syntactic variation as reducible to variation in formal
features, in the spirit of the ‘Borer-Chomsky conjecture’ (BCC; named and formulated by M.
Baker 2008, after Borer 1984, Chomsky 2001):
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(44) All parameters of variation are attributable to dierences in features of particular items
(e.g. the functional heads) in the lexicon. (M. Baker 2008: 156)
This will be seen at various places relating to various split intransitive properties. Hence,
in addition to taking the UTAH seriously, I also aim to take the BCC seriously.
One justication for this concerns the observable nature of thematic roles and case. We
know for sure that case varies between languages, and thus need to account for this somehow.
However, it is a lot less clear that thematic properties vary (see M. Baker 1997 for some discus-
sion), and thus—if we can—it makes sense to assume they do not. Variation concerning split
intransitive phenomena is located, to a very large degree, in the variation of formal features
associatedwith the functional heads of the VICTRHierarchy, and limited by the fact that other
syntactic properties do not vary.
On the model thus adopted, variation is permitted to occur in the ways in which syntactic
behaviours (such as case, agreement and the various diagnostics of split intransitivity) inter-
act with the features encoded on the VICTR heads. Thus, although languages generally do
not dier in the mapping of similar arguments to syntactic positions, similar arguments may
nevertheless be associated with dierent syntactic behaviours in cross-linguistically variable
ways. For example, in dierent split intransitive case systems the assignment of agentive case
is sensitive to dierent VICTR values (see particularly §3.3). In Eastern Pomo (Pomoan, Cali-












‘He got sick.’ (McLendon 1978: 7)
In Chol, however, it is sensitive in general to [±consecution] (note that both the following














‘You arrived there.’ (Coon 2010: 56)
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This sort of variation is constrained rst of all by the VICTR features themselves; only
certain features are available to which split intransitive behaviours may be sensitive. Fur-
ther constraints on variation may be imposed by acquisitional concerns. In §2.4 and §3.6,
it is suggested certain features (e.g. [+volition], [+initiation], [+consecution]) are prototypi-
cally associated with ‘agentive’ behaviours (e.g. agentive case or auxiliary have); others (e.g.
[+transition], [+result]) with ‘patientive’ ones (e.g. patientive case or auxiliary be). These
split intransitive behaviours may be associated with the VICTR features in various ways—
e.g. prioritising certain of the features of the agentive or patientive ‘core feature sets’ over
others. However, an intransitive behaviour associated with one or more of the agentive core
features is likely to exhibit parallels between the arguments of those intransitives it aects and
transitive (active voice) subjects, and an intransitive behaviour associated with an patientive
core feature between the relevant intransitive arguments and transitive objects. Thus, a case
found with transitive subjects may also be found with only θ-volition arguments of intran-
sitives; we do not expect the same case to be found with both and only transitive subjects
and θ-transition intransitive arguments. All this is discussed in more detail in the relevant
sections just referenced.
It is helpful at this point to spell out more explicitly the model of the featural make-up of
lexical items (including functional items) that will be assumed in the formal implementation
of the various (morpho)syntactic phenomena under discussion. The approach adopted is a
broadly standard one within the minimalist framework. Heads are bundles of features of var-
ious sorts, of which syntactic formal features are of principal importance here—though, as is
standardly assumed, phonological and semantic information can also be taken to be encoded
on featural lexical items, and many formal features have semantic content. A major class of
features which has already been discussed are the category-dening features of the VICTR
heads themselves, [±volition], [±initiation] etc. These features can be either valued or unval-
ued, and are interpreted at the semantic interface. Standard categorial features found on other
sorts of heads—such as V, D, Adj, P—will also be important at various points.
Various other features can also be found on heads; particularly important in the present
context (from chapter 3 onward) are person/number/gender (‘F’) features and case features.
These are given in the standard format [F:val] and [Case:val], where val stands for some value;
unvalued features are given in the forms [F:_], [Case:_]. Following Chomsky (2000, 2001), two
heads may enter into an Agree relation, whereby an unvalued feature of one (e.g. [Case:_]) is
valued by a corresponding valued feature of the other (e.g. [Case:agt]). Case assignment and
F-agreement on the present model are discussed in more detail in §3.2.3.
Another sort of feature which is central to the analyses presented are selectional features,
which determine the sorts of complement or specier a head takes. Assume that each VICTR
head always selects for the head below it in the hierarchy as the head of its complement—
Volition for Initiation, Initiation for Consecution, etc.—and Result always selects for a comple-
ment headed by the lexical V. Many particular phenomena may be protably analysed by as-
suming more specic selectional criteria, however. For example, agentive sux -er (in walker,
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talker) is analysed in §2.2.6 as selecting specically for a [+consecution] complement: hence,
it is possible with [+consecution] verbs like walk and talk but not with [–consecution] ones
like arrive (hence *arriver).
The VICTR heads may also select for other categories. This will be seen at a few points,
but by far the most important example of this has already been mentioned: the positively-
valued heads ([+volition] Volition, [+initiation] Initiation etc.) select for phrases headed by
D—i.e. nominal arguments, which are merged in the specier position of the head in question.
Negative-valued VICTR heads do not select for DPs in this way.10
Which particular features are available on the VICTR heads is the principle determinant of
the patterns of variation seen in the phenomena under discussion, and the classes of verbs with
which dierent constructions occur. Each language has multiple varieties of each of Volition,
Initiation etc., each associated with a dierent set of features of the sorts discussed above.
Thus for example in a language like Eastern Pomo where agentive is only found in [±volition]
contexts, this is because [+volition] Volition has a [Case:agt] feature and [–volition] Volition
does not. Similar analyses will be presented for various phenomena throughout. Thus, a
fairly simple model of features on functional heads is argued to account for a wide variety of
properties of languages.
Some variation also occurs as a result of which verbal roots (here denoted as lexical items
of category V) combine with which particular VICTR heads. For example, as discussed above,
state verbsmay combinewith either [+‘result’] Result or [+‘volition’] Volition; verbswhich un-
dergo the causative alternationmay combinewith either [+initiation] Initiation or [–initiation]
Initiation, yielding the transitive and intransitive alternants respectively.
1.3.3 Summary and outlook
In summary, then, I adopt a formal, featural approach to variation, based in the heads of the
VICTR Hierarchy which is itself taken to be universal. Specic implementations of this ap-
proach will be seen throughout, as the dissertation continues into its main body according
to the outline presented in §1.1.4: exploring the VICTR Hierarchy by considering rst split
intransitivity in English and other Western European languages (chapter 2), followed by split
intransitive alignment both generally (chapter 3) and in two particular languages (Basque,
chapter 4, and Georgian, chapter 5). Chapter 6 concludes by summarising the central ndings.
10. In a full theory would also be helpful to specify whether the DP in question is introduced as the specier by
internal or external merge (cf. the EPP diacritic of Chomsky 2001). This could derive certain dierences in tran-
sitivity: for example, both go and destroy occur with [+initiation] Initiation, but the rst—which is intransitive—
moves a DP already merged lower in the structure, whereas the second—which is transitive—must introduce a
new argument, even though a lower DP is present. Given the focus on intransitives here, however, this distinction




English (and other Western European
languages)
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter I discuss the VICTR Hierarchy in relation to split intransitive behaviours in
English and other Western European languages. §2.2 considers several split intransitive diag-
nostics in English, with further discussion in §2.3. §2.4 focuses on auxiliary selection in other
European languages, with a brief discussion toward the end (§2.4.4) of how the analysis of
these languages might also inform our understanding of English.1
2.2 Split intransitivity diagnostics in English
In this section I present data on a range of split intransitivity diagnostics that have been pro-
posed for English, and give arguments that these data are best analysed in terms of the VICTR
Hierarchy approach. I begin with a discussion of my methodology (§2.2.1). I consider, in turn:
the causative alternation (§2.2.2), the resultative construction (§2.2.3), prenominal past par-
ticiples (§2.2.4), for hours (§2.2.5), and what I term the ‘consecution’ diagnostics—V one’s way
into, V away, the cognate object construction, agentive sux -er, and prex out- (all covered
in §2.2.6). In §2.2.7 I discuss specically the class of non-agentive verbs of internal causation,
which display rather unusual behaviour in regard to these diagnostics. Finally, in §2.2.8 I dis-
cuss two proposed diagnostics (locative inversion and there-insertion) which I argue should
not be related to argument structure.
For each diagnostic, I provide a brief proposed analysis. If more spacewere available, much
more could be said in every case—the purpose of these analyses is merely to demonstrate
the plausibility of accounting for these constructions in a formal model based in the VICTR
approach, not to argue that the particular analyses proposed are denitively correct. As will be
seen, the analyses are mostly formulated in terms of selectional features; the reader is referred
1. This chapter is adapted and expanded from an article published in English Language and Linguistics under the
title Split intransitivity in English.
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back to the general model of features proposed in §1.3.2; the main heads involved in each
construction on the proposed analyses are given in gures 2.1–2.8.2 The question of why each
of the constructions should have come to be associated with these particular formal feature
sets will be addressed in §2.4.4.
For reference, the main classes of verbs I will identify are summarised in table 2.1.3
[volition] [initiation] [consecution] [transition] [result]
A. talk, cough ... +/– + + – +/–
B. swim, slide ... +/– + + + +/–
C. shine, stink ... – – + – +/–
D. stay, sit ... + – – – –
E. melt, sink ... – – – + –
F. break, tear ... – – – + +
G. come, arrive ... +/– + – + +
Table 2.1: Classes of intransitives in English
2.2.1 Methodology
The classication of verb classes to follow, as summarised in table 2.1, is based primarily on
the analysis of a core sample of around 35 verbs from a range of semantic classes, namely those
discussed by Sorace (2000) in relation to their crosslinguistic auxiliary selection behaviour (see
table 2.2), plus some additional verbs which undergo the (anti)causative alternation like burn
and tear. Note again that I use the term ‘consecution’ in place of Sorace’s term ‘process’, to
avoid confusion with Ramchand’s (2008) proc(ess) which encompasses a wider set of verbs
(see §1.1.3). I will also use the term ‘manner of motion’ interchangeably with ‘motional con-
secution’ (for verbs like swim, walk), and ‘directed motion’ interchangeably with ‘change of
location’ (for come, arrive, etc.). The change of state and change of location classes together
with the motional consecutions comprise the verbs referred to as ‘transitions’, i.e. ‘change’ as
it is used here is synonymous with ‘transition’ according to the denition given in §1.1.3.4
2. Note the following conventions concerning selection, in addition to those discussed in §1.3.2: complements
are listed before speciers; the category of the complement is given rst and any other features required to be
contained within the complement follow in square brackets. In some cases the last sort of feature may appear
to be non-local; however, it may be possible to reduce all selection of complements to selection of the head of
the complement, given that this also bears all the features of the lower thematic heads and lexical V which have
incorporated into it.
3. Classes A and B can be further subdivided according to [±volition], which typically distinguishes verbs like
talk from ones like cough, though this feature does not play as strong a role as others in acceptability judgements
(see §2.2.6). Another distinction not made in the table is between semelfactive and non-semelfactive [+consecu-
tion] verbs; the latter may occur with either value of the [±] result feature (see §2.2.5). Some other, minor classes
are proposed in §2.2.7.
4. In spite of the similarities between the VICTR features and Sorace’s categories, the former should not be
thought of as merely calques on the latter. It will be demonstrated throughout this chapter and those which follow
that the VICTR features allow the identication of various natural classes of predicate, identied on the basis of
many more syntactic behaviours than that discussed by Sorace; furthermore, they correspond to independently
proposed semantic properties as discussed in §1.1.3. Sorace’s categorisation remains a useful descriptive and
investigatory tool, however.
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have Controlled non-motional consecution work, play, talk ...
⇑ Controlled motional consecution swim, run, walk ...
Uncontrolled consecution tremble, skid, cough, rumble ...
Existence of state be, belong, sit ...
Continuation of pre-existing state stay, remain, last, survive, persist ...
⇓ Change of state rise, decay, die, grow ...
be Change of location come, arrive, leave, fall ...
Table 2.2: Categories of intransitives identied by Sorace (2000)
Excluded from analysis are verbs which do not have exactly one argument or which take
non-DP complements (see §1.1.4). Also not considered are intransitive particle verbs (blow
up, go up, work out, break down etc.): the behaviour of these verbs in regard to the diagnostics
remains a matter for further study, with provisional research suggesting they do not behave in
ways that can be entirely predicted from their semantics and should be treated separately from
the simple verbs discussed here.5 Verbs in these categories which are considered by Sorace but
excluded here include please and catch on, as well as be born and be useful which are excluded
on account of their phrasal nature in English.
The results presented here are drawn primarily from online surveys, supplemented by my
own judgements as a native speaker in a few cases. Six surveys were undertaken in all; I give
here an overview of the most important features. I focus on the rst survey which provided
most of the data; other surveys were of similar design though diering in slight details, and
generally much shorter.
Respondents were presented in each survey with a series of items designed to test the con-
structions under consideration, in an order randomised for each respondent. These included
full sentences (e.g. Lucy outarrived Chris), shorter phrases (e.g. the arrived man) and single
words (e.g. arriver). Respondents were asked to judge whether each item constituted a natural
example of English (something they might say themselves, or expect to hear). By and large,
the rst survey tested each verb in the core sample with each construction, although some
verb/construction pairs were omitted: 241 items were tested in all. Most of the constructions
were presented in simple sentences with semantically-appropriate arguments: a subject (most
often Lucy) and, where relevant, also an object, e.g. Lucy was talking away, Lucy outtalked
Chris, Lucy broke the window, The lake froze solid. Occasionally a longer context was provided
for the full-sentence items to clarify the intended meaning (e.g. Lucy was swimming away,
round and round the lake). Judgements were requested in terms of a three-way choice between
‘OK’, ‘Not OK’ and ‘Not sure’ responses. This survey drew the largest number of respondents,
with around 110 useable responses per item.
The results as presented here represent an ‘average’ speaker drawn from a numerical ide-
alisation of these results. Each judgement was valued as follows:
5. For example: several apparently [+transition] particle verbs do not allow the causative alteration, e.g. nod o,






An average response value was then calculated for each item. With a very small num-
ber of exceptions, an average less than –0.6 is idealised as an ungrammatical (‘*’) judgement,
an average between –0.6 and +0.6 as an uncertain (‘?’) judgement and one above +0.6 as a
grammatical judgement. Thus, an ungrammatical judgement as presented here corresponds
to agreement among about 80% of respondents that an item was ‘Not OK’ and a grammatical
judgement to about 80% agreement that an item was ‘OK’.
In general these idealised judgements correspond closely to my personal native-speaker
judgements. Most sentencesmarked here as grammatical (on the basis of the surveys) are those
I myself consider grammatical, most marked ungrammatical are ones I consider ungrammati-
cal, and most marked as uncertain I myself do not have clear-cut judgements for. I believe this
is good reason to be condent in the reliability of the results.
The rest of this section discusses the ndings of this study; judgements for each diagnostic






















































































work (✓) * * ✓ ✓ ✓ (✓) ✓ ? ? ✓
play * * * ✓ ✓ ✓ (✓) ✓ ✓ ? ?
talk * * * ✓ ✓ ✓ (✓) ✓ ✓ ? ?
swim * ✓ * ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ? ✓
run (✓) ✓ * ✓ ? ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ? ?
walk (✓) ✓ * ✓ ? ? ✓ ✓ ✓ ? ✓
tremble * * * ✓ ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
cough * * * ✓ ? ✓ ✓ ? ? ? ?
skid * * * ? ✓ ✓ ? ? ? ? ?
rumble * * * ✓ ✓ ✓ ? ? * ? ?
be * * * ✓ * * * * * ✓ ✓
belong * * * ✓ * * * * * * *
sit * * * ✓ * * * * ? ✓ ✓
stay * * * ✓ * * * (✓) ✓ ? ?
remain * * * ✓ * * * * * ✓ ?
last * * * ✓ * * * (✓) ✓ ? ?
survive * * * ✓ ? ? * ✓ ? ? ?
persist * * * ✓ ? ? * * ? ? ?
die * * * ? * * ✓ * * ? ?
decay ✓ * ✓ ✓ ? ? * * ? ? ?
grow ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ? * * ✓ ✓ ✓
wilt ✓ ? ✓ ✓ ? ? * * ? ? ?
melt ✓ ? ✓ ✓ ? ? * * ? ? ?
burn ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ? * * ? ✓ ?
freeze ✓ ✓ ✓ ? ✓ ✓ * * ? ? ?
break ✓ * ✓ * * * * * * ? *
tear ✓ * ✓ ? * * * * * * *
rise * ✓ ✓ ✓ ? ? * (✓) ? ✓ ✓
sink ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ? ? * * ? ? ?
come * ✓ * * * * * (✓) * ? ✓
arrive * ✓ (✓) * * * * * * ? ?
leave * ✓ * ? * * * ✓ * * *
fall * ✓ ✓ ? * * * * ? ? ✓
Table 2.3: Typical judgements for each diagnostic. Key: ✓ – grammatical; * – ungrammatical;
? – uncertain judgements; (✓) – grammatical in restricted contexts only.
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2.2.2 The causative alternation
A subset of intransitive verbs allow the causative alternation, i.e. those verbs which have a
transitive alternant where the higher argument is the external cause of the change:
(2) a. The ice cream froze.
b. Lucy froze the ice cream.
An analysis of the causative alternation as the addition or removal of an external argument
(see Schäfer 2009: §§3.1–2 for references to both sides of this debate) also makes it a candidate
diagnostic for unaccusativity (Perlmutter 1978: 162).
Intransitive verbs denoting changes of state generally have causative alternants:
(3) a. Lucy froze the ice cream.
b. Chris broke the window.
sink, a change of location verb which is not inherently telic (see §2.2.5), also allows the
alternation:
(4) The storm sank the ship.
Other intransitives do not—given below are examples of verbs belonging to the controlled
consecution (motional and non-motional), uncontrolled consecution, state and telic change of
location classes:
(5) *Chris talked/ran/coughed/survived/came Lucy. (intendedmeaning: ‘Chris made Lucy V’)
Closely following Ramchand (2008), we can identify those verbs which allow the causative
alternation as those which are [–initiation] when used intransitively. However, it is helpful to
be slightly more specic on this point. On the present approach, stative intransitives are [–
initiation] but do not allow the alternation; this contrasts to Ramchand’s approachwhere these
verbs do have an init component (see §1.1.3). There are also restrictions on the availability of
the alternation with verbs here analysed as [–initiation,+consecution]: see §2.2.7 below. The
central class of intransitives which allow causatives in English, therefore, are those which are
typically [–initiation,+transition].
I will take it as a fact of English syntax that intransitive transition verbs do not take ini-
tiators (they occur with [–initiation]), with the exceptions of manner of motion verbs and
inherently telic changes of location verbs which occur with [+initiation] by default (this is
perhaps lexically encoded, see §1.2.4.1) and hence disallow the causative alternation. Thus,
for example, melt, break, sink etc. are [–initiation] but swim, run, come, arrive are ordinarily
[+initiation]. Note however that the inherently telic change of location verbs may also have
non-initiated readings:
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(6) The letters arrived.
These verbs nevertheless never allow causatives (or resultatives; see the next subsection).
Only verbs which never have [+initiation] interpretations when intransitive allow the alter-
nation, therefore.
One other exception to the general rule that verbs denoting non-initiated transitions allow
the alternation is die:
(7) *Curiosity died the cat.
Note that the event described by die is not typically initiated by its subject. It is possible die
is merely a lexical exception to the general rule (as a very frequent verb, it would be a prime
candidate for lexically idiosyncratic behaviour).
Whether it is viewed as the addition of an argument to an intransitive base, or as the
removal of an argument from a transitive, the argument that is present in the transitive but
not the intransitive alternant is that which is merged in Spec,InitiationP (again, following
Ramchand 2008):























The alternation is thus ruled out with any intransitive verb that is already [+initiation], as
Spec,InitiationP is already lled by an argument: e.g. a verb like talk does not have a causative
alternant as it already takes a θ-initiation argument—there is no position for an additional
causer to be merged and the same role cannot be assigned twice:
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Formally, then, the dierence between the intransitive and transitive alternants of verbs
undergoing the alternation is merely determined by whether they merge with an Initiation
head valued as [–initiation] or one valued as [+initiation]; furthermore, the latter sort gener-
ally selects for a [+transition] complement. It is also necessary to stipulate that the transitive
Initiation cannot merely trigger the movement of the lower argument to its specier (for ex-













Figure 2.1: Causative Initiation
In a full model it may be desirable to also account in some way for lexically idiosyncratic
patterns. An example of such a pattern is the behaviour of die. However, the formalisation of
these patterns is a fairly marginal issue, and I will not give it much attention here. Linguistic
exceptions are discussed extensively by Yang (2016), who argues in essence that rules tolerate
exceptions provided these do not aect more than a certain proportion of instances. The focus
of Yang’s discussion of exceptions is mostly on phonological and morphological phenomena,
and though he does discuss a few instances of exceptions to syntactic regularities—including
non-nominative cases on Icelandic subjects and the availability of the double object construc-
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tion in English—he does not discuss in detail how these should be accounted for formally. I will
assume that the various idiosyncratic behaviours considered here come about as a result of the
combination of particular avours of the VICTR heads (with idiosyncratic featural properties)
which select for particular lexical verbs; some variety of the Elsewhere Condition operating
on Merge ensures that only these idiosyncratic heads can select for the verbs in question (i.e.
the more specic selecting headmust be merged preferentially to the more general head found
with verbs exhibiting ‘regular’ behaviours).
Thus, die in this instance is selected specically by a special variety of Initiation which pre-
empts it from occurring with the [+initiation] causative variety (see §1.3.2).6 I will not discuss
the formal approach to exceptions further in this chapter, though there will be some brief
discussion of it in relation to idiosyncratic case and agreement in the chapters subsequent.
2.2.3 The resultative construction
A number of intransitive verbs in English may participate in the resultative construction, de-
noting a change with an end-state expressed through an adjective or preposition phrase. With
transitives employing this construction, the aected argument is always the lower argument
(i.e. the traditional ‘internal argument’; see §1.1.4), e.g.:
(10) Lucy hammered the metal at.
This provides a basis for the argument that resultatives are a diagnostic of the presence
of an internal argument and hence of unaccusativity (see Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995:
chapter 2).7 Resultatives occur with very almost the same class of intransitives as allow the
causative alternation; however, the dierences, though small, are signicant to the featural
characterisation of this class. Firstly, they occurs with intransitives denoting a change of state:
(11) a. The lake froze solid.
b. The window broke into pieces.
The construction also occurs with change of location verbs, assuming elements like high
and low are adjectival in these contexts:
(12) a. The sun sank low.
b. The balloon went high.
The construction is also permitted with manner of motion verbs, e.g. run, swim and walk
(L&RH: 186):
6. Another possibility is that die is not syntactically exceptional at all, but kill acts as its (morphologically sup-
pletive) alternant (cf. McCawley 1968, Dowty 1979: 44–51).
7. I subsequently refer to this work by the abbreviation ‘L&RH’.
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(13) a. Lucy and Chris ran/swam/walked apart.
b. Lucy danced free.
Note that sentences like these, with resultative meaning, require a change of location.
These predicates are analysed here as being both consecutions and transitions ([+consecu-
tion,+transition]; see §1.1.3).
Resultatives do not occur with verbs denoting states (e.g. stay, sit). Neither do they occur
with most consecution verbs (e.g. work, play, cough).
The overall characterisation, then, is that intransitive verbs which are [+transition] allow
this construction; [–transition] verbs do not.
One class of systematic exceptions to this general pattern are verbs formed from adjectives
with the -en sux; though these allow causatives, they do not permit resultatives:
(14) a. The heat reddened Lucy’s skin.
b. *Lucy reddened red.
An analysis of these is that they are in fact underlyingly resultative, consisting of a verbal
root -en into which the adjectival result state incorporates (Hale and Keyser 2002: 48). The
resultative construction is thus not so much ruled out with these verbs as inherent in them.
die, which does not allow the causative alternation (see (7) above), also does not allow
resultatives:
(15) *The man died lifeless.
Thus this verb appears to exhibit lexically idiosyncratic behaviour in relation to this con-
struction also.
Hoekstra (1988) analyses the aected argument plus result phrase part of a resultative
as a small clause.8 I suggest eventive small clauses can be conceptualised as TransitionPs
containing an argument and a modier; the Transition head is interpreted as an abstract verbal
element become. I am agnostic as to the precise position of the modier; assume for present
purposes it is merged in the specier of the lower ResultP (as it denotes the state resulting
from the transition; cf. the approach to modiers of Cinque 1999). For example:9
8. See Zhang (2009: §2) for an overview of other approaches to resultatives.
9. The upper part of this structure is omitted from the diagram.
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Resultatives also contain a TransitionP and a modier:




















More formally, then, a resultative construction occurswhen a [+transition] Transition head
selects for a complement containing an AdjP or a PP, leading to a small clause interpretation.














Figure 2.2: Resultative Transition
The analyses presented in the last two subsections have various advantages over the tra-
ditional approach to argument structure of the Unaccusative Hypothesis; I will consider here
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those which are relevant to these constructions specically (see following subsections and
§2.3.1 for further discussion). The traditional approach, if it assumes (as is usual) that stative
verbs are unaccusative, must also postulate that these are an exception to the general rule that
the resultative and causative constructions occur with unaccusatives (see e.g. L&RH: §2.3.3)—
an exception which does not necessarily appear particularly well motivated. On the present
approach, [+transition] verbs form an entirely separate class from the statives: we can state
that resultatives/causatives are only generally available with the latter, and do not need to
postulate an exceptional class. Additionally, the association of Transition with the abstract
element become allows for a neat formalisation of the parallels between small clauses and re-
sultatives. Further, more general advantages of the multiple-head approach will be presented
in subsequent sections.
2.2.4 Attributive past participles
Prenominal past participles (e.g. melted butter, risen sun) are another purported diagnostic of
unaccusativity in English (Levin and Rappaport 1986: 654). This construction has been con-
sidered diagnostic of unaccusativity on the grounds that it picks out a subset of intransitives,
and the same construction with transitive verbs is used to describe nouns which would be the
lower arguments of equivalent clausal constructions, for example the destroyed city (a city that
has been destroyed, not a city that destroys). This is evidence, then, that the construction, like
the resultative construction and causative alternation discussed above, should be analysed in
terms of argument structure—an analysis which the present approach retains.
Amongst intransitives, prenominal past participles are restricted to certain transition verbs:
that is, verbs of change of state, including those which undergo the causative alternation,10 and
verbs of (inherent) change of location:
(18) a. fallen leaves
b. a decayed corpse
c. the broken window
d. *the remained/trembled/talked man
Note in particular that prenominal past participles of manner of motion verbs (analysed as
[+consecution,+transition]) do not occur:
(19) * the run/walked/swum man
Thus, verbs must be [–consecution,+transition] to allow this construction.
Amongst the verbs which allow the construction, however, there are further restrictions.
For example, arrived can only occur prenominally with certain modiers, e.g. the recently ar-
rived recruits. Furthermore, some verbs of change (e.g. come, go, die) do not seem to allow the
10. With the alternating verbs, however, it could be argued that this construction is derived from the transitive
alternant.
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construction at all. Note, however, that (with the exception of die, which shows exceptional
behaviour in regard to several diagnostics) these verbs do allow past participles to occur post-
nominally, whereas other verbs do not:
(20) a. The man gone to the market returned.
b. *The man swum to the island returned.
Thus, setting aside restrictions on the position of an attributive past participle, it seems to
be quite generally available with [–consecution,+transition] verbs.
An analysis of this behaviour can be formulated in terms of selectional restrictions un-
der a Distributed Morphology-type framework in which the morphological processes which
derive these constructions take place in the syntax according to the usual constraints on syn-
tactic formations. Under such an approach, the past participle morphology (realised in various
ways, often as -ed or -en—I shall denote it here by the latter) can be viewed as an Adj head,
which incorporates the root and categorises it as an adjective.11 That the past participle is re-
stricted to [–consecution,+transition] verbs suggests -en selects a [–consecution,+transition]
ConsecutionP with intransitives:



















The present proposal, which distinguishes [+transition] verbs from stative verbs in terms of
the positions of their arguments, is thus able to capture the occurrence of attributive past par-
ticiples with the latter but not the former in terms of structural considerations alone. This dis-
11. In standard Distributed Morphology, roots do not themselves bear category labels and categorisation is via
heads bearing the labels n, v, a etc. (Embick and Noyer 2007: 296). For consistency—I have elsewhere denoted
the verbal root as of category V—I do not reect this in my notation here, although my examples could easily be









Figure 2.3: The -en head
tinguishes it favourably from the traditional approach to syntactic argument structure, which
in addition to restricting attributive past participles to ‘unaccusative’ verbs (i.e. those which
take only an internal argument) must also provide some separate explanation for the non-
occurrence of the construction with state verbs (which are also held to be unaccusative).
The three diagnostics so far discussed—the causative alternation, resultative construction
and attributive past participles—have all been analysed in terms of a [±transition] feature;
[±consecution] has also been appealed to. These distinctions, which are of great use in char-
acterising the classes of verbs identied by these diagnostics, but do not have equivalents on
the approach of Ramchand (2008)—a point in favour of the current approach. I discuss this
further, along with other issues concerning the comparison to Ramchand (2008), in §2.3.2.
2.2.5 Inherent telicity
Split intransitivity has often been connected in various ways to telicity (see Tenny 1987, Zae-
nen 1988, Sorace 2000, Borer 2005 andmany others). Diagnostics of telicity and hence purport-
edly unaccusativity in English are adverbials like for hours, for seconds, for years etc., which
(amongst intransitives) supposedly only occur with atelic/‘unergative’ verbs (Schoorlemmer
2004: 227). Most intransitive verbs in English occur with phrases like for hours very freely:
(22) Lucy stayed/sat/coughed/swam/worked for hours.
Some verbs, however, allow for hours more restrictedly. These verbs belong to the change
of location and change of state classes:
(23) a. *Lucy arrived/died for hours.
b. *The window broke for hours.
I will describe verbs like those in (23) as ‘inherently telic’. Note, however, that most of
these do allow for hours in specic contexts; these contexts vary from verb to verb:
(24) a. Lucy came for hours. (= ‘Lucy came and stayed for hours’)
b. The guests were arriving for hours.
Very many change of state verbs do freely allow the construction, e.g.
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(25) a. The corpse decayed for years.
b. The butter melted for hours.
The overall generalisation I propose is that the inherently telic verbs comprise the change
of location verbs and a subset of the (uninitiated) change of state verbs, but that the inherent
telicity of these verbs can be overridden in certain contexts. Formally, the inherently telic
verbs can be associated with the feature [+result] (on the Result head). [+result], which is
equivalent to res in Ramchand (2008), is a feature associated with inherent telicity, not telicity
alone. Adverbial phrases like for hours, which require atelic readings, are incompatible with
the [+result] feature of inherently telic verbs.
The verbs discussed above are all [–consecution,+transition], but consider also the ‘semel-
factive’ class of punctual consecutions like hiccough [+consecution,–transition] and jump [+con-
secution,+transition]. Rothstein (2004: 183–87) argues that these are basically telic, in contrast
to Smith (1991) who claims they are basically atelic (see Ramchand 2008: 80–81). These verbs
do occur with for hours far more easily than telic verbs of change like come and break. Fol-
lowing Ramchand (2008), who posits that these verbs may occur either with or without the
res component, I shall here analyse these verbs as able to occur with either value of [±result].
Note that the value of [±result] is thus independent of the values of the other VICTR heads
(cf. table 2.1).
This approach allows us tomaintain the popular idea that telicity relates to argument struc-
ture (see references above). But at the same time, by identifying multiple argument positions,
we can also maintain the idea that other split intransitivity diagnostics, unrelated to telicity,
also relate directly to argument structure. This, then, is another advantage of this approach
over the traditional Unaccusative Hypothesis.
2.2.6 Diagnostics of consecution verbs
2.2.6.1 Data
A number of tests pick out sets of verbs in English each corresponding more-or-less to the
class of verbs I term ‘consecutions’. This class basically corresponds to most conceptions of
the traditional ‘unergative’ class insofar as it is ever dened explicitly. Each of these tests does,
however, pick out a slightly dierent group of verbs.
The diagnostics in question which I have been able to identify in the literature are: V one’s
way into (Marantz 1992), V away (Keyser and Roeper 1984), the cognate object construction
(Massam 1990), agentive sux -er (Burzio 1981: 255–58), and prex out- (Keyser and Roeper
1984). These are all illustrated below with the verb walk, with which they can all occur:
(26) a. Lucy walked her way into the room.
b. Lucy was happily walking away, round and round the eld.
c. Lucy walks the walk.
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d. walker
e. Lucy outwalked Chris.
None of these constructions, on the other hand, can occur with a verb like arrive:
(27) a. *Lucy arrived her way into the building.
b. *Lucy was arriving away.
c. *Lucy arrived an arrival.
d. *arriver
e. *Lucy outarrived Chris.
To reiterate, the overall generalisation is that these constructions are acceptable with con-
secution verbs and ruled out with other intransitives. There are a few nuances, however. Cer-
tain of the tests produce doubtful results with certain consecution verbs, particularly those
which are typically non-volitional (the ‘uncontrolled consecutions’):
(28) a. ?Lucy trembled a tremble / skidded a skid.
b. ?Lucy outtrembled/outcoughed Chris.
This dierence in the strength of judgements seems to be sensitive to a [±volition] feature,
and so is some evidence for the operation of this feature in English. On the present approach,
[±volition] is taken to be encoded on the Volition head. This is some support in favour of this
approach over that of Ramchand (2008), where volition is not encoded as part of the thematic
domain. Further, and in many cases more substantial, support from other languages will be
given in §2.4 and in subsequent chapters.
With many verbs the cognate object test is restricted to certain meanings, e.g. Lucy talked
a talk can refer to a presentation to an audience, but not to acts of talking in general. Speakers’
intuitions about the cognate object diagnostic seem in general to be much weaker than those
concerning the other diagnostics, though a distinction between consecution verbs and others
(which are hardly ever accepted with cognate objects to any degree) is still apparent.
The availability of these diagnostics is most robust with [+consecution] verbs which are
also [+initiation]. Verbs analysed as [–initiation,+consecution] exhibit rather more varied be-
haviour; this is discussed further in §2.2.7 below.
The diagnostics may also sporadically pick out various verbs that do not denote consecu-
tions. This varies between diagnostics, and in some cases there does not seem to be much of
a consistent semantic basis as to which verbs are identied, for example:
(29) a. The musical died a death.
b. survivor, early-riser
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Some groups of exceptions appearmore systematic. In particular, the V one’s way into con-
struction is frequently accepted with non-inherently telic verbs which undergo the causative
alternation (burn,melt etc.):
(30) The butter melted its way into the cake.
This same group of verbs tends to receive mixed or uncertain judgements as regards the
out- construction (cf. Keyser and Roeper 1984: §4.3), as do several members of Sorace’s ‘con-
tinuation of state’ category, and few verbs in these categories are in fact widely accepted with
this construction:
(31) a. Lucy outgrew her older brother.
b. ?Lucy’s butter outmelted Chris’s butter.
(32) a. Lucy outstayed Chris.
b. ?Lucy outpersisted Chris.
Change of state verbs seem to receive similarly mixed/uncertain judgements as regards V
away (cf. Keyser and Roeper 1984: §4.4):
(33) a. ?The tree was growing away.
b. ?Lucy was freezing away outside in the snow.
To summarise, these tests all pick out verbs primarily of the consecution class, plus some
verbs more usually seen in other classes with varying degrees of semantic systematicity. In
featural terms, we can say that they identify primarily [+consecution] verbs (with the out-
prexation and cognate objects additionally preferring but not absolutely requiring [+volition]
predicates). The next subsection will outline some formal analyses.
The VICTR approach’s use of the [±consecution] distinction thus allows the identication
of the class of verbs permitted on this analysis; something which does appear to be achieved
on the approach of Ramchand (2008). This will be discussed further in §2.3.2.
2.2.6.2 Proposed analyses
I will now sketch analyses for each of these diagnostics in turn.
Both the V one’s way into and cognate object constructions involve the addition of an
argument to the clause (see also the discussion of out-prexation to follow). Like the other di-
agnostics discussed in this section, these constructions are restricted primarily to verbs which
are ordinarily [+consecution] (the cognate object construction is in addition dispreferred with
[–volition] verbs). Ordinarily the [+consecution] Consecution head which occurs with these
verbs selects for a single DP, merged in its specier, i.e. it bears a [Select:D] feature. These
verbs also have the option of occurring with other sorts of [+consecution] Consecution, which
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in addition to [Select:D] select for other DPs as well, merged lower in the structure as part of
its complement.
Considering rstly the V one’s way into construction, Consecution in this case selects for
a complement containing Dposs way PP, where Dposs is a possessive pronoun. This variety of
Consecution is availablewith any verb that is semantically compatible with the [+consecution]
value.


























V one’s way into is ruled out with verbs which must be [–consecution]—states, changes
of state and changes of location. However, it is accepted, to varying degrees, with some of
these verbs, e.g. persist, burn. I suggest the lexical semantics of these particular verbs is loose













Figure 2.4: Consecution in V one’s way into
Like V one’s way into, the cognate object construction also involves the addition of a new
argument (the ‘cognate object’). It can be analysed as involving a dedicated [+consecution]
Consecution head which, in addition to its normal [Select:D] feature, also selects for a com-
plement containing a DP semantically cognate to the lexical V (again, I leave aside the precise
details of how this selection might be formalised).
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A further restriction on the cognate object construction is that it prefers the presence of
[+volition] Volition. This can also be formalised in terms of selectional features: [–volition]













Figure 2.5: Consecution with cognate objects (‘N=V’ is shorthand for the cognate relation
between object and verb)
The V away construction does not introduce a new argument, but can also be analysed in
selectional terms. [+consecution] Consecution in these cases selects a complement containing
the particle away:12
12. The precise position of verbal particles on this model is as yet unclear, but this does not aect the main
argument. I assume here it is merged somewhere within VP; it could also plausibly be adjoined to Consecution
itself.
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V away is accepted at least to an extent with verbs denoting changes of state, e.g. ?The tree














Figure 2.6: Consecution in V away
I now turn to agentive sux -er. Note that this sux also occurs with transitive verbs,
and its behaviour in such contexts provides evidence for analysing it in terms of argument
structure. Thus, when -er occurs with a transitive root, it denotes the higher argument of
the transitive, not the lower: destroyer means ‘a person or thing who destroys’ not ‘a person
or thing who is destroyed’. This suggests that we should retain the traditional intuition that
intransitive verbs which allow -er merge their arguments in the same or similar position(s)
as transitive higher arguments—here, that both sorts of argument are typically rst-merged
toward the top of the VICTR structure.
For -er, as with prenominal past participles above (§2.2.4), I shall adopt an analysis in the
style of Distributed Morphology (cf. Alexiadou 2001, particularly pp. 128–31). Intransitive -er
selects primarily for [+consecution] complements: this suggests it selects a ConsecutionP, on
the head of which the [±consecution] feature is marked, provided it has the correct (positive)
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value. I shall assume -er is a nominal head which essentially occupies the same position as














The sporadic occurrence of -er with [–consecution] verbs (e.g. survivor, early-riser) can be








Figure 2.7: Sux -er
out-prexation involves both a morphological process and the addition of an argument.
The construction is curious from a thematic perspective in that both arguments appear to be
initiators of the event described by the verbal root: thus, Lucy outtalked Chris entails both Lucy
talked and Chris talked.13 This is surprising as we do not expect to nd two arguments within
a clause bearing the same thematic role.
Irube (1984: 114) suggests that prex out- may be analysed as a sort of preposition (with
the internal/lower argument in its complement) with comparative meaning (‘X-er than’), into
which the verbal root incorporates. Drawing on this, I propose that out- is a head which
selects a clausal complement, analogous to the selection of a clause in comparative contexts
introduced by phrases like more than:14
13. These arguments are not, of course, both initiators of outtalk, only of talk. But the latter still ought ideally
to be captured formally, and the asymmetry in terms of the former can be understood in terms of the analysis in
the main text.
14. I omit the Transition and Result heads for reasons of space.
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Lucy is merged in the speciers of ConsecutionP, InitiationP and VolitionP in the higher
clause, and Chris in those same positions in the lower clause: this enables them both to be
interpreted as volitional initiators of the (consecutional) talking event. out- incorporates into
the higher V whereas the lower V is deleted: this is analogous to the deletion of the lower VP
in sentences like Lucy eats sandwiches more than Chris eats sandwiches.15 out-prexation is
in general limited to [+consecution] (and preferentially [+volition]) verbs; this can be seen as













Figure 2.8: Prex out-
The acceptance (albeit usually marginal) of out- with verbs denoting states and changes
of state (e.g. outlast, ?outmelt) may reect the marginal possibility of these verbs being con-
ceptualised as consecutions which was also posited for V one’s way into and V away above.
15. Deletion is, however, obligatory in the out- case, possibly because the single inectional domain can only
morphologically license one of the two verbs, leading to deletion of the lower VP as a repair strategy—though
also cf. obligatory comparative deletion in sentences like Lucy prepared more sandwiches than Chris could eat
sandwiches.
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It can be noted that in general the acceptability of these verbs with one of these diagnostics
closely corresponds to its acceptability with the others: it is the same verbs which are ac-
cepted, marginal, or rejected in each instance.16 This is what is to be expected if this variable
conceptualisation analysis is the correct one; if the judgements diered considerably with the
same verb, we might ask why this [+consecution] conceptualisation should only be possible in
a subset of cases. The principal exceptions are last and stay, which permit out- but not V one’s
way into or V away. However, this could be lexically idiosyncratic—again, such idiosyncrasies
are common with derivational morphology.
It should also be asked why evidence of this variable conceptualisation is not seen with
cognate objects or -er. The rst may relate to the relatively low acceptability of this construc-
tion across the board; indeed, it is possibly somewhat idiomaticised. -er is dicult to test with
many of these verbs due to the interference of the use of this sux with their transitive alter-
nants (often in an instrumental sense): e.g. burner is clearly a licit form, but generally in the
sense ‘something which burns something’. However, there is some evidence from the surveys
that some (apparently primarily American) speakers are at least somewhat accepting of burner
referring to an object which itself burns (the same is true of melter, grower etc.), suggesting
that a [+consecution] conceptualisation may be possible in these instances also.
2.2.6.3 Advantages of this approach
The VICTR approach to argument structure has certain advantages over the traditional ap-
proach in regard to these diagnostics in particular. Firstly, it explicitly encodes in the syntax
the [+consecution] nature of the verbs which prototypically allow these constructions. It is
not enough merely to state that external arguments are initiators (or ‘Causes’ or ‘Agents’) of
the event described: this wrongly predicts, for example, that change of location verbs like come
and arrive (which are typically, though not exclusively, agentive) would group with verbs like
work and play in regard to the diagnostics. The [–consecution] status of the former set of
verbs is important. The position of arguments, taking the featural properties of the predicate
into account, can be encoded in the syntax on the present proposal without recourse to more
complex ‘linking rules’, as was discussed in §1.3.1.
The present approach also captures the variation between this set of diagnostics in regard
to [±volition]: we can state that certain of the constructions prefer the presence of a [+voli-
tion] head, whereas others are neutral as to the presence or absence of such a head. This is
in contrast to the traditional approach which does not make an explicit syntactic distinction
between controlled and uncontrolled events, and cannot relate the dierent behaviour of these
diagnostics to argument structure alone.
16. In a few cases, the actual numerical scores for the verbs are closer than the idealised judgement marks might
suggest: this is true for grow, burn and freeze.
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2.2.7 Verbs of non-agentive internal causation
The feature system proposed predicts the existence of a number of classes of predicate which
have not been so far exemplied. Those verbs denoting ‘non-agentive internally caused events’
—verbs like wilt, blossom, glow, buzz etc.—which show somewhat heterogeneous behaviour in
regard to the split intransitivity diagnostics, may exemplify many of these predicted classes.
Following Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995: 91), what characterises these verbs is, rstly,
that they denote events brought about by some property inherent to the entity denoted by the
subject, and, secondly, that they are ‘non-agentive’—the subject does not volitionally control
the event. This subsection will examine this further, though due to the great complexities of
the behaviour of verbs of this type it remains a preliminary exploration.
One expected class would consist of verbs which are [–initiation,+consecution]. These
verbs could be predicted to allow both the causative alternation (by dint of their [–initiation]
feature), but also some or all of the constructions associated with the [+consecution] feature.
Many emission verbs appear to be of this type:
(39) beeper, buzzer; blinker, asher; stinker; bubbler ... (L&RH: 139)
(40) The car beeped its way up the street.
(41) a. The horn beeped.
b. Lucy beeped the horn.
Thus, these verbs exhibit properties of both ‘unergative’ and ‘unaccusative’ verbs accord-
ing to the traditional classication (cf. L&RH: 138–41, 191–94).17 Motion-in-place verbs like
utter and ap show similar behaviour:
(42) a. The swan outapped the duck.
b. The hen uttered her way into the barn.
(43) The parrot apped/uttered its wings.
Note here some further evidence for the [±consecution] distinction, discussed further in
§2.3.2, as well as evidence for the independence of the values of [±initiation] and the other
features.
We might also predict that some of these [–initiation,+consecution] verbs also occur with
[+result]; this may be true of semelfactive emission verbs like ash which prototypically de-
note a temporally bounded event (L&RH: 139). A verbs like rollmay be [–initiation, +consecu-
tion,+transition]: as well as the diagnostics just discussed, it allows the resultative construc-
tion, e.g. The drawer rolled open (Levin 1993: 265).
17. Note that Potashnik (2012) argues for an ‘unergative’ classication, whereas Reinhart (2002) claims they are
‘unaccusative’.
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It is worth noting that not all emission and motion-in-place verbs allow all these construc-
tions equally easily. For example, the causative alternation is not always available (Levin 1993:
235–37):
(44) a. * I squeaked the door.
b. *The stagehand sparkled the lights.
I assume here that the causative alternation, more prototypically associated with [–initia-
tion, +transition] verbs, is not fully established with [–initiation,+consecution] ones, leading
to lexical variation. (Another possibility is that these verbs have a slightly dierent featural
characterisation: e.g. [+‘volition’,–initiation,+consecution], which blocks the possibility of an
additional causer argument being introduced: cf. the discussion to follow.)
Some other variationmay arise because some of these verbs can be associatedwithmultiple
featural congurations. Compare the following:
(45) a. The doorbell buzzed.
b. The postman buzzed the doorbell.
(46) a. The bee buzzed.
b. *The postman buzzed the bee.
L&RH analyse this (pp. 117–18) by suggesting that buzz is sometimes construed as ex-
ternally caused, in which case it is ‘unaccusative’ and allows the causative alternation ((45));
in other instances it is seen as internally caused, and is thus ‘unergative’ and does not allow
a causative alternant ((45). The analysis here can proceed along similar lines, but captured
in terms of the [±initiation] feature (and hence the presence or absence of the θ-initiation
role on the intransitive argument). A buzzing doorbell lacks θ-initiation, and so a separate
θ-initiation argument can be merged; a buzzing bee, on the other hand, bears θ-initiation
and allows no additional causer to be introduced without extra thematic structure being in-
troduced (e.g. The postman made the bee buzz).
Another class of intransitives which can be predicted are [+‘volition’,–initiation,–consec-
ution,+transition] verbs. On the semantic model outlined in §1.1.3, these verbs denote a state
(the [+‘volition’] component) which directly causes a transition; this is in contrast to [+initia-
tion,+transition] verbs where the transition is brought about by a separate causal event. (Recall
that, in spite of the label, [+‘volition’] need not express the state of volitionality in particu-
lar.) These can be predicted not to allow causatives (a distinct θ-initiation causer cannot
be merged without intervening between the high and low positions of the θ-transition+θ-
‘volition’ arguments); neither should they allow the constructions associated with [+conse-
cution] verbs. However, they should allow resultatives (as they are [+transition]). blush may
be a verb of this type (recall that the intermediate judgements with out- and V one’s way into
are usual for [+transition] verbs):
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(47) a. Chris blushed scarlet.
b. *Lucy blushed Chris. [= ‘Lucy made Chris blush’]
c. *blusher
d. ?Lucy outblushed Chris.
e. ?Chris blushed his way out of the room.
We can also predict the existence of verbs which are [+‘initiation’,–consecution,–trans-
ition]—consisting only of some event which is neither a consecution nor a transition; I will
not attempt to delimit the exact properties of this event here. Such verbs might not be accepted
with any of the diagnostics, or only marginally so. ower is a candidate for a verb of this sort:
(48) a. ?The tree owered white.
b. ?The bush owered roses.
c. ?Lucy’s garden outowered Chris’s garden.
d. ?Lucy’s rose bush owered its way into the record books.
Some stative verbs could plausibly be analysed as internally caused and analysed as [+‘vol-
ition’,–initiation,–consecution,–transition,+‘result’]. On the semantic analysis sketched in
§1.1.3, such a verb would comprise one state leading to another. smell as a verb of emis-
sion, which does not seem possible with any of the diagnostic constructions, could possibly
fall into this class, with some distinct internal state of the smelly object causing the state of
being smelly.
In summary, then, verbs of this sort provide further evidence for the inventory of features
proposed, exemplifying various categorieswhich this inventory predicts. Asmentioned above,
however, this remains to be investigated in fuller detail.
2.2.8 Two non-diagnostics: locative inversion and there-insertion
Various authors have associated the locative inversion ((49)) and there-insertion ((50)) con-
structions with unaccusativity (see Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 19):
(49) Into the room arrived a man.
(50) There arrived a man.
However, this association has been disputed. L&RH (chapter 6) argue that locative inver-
sion is related to discourse function, not argument structure, and speculate that the same may
be true of there-insertion (p. 277); Ramchand (2008: 78fn.6) also assumes there-insertion is not
an unaccusativity diagnostic.
Speakers seem to vary widely in regard to which verbs they accept these constructions
with, at least when they are presented with examples out of context. The rate with which the
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diagnostics are accepted appears to bear little relation to the semantic class of the verb: un-
like many of the other diagnostics (see §2.4), they do not exhibit any correlation with Sorace’s
(2000) Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy. Thus, speakers appear no less likely to accept these con-
structions with prototypical ‘unergatives’ than with prototypical ‘unaccusatives’: e.g. There
worked a man is about as readily accepted as There arrived a man, and speakers are similarly
doubtful about both ?In the room talked a man and ?In the room died a man. Therefore I shall
follow L&RH and Ramchand (2008) in assuming these are not truly argument structure diag-
nostics, and set them aside.
2.2.9 Summary
This concludes the identication of the classes related to each split intransitivity diagnostic.
The major featural classes identied by each diagnostic are given in table 2.4; features whose
value is irrelevant to a given diagnostic are left blank. Some features are given in brackets;








































Prenominal past participles – +
for hours –
V away, V one’s way into, -er +
Cognate objects, out- (+) (+) +
Table 2.4: Summary of featural classes identied by the diagnostics
2.3 Further advantages of the VICTR approach
2.3.1 The VICTR approach and the Unaccusative Hypothesis
In this subsection I shall present some further advantages of the analysis of English split in-
transitivity in terms of the VICTR Hierarchy over the traditional Unaccusative Hypothesis
which I have not been able to address above. Then, in §2.3.2, I discuss in more detail the
dierences between the current approach and that of Ramchand (2008).
One problem of the traditional binary analysis is that it does not account for variation
within the ‘unaccusative’ class. Whereas the consecution verbs—which seem to be the strongest
candidates for the class of ‘unergatives’—behave as a reasonably coherent set in regard to the
diagnostics (though we can make some distinction in regards to [±volition]), the remainder
of intransitives exhibit a great deal of heterogeneity. The transition verbs, the subsets of that
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class which are inherently telic and/or those which allow the resultative construction and un-
dergo causative alternations, and the stative verbs all behave dierently with regard to various
of the purported diagnostics of unaccusativity presented in the literature.
A multiple-head analysis largely overcomes this problem. The behaviour of each of the
dierent (sub)classes can be captured by relating the dierent diagnostics to the dierent
heads, and multiple dierent argument positions. Whilst some problems nevertheless remain
in relation to the apparently idiosyncratic behaviour of certain verbs, the proposed analysis
nevertheless provides a level of explanation which is lacking in the traditional Unaccusative
Hypothesis.
Another issue for the traditional analysis is apparent overlap between the classes. One
case of this occurs with the resultative construction, which groups with the prototypical ‘un-
accusatives’ ([–consecution,+transition] e.g. melt, sink) a number of verbs which otherwise
seem to test as ‘unergative’ (namely the [+consecution,+transition] manner of motion verbs
like swim). This creates a new problem of unwanted overlap between the classes identied:
on the traditional analysis, we do not expect verbs to be both unaccusative and unergative, at
least not without a corresponding shift in meaning. (Such a meaning shift does not obviously
take place here: it is not obvious that there is any substantial dierence in meaning with swim
etc. when these verbs used in the resultative construction as with prex out- or one’s way into,
or why any putative shift in meaning is not also able to permit these verbs with the causative
alternation or as attributive past participles.) This problem does not exist on VICTR approach,
however, where it is perfectly acceptable for the [+consecution] and [+transition] classes to
overlap.
We can also discuss the verbs of non-agentive internal causation (like shine and buzz,
§2.2.7) in this regard. A verb like beep, buzz or ap which, as shown above, shows both
‘unergative’ and ‘unaccusative’ properties, is less easily accounted for on a traditional ap-
proach, although Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995: 191–4) treat such verbs as being able to
occur with either external or internal arguments. On the present approach, however, there is
no need to appeal to this sort of (semantically-based) variability: the verbs can be associated
with a general featural conguration (e.g. as [–initiation,+consecution]) which itself underlies
their behaviour.
A similar case of overlapping classes occurs with for hours, which is possible with verbs in
the traditional ‘unergative’ class as well as many traditional ‘unaccusatives’. We could simply
say that telicity does not relate to split intransitivity (at least not in English). However, as
discussed in §2.2.5, such a relation has frequently been posited both for English and other
languages and there does seem to be some sort of connection between telicity and argument
structure. The multiple-head analysis allows us to maintain the relation between telicity, split
intransitivity and argument structure whilst overcoming the problem that ‘inherent’ telicity—
as identied by this particular test—does not directly relate to the classes identied by the
other diagnostics. It is true that the temporal unboundedness identied by the for hours test
is not necessarily restricted to a single argument structure conguration. However, the idea
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that the class of verbs which do generally not permit for hours except in particular, restricted
contexts (go, arrive, break, tear etc.) are all associated with a single conguration (involving
the [+result] feature) is an appealing one, particularly given the semantic similarities between
these verbs in other respects (here captured in terms of the [+transition] feature). [+result] is
equivalent to the res component identied by Ramchand (2008: see particularly §4.2.2, §4.3) as
occurring with a similar if not identical set of verbs.
Another advantage of the multiple-head analysis is that it captures the fact that each di-
agnostic picks out a more-or-less semantically coherent set of verbs; the classes that arise,
therefore, are similarly semantically coherent. The stipulation of separate ‘unaccusative’ or
‘unergative’ properties would seem redundant, then, when the observed behaviour can be
adequately described without them.
The binary analysis, further, makes no clear predictions as to the exact membership of the
classes. That this is a problem becomes particularly clear when it is considered that there are
a number of verbs—the statives in particular, plus some others: go, come, leave, die—which
fail both the ‘unergative’ diagnostics (or at least, pass them only sporadically) and all or many
of the ‘unaccusative’ ones; i.e. the syntactic evidence which allows them to be grouped in
one class or the other is at best extremely limited. (for hours does group the statives with the
unergatives, but this group also includes a number of [+transition] verbs, as discussed above,
which otherwise appear to be unaccusative. Thus this diagnostic is of little help in this regard.)
How is the linguist to decide whether such verbs are to be classied as unergative or unac-
cusative, in the face of such limited evidence? The language learner faces the same problem:
to assume that the membership of the two classes is encoded directly in Universal Grammar
would seem to run contrary to minimalist ideals. The lack of crosslinguistic uniformity in the
putative classes (Rosen 1984 and much of the subsequent literature, and see the next section
and subsequent chapters) would also suggest that the composition of the classes is something
which would have to be learned.
Of course this problem does not simply disappear when a number of smaller classes are
posited instead. But its signicance is perhaps reduced. Under the binary classication the
stative verbs must be placed, presumably quite arbitrarily, in one class or the other. When
multiple classes are posited, however, stative verbs can simply be omitted from all the other
classes—and thus placed, quite literally, in a class of their own; the straightforward linking of
the class with stative meaning may be enough to permit this. In §1.1.3, I raised the possibil-
ity that stative verbs could be either [+‘volition’] with negative values for the other VICTR
features, or else [+‘result’] with otherwise negative values. For simplicity, let us assume all
English intransitive statives are [+‘volition’]; following the discussion in the previous chapter,
no semantic volitionality is entailed in these instances, as this only results in the presence of
causal relation between [+volition] Volition and another positively-valued head. The argu-
ments of intransitive state verbs thus bear (only) θ-‘volition’.
What about the other exceptional verbs? As with all (actual or apparent) lexical idiosyn-
crasies, these pose a problem. Whilst there is evidence that verbs like go and come pattern
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with [+transition] verbs in some regard (see §2.2.4), this evidence is rather limited and likely
not available to many if not most language learners. One possible solution may simply be to
postulate that these verbs, too, form their own class, one which lacks any of the features to
which the diagnostics are sensitive. This is problematic, though, given that we have postu-
lated [±transition] as the feature governing most of the patterns under discussion, and these
verbs would also seem to denote changes either of state or location (as does die, another excep-
tional verb). Perhaps the semantic evidence alone is enough for these verbs to be classied as
[+transition] verbs, and they fail to partake in the constructions otherwise available to verbs
associated with this feature for separate reasons. It may be notable that the verbs in question
all seem to be extremely frequent, and hence perhaps particularly liable to show exceptional
behaviour.
An interesting consequence of this approach is that we are able to analyse certain verbs
as, essentially, both ‘unergative’ and ‘unaccusative’ at the same time: i.e. their arguments are
merged in both high and low positions within the thematic domain. This is the case with
verbs like go (and other change of location verbs) whose arguments bear both the higher θ-
volition/θ-initiation and lower θ-transition/θ-result roles:


























This sort of analysis is not possible on traditional approaches where a single argument can
only be merged in one thematic position. And in fact these verbs have often proven dicult
for the traditional analysis, with authors unsure about how to classify them (e.g. Perlmutter
1978 does not attempt to do so). The VICTR Hierarchy helps us understand their special status
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in a new way.
In summary, there are a number of advantages of an analysis which identies multiple
classes and features over a traditional, binary one. This is in line with other works which
have proposed multiple classes of verbs on the basis of data from a range of languages (see for
example Zaenen 1988, Van Valin 1990 and discussion in L&RH: chapter 1)—though it diers
from previous approaches in suggesting that this variation be represented in terms of syntactic
structure.
2.3.2 The VICTR approach in comparison to Ramchand (2008)
Advantages are also apparent in comparison with another approach which identies multiple
argument positions in intransitives, that of Ramchand (2008). Ramchand, as discussed pre-
viously (§1.1.2), identies three functional heads within the thematic domain: init, proc and
res. These heads are able to capture certain of the distinctions which appear in the data. The
presence or absence of init accounts for the causative alternation (see Ramchand 2008: §4.3,
chapter 6); the inherently telic verbs might plausibly be understood in terms of the res com-
ponent (see Ramchand 2008: §4.2.2). (Compare the use of [±initiation] and [±result] here.)18
The other diagnostics, however, are more problematic. On the VICTR approach, these
have been described primarily in terms of the [±consecution] and [±transition] features. A
number of classes have been identied in terms of their distinct behaviour in relation to the
diagnostics considered. Non-motional consecutions like work and cough generally allow all
the constructions discussed in §2.2.6 (e.g. V away, out-). Motional consecutions like swim
allow these constructions and also resultatives (§2.2.3). Change of state or location verbs (melt,
arrive) may occur in the resultative construction and as attributive past participles (§2.2.3,
§2.2.4; a subset of these verbs allow allow the causative alternation.) State verbs (e.g. sit,
remain) do not generally allow any of these constructions.
[+consecution] [–consecution]
[+transition] swim, skid melt, break, arrive
[–transition] work, cough sit, remain
Table 2.5: Classes identied by the [±consecution] and [±transition] features
Given the dierent syntactic behaviours of these four classes, a syntactic understanding
of their dierences is desirable. The classes are neatly accounted for on the present approach
in terms of [±consecution] and [±transition]; this is summarised in table 2.5. However, they
are not easily, if at all, accounted for on Ramchand’s approach.
A potential partial characterisation in Ramchand’s termsmight proceed as follows. Change
of state or location verbs are always either [init, proc, res] (e.g. arrive), [proc] (e.g. melt), or
[proc, res] (e.g. break). These verbs allow attributive past participles. Consecution verbs, on
18. On the present approach, the causative alternation is analysed as also sensitive to [±transition]. This is
because [+initiation] is understood as eventive, whereas Ramchand’s init is seen as stative; something else is
needed on the present approach to rule out the alternation with stative verbs. The reader is referred back to
§2.2.2.
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the other hand, are [init, proc] (e.g. work, swim, tremble). These verbs allow V away, out- etc.
State verbs are just [init] and allow none of these diagnostics.
But what about the resultative construction? We have seen (§2.2.3) that this is possible
with both change of state/location verbs (melt, sink) and manner of motion verbs (swim, walk).
These are respectively [proc] or [proc, res] and [init, proc] on the present approach. But not all
[init, proc] verbs allow the construction: non-motional verbs like work and tremble do not.19
The classes identied by these diagnostics on Ramchand’s approach thus does not corre-
spond to natural classes identied in terms of her functional heads, but rather to somewhat
heterogenous clusters of the classes arising from the combinations of dierent heads. Further-
more, one class does not appear to be independently identied at all.
On a related point, Ramchand conates verbs like arrive and verbs like jump into a single
class of [init, proc, res] verbs (p. 108), despite the fact that they exhibit dierent behaviours,
for example:
(52) a. Lucy jumped a jump.
b. Lucy outjumped Chris.
c. jumper
d. * the recently jumped recruits
(53) a. *Lucy arrived an arrival.
b. *Lucy outarrived Chris.
c. *arriver
d. the recently arrived recruits
Ramchand does allow the possibility (2008: 81–82) that verbs like jump and hiccough may
lack a res component on their non-punctual readings. This does not (fully) explain (52), how-
ever, because jump still behaves as a typical consecution verb even in clearly punctual contexts
where res is supposed to be present—i.e. where the structure is supposed to be the same as for
arrive:
(54) a. Lucy jumped a jump in the eld.
b. Lucy and Chris each jumped once, and Lucy outjumped Chris.
On the present approach, jump, hiccough and arrive are distinct, being associated with
distinct values of the [±consecution] and [±transition] features. This approach thus accounts
for another set of distinctions which Ramchand does not.
Ramchand briey discusses the past participle diagnostic (2008: 78fn.6), suggesting it re-
quires the presence of a proc or res component and is ‘severely degraded’ in the presence of init.
19. Some of these are plausibly ‘N-conation’ verbs on Ramchand’s analysis, but this does not substantially aect
the claims made.
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But this similarly does not explain why it is restricted only to the class of verbs here described
as [–consecution,+transition] (see §2.2.4): it is possible (with adverbial modication) with ar-
rive, but never with run or work—though all of these have both init and proc on Ramchand’s
system.
We have also seen (§2.2.7) evidence for several classes of verbs denoting non-agentive
internally caused events, such as the emission verbs (beep, ash). These have been shown
to exhibit distinct behaviour from the other classes—for example allowing both -er and the
causative alternation, here accounted for in terms of [–initiation,+consecution] feature values.
Ramchand’s approach does not seem to have a comparably straightforward way of accounting
for these additional classes: the best analysis of the emission verbs might account for them as
being able to be either [init, proc, (res)] or just [proc, (res)]—a variable mapping which is for
some reason not available with other verbs.
§2.2.6.1 also identied marginal evidence for the operation of the [±volition] feature,
which is also absent on Ramchand’s approach. Ramchand relates (2008: 70–71) restrictions
concerning volitionality to the encyclopaedic information contained in lexical items. Whilst
the evidence for a syntactic [±volition] distinction here is not particularly strong, more sub-
stantial evidence will be oered subsequently.
In summary, the VICTR approach accounts for a number of observable syntactic distinc-
tions in English which Ramchand (2008) does not deal with so straightforwardly, and in some
cases is possibly unable to explain at all.
2.4 The VICTRHierarchy and the Auxiliary Selection Hi-
erarchy
2.4.1 Introducing the Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy
As was noted in §2.2, the analysis of English has focused largely around seven categories of
intransitive verbs identied by Sorace (2000). These categories and some exemplary verbs
were given in table 2.2; an expanded version is given in table 2.6.
have Controlled non-motional consecutions work, play, talk ...
⇑ Controlled motional consecutions swim, run, walk ...
Uncontrolled consecutions tremble, catch on, skid, cough, rumble, rain
...
Existence of state be, belong, sit, seem, be useful, please, de-
pend on ...
Continuation of state stay, remain, last, survive, persist ...
⇓ Change of state rise, become, decay, die, be born, grow ...
be Change of location come, arrive, leave, fall ...
Table 2.6: The Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy (Sorace 2000)
Sorace’s purpose in identifying these categories is to show that they form an ordered hier-
archy in regard to auxiliary selection behaviours in Western European languages: the Auxil-
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iary Selection Hierarchy (ASH). Auxiliary selection refers to the phenomena found in several
languages whereby the auxiliary found in the periphrastic perfect may take dierent forms:
most often one of two forms corresponding to the lexical elements have and be. This auxiliary































Because auxiliary selection identies two dierent classes of intransitives, it is a split in-
transitivity diagnostic (indeed, one of the most well-established). (With transitive verbs, on
the other hand, the periphrastic perfect in Western European languages normally occurs only
with auxiliary have.) Burzio (1981, 1986), Perlmutter (1989) and many others since have ar-
gued that intransitive have verbs are unergative and be verbs are unaccusative; this is Sorace’s
starting point. However, the classes identied vary between languages. For example, the verbs


















Sorace shows, however—at least for the languages she considers—that a common pattern
nevertheless emerges. Verbs towards the top of the hierarchy (as the categories are ordered
in table 2.6) tend to occur with auxiliary have, verbs toward the bottom with auxiliary be.
The main point of dierence between languages is the position of the ‘cut-o point’ between
have and be verbs (note that intermediate categories may allow both auxiliaries, to varying
extents.) The ASH is intended as an implicational scale: if a category exclusively occurs with
be, so should also categories below it; if one exclusively occurs with have, so should all those
above it—though in practice this is not quite the pattern which emerges. Sorace’s results are
summarised in table 2.7.
French Dutch German Italian
Controlled non-motional consecution have have have (be)/have
Controlled motional consecution (be?)/have be/have be/have (be)/have
Uncontrolled consecution have have have (be)/have
Existence of state have (be)/have (be)/have be/(have)
Continuation of state have be/have be/have be/(have)
Change of state be/have be/(have) be be/(have)
Change of location be be be be
Table 2.7: Auxiliary selection in four Western European languages, after Sorace (2000) (forms
in brackets are marginal)
Legendre (2007) nds further support for the ASH in patterns from historical Spanish. So-
race has hypothesised (2000: 887; 2004: 268) that the ASH ought to be applicable to other split
intransitivity diagnostics; something which has been demonstrated for various constructions
in Spanish (Montrul 2005), German (Keller and Sorace 2003), Chinese (Liu 2007), Italian, French
and Japanese (Sorace 2004: 263–64).
Strikingly, and in good conformity with this prediction, many of the split intransitivity di-
agnostics proposed for English show reasonably good to excellent correlation with the ASH.
(This is in spite of the fact that they do not pick out the same classes of verbs.) The for hours
diagnostic (§2.2.5) picks out all intransitives apart from those in the bottommost category,
change of location, and a subset of those in the next-from-bottom category (change of state).
Prenominal past participles (§2.2.4) are only permitted with verbs in these bottom two cate-
gories. The ‘consecution’ verbs, a class of verbs in categories toward the top of the hierarchy,
are identied by a number of diagnostics, as discussed in §2.2.6. As also discussed, some of
these diagnostics also received stronger judgements with controlled as opposed to uncon-
trolled consecutions (the latter are lower in the hierarchy). However, the causative diagnostic,
which identies a class of verbs corresponding largely to the second-lowest of Sorace’s cate-
gories (change of state, without including the bottom category, change of location; see §2.2.2),
and the resultative construction (which identies motional consecutions near the top of the
ASH, in addition to verbs of change toward the bottom; see §2.2.3) do complicate matters.
These ndings are summarised in table 2.8.20



























































Controlled non-motional consecution ✓ * ✓ * *
Controlled motional consecution ✓ * ✓ ✓ *
Uncontrolled consecution ✓/? * ✓ * *
Existence of state * * ✓ * *
Continuation of state ✓/?/* * ✓ * *
Change of state ✓/?/* ✓ ✓ /?/* ✓ ✓
Change of location * ✓/* ?/* ✓ *
Table 2.8: Summary of behaviour of split intransitivity diagnostics in English in relation to the
ASH
These data, from both English and the other Western European languages, suggest that
the ASH has genuine descriptive value for a range of phenomena in dierent languages. (This
nding will be further conrmed by the analyses of Basque and Georgian in subsequent chap-
ters.) Whilst it may not be useful for capturing all phenomena (e.g. English resultatives and
causatives), it nevertheless provides us with a reasonably robust cross-linguistic generalisation
which demands explanation. This shall be the focus of the following subsection.
2.4.2 The ASH and the VICTR Hierarchy
2.4.2.1 Core feature sets
I propose that the VICTR Hierarchy, in concert with acquisitional/diachronic factors, provides
us with a way of understanding why Sorace’s categories are ordered as they are. Each of the
categories corresponds to a particular set of feature values for the dierent thematic func-
tional heads, as summarised in table 2.9 (this is for reference only and should not be taken as
having any explanatory value). ASH eects can arise from the ways in which dierent phe-
nomena interact with the hierarchy. For instance, prex out- and sux -er, in English, prefer
[+consecution] complements. Since [+consecution] verbs correspond to the consecution cate-
gories, at the top of Sorace’s hierarchy, these constructions appear to correspond to the ASH.
Conversely, prenominal past participles are formed only with [–consecution,+transition] in-
transitives, corresponding to Sorace’s change of state and change of location categories, at the
bottom of the ASH: again, conformity to the ASH arises. for hours typically only occurs with
[–result] verbs; since the only verbs which must be [+result] are change of location and (some)
change of state verbs, the class identied once again lines up with the ASH.







































Controlled non-motional consecution + + + – +/–
Controlled motional consecution + + + + +/–
Uncontrolled consecution – + + +/– +/–
Existence / continuation of state (1) + – – – –
Existence / continuation of state (2) – – – – +
Change of state +/– +/– – + +/–
Change of location +/– + – + +
Table 2.9: Summary of relations between the ASH and the features of the functional heads
dierent auxiliaries. The rst set, which I term the agentive core features, is associated with
auxiliary have; the second, the patientive core features, with auxiliary be. (Compare Sorace’s
‘core unergatives’ and ‘core unaccusatives’, referring to the categories at either end of her
hierarchy.) The feature values associated with these two sets are given in table 2.10.
Core feature set [volition] [initiation] [consecution] [transition] [result]
Agentive + + + – (–)
Patientive (–) (–) – + +
Table 2.10: Core auxiliary selection congurations
Not all of these features are necessarily of equal weight; certain features in particular (given
in brackets above) seem to play less of a role in split intransitive patterns in general. I will not
explore this possibility of dierent features being weighted dierently further here.
§2.4.2.6 will discuss, among other things, what sort of cognitive entity these sets of core
features represent. For now, it will suce to say that they are some sort of ‘prototype’ associ-
ated with the values given.
In subsequent chapters, the role of the core features in constraining patterns of split in-
transitive alignment will be explored. This section, however, focuses on auxiliary selection,
with some discussion of English in §2.4.4.
I will begin with describing the patterns; §2.4.2.6 proposes a more in-depth explanation.
The basic pattern observed in at least the languages discussed by Sorace is that auxiliary se-
lection with congurations corresponding closely to the values of either the agentive or the
patientive core feature sets is broadly invariable.21 Thus verbs like ‘die’, corresponding to the
patientive core feature set, occur in all the languages under discussion with be, and verbs like
‘work’ and ‘play’, corresponding to the agentive set, occur in all with have (see (55), (56) again
for some examples). Non-core congurations, however, exhibit more variation between lan-
guages. Specically, the more a feature set deviates from one or the two core set (i.e. the fewer
21. The reader is referred again to Sorace (2000) for detailed discussion and further illustrative examples of the
empirical facts of auxiliary selection under consideration thoughout this section.
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feature values it has it common with it), the less likely it is to occur with the auxiliary asso-
ciated with that core. The following subsections discuss this further in light of the particular
patterns of variation identied by Sorace.
2.4.2.2 Small deviations from the core set
In some instances only a small deviation in feature values from the core set may be enough to
trigger a dierent auxiliary. French is a case in point. In French, [–consecution,+transition,+res-













Other (non-reexive) intransitives, however, take auxiliary avoir have. This is the case
even with verbs whose feature values deviate only slightly from the core set, such as [+trans-





























Something similar might be said about Dutch, though the surface patterns here are slightly
dierent. InDutch,have (hebben) is foundwith change of state/location verbs onlymarginally,



























‘The temperature rose for three hours but then dropped again.’ (Sorace 2000: 866)
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Detelicisation can be related to the presence of a [–result] feature; apparently, this sort of
marked deviation from the [+transition,+result] patientive core set is enough to marginally
permit have.
2.4.2.3 Hierarchical eects with manner of motion verbs
Manner of motion verbs (‘motional consecutions’; swim, run, walk) show considerable cross-
linguistic variation in their auxiliary selection properties. This variation is most marked when
one compares French (where these verbs always take auxiliary have) with German (where

















On the present approach this variation can be accounted for in relation to the status of these
verbs as [+consecution,+transition] (§1.1.3). This places these verbs in an interesting position
in relation to the two core feature sets. [+consecution] is a core agentive feature (prototypically
associated with the have verbs), whereas [+transition] is a core patientive feature (associated
with be verbs). Thus these verbs have properties of both the wider have and be groups. I
suggest this gives languages with an auxiliary split a choice; the [+consecution,+transition]
class may pattern with either have or be. French has the rst option, German the second.
Dutch and Italian show slightly more complex patterns. In Dutch, they occur with bewhen
























‘The ball rolled downstairs.’ (Sorace 2000: 876)
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A few verbs in Italian behave similarly, e.g. correre ‘to run’; this is not true of other manner
of motion verbs like nuotare ‘to swim’ (Sorace 2000: 875).
Telicity can be connected here to the value of the [±result] feature, and so these pat-
terns can similarly be understood in terms of degree of deviation from the core feature sets.
It seems [+consecution,+transition] verbs in Dutch and Italian are usually grouped with the
other [+consecution] verbs in preferring auxiliary have. However, once these verbs are used
in [+result] contexts (which occur when the predicate is telicised) the resulting feature com-
plex [+consecution,+transition,+result] is closer to the core patientive set. Dutch therefore
places these predicates in the be group; Italian also has this option, albeit with further lexical
restrictions.
Something similar may account for some more variation observed with manner of motion
verbs in Italian; to a certain degree, these verbs prefer avere have with ‘agentive’ subjects and




























‘The plane landed on the runway.’ (Sorace 2000: 876)
The [+volition] predicates are closer to the agentive core set, whereas [–volition] ones
deviate from it more substantially. Again, therefore, the degree of deviation from the core set
corresponds to the auxiliary employed.
2.4.2.4 Hierarchical eects with state verbs
Another set of verbs which show a considerable degree of variation are those in Sorace’s (2000)
‘existence of state’ and ‘continuation of state’ categories. While Sorace reports slight dier-
ences between the two categories, I will treat them here as a single class (see §2.4.2.5 for some
more discussion).
Let me begin by summarising the patterns of variation Sorace describes (see Sorace 2000:
867–70 for more details). In French, as is true of verbs that are not [+transition,+result] in gen-
eral, state verbs occurwith avoir have—though rester ‘to remain’ is an idiosyncratic exception.
The other languages show more variation. In Dutch and German, have is preferred in gen-
eral; prominent exceptions include verbs meaning ‘to remain’ and ‘to be’, and Dutch blijken
















In Italian, essere be is preferred with all state verbs, but avere have is marginally accepted
(e.g. with rimanere ‘to remain’ and other verbs given by Sorace 2000: pp. 867–69).
One analysis of this variation might proceed along the lines of the analyses presented
above: state verbs deviate somewhat from both the have and be cores and thus show variable
behaviour. On the VICTRmodel, however, another possible analysis also presents itself. Recall
that it has been suggested, adapting Ramchand (2008), that Volition and Result are semantically
equivalent state heads: the specic volition/result readings associated with these heads occur
due to the values of the other heads with which they co-occur (§1.1.3).
In §2.3.1 above, it was suggested that intransitive state verbs in English are [+‘volition’]
with negative values for the other VICTR heads. However, there is no reason on the present
approach why some state verbs should not instead be [+‘result’]. The congurations which
would arise from these two possibilities can be diagrammed as follows:22

















22. I omit auxiliaries from the diagrams, assuming them to be merged higher in the structure.
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In the absence of the entailment of a causation relation arising from the presence of other
positively-valued heads, these two structures are semantically equivalent: both predicate a
simple state of the argument (see §1.1.3). It thus follows naturally from the (independently
justied) assumptions about the structure of the thematic domain that this stative semantics
might be expressed using either conguration.
I propose that variation in the auxiliary selection behaviours of state verbs is related, at
least in part, to variation in the values of these heads. The optionality inherent in the system
leads to cross-linguistic dierences. Prototypically, one might expect [+‘volition’] state verbs
(this feature being part of the agentive core set) to occur with have, whereas [+‘result’] states
(this feature being part of the patientive core set) would occur with be. Note that which verbs
occur in which of these two classesmay vary freely between languages; as the two possibilities
are semantically equivalent it cannot be predicted on semantic grounds. To give just one
example, bestaan ‘to exist’ occurs with have in Dutch, but esistere ‘to exist’ prefers be in Italian
(Sorace 2000: 869–70): the rst can be understood as [+‘volition’], the second as [+‘result’].
One reason for preferring this sort of analysis of state verbs is the pervasiveness of vari-
ation within the state class in a given language. This is in contrast to the manner of motion
verbs discussed in §2.4.2.3, which for the most part show consistent behaviour as a class in the
languages Sorace discusses (Italian being something of an exception, however). That is, the
behaviour of one manner of motion verb in a language predicts the behaviour of the others,
whereas this is not true of the state verbs. This suggests the state verbs of a given language
may divide into two syntactically distinct classes, as proposed.
On this approach, Sorace’s original characterisation of auxiliary selection behaviour in
terms of a one-dimensional hierarchy attens out what is really a more complex situation.
There are multiple ways of deviating from the core be and have congurations. The most
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prominent deviations are the controlled motional consecutions and the state verbs, but the
behaviour of one set in a given language does not predict the behaviour of the other, as the
arrangement of the ASH suggests it should. This is, in fact, entirely consonant with Sorace’s
data. As table 2.7 shows, controlled motional consecutions actually show less consistent be-
haviour than many categories closer to the centre of the hierarchy, the opposite of Sorace’s
prediction. This is not a problem on the present approach, however.
2.4.2.5 Dierences between the VICTR approach and the ASH
In a couple of instances, a distinction between two classes made by Sorace is not directly
encoded in the features of the VICTR approach.
Firstly, the VICTR does not distinguish Sorace’s existence of state and continuation of
state categories. However, it is not clear that the evidence for distinguishing two separate
categories is particularly strong. I do not see any signicant dierences between the two
categories: and even on the basis of Sorace’s data it is not clear that one category is notably
more variable than the other overall (cf. Sorace 2000: 867–70), and the two behave at least very
similarly in relation to the English diagnostics, as well as the other behaviours to be discussed
in subsequent chapters.
Secondly, Sorace distinguishes separate change of state and change of location categories,
which are similarly not kept separate on the VICTR model (both being [–consecution,+trans-
ition]). I suggest the dierences between these can largely be reduced to other features. These
classes are distinguished in terms of auxiliary selection behaviour in French (though not com-
pletely) and more marginally in Dutch and Italian (Sorace 2000: 863–67). In French, (inherent)
telicity seems to be the principal dening factor: inherently telic verbs generally occur with
be, others with have (as in English, the class of inherently telic verbs more-or-less includes
all change of location verbs and some change of state verbs), as illustrated in (59, 60). This can
be related to the [±result] feature, so no subdivision specically between changes of state and
location is needed.
have with change of state verbs is also marginal in Italian, although it is slightly more



















‘The apples rotted in the sun.’
This is again possibly related to inherent telicity ([±result]) and also does not provide
convincing evidence to encode the change of location / change of state distinction featurally.
Sorace notes ‘a small number of verbs’ in the change of state class as variable in Italian
(2000: 865), whereas change of location verbs show consistent behaviour. The example she




















‘The plant blossomed twice this year.’
However, this is a verb denoting an internally caused event, and it may be this rather than
its change of state status that is signicant given how such verbs have also been shown to
exhibit otherwise unexpected behaviour in English (see §2.2.7).
2.4.2.6 Explanations in acquisition and diachrony
The formal apparatus of the VICTR model does not by itself explain why hierarchical eects
of the sort described by Sorace (2000) arise. Notionally, a split intransitive pattern could be
sensitive to the values of any feature or combination of features encoded on the VICTR heads;
empirically, however, it seems certain possibilities occur at least much more frequently than
others. This is where the notion of the ‘cores’ comes in useful: auxiliary selection patterns
cluster around the core feature sets, meaning certain features and feature combinations play
more prominent roles (to varying degrees) in auxiliary selection than others.
What is the status of these core sets, however? Various possibilities present themselves;
one is simply that they are hard-coded in Universal Grammar. I suggest this is not the most
attractive option, given that the core sets can instead be seen as emerging as part of the acqui-
sition process; our understanding of language change also sheds light on the issue.
There is a noticeable division in the thematic roles most typically associatedwith transitive
higher arguments and those associated with transitive lower arguments: a division which
corresponds to the dierences between the agentive and patientive core feature sets. To begin
with, most transitive higher arguments bear θ-initiation; many bear θ-volition as well:23
(71) a. The wind (θ-initiation) opened the door.
b. Hannibal (θ-initiation+θ-volition) destroyed the city.
This means that these arguments are merged in the specier positions of [+initiation] and
[+volition] heads. θ-transition arguments, by contrast, are typically lower arguments in an
23. The arguments of psychological predicates behave rather dierently; however, it is possible the same roles
are involved for the active voice surface subjects of such verbs. Subject experiencers (e.g. Lucy in (i)) appear
to be stative, and so perhaps bear θ-‘volition’. Subject stimuli (e.g. the ghost in (ii)) may be θ-initiation or
θ-initiation+θ-volition in at least some instances.
(i) Lucy fears ghosts.
(ii) The ghost frightened Lucy.
Cf. Grimshaw (1990). If these analyses are correct, these properties would reinforce the association of higher
arguments with the θ-initiation and θ-volition roles. In any case, it is clear that one or both of these roles are
to be found with most two-argument verbs, regardless of the behaviour of this specic class.
Some other bivalent verbs also have stative subjects, for example:
(iii) The red line intersects the blue one.
The higher argument in this instance may also bear θ-‘volition’, but as with intransitive stative arguments
is not interpreted as being semantically volitional.
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intransitive context:24
(72) Lucy is melting the lollipops (θ-transition).
There are also good reasons to believe θ-result is associated with certain lower argu-
ments, for example case variation with these arguments is sensitive to telicity in languages










‘I shot the bear.’ (telic)
These arguments are thus merged in the speciers of [+transition] and/or [+result] heads.
(Not all lower arguments are merged in these positions, however, particularly those Ram-
chand (2008) calls ‘rhemes’. In a sentence like Lucy is reading the book, for example, the book
bears neither θ-transition or θ-result; I assume following Ramchand it is merged in a com-
plement position.)
What about θ-consecution? This appears to most often be a property of certain higher
arguments.25 Evidence for this is particularly apparent from a range of verbs which undergo
transitivity alternations relative to the presence or absence of a direct object:
(74) a. Lucy talks (the talk).
b. Charlie walked (ve hundred miles).
c. Harry ate (the cake).
In each case, there appears to be a θ-consecution role assigned to the intransitive subject.
This is evidenced by the behaviour of these verbs in relation to the diagnostics identifying
[+consecution] verbs discussed in §2.2.6, for example:
24. There are occasional exceptions to this generalisation: as verbs like enter denote a change of location we
predict that they have θ-transition arguments in both their intransitive and transitive alternants:
(i) Lucy (θ-result+θ-transition+θ-initiation+θ-volition) entered.
(ii) Lucy (θ-result+θ-transition+θ-initiation+θ-volition) entered the building (rheme).
Thus in (ii) we see the less usual case of θ-transition and θ-result on a higher argument.
25. A class of exceptions, where θ-consecution is borne by a lower argument, occurs with the causative alter-
nants of emission verbs (e.g. buzz, shine). If the analysis of the intransitive alternants of these verbs as having
θ-consecution arguments proposed in §2.2.7 is correct, then we predict the θ-consecution role is still borne
by the corresponding argument in the transitive alternant:
(i) Lucy (θ-initiation+θ-volition) buzzed the doorbell (θ-consecution).
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(75) a. Lucy outtalked Chris.
b. Charlie walked his way into Scotland.
c. Harry was eating away.
These verbs also appear to meet the semantic criteria for [+consecution], following the
discussion in §1.1.3; they reduce to ‘a sequence of events denoting the same semantic expres-
sion’ (Pustejovsky 1991: 40). This suggests this role is also present on those same arguments
when they surface as the higher arguments of transitives.
In summary, then, θ-volition, θ-initiation and θ-consecution tend to be associated
with higher arguments, θ-transition and θ-result with lower arguments. Conversely, the
rst set of roles tend not to occur on lower arguments of typical transitives, and the second
set tend not to occur on higher arguments. Thus: higher arguments are typically associated
with the featural values of the VICTR heads described above as the agentive core set; lower
arguments are typically associatedwith the values of the patientive core set. These correspon-
dences are not absolute ones (see fnn. 24, 25), but they describe the most frequent patterns on
the basis of which the learner might reasonably make generalisations to intransitives.
The hierarchical arrangement of the VICTR features is also relevant here. It will be ob-
served that the agentive core set occurs with positive values of all and only the higher heads
(Volition, Initiation, Consecution); the patientive core set with positive values of the lower













This patterning in relation to the VICTR Hierarchy reinforces the core sets; each set is
associated with positive feature values in contiguous portions of the hierarchy.
By assumption here, the language learner has access (fully innate or otherwise) to the same
hierarchy. They are also able to acquire the syntax and semantics of transitive verbs. Thus, it
is plausible that they are able to derive the typical features associated with higher and lower
arguments, reinforced by the way they pattern in relation to the hierarchy itself.
At this point it will be helpful to consider the diachrony of auxiliary selection in Western
Europe. This is not the place for a full discussion of this complex topic—only a brief overview
of how this topic might be understood in light of the VICTR proposal will be given, which will
be related back to acquisitional considerations.
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Historically, the intransitive auxiliary split in Western European languages arose as have
as an auxiliary in the perfect spread from transitives to (some) intransitives (see McFadden
and Alexiadou 2010, Ledgeway 2012, Adams 2013 amongst others). The use of be as a passive
auxiliary (again, prototypically found with transitives) may also have inuencedmatters, with
be being generalised to intransitives lacking arguments merged in the higher positions of the
thematic domain (like prototypical passives).
The development of the intransitive auxiliary selection patterns can thus be seen as a pro-
cess of generalisation of transitive auxiliaries to intransitive contexts. This can be understood
as taking place incrementally through language acquisition across successive generations. The
role of generalisation of patterns in language acquisition is well known; one particular formal
proposal of a generalisation mechanism employed by acquirers is as follows (see also the orig-
inal formulation of this idea in Roberts 2007: 275):
(77) Input Generalisation: ‘Maximise already-postulated features.’
(Biberauer 2017: 48)
Let us adopt for expository purposes a simple model to suggest how Input Generalisation
might play a role in the development of the auxiliary selection behaviours we observe today.
This model is intended to be broadly plausible, but similar arguments could also be made with
other proposals. Suppose auxiliary have arises in the presence of some feature which we may
call [H]; otherwise, the auxiliary is spelled out as be. (The details of this are not important here.
In the inuential proposal of Kayne (1993), have is be incorporating an abstract preposition,
which we might take to bear the [H] feature.) Suppose also this feature is present somewhere
in the thematic domain, which seems reasonable given the connection of auxiliary selection
to transitivity and thematic properties.
On this model, [H] was present historically in the thematic domain of the ancestors of
today’s Romance and Germanic languages only in non-intransitive contexts. (Thus have
originally only occurred with transitives, as seems to have been the case.) This can be un-
derstood as a parametric option: the (micro)parameter ‘presence of [H]?’ was set to ‘yes’ for
non-intransitive heads only. But it was entirely natural, as part of the acquisition process, for
learners to generalise [H] to some intransitive contexts as well: to value ‘presence of [H]?’ as
‘yes’ for certain further heads that were similar to those that already bore this value, perhaps
diering only in their transitivity.
However, [H] did not spread to all intransitive contexts overnight. (It still has not in lan-
guageswith an auxiliary split, although in e.g. English have is today foundwith all verbs.) The
evidence suggests (see for example Ledgeway 2012: 132–33, 317–19) that have/[H] may have
originally arisen with those intransitives which most closely resembled those non-intransitive
contexts where it was already present.
Here, then, the agentive core feature set plays its role. [H], when it was restricted to non-
intransitive contexts, would have correlated strongly with the presence of a higher argument—
particularly perhaps given its origins as a verb of possession (McFadden 2007: 699) with
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typically human arguments, which are most likely to be associated with θ-volition and θ-
initiation. Learners could thus have observed its correlation to the presence of [+volition]
and/or [+initiation] and/or [+consecution]. One or more of these features may then have
been taken as the basis for generalising [H] to intransitive contexts where these features were
present; perhaps particularly [–transition,–result] contexts, as arguments merged in the spec-
iers of these heads would bear more resemblance to transitive lower arguments. Thus, it is
precisely the features of the agentive core set that would have played a role.
(This is essentially the same process as Sheehan (2017) suggests occurs in the acquisition
of split intransitive case systems, where ergative case is ‘extended’ or ‘generalised’ to certain
intransitive contexts: namely, those which most closely resemble the most salient transitive
contexts in which it is already found.)
Passives may also have played a role in reinforcing the distribution of auxiliary be. The
surface subject of passives is initially merged as a lower argument, and thus often bears the
θ-result and/or θ-transition roles:
(78) The city (θ-result+θ-transition) was destroyed.
The association of be with these contexts could explain the development of the [+transi-
tion,+result] patientive core set in the intransitive perfect.
We thus have two core sets, as well as various congurations which dier from the cores
in various ways and to dierent degrees. Dierent languages at dierent points in their his-
tory have generalised in dierent ways, giving priority to dierent features of the core sets.
In French, for example, have surfaces with intransitives provided the verb is either [+con-
secution] or [–result]. In German, the conditions for have are that the verb must be both
[–transition] and [–result]. Dutch has a more complex pattern. have arises when the verb is
both (i) [–result]; and (ii) [–transition] or [+consecution]. The situation in Italian is broadly
similar, with a some lexicalised irregularities and further marginal deviancies from the typical
pattern.
While these dierent patterns exist, they are all based around the same core sets, giving
rise to the sort of structured variation described by Sorace (2000). Thus, while the overall
characterisation of the auxiliary selection pattern in a given language can be stated in often
quite simple featural terms, the notion of the core lends us a way of understanding why it is
these sorts of featural characterisations of the auxiliary split which are observed, as opposed
to various others which might potentially occur.
The discussion above framed the variation in terms of degrees of deviation from the core
sets, which does hold at a cross-linguistic level—the further a given predicate is from the core,
themore likely it is to vary. However, as the last two paragraphs showed, in any given language
what is important is not so much the core sets themselves, as the particular features of these
sets which have been prioritised.
Some similarities here can be seen to Dowty’s (1991) Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient prop-
erties (see §1.2.2). In each case, a cluster of properties is associated with two dierent sorts
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German [init] (some) [init, proc] (some) [init, proc, res] (some) [proc, (res)]
Dutch/Italian [init] (some) [init, proc, res] (some) [proc, (res)]
French [init, proc, res] (some)
Table 2.11: Ramchandian verb classes associated with be in four Western European languages
(see text for exemplary verbs)
of arguments corresponding to prototypical transitive subjects and objects. However, the
present proposal is ultimately quite dierent from Dowty’s. The properties involved, on my
approach, are formal syntactic features. Furthermore, I do not propose that thematic proper-
ties are merely loosely dened prototypes. Rather, there exist cross-linguistically xed roles;
what varies is merely the way in which other syntactic behaviours interact with the universal
structures from which these roles are derived.
2.4.3 Comparison with Ramchand (2008)
The VICTR-based approach to auxiliary selection variation can also be compared to a possible
approach based on Ramchand (2008). A summary characterisation of auxiliary selection in
terms of the Ramchandian congurations in the languages under discussion here is given in
table 2.11.
One problem with applying this approach to auxiliary selection is that it appears unable
to account for all the distinctions to which auxiliary selection appears to be sensitive. For
example, in all four languages (French, German, Dutch and Italian) many [init, proc, res] verbs
are associated with auxiliary be—these include the translational equivalents of verbs like ‘go’
and ‘arrive’. But other [init, proc, res] verbs occur only with auxiliary have. This includes
semelfactive verbs like ‘cough’, which Ramchand suggests have a res component in some in-
stances (see §2.2.5)—if this analysis is also true of these languages, and there is no obvious
independent reason to believe it is not, then this is problematic: the ‘go’ class and the ‘cough’
class are not distinguished in terms of the structures in which they occur in such instances,
but an auxiliary dierence is nevertheless present.
The presence or absence of [res] could account for the auxiliary alternations connected
to telicity in Dutch and Italian. On this analysis, when verbs like ‘swim’ and ‘run’ are [init,
proc], they behave like other such verbs in these languages (e.g. ‘work’, ‘talk’) in occurring
with have. When, however, they are [init, proc, res], they pattern with other verbs of this type
(e.g. ‘go’) in occurring with be. However, this creates a problem if this analysis is extended
to French, where verbs like nager ‘to swim’ occur only with have, even in telic contexts—in
spite of the fact that other [init, proc, res] verbs have be.
Another problem is found in German, where some [init, proc] verbs may occur with be (e.g.
schwimmen ‘to swim’) and others only with have (e.g. arbeiten ‘to work’). Again, Ramchand’s
system does not account for this distinction in congurational terms.
The VICTR approach accounts for these contrasts in terms of the decomposition of proc
into [±consecution] and [±transition] features: amongst the verbs discussed in the past three
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paragraphs, only in the presence of [+transition] can a verb occur with be. These features
also account for dierences between the languages—most clearly, [+consecution,+transition]
verbs (like ‘swim’) only take have in French and typically be in German, a distinction which
is not easily made on Ramchand’s system where no consistent dierence between this class
and other verbs exists.
Another issue occurs inDutch, German and Italian, where there is variation in the auxiliary
found with verbs in the state category. On Ramchand’s approach, these are all [init] verbs; the
VICTR approach, however, can account for the dierences on the assumption that state verbs
can be grammaticalised as either [+‘volition’] or [+‘result’].
Furthermore, the characterisations of the have and be classes in terms of Ramchand’s
congurations does not yield much obvious systematicity to the patterns in most cases (see
table 2.11 once more). Rather, be occurs with a rather heterogenous set of structures. This is in
contrast to the VICTR approach, where be in all four languages typically occurs with a subset
of verbs occurring with one or more patientive core features, i.e. verbs whose arguments are
typically merged toward the bottom of the thematic domain.
In sum, a Ramchand-style approach to these phenomena encounters a similar set of di-
culties to that encountered with English (see §2.3.2). This suggests either auxiliary selection
should not be accounted for in terms of syntactic congurations within the thematic domain
(which is verymuch at odds with the traditional insight that it connects to argument structure),
or else that a slightly dierent model of this domain is required—for example, that furnished
by the VICTR Hierarchy.
2.4.4 Explaining ASH eects in English
The apparent conformity of many English split intransitive behaviours to the Auxiliary Se-
lection Hierarchy can be understood by a similar appeal to the core feature sets. Broadly
speaking, when a construction occurs only with verbs clustered toward one end of the ASH,
those verbs are associated with one or more features of the core feature set (agentive or pati-
entive) associated with that end of the ASH. The more of these features that occur with a class
of verbs, the closer to that end of the ASH it is located, generally speaking.
Take, rstly, all those diagnostics which (in general) pick out only [+consecution] verbs (V
one’s way into, V away, cognate objects, -er, out-: see §2.2.6). Many of these constructions are
also possible with transitive verbs and reveal parallels between θ-consecution intransitive
arguments and transitive higher arguments, as already discussed. Thus recall that -er can ap-
ply to transitive verbs (e.g. destroyer), describing a higher argument, as well as to intransitives
(e.g. walker), describing the sole argument. The V one’s way into and cognate object construc-
tions, meanwhile, both involve the addition of an argument, with the existing intransitive
argument coming to function as a higher argument.
We can understand this in terms of the agentive core feature [+consecution]. In the case
of -er, a construction associated with transitive higher arguments can be seen as being ex-
tended to a particular set of intransitives, namely those where the [+consecution] feature is
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involved: -er not only selects for transitive verbs (where it describes the higher argument),
but also for [+consecution] intransitives. Other diagnostics (V one’s way into and the cognate
object diagnostic) involve the selection of a second argument in addition to that found in tran-
sitives. Because this argument is selected by [+consecution], which itself merges an argument
in its specier, it patterns as a lower argument—thus, the argument present in the intransitive
context resembles the higher argument of the transitive ones. Because [+consecution] verbs
cluster at one end of the ASH, this creates a pattern of conformity to it.
This is seen more strongly with the out-prexation and cognate object diagnostics, which
are more readily accepted with [+volition] verbs. This suggests two of the three agentive core
features, [+consecution] and [+volition], are in operation with these verbs. Correspondence
to Sorace’s hierarchy arises once again; controlled consecutions are higher on the ASH than
uncontrolled ones.
Now consider the diagnostics which identify verbs at the other end of Sorace’s hierarchy.
The verbs which disallow for hours (go, break etc.) are in the change of location and change
of state categories (though not all change of state verbs pattern this way), at the bottom of the
ASH. This conformity to the ASH can be seen as arising as a result of these verbs occurring
with the patientive core features [+transition,+result]. Verbs allowing adnominal past par-
ticiples, which also rely on the patientive core features [–consecution,+transition], similarly
cluster at this end of the ASH.
But the VICTR / core feature sets approach does not require absolute conformity to the ASH
in all instances. This is a positive, because neither the causative or resulative constructions
conform directly to it: the rst is found mostly with change of state verbs, the second with
change of state verbs and controlled motional consecutions. But these patterns can still be
understood in terms of the patientive core features, specically [–initiation] and [+transition].
Recall that both constructions reveal parallels between the arguments of the intransitives they
involve and transitive lower arguments, so it is no surprise that the patientive core features
are involved. In slightly dierent ways, these core features are employed in determining the
distribution of the two constructions.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has considered split intransitive behaviours in English and other Western Euro-
pean languages. All this, it has been argued, is evidence for the VICTR approach to thematic
roles and syntactic argument structure.
In the subsequent chapters, the discussion will be expanded to split intransitivity in other
languages, specically thosewith split intransitive case and agreement systems. Thiswill build
on the discussion of Western European languages in this chapter, allowing for cross-linguistic




The typology of split intransitive
alignment
3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. It aims, rstly, to discuss split intransitive alignment
from a broad typological perspective.1 The purpose of this is to inform its second goal, which
connects to the broader aim of the dissertation—this goal is to present a general theory of split
intransitive alignment which is compatible with the VICTRHierarchy approach; this theory in
turn provides further support for the VICTR approach in general. (I consider split intransitive
alignment of two individual languages in more detail in the next two chapters.)
The essence of the proposed model is as follows: variation in case and verbal agreement
arises due to variation in the formal features of the VICTR heads, extending the approach
to alignment put forward by authors like Legate (2002) and Aldridge (2004). In dierent lan-
guages, dierent heads assign case to and/or agree with arguments, leading to variation which
corresponds to the features [±volition], [±initiation], [±consecution] etc. Case assignment
and agreement relations may occur independently of one another, though they often co-occur.
Two main sorts of split intransitive system exist, termed ‘extended accusative’ and ‘extended
ergative’, but there is variation within both of these types in terms of which particular heads
are involved in case and agreement.
The chapter is structured in the following way. §3.2 introduces in more detail the formal
model of case and agreement adopted in the context of an existing approach to alignment
phenomena in combination with the VICTR Hierarchy. §3.3 looks at the range of (mostly
semantic) factors governing split intransitive case/agreement patterns across dierent lan-
guages, demonstrating how the features encoded in the VICTR Hierarchy account for these
patterns in support of the proposed model. §3.4 then considers split intransitive alignment
in the context of its relation to the other major alignment types, nominative-accusative and
ergative-absolutive, in partial defence of the position that split intransitive systems fall into
1. See also Nichols (1992) for a somewhat dierent, but nevertheless interesting, typological approach to this
alignment.
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extended accusative and extended ergative subtypes. §3.5 further justies certain properties
of the formal account in relation to agreement and its separation from case. §3.6 considers
the ways in which acquisitional considerations may limit the possible variation in split in-
transitive case and agreement systems, and §3.7 compares the VICTR model proposed here to
other potential approaches to split intransitive alignment. §3.8 briey concludes. Genetic and
genealogical information for all the languages discussed is given in Appendix 1 at the end of
the chapter, together with the main sources consulted.
The remainder of this introductory section concerns itself with a broad overview of the
typology of alignment (§3.1.1), and some further terminology issues (§3.1.2).
3.1.1 Alignment typology
Alignment types are standardly described in terms of the primitives S, A and P (Comrie 1978,
cf. Dixon 1972):
(1) S: the sole argument of an intransitive clause;
A: the most Agent-like argument of a transitive clause;
P: the most Patient-like argument of a transitive clause.2
In what is by far the most common variety of split intransitive alignment, there is one set
of case or agreement marking associated both with A and a subset of intransitive arguments
that are referred to in the literature (e.g. by Dixon 1994) as Sa, and another set of case or
agreementmarking associatedwith both P and the remainder of intransitive arguments which
are referred to as Sp.




























‘The man has come.’
2. These denitions are adapted slightly from Payne (1997: 134–35).
3. P and Sp have also been referred to as O and So; I shall keep to former notation here.




Figure 3.1: Prototypical split intransitive alignment
Many other languages with this sort of system will be presented throughout this chapter
and throughout the dissertation. Some languages have other sorts of system, whereby for
example Sp and P are marked dierently (Nasioi, Tunica), Sa and A are marked dierently
(Yawa), all of Sa, Sp, A and P are marked dierently (Tundra Nenets), or there are more than
two ways of marking S (e.g. Koasati; see Donohue 2008: §6 for further discussion). For reasons
of space, I do not discuss these further here.
Note that split intransitive alignment can be manifest in either case or agreement. In
Basque, in fact, both case and agreement have a split intransitive pattern (see chapter 4),
though the agreement split is less obvious from the above example. A more immediately clear












‘You (Sp) arrived there.’ (Coon 2010: 56)
One issue that arises in relation to this categorisation of split intransitive languages is that
the status of elements as (case-marked) pronominal clitics or ‘true’ agreementmarkers is often
unclear (see discussion in Corbett 2006: 99.). In the discussion which follows, ‘agreement’
encompasses all markers incorporated into the verb, including those which may in fact be
clitics.
M. Baker and Bobaljik (2017) have argued that split intransitive case systems do not ex-
ist. I do not believe this position is convincing; see the discussion in §3.7.1.1. In my sample,
around 23 languages are analysed as having split intransitive case and around 72 as having
split intransitive agreement:5 thus, agreement-marking is about three times as common.
A few languages have split intransitive alignment manifest in word order (Dixon 1994:
76–77), for example Waurá:
5. In each instance, the exact categorisation of a small number of languages is uncertain.
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‘The thatch caught re.’ (Dixon 1994: 77)
I do not discuss these further here.
The principal alignment types other than split intransitive are (nominative-)accusative,
ergative (-absolutive) and neutral. These can also be dened in terms of the primitives S, A
and P (see (1) above). Dierent alignment types group arguments in dierent ways. For
ease of exposition, I shall refer to ‘case’, but the same patterns also occur with agreement.
In nominative-accusative systems, S and A are marked by one case (‘nominative’) and P by















‘The man is coming.’
In ergative-absolutive systems, it is S and Pwhich share the same case (‘absolutive’) andA















‘Father returned.’ (Dixon 1994: 10)
In neutral systems, case marking for these core roles is absent entirely (though an underly-























‘The person has come.’ (Li and Thompson 1981: 20)
These three types are summarised in Figures 3.2–3.4.
S
A P
Figure 3.2: Nominative-accusative alignment
S
A P
Figure 3.3: Ergative-absolutive alignment
S
A P
Figure 3.4: Neutral alignment
3.1.2 Terminology
I use the term split intransitive to encompass an alignment type that has been referred to be
various other names, including split-S, active/active-neutral/active-inactive/active-non-active/
active-stative/stative-active, unergative/unaccusative, /agentive-patientive/agent-patient, seman-
tic alignment (listed in Dixon 1994: 83 and Wichmann 2008: section 1) and extended ergative
(Ortiz de Urbina 1989). A number of these terms are problematic for various reasons, especially
when used loosely. Note particularly that ‘active-stative’ and related terms are sometimes used
in a narrow sense, to refer to the sorts of languages described below (§3.3.5) as genuinely sen-
sitive to stativity, and sometimes to encompass the split intransitive type more generally. Note
also that I employ a particular denition of ‘extended ergative’, introduced in §3.2.2.
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Another label that is often seen is uid-S. I regard these as a subtype of split intransitive
system prototypically sensitive to the [±volition] feature; see §3.3.2.
In addition to the name of the alignment type, another terminological issue which must
be dealt with is the names of the cases and agreement markers. Here, I shall generally use
the terms ‘agentive’ and ‘patientive’ case, and likewise ‘agentive’ and ‘patientive’ agreement.
Whilst there are some problems with these terms, they are the best of which I am aware.
By ‘agentive’ I refer to case or agreement marking associated with both Sa and A, and by
‘patientive’ case or agreement marking associated with Sp and P, where these two cases / sets
of agreement marking are used in opposition to one another.
Note that the traditions of description of many languages employ specic labels for dif-
ferent cases or sets of agreement marking. For example, works on Basque most often speak
of ‘ergative’ and ‘absolutive’ case (equivalent to my ‘agentive’ and ‘patientive’ respectively);
works on the Kartvelian languages refer to ‘ergative’/‘narrative’ and ‘absolutive’/‘nominative’
(again, corresponding respectively to agentive and patientive); Chol, in line with the rest of the
Mayan tradition, is described as having ‘Set A’ (= agentive) and ‘Set B’ (= patientive) agreement.
For internal consistency, I shall only ever describe split intransitive alignment in languages like
these using the terms ‘agentive’ and ‘patientive’, regardless of what terms are usual for the in-
dividual languages under discussion. This has the added advantage of avoiding ambiguity: I
will only ever use ‘ergative’, for example, to refer to case or agreement marking of exclusively
A (amongst core arguments).
This concludes the introduction to the chapter; I now continue to its main body.
3.2 The formal model of case and agreement
3.2.1 Introduction
In §1.1.4, I identied as one of the core questions to be answered in this work the issue of
how split intransitive case and agreement systems can be accounted for—specically in terms
of the VICTR Hierarchy. This question will be answered in terms of an extension of existing
theories of case and agreement to the VICTR model and split intransitive alignment. An ad-
vantage of this is that it allows the theory of split intransitive case/agreement provided to be
rooted in a general theory of alignment patterns. Specically, I adapt the approach to case and
agreement of Chomsky (2000, 2001), rooted in the operation Agree, and its extension to erga-
tive case systems in the ‘inherent case theory’ of ergative assignment (Legate 2002, Aldridge
2004 and subsequent work by these authors amongst others), integrating these approaches
with the VICTR Hierarchy. Some other approaches to case, which are not adopted here, will
be discussed in §3.7.1.
To this end, §3.2.2 overviews these existing theories of case, and §3.2.3 presents the essen-
tial details of the proposed VICTR-based extension, which is also able to account for a wide
variety of split intransitive case/agreement systems. The remainder of this chapter—and the
remainder of the dissertation—explore and defend this proposed model in more detail.
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3.2.2 The existing theoretical background
Chomsky (2000, 2001) presents an analysis of nominative-accusative case and agreement sys-
tems; it will be helpful here to describe this in terms of the primitives S,A andP. On Chomsky’s
approach, nominative case is valued as a result of a F-agreement (i.e. person/number/ gender
agreement) relation between the functional head T and either S orA; accusative case is valued




















This F-agreement, on Chomsky’s now-standard model, takes place under the Agree rela-
tion. The functional heads T and v enter the derivation with unvalued [F:_] features and probe
for valued counterparts to these features on c-commanded goals, namely the DP arguments.
Case is valued as a reex of this valuation operation. I adopt an understanding of case and
agreement in terms of Agree here, though as will be seen the analysis diers from Chomsky’s
in certain respects.
Under the so-called ‘inherent case’ approaches to ergative alignment (Legate 2002, Aldridge
2004 and subsequent work by these authors amongst others), ergative is an inherent case as-
signed by v to the argumentmerged in its specier in transitives only. Absolutive is a structural
case, either (i) always assigned by T (in ‘high absolutive’ systems), or (ii) assigned by T in in-
transitives and v in transitives, but morphologically identical in the two clause types (‘low
absolutive’ systems). These two types of ergative system can be diagrammed as follows:
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A number of potential problems have been raised with the inherent case approach, par-
ticularly by proponents of the dependent case approach (see e.g. M. Baker and Bobaljik 2017;
see also Sheehan 2015: §4.6). It is beyond the present scope to provide a full defence of the ap-
proach, but I believe it is on balance more promising than the dependent case approach given
the serious problems encountered by the latter, which will be considered in detail in §3.7.1.1.
One issue with the inherent case approach which has been highlighted concerns the fact
that the occurrence of ergative seems not—at least in very many languages—to bear a one-to-
one relation to the occurrence of a particular thematic role. This is at odds with a traditional
understanding of inherent case. For example, in a prototypical ergative system, ergative is not
found on all ‘Agents’, as it is absent with Agents in intransitive contexts. It may also be found
on some non-Agents, e.g. Hindi Experiencers (Sheehan 2015 citing Davison 2014). However,
it may simply be that what is needed is a more rened understanding of inherent case: on the
approach to follow here, for example, an inherent case is assigned by a thematic functional
head to an argument in its specier (which thus bears a particular thematic role), but that is
not to say that a particular head must always assign case to the argument in the specier, or
that more than one head cannot assign the same inherent case. (This will be clear from the
patterns discussed in §5.4 in particular.) It may also be that other problems with the inherent
case theory—such as the unexpected presence or absence of ergative in particular contexts in
various languages discussed by M. Baker and Bobaljik (2017)—can be accounted for in other
ways. For example, the analysis of Basque ergative/agentive as structural (Rezac et al. 2014,
to be adopted here in §4.3.2) accounts for many of the problems which might otherwise arise,
but it certainly does not mean ergative is never inherent.
As will be shown in the following subsection, the Chomsky / inherent case approaches
provide a basis for an extension to split intransitive case/agreement systems that is in line
with most standard minimalist assumptions. They are thus a promising starting point for the
analysis of these systems, in conjunction with the further assumptions to be spelled out below.
3.2.3 Case/agreement and the features of functional heads
This subsection presents the general model of case and agreement which is argued to account
for split intransitive and other alignments. This model is based in the VICTR Hierarchy, which












The core of the analysis retains the standard assumptions that case and F-agreement can
be understood in terms of the formal features of arguments and functional heads. All DPs,
when entering the derivation, bear an unvalued [Case:_] feature and valued [F:val] features6
(e.g. [F:1sg], [F:3pl], etc.). Certain functional heads, conversely, bear valued case features (e.g.
[Case:nom], [Case:agt]) and/or unvalued [F:_] features.
These features are subject to theAgree operation: when a pair ofmatching valued/unvalued
features on heads in a c-command relation undergo Agree, the value of the valued member of
the pair is copied onto the unvalued member. For example, when a functional head bearing
[F:_] enters into the Agree relation with a DP bearing [F:1sg], the F-feature of the functional
head takes on the same [F:1sg] value. This is in line with standard assumptions.
Note, however, that on this approach (unlike that of Chomsky 2000, 2001) case and agree-
ment are both instantiated in terms of valued/unvalued feature pairs, which may operate in-
dependently of one another.7 This point will be defended in §3.5 in particular.
Variation in alignment arises as a result of variation in which functional heads are asso-
ciated with which case/F-features. This is obviously very much in the spirit of the Borer-
Chomsky conjecture, discussed in §1.3.2.
Let us begin by sketching an approach in these terms to nominative-accusative and ergative-
absolutive case systems, which is broadly similar to the approaches discussed in the previous
subsection.
In an ordinary nominative-accusative case system, T (i.e. a head in the temporal domain,
above the thematic domain of the VICTR heads) bears a feature [Case:nom], and some head in
the thematic domain—let us say Initiation—bears [Case:acc] in transitive contexts only. These
heads probe their c-command domains for unvalued [Case:_] features which are found on DP
goals, and pass on their respective values to these DPs.
Now consider an ergative system of the high absolutive type. T in this instance bears
[Case:abs] (though the distinction from [Case:nom] is probably only notational) and Initiation
bears [Case:erg] provided the clause is transitive. [Case:erg] is an inherent case, whichmeans
it values the case feature of a DP in Spec,InitiationP. T then values [Case:abs] on a remaining
c-commanded DP with an initially unvalued [Case:_] feature.
6. Where val stands for any value.
7. The present approach is similar to that of Bárány (2015, 2017) in this regard.
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In the low absolutive type, Initiation also bears [Case:abs] in transitive contexts, and values
this feature on a DP it c-commands; transitive T does not value any case.
Nothing at this point specically requires the adoption of the VICTR model. What has
been sketched is merely a slight adaptation of existing theories. It is possible, however, that
a VICTR approach may be able to furnish a more ne-grained explanation even of such sys-
tems. For example, dierential object marking in nominative-accusative systems may relate
to which sorts of complements [Case:acc]-bearing Initiation selects (e.g. only if the variety of
Initiation with [Case:acc] must select [+transition] complements, then only θ-transition di-
rect objects will be marked with accusative). Similarly, dierent sorts of ergative systemmight
be predicted, depending on precisely which VICTR head assigns case to a DP in its specier.
However, further investigation of these ideas is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Turning back to split intransitive alignment, I will argue (see particularly §3.4 and §3.5,
and the subsequent chapters) for the existence of two broad subtypes, as follows (cf. Bittner
and Hale’s 1996 distinction between ‘ergative active’ and ‘accusative active’ languages):
(i) Extended accusative: split intransitive systems that are somewhat like nominative-accus-
ative systems, but the structural case assigned to P in transitives is also assigned to some
arguments of intransitives (Sp);
(ii) Extended ergative: split intransitive systems that are somewhat like ergative systems,
but the inherent case assigned to A in transitives is also assigned to some arguments of
intransitives (Sa).
8
These dierent possible ways of looking at split intransitive systems are summarised in
table 3.1.
Ergative Extended ergative Accusative Extended accusative
A erg erg nom nom
↓
Sa abs erg nom nom
Sp abs abs nom acc
↑
P abs abs acc acc
Table 3.1: Models of alignment
In an extended accusative case system, T bears [Case:agt] and some thematic head (or
heads) bear [Case:pat], which are valued on c-commanded DPs. These are both structural
cases (basically notational variants for [Case:nom] and [Case:acc]). The substantial dierence
is that [Case:pat] is found not just in transitive contexts but also in intransitive ones. This can
be diagrammed as follows:9
8. The idea that split intransitive systems are basically ergative ones, but with an ‘extension’ or ‘generalisation’
of the ergative (=agentive) case or agreement morphology to encompass a subset of intransitive arguments is
explicit in the analysis of Sheehan (2014, 2017).






























Variation in extended accusative systems is possible depending on which particular the-
matic head(s) bear [Case:pat]. Cross-linguistic evidence for this sort of variation is presented
in §3.3; chapter 4 considers one particular extended accusative system in more detail.
In an extended ergative system, however, [Case:agt] is a feature on a thematic head or
heads, valued on arguments in the specier of those heads (as it is an inherent case). Again,
apparent, I have not included the whole VICTR Hierarchy in the diagrams. Instead, θ may denote any one of
the thematic functional heads (Volition, Initiation etc.); θ’ and θP are its intermediate and maximal projections.
Indeed, in any actual language, it may not be the same thematic head which is involved in the case/agreement
relation in all instances, as will become clear in the following chapters as particular languages are discussed.
Where θ is shown entering into relations with not one but two DPs; there is in fact no requirement that the same
thematic head is involved in both instances, but I use this representation for simplicity.
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the dierence from canonical ergative systems is that this inherent case is available in both
transitive and intransitive contexts. [Case:pat] is a feature on T (also found on a thematic
head in transitives in what we might call ‘low patientive’ systems, i.e. extensions of the low































Once more, variation in these systems may arise as a result of which particular thematic
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head or heads bear the [Case:agt] feature. Chapter 5 considers an extended ergative system
in detail.
The discussion above concerns case, but similar remarks can be made about agreement,
taking the standard formal model of agreement described above.
Note that the argument that there are two subtypes of split intransitive system does not
inherently rely on the VICTR model and could potentially also be compatible with other ap-
proaches to split intransitivity—though given that these have signicant weaknesses, to be
discussed in §3.7.2, I do not adopt such approaches here. Thus, the postulation of the two
subtypes and the arguments for this to follow are not to be taken as arguments for the VICTR
Hierarchy per se, though other claims made in the chapter certainly are. Rather, the claim that
these two sorts of system exist is an essential part of the overall aim of this chapter, namely
the provision of a generally applicable theory of split intransitive case and agreement sys-
tems. The VICTR Hierarchy certainly facilitates understanding of these systems, but it is not
the whole story. The VICTR approach does however makes specic predictions about this
aspect of the overall theory; see §3.6.
A few more specic remarks can be made before proceeding to the justication of the
proposal which follows.
Note that there are two sorts of case feature which are important for present purposes:
structural case and inherent case (Chomsky 1981, 1986; Woolford 2006b). Nominative, ac-
cusative, absolutive, patientive and some varieties of agentive are all structural. Ergative and
other varieties of agentive are inherent. The precise delineation of structural and inherent case
is not important, although note (i) both are captured in terms of the same sort of formal [Case]
feature; (ii) the cases labelled ‘structural’ seem typically to be assignedby functional heads to c-
commanded arguments (i.e. assignment is downward, and potentially unbounded),10 whereas
the cases labelled ‘inherent’ are assigned by (thematic) functional heads to arguments merged
in their speciers (i.e. assignment is upward and local). Inherent case is thus related to the-
matic properties, as is standardly assumed. However, the same inherent case may be assigned
by more than one thematic head. Additionally, I do not assume inherent case is necessarily
assigned in an argument’s rst-merge position: this is related to my departure from standard
assumptions that an argument only receives a thematic interpretation in its rst-merge posi-
tion. Agreement also has structural and inherent variants; see §3.5 for more discussion.
Depending on how exactly features bundle on the functional heads, a very wide range of
potential variations on the basic systems outlined are possible. Other than the case/F-features
on the VICTR heads, two other sorts of feature can lead to variation in case and agreement
marking in intransitives: rstly, the category-dening features and their values ([±volition],
[±initiation] etc.) (recall that positively-valued category-dening features are tied to the selec-
tion of a DP in the specier position of the head), and secondly selectional features determining
the nature of allowed complements. Thus, for example, in the analysis of Georgian presented
in §5.4, [+volition] Volition assigns agentive unless it selects a [–consecution,+transition] com-
10. Though see §3.5 for discussion of a possible way in which structural case may be assigned upward.
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plement. Hence, both the value of the category-dening feature of Volition and certain featural
values of its selected complement play a role.
Often, languages may have slightly dierent rules for case assignment in transitives, e.g.
in Georgian agentive case seems to be assigned to all θ-initiation arguments in the relevant
transitive contexts, whereas it is sometimes absent on θ-initiation arguments of intransitives
if they lack θ-volition (see §5.2). This can also be accounted for in featural terms.
Although the number of systems permitted by such a formal model is very great, the actual
observed variation is likely restricted by various ‘third factor’ constraints. Some of these are
discussed in §3.6.
3.3 The semantic basis of split intransitive alignment
3.3.1 Introduction
Split intransitive case and agreement systems generally have a semantic basis, but this basis
shows considerable variation between languages. In this section I defend the position that
split intransitive alignment should be related to the VICTR Hierarchy, by showing that many
of the semantic properties to which split intransitive alignment is sensitive (and all of the most
frequent ones) are those encoded in the features of the VICTR heads. I discuss the bases of
the split across a wide range of languages that have been described in the literature—namely,
from around 60 languages which range widely in their geographical distribution and genetic
descent. In chapters 4 and 5 I will cover two particular languages in more detail.
There have already been a few attempts to discuss the basis of split intransitive case and
agreement systems from a cross-linguistic perspective. Rosen (1984) looks at Lakhota and
Choctaw as well as other sorts of split intransitive patterns in other languages, and stresses
the dierences between the patterns observed in dierent languages. Merlan (1985) discusses
the split in ve North American languages as well as Georgian, Batsbi and Mangarayi. Mithun
(1991), similarly, discusses the basis of split intransitivity in Guaraní and four North American
languages (with brief mentions of several related languages). Creissels (2008) also discusses
split intransitivity from a broad perspective, though not focusing on any particular languages
in any detail. And Donohue andWichmann (2008) contains chapters on numerous split intran-
sitive languages, of which particular note can be made in the present context of the chapters
by Donohue, Malchukov, Arkadiev, and Mithun, each of which discusses a number of unre-
lated languages. Arkadiev’s chapter is particularly noteworthy here, as it directly tackles the
issue of the semantic basis of split intransitive systems. Here, I aim to contribute further to
the line of research of which these works form a key part, by considering the semantics of
split intransitivity on the basis of a much larger sample of languages than has previously been
attempted. Most characterisations are those of the authors consulted (sometimes restated in
my terms); others are my own, based on the data provided in the sources.
The semantic bases of split intransitive systems have occasionally proved controversial.
Mithun’s (1991) analysis of Lakhota is disputed by Legendre and Rood (1992), and her analysis
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of Guaraní by Velázquez-Castillo (2002). More substantially, Primus (1999: §4.5), considering
a range of languages, argues that the prevailing assumption that split intransitive behaviours
can be understood in terms of discrete semantic features is simply incorrect. I do not adopt
Primus’s view here, a position I shall explain in §3.7.2.2.
The data on which this section and the next are based are summarised in Appendix 2 at
the end of the chapter, which lists all the languages with split intransitive alignment here
considered along with the pertinent information here discussed. The reader is also referred to
this table for further references to the sources consulted.
§§3.3.2–3.3.6 consider a number of features that play a role in determining split intransi-
tive alignment: [±volition], [±initiation], [±consecution], stativity, and other features. §3.3.7
discusses the interaction of two or more of these features within a language, and §3.3.8 the
role of lexical idiosyncrasy in split intransitive alignment. §3.3.9 briey concludes the section.
3.3.2 [±volition]
Alignment splits sensitive to ‘volition(ality)’ or ‘control’ (the terms are generally used synony-
mously as far as I can tell) are amongst the most common. In languages where [±volition]
is the only factor in case or agreement, intransitive arguments which volitionally control the
event described by the verb are associated with one set of marking, and all other intransi-











‘He got sick.’ (McLendon 1978: 7)
Here, the volitional predicate ‘go home’ has a subject with agentive marking; the non-
volitional ‘get sick’ has a subject in the patientive. Many verbs may occur with subjects in
either case, with direct dependence on [±volition] (see McLendon 1978: 3).
Tabassaran seems to have a similar system (Kibrik 1985: 277–78; see also Arkadiev 2008:
108–09). In many systems where [±volition] is the dominant feature in the split, however,
there are other factors also at play. This is discussed further in §3.3.7. It may be the case that
other subtleties have been missed in languages where a simple split sensitive only to control
has been reported.
In some languages an intransitive split has been reported which is sensitive to ‘agentivity’
(e.g. Atakapa, Chitimacha, Creek and others by Mithun 2008). This term is somewhat vague
and it is not necessarily clear what is meant. It is very possible that such systems are also
sensitive to volition. However, it may also be the case that the determining factor is initiation
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(see the next subsection), or that the split is determined in some other way and the term
‘agentivity’ is used only very loosely.
Systems sensitive to [±volition] are the canonical examples of so-called ‘uid-S’ systems.
Because many verbs can be used to refer to either controlled or uncontrolled eventualties, the
use of agentive vs. patientive marking is ‘uid’ depending on the value of the [±volition]
feature independently (to varying extents) of the rest of the semantics of the verb. However,
some uidity may also arise in systems sensitive to other features. The frequency with which
such systems occur is strong evidence for encoding a [±volition] feature in the syntax, which
Ramchand (2008) does not do—this is returned to in §3.7.2.3.11
3.3.3 [±initiation]
Alignment splits sensitive to [±initiation] seem to be relatively rare, but there is some evi-
dence for such systems. I use the term ‘initiation’, following Ramchand (2008), to refer to the
initiation or causing of an event independently of whether that initiation is controlled. The
equivalent term employed in the literature on split intransitive alignment is ‘performed/ ef-
fected/ instigated’ (Mithun 1991). In Lakhota, the split seems to be sensitive to this property
(corresponding to my [±initiation] feature), so that for example agentive agreement occurs
not just with [+volition] verbs (e.g. mawáni ‘I walk’, where -wá- denotes a rst person agen-
tive subject) but also with [–volition] verbs, provided they are [+initiation] (e.g. blowákaska
‘I hiccough’). [–initiation] verbs take a dierent set of agreement markers, e.g. rst-person
patientive -ma- in mat’é ‘I died’ (Mithun 1991: 515–16).
The only other languages which have been described as possessing a case or agreement
split sensitive to such a feature areMohawk and Acehnese. Mithun’s (1991) characterisation of
Lakhota is however disputed (by Legendre and Rood 1992) and the split in Mohawk is also sen-
sitive to several other factors (Mithun 1991: 528–36). Durie (1985) classies Acehnese as sensi-
tive to control, but Andréasson (2001: 35–36) provides evidence that performance/eect/instig-
ation (i.e., initiation) is the determining factor: verbs with meanings like ‘cough’, ‘sneeze’ and
‘vomit’—denoting uncontrolled events—occur with agentive, not patientive marking.
3.3.4 [±consecution]
Many languages make a distinction in case and/or agreement between [+consecution] intran-
sitives and others. Systems which generally distinguish [+consecution] intransitives from oth-
ers may be about half as common as either of the most common types (systems sensitive to
[±volition] covered above, or systems sensitive to stativity to be discussed below). However,
vagueness in the literature (some of which is discussed below) and the relatively small number
of languages on which data is available make it dicult to be sure.
11. Note that sensitivity to [±volition] in intransitives does not necessarily entail the same sensitivity in transi-
tives: on the model adopted here (see §3.6) case/agreement may be ‘extended’ to a subset of intransitive contexts
without necessarily being subject to the same contraints as with transitives. However, languages like Eastern
Pomo may allow patientive subjects in (at least some) [–volition] transitive contexts (see McLendon 1978: 3).
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‘You wrote.’ (Coon 2010: 58)
This is also broadly the system found in Basque, though with several complications (see
chapter 4) and also in Georgian (see chapter 5). Other languages which appear to have such a
system include Arikara, some dialects of Neo-Aramaic and possibly Kashmiri and Udi.
This type of split corresponds the closest to many interpretations of the unergative vs. un-
accusative distinction. [+consecution] verbs are ‘unergatives’ and others are ‘unaccusatives’—
although, as this dissertation will continue to show, there are many problems with this. A
number of split intransitive alignment systems, however, have been described as sensitive to
‘unaccusativity’, and it may be that the split in these cases corresponds to this same [±consec-
ution] split discussed here. Given the uncertainties surrounding the term ‘unaccusativity’,
however, this may turn out not to be the case. In some instances it has been used to refer to
splits which are certainly not sensitive to the distinction under discussion here: Rosen (1984),
for example, uses it to refer to the split in Choctaw, where change of location verbs are as-
sociated with agentive marking. Basque and Georgian have also been taken as examples of
languages showing unergative/unaccusative splits (by e.g. Levin 1983, Harris 1981), but as will
be shown in the subsequent chapters there are complications to this (e.g. the two languages do
not have identical splits, and the classes identied by case-marking are not the same identied
by purported unaccusativity diagnostics in other languages). Given these problems, I suggest
the terms ‘unaccusative’ and ‘unergative’ are best avoided in careful characterisations of split
intransitive case/agreement systems.
The frequency of these sorts of system is one reason for decomposing Ramchand’s (2008)
proc into [+consecution] and [+transition]; otherwise, the model does not make the required
distinctions. I discuss this in more detail in §3.7.2.3.
3.3.5 Stativity
Sensitivity to ‘stativity’, ‘eventivity’ or ‘dynamicity’ is, along with sensitivity to [±volition],
one of the most common sorts of intransitive alignment split. Such a system is found, for







‘I am sick.’ (Mithun 1991: 511)
Other languages where the split is entirely or predominantly sensitive to whether a pred-
icate denotes an event or a state include Loma, Galela and Seneca, and also possibly Amele,
Baniwa do Içana, Baure and Tunica. As with [±volition], however, systems sensitive to sta-
tivity are frequently sensitive to other properties as well.
There is no single [±state] head in the syntax on the VICTR approach. Instead, the ar-
guments of stative verbs may be merged in the speciers of one of two stative heads, those
generally termed ‘Volition’ and ‘Result’ (see discussion in §1.1.3). (This adapts the system of
Ramchand 2008, where stative projections involve only the stative init head.) Thus some lan-
guages of this sort may have with all and only stative verbs a [+‘result’] value for ‘Result’ and
negative values for the remainder of the heads: in which case [+‘result’] merely denotes sta-
tivity in the absence of any causational entailment of resultivity that might result from higher
heads.12
Sensitivity to stativity appears to be the basis for the terminology ‘active-stative’ and re-
lated labels. The ‘active-stative’ label can be limited to only those languages where stativity is
the sole determining factor of the split. This seems sensible in many ways, although one ob-
jection to this practice might be that it over-stresses the dierences between stativity-sensitive
systems and other types of split intransitive alignment: I contend that split intransitive pat-
terns can be sensitive to various features, and this one sort of system does not have any par-
ticular privileged or unusual status. Some authors have used the ‘active-stative’ label more
broadly, to refer to split intransitive systems sensitive to other features (e.g. Harris 1981).
3.3.6 Other features
‘Aectedness’ is described as playing a part in split intransitive alignment in a number of
languages. Interestingly, it never seems to be the sole feature at play. In Central Pomo, for
example, arguments of stative verbs are ordinarily patientive ((17a)), but may be marked in





‘I’m cold.’ (Mithun 1991: 518)
12. A language of this sort could also notionally grammaticalise state verbs as [+‘volition’]. This would, however,
most naturally predict that these verbs would have agentive subjects—as [+volition] is one of the agentive core






‘I’m tall.’ (Mithun 1991: 521)
Aectedness is also reported as playing a role in Caddo and Yuki; Mithun uses the term
‘aectedness’ in respect to these languages to refer to a distinction between permanent (non-
aecting) and temporary (aecting) states. Without going into details here, various VICTR-
based analyses of this split can be imagined, for example that aecting state verbs are gram-
maticalised in these languages as [+‘volition’] and non-aecting ones as [+‘result’].
Tsudika (2008) uses a slightly expanded denition in describing the system found in Amis,
taken from Klaiman (1991): aectedness may encompass meanings where ‘the referent of the
nominal which a verb assigns as logical subject coincides with the locus of the principal ef-
fect of the verbally denoted action’. Thus some eventive verbs are also understood as having
[+aected] subjects in Amis (e.g. ma-lanam ‘to have breakfast’,ma-’fer ‘to y’, (t-o)m-agic ‘to
cry’, pp. 281–82). ‘Aectedness’ is also reported by Vidal (2008) for Pilagá, though the term
is used loosely and lexical idiosyncrasy is a confounding factor; other, more precise charac-
terisations may be possible. Klamer (2008) also reports a role for aectedness in Tanglapui,
where aecting verbs may relate to those here considered to be [–consecution], and in Klon,
though it is not clear precisely how the term is to be understood in this instance. I will not
attempt a formal analyses of these patterns here, though it is possible they are amenable to
understanding in VICTR terms.
Telicity is occasionally reported as a relevant factor in some languages. Li (2007) connects
the split in Nepali to ‘agentivity’ (i.e. [±volition]) and telicity, but the data provided suggests it
may be possible to capture the distinction in terms of [±consecution] and [±transition] alone.
A role for telicity in Georgian is reported by Holisky (1981), although the discussion here in
§5.2 suggests the split is amenable to explanation in terms of other features.
Finally, some languages have systems which are sensitive (at least in part) less to verbal
semantics but rather to discourse-related factors. In Tibetan, for example, agentive case is
related to focus (as well as volition). Thus, while it may be omitted in other contexts ((18a)), it











‘It was the teacher who went.’ (Denwood 1999: 199)
In Central Pomo, evidentiality and speaker empathy have a small degree of relevance to
case-marking (Mithun 1991: 521–22); discourse-related factors also inuence case marking in
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Yagua (Payne 1990:38–39). Whilst these properties are certainly interesting, they fall outside
the thematic domain and cannot be directly accounted for in terms of the VICTR approach;
they will not be discussed further here. This does not, however, count against the general va-
lidity of the VICTR approach in accounting for split intransitivity; it merely happens to be the
case that some additional machinery appears to be required in a small number of instances.13
3.3.7 Interaction of features
In a number of languages, split intransitive case or agreement is reported to be sensitive to
more than one factor. (This is not to discount the possibility that this may be the case in some
of the above languages also: certain subtleties may have been missed in the description of
these.) A good example of such a language is Central Pomo, discussed by Mithun (1991: 518–
23). The reader is referred to that paper for details, but the major patterns are as summarised
in table 3.2.
Event [+volition] agt ‘jump’, ‘go’, ‘run’
[–volition] pat ‘hiccough’, ‘sneeze’; ‘fall’, ‘die’
State [–aected] agt ‘be tall’, ‘be strong’
[+aected] pat ‘be sick’, ‘be tired’
Table 3.2: Summary of case marking in Central Pomo (after Mithun 1991)
As can be seen from the table, themajor properties at play in Central Pomo are volitionality,
stativity and aectedness which interact as shown. Other languages sensitive to a similar set
of factors include Caddo, Yuki and Amis. In addition to these factors, [±initiation] also plays
a role in Mohawk, amongst other properties. Similar, slightly less complex systems, sensitive
to [±volition] or [±initiation] and also to stativity, are found in Haida, Otomi, Wichita and
Wiyot.
There are also some systems which are reported to take into account [±volition] in ad-
dition to ‘unaccusativity’ (which, as discussed above, may refer again to [±consecution] or
something similar, though this is not always clear): these are found in Hindi, and possibly
Beria and Nepali.
In a few systems, both thematic and non-thematic factors are reported to play a role. This
seems to be true of Tibetan, where focus and [±volition] are the main factors at play. In
Yupik [±volition] and evidentiality are reported as aecting agreement, whereas in Pilagá
aectedness and viewpoint play a role.
13. Wiltschko (2014: 264–8) discusses a pattern in Squamish (Salishan, British Columbia), arguing that transi-
tivising suxes previously claimed to represent control or volition ought rather to be understood in terms of
‘viewpoint aspect’. This raises the possibility that some or all of the split intransitive systems analysed here as
sensitive to [±volition] ought instead to be analysed in a similar way, particularly in cases like Tibetan and Cen-
tral Pomo where discourse factors are reported to play a role anyway. I adopt the view that volition is involved
out of deference to those who have made precisely this argument for these languages (particularly Denwood
1999 and Mithun 1991), in the absence of any direct evidence challenging their analyses. Note again that in any
case volition/control is a very widely reported factor in split intransitive alignment.
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3.3.8 The role of lexical idiosyncrasy
A recurring feature of split intransitive case and agreement is the presence of ‘lexical excep-
tions’: verbs associated with marking which is not that which is predicted on the ordinary
semantic grounds governing the marking in the rest of the language. Examples are found in
Mohawk: for example, the form 2̨wakhsdá:t2̨P ‘I will ride horseback’ incorporates the patien-
tive rst-person element -wak- even though it would be regularly be expected to take agentive,
as it denotes a volitional event. This and other exceptional verbs in Mohawk are discussed fur-
ther by Mithhun (1991: 533–36).
Other languages where lexical exceptions to a general pattern are reported include Caddo,
Chickasaw, Chol, Haida, Lakhota, Tlingit andWichita. Idiosyncratic behaviour of certain verbs
and verb classeswill also be seen in the discussions of Basque andGeorgian in chapters 4 and 5.
It is very possible such exceptions occur in many other languages but have not been reported
as the systems in question are underdescribed.
This does not mean, however, that it is inappropriate to posit that the general semantic
basis for a pattern is formalised within the language, any more than the existence of irregu-
lar past tense forms (e.g. go > went) in English mean we should not posit a general rule for
forming the past tense (‘add -ed’). As Yang (2016) discusses, languages pervasively allow ex-
ceptions (up to a certain point); these need not be accounted for as part of a suitably predictive
theoretical account. Case/agreement in these languages is subject to operations which apply
generally for the most part, but there is often some idiosyncratic behaviour; the role of such
idiosyncrasy is however restricted, typically aecting only a small number of forms in a given
language—which is in line with Yang’s predictions. Following the brief discussion of formalis-
ing idiosyncrasy in §2.2.2, I suggest that in cases of lexically idiosyncratic case assignment the
verb in question merges with a functional head which selects for it specically and does not
have the usual case/agreement properties of a head of that category. I return to this briey in
§4.3.3 and §5.4.
Other languages have systems where split intransitive alignment is somewhat marginal:
where the great majority of intransitive verbs are associated with one set of marking, but a
small number occur with another. In these languages, it is often dicult to see any totally
consistent semantic basis for the split, though the exceptional group of verbs may have some
semantic property or properties in common. An example is Yawa, in which only about a
dozen intransitive verbs occur with patientive marking (Jones 1986, Dixon 1994: 76); all other
intransitives take subjects marked in the agentive. Other languages where only a small set of
verbs are associated with one particular set of marking include Arikara, Beria, Ika, Imonda,
Karuk, Tunica and Yurakaré.
Like those discussed above, these are languages where case or agreement marking with
intransitive verbs is subject to a degree of lexical idiosyncrasy: in these cases, the presence of
a split intransitive alignment is due entirely to such ‘irregular’ patterns. Note, however, that
this is certainly not the norm for split intransitive alignment (it usually is possible to identify a
consistent semantic basis for the split, as discussed above) and also that number of exceptional
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verbs is (at least almost) always small (e.g. 30 in Tunica, about 12 in Yawa). Thus, as above, it is
still appropriate for these languages to posit general syntactic operations for case/agreement
which nevertheless allow a restricted number of lexical exceptions.
Many languages not traditionally considered ‘split intransitive’ nevertheless allow more






‘I am ashamed.’ (Nichols 2008: 125)
Whether or not case or agreement in a language is considered to be ‘split intransitive’ may
then be simply a matter of the degree to which such variation occurs (see also Nichols 2008,
summarised in §3.4.5). However, the exact lines may be unclear: it is not entirely obvious
why (say) Yawa—which has such a small number of intransitives occurring with patientive
marking—should be classied as split intransitive but Latin should not.
However, fuzzy as the boundaries might be, this does not mean that the identication of
a split intransitive type is useless. ‘Split intransitive’ is still a useful descriptor of languages
where two (or more) ways of coding the intransitive argument are widespread.
A particularly interesting set of exceptions to a general pattern is found in Chol (Coon 2010:
64–66 and see references there). Verbal agreement with most Chol predicates is sensitive to a
split sensitive to the [±consecution] feature, as disussed in §3.3.4; however, a small subset—
with no obvious consistent semantic or other basis determining the verbs which comprise












‘I slept (on purpose).’ (Coon 2010: 65)
The agreement behaviour of these so-called ‘ambivalent’ verbs in Chol has certain theo-
retical consequences which will be discussed in §3.7.2.1.
This sort of idiosyncratic lexical variation is interesting in light of proposals by Roberts
and Holmberg (2010), Biberauer et al. (2013), and other work by the same authors, that ‘pa-
rameters’ of syntactic variation occur at various levels. Biberauer and Roberts (2016: 260) give
the following rough taxonomy:
(21) For a given value vi of a parametrically variant feature F:
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a. Macroparameters: all heads of the relevant type share vi;
b. Mesoparameters: all functional heads of a given naturally denable class (e.g.
[+V]) share vi;
c. Microparameters: a small subclass of functional heads (e.g. modal auxiliaries)
share vi;
d. Nanoparameters: one or more lexical items is/are specied for vi.
Whilst a great deal of work has been done in this approach, relatively little attention has
been paid to ‘nanoparameters’, variation restricted to particular lexical items. In various lan-
guages with split intransitive alignment, the properties of certain lexical items leads to case-
marking patterns which are otherwise unpredictable, though the ways in which these prop-
erties are distributed varies between languages. Many examples can be produced of pairs of
semantically equivalent verbs which are lexically idiosyncratic in one language but not in an-
other, e.g. in the subsequent chapters we will encounter the examples of Basque irakin ‘to boil’
(which, unexpectedly in light of the general pattern in the languages, takes agentive subjects)
versus Georgian audghabebs ‘to boil’ (which takes patientive subjects as would be predicted).
As will be seen in the discussion of Basque and Georgian, however, idiosyncratic behaviours
are often largely restricted to verbs belonging to particular semantic classes (e.g. in Basque sta-
tive verbs tend to be variable; the behaviour of verbs in other categories is more predictable).
Perhaps, then, we should say that this variation is often not entirely ‘nano’—given that the
idiosyncratic items do cluster together somewhat in terms of their semantics—though it is not
truly ‘micro’ either (it cannot be predicted from the values of functional heads alone): rather,
it is somewhere in between the two.
3.3.9 Conclusion
This concludes the discussion of the semantic basis of split intransitive alignment in dierent
languages. Considerable dierences are observed between languages, as well as considerable
similarities. I have argued that this can be accounted for in terms of the features of the VICTR
heads. Thus, in extended ergative systems where a split is sensitive to [±volition], [+voli-
tion] Volition assigns agentive case, and [–volition] Volition does not. Similarly, an extended
accusative split sensitive to [±consecution] arises when Consecution assigns patientive only
when it has the [–consecution] value.
Table 3.3 suggests some criteria to be applied in the analysis of split intransitive alignment
in order to capture the more ne-grained level of variation that this section has discussed.
(Most of the features included have been discussed in this chapter; for some discussion of
reexives/reciprocals see §4.2.3.2 and for internally caused events §4.2.3.4 and §5.2.6.)
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[±volition] ‘on purpose’ vs. ‘by accident’
Typically volitional ‘work’, ‘play’, ‘talk’ etc. vs. typically non-volitional
‘cough’, ‘tremble’ etc.
(also ‘swim’, ‘run’, ‘walk’ vs. ‘skid’, ‘slide’ etc.)
[±initiation] Typically initiated ‘go’ (and other change of location verbs), ‘work’, ‘play’,
‘cough’, ‘tremble’, etc.
vs. non-initiated ‘die’, ‘melt’ (and other change of state verbs)
[±consecution] Consecution verbs ‘work’, ‘swim’, ‘cough’ etc. vs. change of state, change
of location and state verbs
[±transition] Change of state ‘die’, ‘decay’, ‘grow’, ‘melt’, ‘burn’, ‘freeze’, ‘break’, ‘tear’
etc. and change of location ‘go’, ‘come’, ‘arrive’, ‘leave’, ‘fall’, ‘rise’ etc.
vs. others
Do non-prototypical change verbs behave dierently when they are
strongly aecting?
How do [+consecution,+transition] manner of motion verbs ‘swim’, ‘run’,
‘walk’ etc. pattern?
Stativity Stative ‘be’, ‘exist’, ‘sit’, ‘survive’, ‘last’, ‘persist’, ‘remain’, ‘be
tall/angry/sick’, ‘be a man’ etc.
vs. non-stative others
Also consider permanent vs. non-permanent states (e.g. ‘be tall’, ‘be
strong’ vs. ‘be sick’, ‘be tired’)
Discourse factors: focus, viewpoint etc.
Do inherently reexive and reciprocal verbs (e.g. ‘wash’, ‘bathe’, ‘marry’) show distinct
behaviour?
Do verbs denoting non-agentive internally caused events/states (e.g. ‘sparkle’, ‘shine’, ‘rum-
ble’, ‘buzz’, ‘stink’) behave dierently?
Table 3.3: Factors to consider in the description of split intransitive alignment
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3.4 The relation of split intransitive and other alignment
types
In the presentation of the formal model of alignment in §3.2, I suggested that split intransitive
alignment can be seen as instantiating one of two broad subtypes: ‘extended accusative’ and
‘extended ergative’. In the rst, both agentive and patientive are structural cases assigned by,
or structural agreement valued on, T and a thematic head respectively. In the second, agentive
is inherent case/agreement assigned by or valued on a thematic head; patientive is associated
with T (in intransitives at least). This section will present one argument in favour of dividing
up split intransitive alignment in this way, on the basis of broad typological patterns. (Other
arguments will follow later.)
There is a certain tendency for split intransitive systems to be (implicitly) treated as a sort
of subtype of ergative-absolutive systems: for example, they are often included in discussions
of ‘ergativity’, or treated as one amongst many types of ‘split ergative’ system. (Other types of
split ergativity are discussed below in §3.4.4.) It can also be noted that, very often, the labels
‘ergative’ and ‘absolutive’ (or ‘nominative’) are the standard terms in the study of particular
languages with split intransitive systems for what I here choose to call ‘agentive’ and ‘patien-
tive’, again giving the impression that split intransitive systems are a subtype of ergative ones.
Many languages which might be more accurately thought of as split intransitive have in fact
been described as ‘ergative-absolutive’. This tendency to group split intransitive languages
under the ergative-absolutive label may in part be due to eurocentric bias on the part of many
linguists: most languages of Europe (and indeed, most of the most widely spoken languages
worldwide) are basically nominative-accusative, so there is a temptation to treat other align-
ment types (seen as ‘exotic’) all together. More charitably, split intransitive systems are often
genetically related to ‘strict’ ergative systems, in which case it makes some sense to use the
same labels for the cases in the dierent systems even if they have slightly dierent functions.
I will argue, however, that there is evidence that split intransitive systems, taken as an
entire type, cannot be neatly characterised as a subtype of the ergative pattern—and neither
do they reduce to a subtype of the accusative pattern. In this section, this argument takes
the form of consideration of various typological properties of the split intransitive type. It
is known that nominative-accusative and ergative-absolutive alignments are not randomly
distributed with regard to certain other morphosyntactic properties in the same languages.
For example, statistical generalisations can be made which relate alignment to basic word
order, which arguments are overtly marked in case and agreement, and the voice distinctions
made in a language. When dierent alignment patterns occur in a language, generalisations
can also be made with regard to their distribution—for example, certain tenses and certain
types of noun phrase are more likely to display ergative-absolutive alignment.
On the basis of this, it can be predicted that if split intransitive systems were a sub-
type of nominative-accusative alignment, they would show similar typological distribution
to nominative-accusative systems in relation to these sorts of properties; conversely, if they
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were a subtype of ergative-absolutive alignment, theywould show similar distribution to erga-
tive systems. The analysis to follow, however, shows that the split intransitive type (taken as a
whole) generally patterns somewhere in between the other two types. This, it will be argued,
is partial evidence for the existence of two subtypes of split intransitive system, one of which
typically shows more accusative-like patterning (the extended accusative subtype) and one
which exhibits more ergative-like behaviour (the extended ergative subtype).
In the remainder of this section I will consider this matter in relation to word order (§3.4.1),
overt marking of arguments (§3.4.2), voice (§3.4.3) and ‘split split intransitive’ patterns (§3.4.4).
In §3.4.5 I consider further the nature of split intransitive alignment in relation to the work of
Nichols (2008). §3.4.6 concludes.
3.4.1 The relation of alignment and basic word order
Split intrans. case Split intrans. agreement All split intrans.
SOV 13/13 22/41 41/65
100% 54% 63%
SVO 0/13 8/41 9/65
0% 20% 14%
VOS 0/13 2/41 2/65
0% 5% 3%
VSO 0/13 0/41 1/65
0% 0% 2%
Two dominant 0/13 3/41 3/65
0% 7% 3%
None dominant 0/13 6/41 10/65
0% 15% 15%
Table 3.4: Word order and split intransitive alignment
It has been observed that ergative-absolutive alignment occurs very rarely with subject-
verb-object (SVO) basic word order (Trask 1979, Dixon 1979 and others), whereas this order is
very common with nominative-accusative alignment.
All languages with split intransitive case systems (whether this is manifest on all nominals
or only on a restricted subset, e.g. on pronouns) are SOV. These languages thus seem to pattern
with languages with ergative alignment.
Languages with split intransitive agreement, however, do occur with SVO dominant order
in about one-fth of cases, in contrast to its rarity/non-occurrence in languages with ergative
agreement. SOV, however, is still the most frequent dominant ordering, occurring in more
than half of languages—this contrasts with languages with accusative agreement, where SVO
and SOV orders are about equally common. These languages, then, pattern somewhere in
the middle relative to those with ergative and accusative systems as far as word order is con-
cerned.14
14. Nb. in table 3.4 the ‘all’ column includes languages with both split intransitive case and agreement, languages
with split intransitive word order, and languages for which the data on where the split is manifest is not available.
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3.4.2 The relation of alignment and overt marking of arguments
In nominative-accusative case systems, if only one of the nominative and accusative cases is
marked, it is most likely to be the accusative (Dixon 1994: 62). Conversely, under nominative-
accusative agreement if the verb displays overt agreement with only one argument it tends
to be the A (and S) argument (Woolford 2000: 7). In ergative-absolutive case systems, on the
other hand, if only one case is overt it is ergative (Dixon 1994: 58). In ergative-absolutive
agreement systems, if the verb agrees with only one argument it is A (Woolford 2000: 5).
Sa and Sp/P Sa only Sp/P only
Case 5 7 3
Agreement 49 3 3
Table 3.5: Overt marking of arguments (n=70)
The vast majority (78% of my sample, or 54/69) of systems with split intransitive alignment
have overt marking for both Sa/A and Sp/P (in a small number of instances one or both sets of
marking may be non-obligatory). This pattern is especially notable when only agreement is
considered: 89% (49/55) of languages in the present sample with split intransitive agreement
for which data are availablemark both arguments. This is itself notable—of the languages sam-
pled by Siewierska (2013b), only 65% (193/296) have verbal person marking of both Sa/A and
Sp/P. One possible explanation for this pattern is areal—split intransitive agreement systems
are particularly frequent in Austronesia and (particularly) the Americas, which also have high
rates of languages having agreement marking for both arguments (see the map in Siewierska
2013a).











‘He was ill.’ (Denwood 1999: 194)
Most of these languages have split intransitive case alignment; exceptions are Kewa, Taba
and Tsou, where the split intransitive alignment is manifest only in agreement. In fact, lan-
guages with split intransitive case alignment are slightly more likely to mark only Sa/A than
to mark Sp/P overtly as well.
These languages which mark only Sa/A mostly seem to have SOV basic word order; Taba
(SVO) is the only exception of which I am aware. These languages therefore pattern with
those with ergative systems in terms of both their overt case-marking properties and their
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word order behaviour.15
Only a very small number of split intransitive languages have overt marking of Sp/P and











‘He got sick.’ (McLendon 1978: 7)
The only other languages I am aware of with such a system are Northern Pomo, Imonda,
which has a marginal split intransitive alignment manifest in both case and agreement, and
Lak. 16
There is no obvious correspondence here with either nominative-accusative or ergative-
absolutive systems. Split intransitive case systems tend to behave more like ergative ones—if
only one of A and P is overtly marked, it is most likely to be A. Conversely, split intransitive
agreement systems tend to be more like accusative ones—if only one of A and P is overtly
marked, it is more likely to be A. Note that the numbers are small, however, and the great
majority of split intransitive agreement systems, and a considerable proportion of split in-
transitive case systems, mark both A and P overtly.
3.4.3 The relation of alignment and voice systems
It is known that a language’s alignment type and the probability of its marking particular voice
distinctions are related (Dixon 1994: 147). In particular, passive voice is much more common
with nominative-absolutive alignment than with ergative-absolutive alignment, and antipas-
sive voice is much more common with ergative-absolutive alignment than with nominative-
accusative alignment.
The passive can be dened as a morphologically marked and pragmatically restricted con-
struction which prototypically allows an A argument to be omitted or ‘demoted’ to the form
of an oblique. By contrast, in the antipassive it is the P argument which is omitted or demoted.
In nearly every instance, a clear distinction arises between the nominative-accusative and
ergative-absolutive types: the rst are much more likely than the second to have a passive
voice, andmuch less likely to have an antipassive (the only time this does not hold is as regards
the relation of passive and verbal person marking, where no particular alignment eect is
apparent).
15. Basque marks both Sa/A and Sp/P in agreement, but only Sa/A is associated with overt case-marking. See
chapter 4.
16. Yawa has an unusual system: it has overt agreement for both Sa and Sp/P, but not for A (which is however
case-marked).
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Nom-acc Erg-abs Split intrans.
Passive 37/52 7/32 3/6
71% 22% 50%
Antipassive 3/14 14/24 1/7
7% 58% 14%
Table 3.6: Voice and alignment of case-marking of full noun phrases
Nom-acc Erg-abs Split intrans.
Passive 41/63 5/20 4/8
65% 25% 50%
Antipassive 4/50 6/15 1/8
8% 40% 13%
Table 3.7: Voice and alignment of case-marking of pronouns
The split intransitive type typically patterns somewhere between the two. This is most
apparent with (case alignment and) the passive, but can also be seen with the antipassive.
This patterning again suggests that the split intransitive type is in some sense ‘intermediate’
between the nominative-accusative and ergative-absolutive types, and cannot be reduced to a
subvariety of either.
3.4.4 ‘Split split intransitive’
Split intransitive alignments often exist in a language alongside other alignment types, a phe-
nomenon which may be referred to as ‘split split intransitivity’ (by parallel with ‘split erga-
tivity’, wherein an ergative alignment co-exists in a language with another alignment type,
prototypically nominative-accusative).
Split split intransitive patterns parallel the major sorts of split ergative patterns: (i) case/
agreement mismatches, (ii) tense/aspect-based splits, (iii) NP-based splits. These three will be
covered here in turn. The reader is also referred to the discussion of these patterns in Donohue
(2008: §3).
3.4.4.1 Case/agreement splits
Many languages have one alignment type for their case system and another for verbal agree-
ment. Notably, while ergative-absolutive case often occurs with nominative-accusative agree-
ment, the opposite pattern—nominative-accusative case with ergative-absolutive agreement—
does not occur (Anderson 1977 and others)—or, at best, occurs extremely rarely.
When we consider split intransitive alignment, we nd a number of languages have nom-
inative-accusative case with split intransitive agreement. This occurs for example in Tariana,
where (focused)A, Sa and Sp arguments bear the nominative marker -nhe/-ne, but only A and
Sa trigger agentive agreement (Aikhenvald 2003: 149, 234):
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Nom-acc Erg-abs Split intrans.
Passive 98/209 9/18 7/29
47% 50% 24%
Antipassive 10/77 9/11 5/19
13% 82% 26%















‘The jaguar was frightened, he jumped up and away he went.’
(Aikhenvald 2003: 141)
In this example, the agreement marker -di is present on the agentive-marking verbs trans-
lated ‘jump, ‘enter’ and ‘go’, but absent on the patientive-marking ‘be frightened’. Other lan-
guages of this type include Chickasaw, Koasati and possibly Tabassaran and Guaraní.
Ergative case systems can also occur with split intransitive agreement, for example in
Natchez (Mithun 1999). Split intransitive agreement is manifest with rst and second persons,
for example in the following contrast:
(25) a. ka·toyyawa·˘ ‘I(agt) won’
b. ka·copinu ‘I(pat) lost’ (Mithun 1999: 242–43)
Third-person arguments, however, are marked with the ergative marker -c
¯
- in A function
and unmarked otherwise (Mithun 1999: 242).
Ergative case with split intransitive agreement is also found in Yawa, Ika (where split in-
transitive alignment is however marginal) and possibly Kewa.
Split intransitive case may also occur with nominative-accusative agreement, as in Geor-
gian; this will be exemplied in chapter 5. A similar system is also found in Laz and possibly
Udi.
I am aware of no language with split intransitive case and ergative agreement. This may
simply be an artefact of the small number of languages with split intransitive case in general,
but it may also point to something more signicant. Given the typological gap noted above—
the extreme rarity or non-occurrence of ergative agreementwith nominative-accusative case—
it may be that it is in fact more generally the case that ergative agreement systems do not occur
with non-ergative case systems.17 That is, both nominative-accusative and split intransitive
agreement are ruled out in the presence of ergative case. Note that a similar generalisation
does not hold of split intransitive case systems, which occur freely with all sorts of agreement
system.
Thus, split intransitive case systems (taken as a type) behave like ergative ones, free to oc-
curwith any type of agreement system. But split intransitive agreement behaves like nominative-
17. Ergative agreement may occur with ‘neutral’ case systems, where overt case-marking is entirely absent. It is
possible, however, that covert ergative case is nevertheless present (though cf. Woolford 2000).
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accusative agreement, ruled out with ergative case systems.
Incidentally, only a few languages have split intransitive alignment manifest overtly in
both case and agreement. These include Basque, discussed in chapter 4. Other languages with
similar patterns include Abui, Haida, Imonda, Ingush and Klon. Large numbers of languages,
however, have split intransitive alignment in either case or agreement, and lack overt marking
of the other of the pair—though it is always possible there is underlying split intransitive
alignment there also. It should not be automatically assumed, however, that a split intransitive
agreement system reects an underlying split intransitive case system (or vice versa), given
that case/agreement alignment splits are known to be possible with split intransitive systems.
The occurring and non-occurring case/agreement alignment types are summarised in table
3.9.
Case
Nom-acc Erg-abs Split intrans.
Agreement
Nom-acc Occurs Occurs Occurs
Erg-abs Does not occur Occurs Does not occur
Split intrans. Occurs Occurs Occurs
Table 3.9: Combinations of case and agreement systems in the world’s languages
3.4.4.2 Tense/aspect-based splits
In tense/aspect-based splits, dierent tenses or aspects have dierent alignments. A tense-based
split is reported for example in Iha and Kashmiri; aspect-based splits in Basque, Chol, Loma
and Mohawk. This was illustrated for Georgian in §1.1.4 (see also chapter 5.1)—as the exam-
ples there showed, Georgian has nominative-accusative alignment with certain tense/aspect
combinations (e.g. the present) and split intransitive in others (e.g. the aorist). In other lan-
guages the other alignment type is ergative-absolutive or neutral. The former is found for
example in Mohawk; the latter in Loma.
It has often been observed that, in languages with tense/aspect-based split ergative pat-
terns, ergative-absolutive alignment is generally preferred in past or perfective contexts and
nominative-accusative alignment in present or imperfective contexts. Split intransitive align-
ment is associated with the past or perfective in some languages (Chol, Georgian, Iha, Kash-
miri) but with the imperfective in others (Loma, Mohawk). Once more, then, it is not clear
whether split intransitive alignment behaves more like ergative-absolutive or nominative-
accusative alignment in this regard. Further work is required in this area, however.
In at least one split split intransitive language, modality may aect case/agreement mark-
ing: Klamer (2008: 232) suggests this possibility for Kedang, though the data is not clear on
this matter. (Klamer also notes, following Samely (1991), that aspect seems to play a role in
Kedang case and agreement.) Mood has been observed to play a role in split ergativity in a few
languages (Dixon 1994: 101), but in both split split intransitivity and split ergativity it seems
to be a relatively unusual factor.
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3.4.4.3 NP-based splits
By ‘NP-based splits’ I refer to splits where dierent sorts of NP (or DP) argument occur with
dierent alignment. These have been described in terms of ‘Nominal Hierarchies’ such as the
following simplied from Dixon (1994: 85):
(26) 1P pronoun > 2P pronoun > 3P pronoun, demonstrative > proper noun > common
noun
Cross-linguistically, elements toward the left side of this hierarchy are more likely to
exhibit nominative-accusative alignment, those towards the right are more likely to exhibit
ergative-absolutive alignment.
NP-based splits involving split intransitive systems occur in languages including Chiti-
macha, Iha, Haida and Tsova-Tush.18 In all of these languages, split intransitive marking is
restricted to a subset of pronouns: rst person only in Chitimacha, rst and second person in
Iha and Tsova-Tush. The pattern in Haida is dialectally variable, but rst person pronouns al-
ways have split intransitive alignment, and the dialect that has the distinction with some third
person pronouns also has it with all second person ones. Central Pomo and Yuki also have
similar splits, although in these cases split intransitive alignment is found on all pronouns and
also some nouns referring to human beings. The other alignment in these languages diers:
it is neutral for example in Chitimacha, nominative-accusative in Iha and ergative-absolutive
in Tsova-Tush.
The overall generalisation which seems to arise on the basis of this (admittedly rather
small) sample is that split intransitive alignment, where restricted to only part of the Nominal
Hierarchy, consistently occurs with elements towards the left-hand side. (See also Dahlstrom
1983: 42, 45 for a similar proposal.) Split intransitive alignment thus patterns to an extent
with nominative-accusative alignment in this respect, although it may in fact ‘outrank’ the
nominative-accusative pattern in occurring with elements further to the left, as is the case in
Iha.
It is perhaps notable that in all languages of which I am aware that have an NP-based
split split intransitive system, volition/control or ‘agentivity’ has been reported as a major
conditioning factor in the split (in some cases other factors also play a role). A functional ex-
planation for the observed NP-based split pattern, therefore, may be that speakers are more
likely to want to mark a [±volition] distinction on more prototypically animate arguments,
i.e. those closer to the left edge of the Nominal Hierarchy: inanimate arguments are never vo-
litional controllers of events and hence the distinction is less important here. Furthermore, the
degree of volition contributed by discourse participants in the event or state (rst and second
person arguments) may be considered more noteworthy than that of third person arguments;
18. A complication is that in some languages the status of certain elements as agreementmarkers or case-marked
pronouns is unclear: see the discussion in §3.1.1. A number of languages where these elements have been taken
to be agreement markers (exhibiting split intransitive alignment) and which lack case marking otherwise could
also be analysed as having NP-based splits were the elements instead analysed as case-marked pronouns.
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it is also with these participants, and particularly with the rst person, that the presence of
deliberate control can be most reliably asserted.
3.4.4.4 Summary
This subsection has discussed how split intransitive alignmentmay co-exist in a languagewith
other alignment types, and that behaviours of this sort are sensitive to similar factors as are
seen with other alignment splits. As concerns its distribution in languages with tense/aspect-
based splits, split intransitive alignment does not seem to pattern consistently with either
nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive types; under NP-based splits it patterns more
like the nominative-accusative type, though split intransitive alignment may in fact outrank
nominative-accusative alignment in relation to the Nominal Hierarchy.
Whilst the extent and nature of split split intransitivity is certainly a topic which merits
further research—having as it does the potential to cast light on the relations between dierent
alignment types—this dissertation will not address it further.
3.4.5 Split intransitive alignment and non-canonical subject marking
The ndings of Nichols (2008) are also relevant here, though I shall cover them only briey and
the reader is referred to that work for more details. Nichols considers a number of languages
with split intransitive and other alignments in regard to coding of the subject, considering for
example ‘A-like coding’ (e.g. nominative, ergative or agentive case) as opposed to other coding
(e.g. accusative, absolutive, patientive, dative or genitive case). A prototypical ‘accusative’
languagewould be expected to haveA-like coding for all instances of S, whereas a prototypical
‘ergative’ language would be expected to have P-like coding. Langages described as having
split intransitive alignment would be expected to fall somewhere in the middle, and while
this is in fact generally true, it is also the case that (i) languages do not divide neatly into the
ergative, split intransitive and accusative types, but rather pattern on a continuum with some
overlaps between the traditional types, and (ii) some split intransitive languages pattern closer
to the ‘accusative’ end of the continuum, others closer to the ‘ergative’ end.
Nichols concludes (2008: 135) that split intransitive alignment ‘is not a third major align-
ment type; the dierence between it and either ergative or accusative is one of degree’. I am
not sure that it is necessarily helpful to jettison the idea of a split intransitive type entirely, but
Nichols’s ndings do seem to support the conclusions drawn from the data considered here:
that split intransitive alignment lies somewhere between the accusative and ergative types,
with some languages patterning more like one or the other of the two major types.
3.4.6 Conclusion
The evidence considered in this section has led repeatedly to the conclusion that languages
with split intransitive alignment, taken as a whole, do not pattern consistently with either
nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive types. With regard to co-occurence with many
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other typological properties, split intransitive systems appear to show behaviours somewhere
intermediate between the two other types.
In some instances, a clearer picture emerges if split intransitive case and split intransi-
tive agreement are considered separately. Split intransitive case patterns with ergative case
in regard to word order, overt marking of arguments and case/agreement splits—though it
patterns more like accusative alignment in regard to NP-based splits, and is somewhere in be-
tween ergative and accusative (and closer to the latter) as concerns the likelihood of presence
of dierent voice categories. Again, therefore, we nevertheless have a mixed picture over-
all. Likewise, split intransitive agreement patterns more with nominative-accusative systems
in regard to the overt marking of arguments, though the numbers are very small, and with
case/agreement splits; as concerns the other properties considered it is again somewhere in
between the two other types.
Split intransitive case Split intransitive agreement
Word order As ergative In between
Overt argument marking As ergative As accusative
Voice In between In between
Case/agreement splits As ergative As accusative
T/A/M splits Not clear Not clear
NP splits As accusative N/A
Table 3.10: Summary of relations between alignment and other patterns
This can be taken as some evidence for the view adopted here, that there are both extended
accusative and extended ergative subtypes of split intransitive alignment. This furnishes an
explanation for the intermediate behaviour of the split intransitive type as a whole—some lan-
guages are more like nominative-accusative ones (extended accusative languages), and others
more like ergative-absolutive ones (extended ergative languages), leading to a mixed picture
overall.19
Further evidence for this position will be provided subsequently. §3.5, which follows, de-
pends on the division between extended accusative and extended ergative split intransitive
systems to make sense in formal terms of the observed patterns of case/agreement alignment
mismatch discussed in §3.4.4.1. Furthermore, in §4.3.2 and §5.3, language-internal evidence
will be presented in support of the view that Basque and Georgian respectively instantiate the
extended accusative and extended ergative subtypes.
3.5 More on case/agreement mismatches
The focus of the discussion of the formal analysis so far has largely been on case. Something
also needs to be said about agreement, and specically its relation to case.
19. Ideally it would be possible to demonstrate that these behaviours tend to cluster, so that an extended ac-
cusative language will have only or mostly accusative-type behaviours, and an extended ergative language only
or mostly ergative-type behaviours. Unfortunately the available data is too sparse to make any robust gener-
alisations of this sort. Nevertheless, the existence of these two subtypes is, in principle, an explanation of the
typological patterns observed.
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The standard approach to person/number/gender (‘F’) agreement within syntactic mini-
malism has been, following Chomsky (1995), that it exists in a very close relationship with
case, that they are ‘two sides of the same coin’. Thus, it is argued for a language like (say)
German, when T enters into a (F-feature-based) Agree relation with an argument (subject
agreement), nominative case is also valued on argument; accusative case, likewise, is valued
when v enters in an Agree relation with the argument to which it assigns that case. The val-
uation of F-features on the functional head has been given a privileged status, with case seen
as a ‘free rider’ on the somehow more fundamental F-agreement operation.
This approach runs into diculties, however, when faced with the facts of case/agreement
mismatches, discussed in §3.4.4.1. As was shown there, some languages can have dierent
alignments for case and agreement, suggesting the two are not directly linked. However, cer-
tain mismatches do not occur: specically, it seems ergative-absolutive agreement does not
occur in the presence of non-ergative (nominative-accusative or split intransitive) case align-
ments; this suggests case and agreement cannot be completely decoupled either.
As discussed in §3.1.1, in the majority of languages with split intransitive alignment, the
split intransitive pattern is manifest in agreement rather than in case. Ultimately, then, our
understanding of this alignment must incorporate a good theoretical understanding of agree-
ment.20
I want to argue for the position that there exist two sorts of agreement, structural agree-
ment and inherent agreement, in parallel to structural and inherent case. For present purposes,
structural agreement is taken to be the valuation of F-features on a functional head by a DP
which it c-commands. Inherent agreement is the valuation of F-features on a thematic func-
tional head by a DP merged in its specier.
Having distinguished these two sorts of agreement, I wish to claim the following (cf.
Chomsky 1995):
(27) a. Structural case and structural agreement are distinct; one may occur without the
other.
b. Inherent case may occur without inherent agreement.
c. Inherent agreement may not occur without inherent case.
More formally, a functional head may not have its F-features valued by a DP via inherent
agreement unless it also assigns inherent case (27c). The inverse relation does not hold (27b),
and no such restriction holds between structural case and agreement (27a). I discuss reasons
for this toward the end of this section.
If we assume (following Legate 2002, Aldridge 2004 as above) that ergative is an inherent
case, and that ergative agreement is likewise a sort of inherent agreement, this derives the
typological gap discussed in §3.4.4.1. Inherent agreement cannot occur without inherent case;
20. I do not discuss other approaches to the problem of case/agreement mismatches; see Bobaljik (2008; Bobaljik
assumes a dependent case theory which is not compatible with the inherent case approach adopted here), Wool-
ford (2000, 2006a, 2010, 2015) and Bárány (2015, 2017).
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hence, ergative agreement is ruled out in systems without ergative case (this ergative case may
be covert, however).
Recall, however, that split intransitive agreement systems can freely occur with both ac-
cusative and ergative case systems. If agentive case/agreement is also inherent, this ought
also be ruled out. However, we have suggested above (§3.2.2) that agentive case is sometimes
structural, assigned by T—and in this case, agentive agreementmight also be structural. In lan-
guages like Tariana (exemplied in §3.4.4.1), where split intransitive agreement occurs with
nominative-accusative case, we can posit the following:
(28) a. (i) T assigns structural case (nominative) to A and S.
(ii) A thematic head assigns case (accusative) to P.
b. (i) T agrees structurally with A and Sa.
(ii) A thematic head agrees structurally with P and Sp.
This is represented as in (29). Structural case or agreement occurs when T or θ (i.e. one
of the VICTR heads) enters into such a relation with an argument it c-commands. Recall that
θ may correspond to dierent heads in dierent languages.
Note also the following additional conventions:
(i) An arrow formed of a dotted line pointing from the DP to the functional head denotes a
F-agreement relation. Such arrows are labelled F.
(ii) An arrow formed of a dashed line pointing from the functional head to the DP denotes a
case assignment relation. Such arrows are labelled ϰ.
(iii) A doubled-headed arrow formed of a continuous line denotes that both phi-agreement
and case assignment relations hold between the functional head and the DP. Such arrows
are labelled ϰ/F.
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In this sort of system, θ agrees with arguments which it c-commands, and T agrees with
any remaining argument. (This is the standard extended accusative-type split intransitive
agreement system.) As far as case is concerned, however, there is also a transitivity condition:
θ does not assign case in intransitives (‘Burzio’s generalisation’, Burzio 1986), and so T assigns
case to a wider set of arguments. (This is the standard nominative-accusative case system.)
I am making the standard assumption that no argument can agree more that once (Chom-
sky 2000).
We can also derive ergative-absolutive casewith split intransitive agreement, as in Natchez
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(see again §3.4.4.1), diagrammed as follows:































Here, inherent case occurswhen θ enters into a case relation with the argument in Spec,θP.
There are various systemswhich give rise to split intransitive casewith nominative-accusative
agreement. In the system diagrammed below, which is that adopted for Georgian (see chapter
5), agentive case is not accompanied by agentive agreement, leaving T free to agree with A
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and S:

































In some languages, agentive case is always accompanied by agentive agreement, and pati-
entive case by patientive agreement. One system in which this occurs is the following, argued
for for Basque in §4.3.2:
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Several other systems involving split intransitive alignment (for case or agreement or both)
are possible; I will not present them all here. However, I have demonstrated that this approach
allows the derivation of a range of language types, whilst also ruling out types which do not
seem to occur.
The postulation that inherent agreement exists at allmay be controversial; Woolford (2006a:
§1.4, 2010: 42) specically rejects the notion of inherent agreement. However, it seems to me
that given the existence of structural case, structural agreement and inherent case, we would
most naturally expect the existence of inherent agreement—otherwise we would have a prob-
lematic gap in our case/agreement typology (see table 3.11). The reader is also referred to the





Table 3.11: Varieties of case and agreement
What about the claims made in (27) about the relation between case and agreement, par-
ticularly the claim in (27c) that inherent agreement relies on inherent case? A priori, there
is no reason to assume that case and agreement should not be independent, so the rst two
statements ((27b), (27a)) are not problematic. But why should inherent agreement not be able
to occur independently?
One potential explanation is rooted in acquisition. Inherent case and agreement are closely
connected to thematic roles, and thematic roles are fundamentally properties of arguments.
Therefore, the learner expects thematic relations to be marked in the rst instance on nomi-
nals, not verbs. Therefore, inherent agreement (the reex of a thematic relation on the verb)
can only be postulated in the presence of inherent case (the reex of a thematic relation on
the nominal).
Amore formal explanation can be adapted from the standard approach to Agree (Chomsky
2000, 2001). Ordinarily for a goal G to value a feature of a probe P, P must c-command G.
However, Chomsky allows for a case feature to be valued on a DP provided that DP values its
F-features on a c-commanding probe in the normal way. Generalising this, we may say that
G may alternatively value a feature on P if P is independently able to value a separate feature
on G (i.e. if G c-commands P, and (i) bears features [F1:_, F2:val]; (ii) F bears features [F1:val,
F2:_]). That is, ‘upward’ Agree occurs only if a ‘downward’ Agree relation also holds between
the same elements.
This might be adapted to explain (27). In cases of structural F-agreement, a functional head





With structural case, there are two possibilities. Firstly, a DP bearing [Case:_] is c-com-
manded by F bearing [Case:val], but the DP values F’s F-features. Because the DP values a
feature of the higher F, F is in turn able to value the case feature of the DP, even though in this





Alternatively, where no F-relation holds, DP bearing [Case:_] may move to c-command F,






In instances of inherent case, a DP bearing [Case:_] c-commands F bearing [Case:val], and






Inherent agreement (valuation of [F:_] on F through Agree with the [F:val] features of
the DP) is possible if the above inherent case relation holds, because even though the probe F
is not c-commanded by the goal DP, the case relation between them allows the F-agreement






However, inherent agreement cannot occur without inherent case. Inherent agreement
takes place in the Spec-Head conguration: if the [F:_] features could be valued by a c-
commanded goal, we would have ask why (for example) ergative agreement features are not
valued by P. Further, if a thematic head θ incorporates into T, and T has its own unvalued
[F:_] features, the two sets of [F:_] features are no longer distinct. (This follows from a version
of the defective goals account of incorporation (Roberts 2010a), according to which a head H
incorporates into a higher head G if and only if H’s formal features are a proper subset of
G’s.) Thus we end up with what resembles a nominative-accusative agreement alignment (as
T agrees with S in intransitives). Conversely, if the higher head lacks a [F:_] feature, θ is
unable to incorporate into it at all. This may force θ to remain in situ, where it cannot agree.
Note that the postulation of the two sorts of agreement and their relation to case does
not necessarily rely on the VICTR model; in this respect it is similar to the postulation of the
21. This assumes the whole DP can act as a probe, as D does not itself c-command F where DP has a complement
or specier. Plausibly this might be allowed by the copying of D’s features onto its maximal projection as part of
the labelling operation (cf. Chomsky 1995).
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extended accusative and extended ergative subtypes in §3.2.3. It is presented here as part of
the overall aim of the chapter to produce a generally applicable model of alignment, of which
the VICTR is only one part, albeit an important one. Some specic predictions of the VICTR
model in this regard will be given at the end of the next section.
In summary, it is possible to account for case and agreement patterns in the world’s lan-
guages on the assumption that structural case and structural agreement are separate, whereas
inherent agreement is always linked to inherent case (though not vice versa). The following
subsection will spell out in more detail the assumptions of the model of case and agreement
adopted here, which will be applied to specic languages in the subsequent chapters.
3.6 Acquisitional limits on variation
From the discussion in §3.3, it is clear that there is a good deal of variation in the semantic
basis of split intransitive alignment, but there are also considerable commonalities between
languages with similar systems. In this section I wish to stress the ways in which all split
intransitive systems resemble each other (even where it is not so immediately apparent), and
present an explanation for the similarities grounded in the VICTR Hierarchy.
The starting point is the position that split intransitive case and agreement is directly sen-
sitive to the features of the VICTR heads, as argued for here. Next, recall the two ‘core feature
sets’ proposed in §2.4: the agentive core features and patientive core features. The values
associated with these core sets are repeated in table 3.12.
Core feature set [volition] [initiation] [consecution] [transition] [result]
Agentive + + + – (–)
Patientive (–) (–) – + +
Table 3.12: The core feature sets
These sets were originally presented in the context of the discussion of split intransitive
auxiliary selection in the languages of Western Europe, and also discussed in relation to En-
glish. The degree of variation observed there is relatively limited compared to the amount
seen with split intransitive case and agreement. However, the same core sets can also be used
to explain variation of the latter type.22
On a closely related point, note that many split intransitive case and agreement systems
do not exhibit correspondencewith Sorace’s (2000) Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy (ASH). (This
point is discussed more extensively in J. Baker 2013.) This is illustrated in table 3.13. Some
systems certainly do, including those found in Basque and Georgian to be considered in more
detail in the subsequent sections, and also Chol in the table given. But in other cases dierent
patterns emerge. To take the twomost prominent instances, in systems sensitive to [±volition]
alone (e.g. Tsova-Tush in the table), verbs at both ends of the ASH are found with agentive
22. As to why auxiliary selection in Western Europe shows less variation, this may simply be because it con-
cerns a phenomenom which has arisen in a relatively short time-frame amongst a small group of geographically
proximate languages; it is not that the model presented is insuciently restrictive.
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case or agreement; in systems sensitive only to stativity (e.g. Guaraní) verbs in the centre of




Controlled non-motional consecution agt agt agt agt
Controlled motional consecution agt agt agt agt
Uncontrolled consecution agt/pat agt pat agt
Existence of state agt/pat pat pat pat
Continuation of pre-existing state agt/pat pat pat agt/pat
Change of state pat pat agt/pat agt
Change of location pat pat agt/pat agt
Table 3.13: Summary of correspondences with Sorace’s (2000) Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy
in a selection of languages with split intransitive alignment
The ASH is thus too restrictive to account for all variation in split intransitive alignment,
though the fact that some split intransitive case/agreement systems adhere to the ASH is still
signicant. However, the notion of core feature sets is more helpful.
Assume that split intransitive case/agreement systems can be seen as ‘generalisations’ or
‘extensions’ in some sense of case and/or agreement features more typically associated with
transitive arguments.23 More specically, the feature associated with ‘agentive’ case or agree-
ment is generalised/extended to some intransitive contexts from a feature otherwise associated
with transitive A arguments; I will call both agentive case and agentive agreement features
[agt] for present purposes.24
In most split intransitive case/agreement systems, A and Sa are marked in the same way.
We can thus say they are both associated with an [agt] feature. We can also reasonably
suppose as a general functional tendency that when some intransitive subjects are treated
like transitive higher arguments and some like lower arguments, this split should have some
coherent (featural) basis. Thus, if some intransitive arguments (Sa) are associated with [agt],
and so are some transitive arguments (A), then Sa and A should also have something else in
common, statable in featural terms.
We can thus appeal to the agentive core features. A arguments, as discussed in §2.4.2.6,
typically bear one or more of the roles θ-volition, θ-initiation and θ-consecution, con-
nected to the corresponding positive values of the corresponding VICTR heads (and negative
values of the two other, lower heads). So in split intransitive systems [agt] is associated with
these same values. We thus expect in split intransitive systems that intransitive arguments
which are also associated with [agt] (Sa) will also be associated with these roles and feature
23. Cf. Sheehan (2017), and also the more general process of Input Generalisation of Roberts (2007) discussed in
§2.4.2.6.
24. Notionally the case/agreement feature associated with transitive P arguments could also be extended. This is
certainly what is suggested by the apparent existence of ‘extended accusative’ systems (§3.2.3). It is noteworthy,
however, that it is the patientive core features (particularly [+transition]) that seem for whatever reason to play
markedly less of a direct role in the split intransitive case/agreement systems of the world than the agentive ones,
as §3.3.2 to §3.3.6 indicate, though it is possible [+‘result’] is important in at least some of the languages with an
eventive/stative split (see §3.3.5). This discussion will thus focus on the agentive core features.
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values.
Dierent languages associate [agt] with the agentive core features in dierentways. Some
only pay attention to one of the core features in this regard, associating intransitive [agt] just
with [+volition] (§3.3.2), [+initiation] (§3.3.3) or [+consecution] (§3.3.4). In other instances,
more than one core feature is at play (see §3.3.7), and the resulting system may be relatively
complex (see the discussion of Basque and Georgian in the next chapters).
What about systems sensitive, wholly or in part, to stativity (§3.3.5, §3.3.7)? In these
instances the values of all the VICTR heads are at play, if for example [agt] is associated
with all intransitive predicates except those which are [–volition,–initiation,–consecution,–
transition,+‘result’]. These can be seen as extending [agt] in relation to a broader prop-
erty of A arguments: their typical status as arguments of which some sort of event is pred-
icated. (Events can also be predicated of P arguments as well, of course (where these bear
θ-transition), but very many P arguments are not merged in the specier of an eventive
head—for example, when they are rhemes, if we follow Ramchand (2008); most A arguments,
on the other hand, are merged in the speciers of the eventive heads Initiation or Consecu-
tion.) Thus, in systems with a simple eventive/stative opposition in intransitives, the associa-
tion with [agt] is extended to all intransitive arguments except those of which only a state is
predicated.
Importantly, this approach restricts the ways in which split intransitive alignment systems
can be formed. Systems which do not relate in the sort of ways just sketched to the core
feature sets, or the more general agentive core property of eventivity, are predicted not to
occur (and do not, as far as I am aware). So, for example, we do not expect to see a system
where (in intransitives) θ-transition arguments are agentive and all others are patientive,
because [+transition] is not one of the agentive core features. The same could be said of θ-
result and [+result]. This is not to say thatθ-transition or θ-result arguments can never be
agentive; in many languages they can (e.g. with [+volition,+transition] verbs in Eastern Pomo;
see §3.3.2). But this is always because they also bear θ-volition, θ-initiation and/or θ-
consecution roles, depending on the language in question. Neither do we expect a language
where (say) θ-volition arguments are patientive and all others are agentive, because it is
[+volition] not [–volition] which is associated with agentive marking, and similarly for θ-
initiation/[+initiation] and θ-consecution/[+consecution].
This thus permits a high degree of variation which is not however without bounds, which
seems to correspond to what we observe in practice. Not all of this variation corresponds to
Sorace’s ASH, though some of it may. Where it does, this is again related to the core feature
sets, in ways similar to that discussed in relation to auxiliary selection in §2.4; I will return to
this discussion in more detail in the next two chapters.
This variation (and its limits) can again be seen to arise from the ways in which languages
are acquired. Learners generalise patterns, which leads to the sort of systems we observe,
but there is always a basis in the input for this process of generalisation (e.g. the properties
typically associated with higher arguments) and the generalisation does not precede without
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natural limits (e.g. a coherent featural basis for treating some intransitive arguments like some
transitive ones).
The limits on variation are not unrelated to the VICTR Hierarchy. As well as split intransi-
tive alignment being sensitive (in general) to the features of the hierarchy, it is worth restating
that the core feature sets correspond to the positive and negative feature values in dierent,
individually contiguous portions of the hierarchy. This follows straightforwardly from the
way in which A arguments are associated with positions toward the top of the structure, and
P arguments with positions toward the bottom.
In summary, therefore, split intransitive alignment shows a good deal of structured varia-
tion, which can be understood in terms of the agentive core feature set embedded within the
VICTR approach.
Furthermore, there are certain apparently systematic dierences between case- and agree-
ment-based split intransitive patterns. I leave aside those factors conditioning splits which
are only rarely attested, as well as more complex systems, as meaningful comparison between
case and agreement cannot be made here—there simply are not enough languages to consider.
Instead, I focus on the three most frequent patterns: splits sensitive to [±volition] or ‘agentiv-
ity’, splits sensitivity to stativity, and splits sensitive to [±consecution] or ‘unaccusativity’. It
should be remembered that the exact characterisation of many of these systems is not always
clear. [±volition] is attested about as often as the sole or main factor in case-based systems as
agreement-based ones: 7 and 8 times respectively.
However, as agreement-based systems are considerably more frequent overall, it seems
[±volition] is really signicantly more likely to be the source of the split when it is instanti-
ated in terms of case. Very much the opposite pattern is found with splits sensitive to stativity,
which are nearly all instantiated in terms of agreement (7 systems where it is the sole factor)—
only in Loma is it found with case, where however it is restricted to pronouns (and patientive
pronouns are realised tonally on the verb). Splits apparently sensitive to [±consecution] are,
like those sensitive to [±volition], more commonwith case-marking (6 languages) than agree-
ment (3 languages, recalling again the higher frequency of split intransitive agreement systems
overall).
All this is, in fact, support for three aspects of the model adopted here: the core feature
sets, the distinction between the extended ergative and extended accusative subtypes, and the
reliance of inherent agreement on inherent case. In order to support this point, it is necessary
rst to discuss some predictions of the VICTR approach regarding diachrony.
When an extended accusative system develops diachronically from a previous canonical
nominative-accusative system, patientive case or agreementwith intransitives can be expected
to rst emerge in [+transition] and/or [+result] contexts, with agentive elsewhere; these con-
texts correspond to the most prominent features of the patientive core feature set. This is
because the accusative source of the patientive is associated with lower arguments, which in
turn are associated with these core features. An example of this might be the development of
an ‘active-stative’ system, where θ-‘result’ arguments are marked dierently from others.
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Conversely, when an extended ergative system develops from canonical ergative align-
ment, agentive case or agreement should rst appear in [+volition], [+initiation] and/or [+con-
secution] environments, with patientive elsewhere. (This may produce supercially very sim-
ilar patterns to the extended accusative systems, but dierences should nevertheless be appar-
ent, highlighting again the importance of paying attention to the ner details of variation.)
These are features of the agentive core set, associated like the ergative marking being re-
analysed with higher arguments. The development of systems dependent on the [±volition],
[±initiation] or [±consecution] features is expected to come under this category.
Similar predictions might be made regarding acquisition: in extended accusative systems
over- and undergeneralisation errors should generally concern the [±transition] and [±result]
features, whereas in extended ergative systems they should concern [±volition], [±initiation]
and [±consecution]. In the rst, the learner is attempting to apply the patientive core feature
set to the data; in the second, the agentive core set.
How, then, do the facts above support the various aspects of the model adopted here? To
summarise: extended ergative systems can be expected to show sensitivity to the agentive
core features when they rst emerge diachronically, and hence such systems overall are more
likely to be sensitive to [±volition], [±initiation] or [±consecution]. On the other hand, newly
developed extended accusative systems are expected to show sensitivity to the patientive core
features, [±transition] or [±result]. Furthermore, the extended ergative pattern is less likely
to be instantiated in terms of agreement than the extended accusative pattern. This is because
extended ergative agreement relies on the presence of (overt or covert) extended ergative case,
whereas extended accusative agreement can occur with any case marking type. (Nominative-
accusative agreement systems are also more common than ergative-absolutive ones overall.)
Overall, then, it is to be predicted that the patientive core feature [±‘result’] will be ex-
tended more often into intransitive agreement patterns (leading to a stative/non-stative split)
than the agentive core features [±volition] and [±consecution] will. This seems to be borne
out by the observed patterns—though note, as the data show, that this does not mean that
only case can be sensitive to [±volition] and [±consecution], or that agreement can only be
sensitive to [±‘result’], merely that certain systems are more frequent than others.
It may also be signicant that languages with split intransitive systems manifest in case
seem exclusively in terms of their basis word order to be SOV, whereas the same is not true
of split intransitive agreement systems. If the claim above that split intransitive agreement
is more likely to be of the extended accusative type is correct, this may shed light on the
observed word order pattern, given that canonical ergative systems tend strongly to avoid the
SVO order which is common with nominative-accusative alignment.
Unfortunately it is not possible to say much directly on whether extended ergative or ex-
tended accusative systems are typically sensitive to dierent factors from the available data.
(Though the general prediction from the above discussion is that splits sensitive to [±volition]
and [±consecution] will tend to be extended ergative and those sensitive to [±‘result’].) This
is because there are very few languages in which information is known on the conditioning
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factors of the intransitive split alongside robust cues as to which subtype a language belongs,
without studying these languages in more depth.
One observation which can be made is that languages which overtly mark only agentive
case seem generally to be sensitive to [±volition] and/or [±consecution]; however, the num-
ber of languages in question is small. These languages probably tend to be of the extended
ergative subtype, as extended accusative systems would more typically be expected to mark
only patientive.25 This is support for the prediction that extended ergative systems tend to
arise based on an extension of these particular (agentive) features.
Those languages which are here studied in more detail, Basque and Georgian, may be
instructive in this regard. Basque has an extended accusative system, and on the analysis
presented in chapter 4 a sensitivity primarily to [±consecution], [±transition] and [±result].
Georgian, on the other hand, has an extended ergative system, and on the analysis given in
chapter 5 a sensitivity primarily to [±volition], [±consecution] and [±transition]. Whilst
there are considerable overlaps between the two systems, the fact that [±result] plays a larger
role in Basque, and [±volition] a larger role in Georgian, is in line with the prediction.
The hypothesis that inherent agreement relies on inherent case may also allow specic
predictions. Notionally, it is possible that a language might have split intransitive in both case
and agreement, but where each is sensitive to dierent features of the VICTR Hierarchy. This
does not seem likely to occur with much frequency, rstly as few languages have both split
intransitive case and split intransitive agreement and secondly as the tendency to generalise
patterns would probably render any such system diachronically very unstable. However, if
such a language were to be found, its agreement would have to be either (i) of the extended
accusative type or else (ii) found exclusively in a subset of instanceswhere agentive case is also
found, as agentive agreement in an extended ergative system requires an extended ergative
(inherent agentive) system of case.
3.7 Comparison with other approaches
In this section I wish to compare the approach to case and agreement defended in this chapter
with various other possibilities. §3.7.1 considers some other possible approaches to case, in
particular the so-called dependent case approach, and the reasons these are not adopted here.
§3.7.2 likewise discusses the advantages of the present approach to split intransitive alignment
over other ways in which split intransitivity might be understood in structural and thematic
terms: namely the Unaccusative Hypothesis and the approaches of Primus (1999) and Ramc-
hand (2008).
25. Though Basque, analysed in §4.3.2 as extended accusative in spite of the fact that agentive case is marked
and patientive unmarked, appears to be an exception to this generalisation.
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3.7.1 Other approaches to case
In this subsection I consider various alternatives to the approach to case adopted here, which
is based in the work of Chomsky (2000, 2001) and the inherent case theory of Legate (2002),
Aldridge (2004) and other work. I focus on dependent case theory (§3.7.1.1) but also briey
consider some other approaches (§3.7.1.2).
Before continuing, an important note: I am assuming that apparently intransitive clauses
are genuinely intransitive. A number of the approaches dismissed below can be ‘rescued’ as
viable starting points for the analysis of split intransitive systems if it is assumed that certain
clauses with only one surface argument in fact have a second covert argument: that is, in
spite of appearances, they are formally transitive. One way in which this might be modelled
is by taking so-called ‘unergative’ predicates to involve incorporation of an underlying object
into a light verb, along the lines suggested by Hale and Keyser (1993). This is certainly not
incompatible with the VICTR approach, but I believe it lacks sucient empirical support: for
example Preminger (2012) gives arguments against positing covert objects in Basque; the fact
that English ‘unergative’ verbs do not allow overt cognate objects as readily as is sometimes
suggested (see §2.2.6) is also evidence against Hale and Keyser’s approach. Hence, I do not
wish to pursue this idea further here.
3.7.1.1 Dependent case theories
Briey, the dependent case approach (Marantz 1991, M. Baker 2015 amongst others) derives
case-marking of arguments in terms of the presence or absence of other arguments. M. Baker
(2015: 79) presents the following general form for dependent case rules:
(38) If XP bears c-command relationship Y to ZP in local domain WP, then assign case V to
XP.
Instantiations of this schema which derive ergative and accusative case are as follows (M.
Baker 2015: 80):
(39) a. If XP c-commands ZP in the same TP, then assign ergative case to XP.
b. If XP is c-commanded by ZP in the same TP, then assign accusative case to XP.
Nominative and absolutive are unmarked cases assigned to arguments in the absence of
other case-marking. Hence, if (39a) is active in a language, but (39b) is not, then the language
has an ergative alignment; conversely, if (39b) is active but (39a) is not, a nominative-accusative
alignment results.
There are certain conceptual problems with the dependent case approach. Specically, it
can be subjected to many of the same criticisms as levelled at the Government Binding (GB)
framework (see e.g. Chomsky 1995, Boeckx 2014). (38) is a sort of ‘parameter’, but it does not
t into anymore general parameter format or schema (for instance, variation in the features of
functional heads as required by the Borer-Chomsky Conjecture (BCC), discussed in §1.3.2 and
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returned to in §3.2.3). It could be that case is determined by so-called ‘PF parameters’, which
doubtless exist in some sense (given the ways in which languages dier in their morphology,
phoneme inventories, phonological rules etc.) and are not constrained by the BCC. However,
this does not make the problem go away. An optimal theory of PF variation, like a theory of
variation in the narrow syntax, ought probably still to be constrained; if we simply allow any
sort of rule we want, without connecting it to a deeper theory of what PF rules are and are not
allowed to be, we run the risk of insucient restrictiveness. The dependent case rules have
not yet been situated in any such theory, just as many of the postulates of GB Theory were not
situated in any deeper constraints on what could or could not be contained within a grammar,
something which has rightly been criticised.
There is a further argument for wanting to minimise our reliance on PF variation (and
other variation outside of the narrow syntax) as much as possible: it multiplies the means by
which we can capture variation, ultimately reducing the overall parsimony of the theory. This
is particularly true in this instance, where case has been dealt with in ways that have not yet
been generalised to other aspects of language: the dependent case rules have no applicability
to anything other than the case phenomena they describe.26 On these grounds, all else being
equal, a theory which can describe case patterns in purely narrow syntactic terms—in terms
reducible to Merge, Agree, formal features etc., which are also useful for understanding other
syntactic behaviours—is preferable to one which requires relatively ad hoc additions to our
overall theory of language.
M. Baker (2015: 50) draws parallels between the case rules and Kayne’s (1994) Linear Cor-
respondence Axiom (LCA), which maps syntactic structure onto linear order. But the LCA
diers from dependent case theory in at least two important respects. Firstly, it is invariant
(at least in many conceptions, including Kayne’s original). Secondly, it is dicult to see how
spoken language and hierarchical structure could co-exist without some principle mapping
hierarchical structure onto linear order, so something akin to the LCA is required—whereas
the overt expression of case, conversely, is not a necessary feature of human language. In
sum, whatever advantages there might be to the dependent case approach, it is conceptually
problematic from a minimalist perspective.
Even putting these problems aside, a very specic—and very signicant—issue remains in
regard to split intransitive systems. Dependent case as outlined under the general schema in
(38) requires the presence of two arguments: but this simply cannot apply to intransitive clauses
where only one argument is present (cf. the remark on Hale and Keyser (1993) above).
One potential solution to this problem is that one of the core cases in a split intransitive
system is a lexical case, in the specic sense of Woolford (2006b): an idiosyncratic, lexically-
selected case (cf. M. Baker 2015: 47fn.15). But an analysis in terms of lexical case does not cap-
ture the signicant systematicity of case assignment in most of these languages. In Chol, for
example, intransitive verbs denoting consecutions almost always occur with one set of agree-
ment marking, intransitive verbs not denoting consecutions almost always occur with the
26. A more generally applicable theory along similar lines is certainly conceivable (see Pesetsky 2011)—but no
such theory has been worked out in detail.
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other set. An analysis in terms of lexical case, which is prototypically lexically idiosyncratic,
does not have anything interesting to say about these patterns. See the following chapters for
further discussion of the systematicity of split intransitive case assignment.
Another possibility is that case dierences under split intransitive alignment relate to the
domains of case assignment. For example, perhaps a ‘patientive’ case marking P and Sp argu-
ments is only assigned within a particular domain (regardless of the presence of other argu-
ments). On a more traditional approach, this domain might be VP (where S and Sa are higher
in the clause in Spec,vP); on a VICTR approach it might be TransitionP, for example.27 This
solution, however, jettisons the ‘dependent’ part of dependent case and starts to look a lot
more like a traditional structural case approach—why not formalise matters and say that v or
Consecution or whatever assigns [Case:pat] but only to arguments in its c-command domain?
(This is more-or-less the analysis of (some) split intransitive systems we shall end up with, in
fact.) It does appear that the dependent case approach struggles to account elegantly for split
intransitive systems; the revisions required to make it work are not appealing.
It is perhaps partially on account of these diculties that M. Baker and Bobaljik (2017:
§5.5; henceforth B&B) argue that true split intransitive case alignment does not in fact exist.
Certainly this would overcome the problem if true; non-existent systems do not have to be
accounted for under the dependent case theory or any other approach. (Agreement is under-
stood dierently and does not need to be accounted for in dependent terms (B&B: 133 and
see also M. Baker 2015: chapter 2; though cf. Bobaljik 2008), so split intransitive agreement
systems are not a problem for the dependent case theory.) However, I believe B&B are in fact
wrong to suggest there are no true split intransitive case systems. I will not counter their
arguments in detail here, but will briey overview the problems in their account.
Firstly, they underestimate the frequency of split intransitive case systems: compare the
gures in B&B (§5.1) to §3.1 above. B&B suggest there may be only half a dozen or so lan-
guages reported to have split intransitive case systems, but my database contains 23, meaning
they are (only) about a third as common as languages with split intransitive agreement. Sec-
ondly, whilst their argument that no language has uniformly split intransitive case alignment
does apparently create certain problems for the inherent case view (though see discussion in
§3.2.2 above), the dependent case approach also has its own problems. Thus, while the mor-
phologically unmarked status of the ergative/agentive in certain apparently split intransitive
languages (Northern Pomo, Imonda), along with other facts about these languages, indeed
suggests it is not an inherent case, this analysis cannot be generalised to most split intransi-
tive case systems.28 Finally, their suggestion that Basque and Laz have concealed arguments of
27. If a dependent case approach to split intransitive alignment along these lines were adopted, the dierent levels
of structure provided by the VICTR Hierarchy could provide a very useful way of capturing these domains, and
in particular for capturing certain patterns of cross-linguistic variation (in one language patientive is assigned
within ConsecutionP, in another within TransitionP, etc). Thus the VICTR Hierarchy and the dependent case
approach are certainly not incompatible, and it would be possible to present arguments for the VICTR Hierarchy
in dependent case approach terms. However, as will be seen shortly, I still conclude that the dependent case
approach is not the most promising way of capturing these systems.
28. Northern Pomo, its close relative Eastern Pomo, and Imonda are in fact the only languages in my database
to have zero marked agentive in a split intransitive case system. However, I do in fact agree with B&B that the
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some sort in unergatives is not convincing; no real evidence for such arguments is provided.
I thus suggest true split intransitive case systems do, in fact, exist, and will provide a number
of analyses of such systems throughout this dissertation.
In sum, I conclude that the dependent case approach is unpromising when it comes to
accounting for split intransitive alignment.
3.7.1.2 Various other approaches
Numerous other approaches to ergative case systems have been proposed in the literature. As
none of these appears particularly desirable, I will discuss them only briey.29
Firstly, there is the ‘thematic ergativity’ approach (Levin 1983, Marantz 1984, Dowty 1991);
this has ‘largely been abandoned’ on the basis of various empirical evidence against it (Sheehan
2015: 61). Another approach, developed by Johns (1992) specically for Inuktitut, treats clauses
with ergative alignment as nominalisations—but is not clear that this can readily be claimed
for the majority of split intransitive case systems.
‘Smuggling’ approaches attempt to account for ergative case systems along the lines of the
passive (Roberts 2010b; Koopman 2012). Roberts suggests that ergative subjects are ‘smuggled’
above the object in order to avoid a defective intervention eect. Sheehan (2015: 65) cites
some issues with this approach: to these we might add a crucial one as far as understanding
split intransitive alignment goes, namely that in intransitive clauses smuggling is not a viable
analysis of case eects as there is no other potential intervening DP for the subject to be
smuggled past. This, then, also does not provide a useful basis for a theory of split intransitive
case.
There are also various ‘Parametrised Agree’ approaches. Bobaljik’s (1993) Obligatory Case
Parameter can be dismissed on the grounds of the ‘substantial empirical challenges’ raised by
Manning (1996) (Sheehan 2015: 65). The more recent account of Müller (2009) and Assmann
et al. (2015) rests on certain, not uncontroversial assumptions and makes overly strong pre-
dictions concerning ‘syntactic ergativity’. Furthermore, and most crucially here, ‘[a]ltering
the model to allow for languages such as Basque and Chol [i.e. languages with split intransi-
tive alignment] requires considerable complication of the elegant model (see their section 5.2)’
(Sheehan 2015: 66). Overall, I do not consider this sort of approach promising.
3.7.2 Other approaches to split intransitivity
On the model adopted here, split intransitive alignment patterns can be understood in terms
of the VICTR Hierarchy in terms of sensitivity of case/agreement to the values of the VICTR
heads. Cross-linguistic variation arises due to sensitivity of case/agreement to dierent heads
in dierent languages. For example, in Eastern Pomo (see §3.3.2), case marking is sensitive to
the value of the Volition head, in Chol (see §3.3.4) it is generally sensitive to Consecution, and
‘agentive’ in certain split intransitive languages is not an inherent case, though it is in others; see §3.2.2.
29. This subsection owe a great deal to Sheehan’s (2015: §4) classication of dierent theories.
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so on. Note again that the sorts of properties to which split intransitive alignment tends to be
sensitive are mostly those relating to the thematic heads proposed.
In the remainder of this section I will compare the VICTR approach with some other po-
tential approaches to split intransitive alignment, with particular attention to the typology of
the semantic basis of split intransitivity discussed in §3.3. In each case, the present approach
makes more ne-grained distinctions, which are empirically supported.
3.7.2.1 The Unaccusative Hypothesis
Split intransitive alignment has often been understood in terms of the Unaccusative Hypothe-
sis, where agentive-markedarguments are understood to be external arguments and patientive-
marked ones internal arguments (Perlmutter 1978: 165–66, Harris 1981, Levin 1983 and many



























Various problems with this will be discussed in subsequent chapters, but one which is
already apparent is that it completely glosses over the matter of cross-linguistic variation,
which (as has been shown) is quite substantial. On this sort of approach, for example, the verbs
meaning ‘to hiccough’ would be associated with external arguments in Lakhota (where they
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‘I hiccough.’ (Mithun 1991: 520)
Variation between languages cannot therefore be captured in terms of the syntactic prop-
erties alone (cf. the ‘Borer-Chomsky Conjecture’) but must relate to dierences in themapping
from semantics to syntax. As well as the need to complicate the architecture of the language
faculty if we are to account for this variation in semantics–syntax linking, this is also prob-
lematic for M. Baker’s (1987) UTAH.
The VICTR approach, on the other hand, does not encounter these diculties—arguments
are mapped to the same structural positions cross-linguistically, and variation arises because
of variation in the features of functional heads (see §3.2.3). See the discussion in §1.3.
The ambivalent class of verbs in Chol discussed in §3.3.8 are also problematic for the Unac-
cusative Hypothesis. On existing analyses of Chol (such as that of Coon 2010, 2013), patientive
agreement surfaces in intransitives where there is only an internal argument; external argu-
























30. For ease of illustration, I have made slightly dierent assumptions about the structure of these clauses than











‘I slept (on purpose).’ (Coon 2010: 65)
For most verbs, such as those exemplied in (43), the split is sensitive to [±consecution];
for the ambivalents, however (an example of which is given in (44)), [±volition] is the de-
terminant factor. On the traditional approach, this would suggest that even within a given
language it is possible for thematically equivalent arguments to map to dierent structural
positions, depending on whether an ordinary or an ambivalent verb is employed. Thus, while
a [+consecution] verb likewäy-el ‘to sleep’ above takes an internal argumentwhen [–volition],
other [–volition,+consecution] verbs like ja’tsijñ ‘to sneeze’ or ñojk’ ‘to snore’ occur with ex-
ternal arguments (Gutiérrez Sánchez 2004: 281–83). This suggests a need for dierent linking
rules for dierent verb classes even within a single language—requiring a more complicated
understanding of the linking module.
On the VICTR approach, however, patterns such as this need not be problematic. All the-
matically equivalent arguments in Chol can be said to map to the same positions, and the
variation between them can be captured in terms of the features of functional heads: the pres-
ence or absence of agreement features on the thematic heads which select ambivalent verbs
corresponds to the presence of the [±volition] features in this structure, whereas the presence
or absence of agreement features on those thematic heads which select other intransitives
corresponds instead to the [±consecution] feature.
3.7.2.2 Proto-roles
I have assumed here that split intransitive systems can be described primarily in terms of bi-
nary features ([±volition], [±initiation], etc.), either alone or in combination, though I have
allowed for lexical idiosyncrasy to play a certain role. This sort of approach is, however, re-
jected by Primus (1999: §4.5). In this subsection I shall present some arguments for preferring
the present approach to that of Primus.
Primus argues that analyses like that of Mithun’s (1991) straightforward characterisation
of agreement in Guaraní in terms of stativity are insucient. Instead, she argues that agen-
tive/patientive marking should be related to ‘Proto-Agent’ properties of independence, sen-
tience, dynamism, causation and control (cf. Dowty 1991, on which Primus draws). The more
of these ‘basic relations’ are associated with an intransitive argument, the more likely it is to
occur with agentive marking; conversely, the fewer basic relations associated with such an
argument the less likely it is to occur with agentive marking (i.e. the more likely it is to occur
with patientive marking).
There are certain advantages to an approach like Primus’s. It captures cross-linguistic
similarities well, predicting (correctly, to a large extent) that the same sort of verbs will tend
to be associated with agentive marking in any given split intransitive system; the same holds
of patientive marking. It also predicts that general patterns will have exceptions; this is indeed
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the case (see §3.3.8).
Ultimately, however, the approach is itself problematic. For one thing, it does not account
for variation between languages in any sort of structured way. At the very least, therefore,
it misses signicant generalisations about how, for example, volition seems to be the major
factor at play in Eastern Pomo whereas stativity is the major factor in Guaraní. The fact
that, in a given language, one factor often seems to be much more important than the others
goes against the notion that case/agreement-marking can straightforwardly be connected to
‘counting’ the number of proto-properties in play. Relatedly, there are also problems with
the notion of ‘likelihood’—dealing only with probabilities (which are themselves not clearly
delimited), no very strong predictions can be made about class membership: whereas in fact
generalisations about the behaviour of certain semantic classes in any given language are
often very robust, with few or no exceptions. (Cf. Arkadiev 2008: 103, who writes in relation
to Primus: ‘It turns out that it is usually possible to discern a single proto-property which
determines the ‘split’ between Agent-like and Patient-like encoding’.)
The VICTR approach, which accounts for variation in terms of features like those consid-
ered in this section, does not encounter these diculties. It allows us to make strong general-
isations about case behaviours in a given language, with correspondingly strong predictions
about the behaviour of individual verbs. It also allows us to capture cross-linguistic variation:
dierent systems are sensitive to dierent (sets of) features. And, like Primus’s approach, it can
account for cross-linguistic similarities, as shown in §3.6, and lexical idiosyncrasies (§3.3.8).
In summary, then, there are many reasons to prefer the VICTR approach.
3.7.2.3 Ramchand (2008)
It is also worth comparing again the VICTR approach to that of Ramchand (2008). Recall from
§1.2.4 that Ramchand proposes three heads, init, proc and res. It is possible to capture some
of the distinctions made in languages with split intransitive alignment using these heads. The
distinction between initiated and non-initiated events, for example (§3.3.3) might be connected
to the presence versus absence of the init head, perhaps with init assigning agentive case and
arguments not merged in Spec,initP getting patientive instead:
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(45) Lakhota:


















In Ramchand’s system, stative intransitives have only an init projection, whereas even-
tives also have proc. This might allow us to capture languages making a distinction between
stative intransitives and others (§3.3.5), if for example proc assigns agentive in these languages,
leaving arguments not merged in Spec,procP to receive patientive:
(46) Guaraní:



















But certain other distinctions are decidedly more problematic. Ramchand’s system does
not (by itself) account for the [±volition] distinction made in many languages (§3.3.2). This
might be seen as particularly problematic given the frequency of such systems; indeed, they
occur rather more often than the [±initiation] type instantiated by Lakhota. Such robustly
attested patterns are naturally attributed to a syntactic property rather than simply to ency-
clopaedic information contained in lexical items (cf. Ramchand 2008: 70–71).
Neither does Ramchand’s system account directly for those systems analysed here as sen-
sitive to [±consecution] (§3.3.4). Again, such systems are frequent. We have already seen
(§2.3.2, §2.4.3) the value of this distinction in capturing many of the distinctions made in En-
glish and otherWestern European languages, and how attempts to formulate the distinction in
other ways in terms of the basic congurations allowed by Ramchand lead to incorrect predic-
tions. For example, Ramchand assumes the same [init, proc, res] structure for inherently telic
change of location verbs like ‘arrive’ and ‘go’ and semelfactive verbs like ‘jump’ and ‘cough’;
however, these display distinct case/agreement behaviours in some languages which is thus















‘The man has jumped.’
On the VICTR approach, examples like (47a) are analysed as [–consecution] and those like
(47b) as [+consecution], successfully accounting for the dierences (see the next chapter for
further discussion of the details of the Basque system).
It is thus dicult to see how this approach, without further modication, can account for
various case or agreement patterns which are observed across a number of languages. The
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VICTR approach, however, is able to make the same distinctions as made on Ramchand’s
system, whilst also making additional distinctions that can capture certain alignment patterns
which Ramchand’s approach seems not to.
3.8 Conclusion
This chapter has considered split intransitive alignment from a broad cross-linguistic perspec-
tive. The purpose of this has been to provide evidence for a formal model of split intransitive
case and agreement, which is based in the VICTR Hierarchy and has been sketched in general
terms.
The semantic basis of split intransitive alignment patterns and the encoding of this seman-
tic basis in terms of the formal model of case and agreement adopted will continue to be the
focus in the next two chapters, each of which explores in more detail a single language with
this sort of alignment system: respectively, Basque and Georgian.
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Appendices to chapter 3
Appendix 1: Core information on languages consulted
WALS = World Atlas of Language Structures (Dryer and Haspelmath 2013)
Language Family Location Main source(s)
Abui Trans-New-Guinea Indonesia Klamer 2008
Acehnese Austronesian Indonesia Durie 1985
Acoma Keres New Mexico Miller 1965
Alabama Muskogean Texas Donohue 2008
Ambonese Malay* Creole Malaysia Creissels 2008, Donohue 2008
Amele Trans-New-Guinea Papua New Guinea Malchukov 2008
Amis Austronesian Taiwan Tsudika 2008
Amuesha Arawakan Peru WALS
Apurinã Arawakan Brazil WALS
Arapesh (Mountain) Torricelli Papua New Guinea Conrad 1991
Arawak Arawakan Venezuela, Guyana, Suriname, French
Guiana
WALS
Arikara Caddoan North Dakota Merlan 1985
Atakapa Isolate Louisiana, Texas Mithun 2008
Baniwa do Içana Arawakan Columbia, Venezuela, Brazil Danielsen and Granadillo 2008
Basque Isolate Spain, France See chapter 4
Baure Arawakan Bolivia Danielsen and Granadillo 2008
Beria Saharan Chad, Sudan Creissels 2008
Budukh NE Caucasian Azerbaijan Harris 2002
Caddo Caddoan Oklahoma Mithun 1991
Language Family Location Main source(s)
Camaiura Tupi-Guarani Brazil Primus 1999
Central Pomo Pomoan California Mithun 1991
Chickasaw Muskogean Oklahoma Andréasson 2001
Chimariko Isolate California Mithun 2008
Chitimacha Isolate Lousiana Mithun 2008
Choctaw Muskogean Oklahoma, Mississippi Donohue 2001, Palmer 1994
Chol Mayan Mexico Coon 2010
Creek Muskogean Oklahoma, Florida Mithun 2008
Crow Siouan Montana Kaschube 1967
Cupenõ Uto-Aztecan California Palmer 1994
Dakota Siouan North Dakota, South Dakota Merlan 1985
Dobel Austronesian Indonesia Klamer 2008
Eastern Pomo Pomoan California McLendon 1978
Galela West Papuan Indonesia Holton 2008
Georgian Kartvelian Georgia See chapter 5
Guajajara Tupi-Guarani Brazil Primus 1999
Guaraní Tupi-Guarani Paraguay, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil Mithun 1991
Haida Isolate Alaska, British Columbia Mithun 1999
Hidatsa Siouan North Dakota, South Dakota Robinett 1955
Hindi Indo-European India Sheehan 2017
Iha Trans-New-Guinea Indonesia Donohue 2008
Ika Chibchan Panama, Colombia Frank 1990
Imonda Border Papua New Guinea Seiler 1985
Ingush NE Caucasian Russia, Kazakhstan Nichols 2008
Language Family Location Main source(s)
Kambera Austronesian Indonesia Klamer 2008
Karuk Isolate California Mithun 2008
Kashmiri Indo-European India, Pakistan Wali and Koul 1997
Kedang Austronesian Indonesia Klamer 2008
Ket Yeniseian Russia WALS
Kewa Trans-New Guinea Papua New Guinea Franklin 1971
Klon Trans-New-Guinea Indonesia Klamer 2008
Koasati Muskogean Louisiana, Texas Mithun 1999
Kolana Trans-New-Guinea Indonesia Donohue 2001
Kott Yeniseian Russia Vajda 2008
Lak NE Caucasian Russia Radkevich 2016
Lakhota Siouan North Dakota, South Dakota Mithun 1991
Larike Austronesian Indonesia Laidig 1993
Laz Kartvelian Turkey, Georgia Harris and Campbell 1995
Lezgian NE Caucasian Russia, Azerbaijan Haspelmath 1993
Loma Mande Liberia, Guinea Arkadiev 2008
Mandan Siouan North Dakota Kennard 1936
Mangarayi Gunwingguan Australia Merlan 1985
Mohawk Iroquoian New York, Ontario, Quebec Mithun 1991
Nasioi South Bougainville Papua New Guinea Hurd and Hurd 1970
Natchez Isolate or Muskogean Oklahoma Mithun 1999
Neo-Aramaic Semitic Turkey, Iraq, Iran Doron and Khan 2012
Nepali Indo-European Nepal Li 2007
Northern Pomo Pomoan California Deal and O’Connor 2010
Language Family Location Main source(s)
Nuaulu Austronesian Indonesia Donohue 2008
Oneida Iroquoian New York, Winsconsin, Ontario Lounsbury 1953
Orig Niger-Congo Sudan WALS
Osage Siouan Oklahoma Pustet 2002
Otomi Otomanguean Mexico Palancar 2008
Palu’e Austronesian Indonesia Donohue 2008
Pilagá Guaicuruan Argentina Vidal 2008
Saweru West Papuan Indonesia Donohue 2001
Selaru Austronesian Indonesia Klamer 2008
Seneca Iroquoian New York, Oklahoma, Ontario Merlan 1985
Slave Na-Dené Northwest Territories Rice 1991
Svan Kartvelian Georgia Harris 1985
Taba Austronesian Indonesia Klamer 2008
Tabassaran NE Caucasian Russia Kibrik 1985, Arkadiev 2008
Tanglapui Trans-New-Guinea Indonesia Klamer 2008
Tariana Arawakan Brazil Aikhenvald 2003
Tibetan Sino-Tibetan Tibet Agha 1993, Denwood 1999
Tlingit Na-Dené Alaska, British Columbia, Yukon Mithun 2008
Tobelo West Papuan Indonesia Holton 2008
Tolai Austronesian Papua New Guinea Dixon 1994
Tonkawa Isolate Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico WALS
Tsou Austronesian Taiwan WALS
Tsova-Tush NE Caucasian Georgia Arkadiev 2008
Tundra Nenets Uralic Russia Khanina 2008
Language Family Location Main source(s)
Tunica Isolate Louisiana Merlan 1985
Tuscarora Iroquoian Ontario, New York Mithun 1999
Tzotzil Mayan Mexico Cowan 1969
Udi NE Caucasian Azerbaijan, Russia, Georgia Harris 2002
Warekena Arawakan Brazil, Venezuela Aikhenvald 1998
Waris Border Papua New Guinea, Indonesia Donohue 2008
Waurá Arawakan Brazil Dixon 1994
Wichita Caddoan Oklahoma Rood 1976
Wiyot Algic California Mithun 2008
Yagua Peba-Yaguan Peru Payne 1990
Yawa Isolate Indonesia Jones 1986, Dixon 1994
Yuchi Isolate Oklahoma WALS
Yuki Yukian California Mithun 2008
Yupik Eskimo-Aleut Russia Malchukov 2008
Yurakaré Isolate Bolivia Malchukov 2008
Appendix 2: Typological database
Data from WALS are given in italics; otherwise data is from the main sources listed in Appendix 1 unless otherwise noted. Languages reported to











Abui Split intr. Split intr. (4-
way)



















Neutral? Neutral? ‘Agentivity’ SVO
Amele Split intr.? Stativity? SOV No No
Amis Split intr. (4-
way)
Stativity, aectedness VSO; VOS Agents;
patients
Amuesha Split intr. Agents;
patients
Yes






































Baure Split intr. Stativity? VOS Agents;
patients
Beria Neutral? Split intr. [volition, consecution]? SOV Agents;
patients
Budukh



















Split intr. [volition], stativity, aect-
edness
No
Chickasaw Nom-acc Split intr. [volition] (mostly)
Chimariko Split intr. [volition]? SV, VO Agents;
patients





Chol Split intr. [consecution] Agents;
patients
Yes Yes
Creek Split intr. ‘Agentivity’ Agents;
patients









Split intr. [volition] SOV Patients
only




















Split intr. Stativity? SVO Agents;
patients
No No
Haida Split intr. (pro-
nouns)





Hidatsa Split intr. SOV
Hindi Split intr. [volition], ‘unaccusativity’ SOV Yes No
Iha Split intr. (pro-
nouns)
‘Agentivity’? SOV
Ika Erg-abs Split intr.
(marginal)
[consecution] (marginal) SOV Agents;
patients
No No
Imonda Split intr. Split intr. SV, OV Patients
only
Ingush Split intr. Split intr. No No
Kambera Neutral? Split intr. [volition], stativity? VS, VO Agents;
patients
No

















Split intr. Stativity, telicity? Agents;
patients
Ket Neutral Split intr.? SOV Agents;
patients
Yes No
Kewa Erg-abs Split intr.? SOV Agents
only?
No No











Kott Split intr. Agents;
patients
Lak Split intr.? SV, OV No Yes
Lakhota Neutral Split intr. [initiation]? SOV Agents;
patients
No No
Larike Split intr. ‘Unaccusativity’ Agents;
patients
Laz Split intr. Nom-acc Agents only
Lezgian Split intr.
(marginal)































Natchez Erg-abs Split intr. ‘Agentivity’ (Mithun 2008) SOV
Neo-
Aramaic




Nepali Split intr. ‘Agentivity’, telicity? SOV Agents only
Northern
Pomo
Split intr. [volition], perspective SV, OV Patients
only
Nuaulu Split intr.
Oneida Split intr.? SOV Agents;
patients
Orig Split intr.? SOV
Osage SOV













Pilagá Neutral Split intr. Aectedness, viewpoint SVO Agents;
patients
Saweru
Selaru Neutral? Split intr. Stativity? Agents;
patients
Seneca Stativity (largely) None
dominant
Yes






Svan Split intr. Agents only
Taba Neutral? Split intr. [initiation]? (after Bowden
1997), stativity?
SVO Agents only Yes No
Tabassaran Nom-acc Split intr. [volition] Agents;
patients
Tanglapui Split intr. [transition], aectedness Agents;
patients
Tariana Nom-acc Split intr. SOV
Tibetan Split intr. Agents only













Tobelo Split intr. Stativity SOV Agents;
patients
Tolai* SVO No
Tonkawa Split intr. SOV; SVO Agents;
patients
No
Tsou Split intr. Agents only











‘Homogeneity of events’ Agents;
patients










Tzotzil Neutral Split intr. VOS Agents;
patients
Udi Split intr. Nom-acc? [consecution]? SOV Agents
only?

















Wichita Neutral Split intr. [volition], stativity? SOV; OVS Agents;
patients
No No















Yuchi Neutral Split intr. SOV Agents;
patients
No











Basque (euskara, a language isolate spoken in the Basque Country (parts of Spain and France),
with around 468,000 native speakers—Lewis et al. 2016) possesses a split intransitive alignment
in case and agreement, with a directly corresponding split in auxiliary selection. In canonical
monotransitive clauses, subjects receive the agentive case ending -(e)k while direct objects









‘The man has sold the house.’
Agentive and patientive arguments also trigger separate agreement endings. For example,
rst person singular agentive arguments trigger the sux -t, e.g. haut ‘I have you’, dut ‘I
have him/her/it’. First person singular patientive arguments, however, trigger the prex n-,
e.g. nauk ‘you have me’, nau ‘he/she has me’. (See Hualde et al. 2003 for further information.)
Intransitives, as in other split intransitive systems, may occur with subjects in either case.2
In Basque, this is largely determined by the lexical verb (subject to certain semantic generalisa-
tions to be discussed). Examples of verbswith subjects in, respectively, agentive and patientive














‘The man has come.’
1. The agentive and patientive are usually called ‘ergative’ and ‘absolutive’ in the literature. I use the labels
agentive and patientive for consistency with the other languages discussed in this dissertation; see §3.1.2.
2. The Basque literature typically restricts the term ‘intransitive’ to verbs taking patientive subjects only. See
§1.1.4 for discussion of the use of the term ‘intransitive’ in this dissertation.
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Agentive subjects of intransitives trigger agentive agreement on the auxiliary; patientive
subjects trigger patientive agreement.
As in the examples above, most Basque sentences have a participle plus auxiliary forma-
tion; this is similar to the formation of the periphrastic perfect in languages like Italian, Ger-
man etc., though it is not restricted to perfects. The form of the auxiliary corresponds directly
to the case and agreement taken by the verb. Verbs (including transitive verbs) with agentive
suxes occur with the auxiliary *edun have; verbs with patientive subjects with the auxiliary
izan be.
Two factors in particular complicate the picture just presented. Firstly, Basque has a wide
degree of dialect variation, in respect to case/agreement/auxiliary selection as well as many
other properties. The most extensive discussion of this dialect variation as regards case etc.
is that of Aldai (2009; see also Berro 2010, 2012). The broad generalisation is that eastern
varieties of Basque make very little use of the agentive in intransitive contexts, whereas it
is found much more widely in western varieties (central varieties pattern between the two).
The claims of this chapter generally concern only western Basque, which has very many more
speakers than the eastern varieties and from which most of my data are drawn.
The second complication concerns the use of periphrastic constructions with the ‘light
verb’ egin. In these constructions, egin combines with a nominal element to produce a formally
transitive sentence3 which corresponds to a simple intransitive in many other languages (and










That is, the concept expressed in English by the verb to dance is often expressed in Basque
by a nominal plus light verb construction which might be translated more literally ‘to do
dance’.
egin constructions generally denote meanings classed here as ‘consecutions’. Other exam-
ples include berba egin ‘to speak’, bidaia egin ‘to travel’, zurrunga egin ‘to bark’ and manymore
(see lists in de Rijk 2008: 299–303). A few denote changes (e.g. leher egin ‘to explode’, alde egin
‘to leave’; see Aldai 2009: 798 for further examples) and some possibly states (e.g. dirdira egin
‘to shine’; de Rijk 2008: 299). egin constructions always take agentive subjects.
Because consecutions are so commonly denoted by egin constructions, and agentive-mark-
ing ‘simple’ (that is, non-egin) intransitive verbs tend to be either consecutions or states, there
are fewer simple agentive-marking intransitives than might otherwise have been the case,
and speakers often give uncertain judgements on the acceptability of particular cases with
these verbs. However, it is still possible to make good generalisations about these simple
agentive-marking verbs. For reasons of space, and because egin forms may not ‘count’ as
3. In the sense that the nominal element appears to be a distinct constituent from the verb egin and has argument
properties; see Uribe-Etxebarria (1989), Laka (1993: 152–53), Etxepare (2003: §4.6.1).
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intransitives given their formally transitive nature, I do not consider egin constructions further
here—though note that as typical consecution-denoting verbs with agentive subjects they are
in line with Basque consecution verbs in general, as simple consecution verbs also ordinarily
have agentive subjects (see §4.2.3).
Case marking in Basque has been extensively discussed in the literature, as will be cov-
ered at the start of the next section. The contribution of this chapter will be, rstly, a more
explicit semantic characterisation than has previously been attempted of the basis of the agen-
tive/patientive split with intransitives, in terms primarily of the categories of Sorace’s (2000)
Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy and of the features encoded in my own VICTR Hierarchy (§4.2).
I will present an analysis of case, agreement and auxiliary selection in terms of the VICTR Hi-
erarchy in §4.3. I then present an original systematic consideration of other split intransitive
behaviours in Basque (§4.4); in §4.5 I build on the evidence considered to compare the VICTR
approach with existing approaches. Finally, I compare Basque to the other languages already
discussed in this dissertation (§4.6). §4.7 concludes.
4.2 The semantic basis of the case split in Basque
Basque case assignment, agreement and auxiliary selection have been discussed extensively
in the literature: in addition to other references to follow see, for example, Ortiz de Urbina
(1989), Cheng andDemirdache (1993), Aldai (2006), Berro (2012) and Berro and Etxepare (2017).
However, relatively few attempts have been made to characterise the patterns explicitly. They
are often connected to the unergative/unaccusative distinction (e.g. by Levin 1983, Addis 1990,
Laka 1993), though this is too vague to be particularly useful. Etxepare (2003) and de Rijk
(2008) give various lists of verbs classied by their case-marking behaviour and subdivided
into various semantic categories. Aldai (2009) and Berro (2010, 2012) each discuss certain
aspects of the basis of the case split in the context of dialectal variation.
In this section I shall give a new classication of case-marking patterns in Basque drawing
on the categories of intransitives identied by Sorace (2000) and the features adopted in the
VICTR approach.
4.2.1 Sources of data
The data in this section are drawn from a number of sources: both the existing literature and
consultation of Basque speakers by the present author, through a number of online surveys.
The literature and the results of the surveys are very largely in agreement, though dierences
are noted when they arise. The main sources consulted in the literature are the following:
de Rijk’s (2008) grammar of (his interpretation of what constitutes) Standard Basque, Aldai’s
(2009) discussion of variation in Basque dialects and Alberdi’s (2003) discussion of loanwords
from Romance into Basque. Reference has also been made to the discussion of Basque in Levin
(1983: chapter 6).
The rst of the ve surveys involved the translation of simple intransitive sentences from
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Spanish; the results of this survey, though helpful in some respects, are not discussed in detail
here. The methodology of the remaining surveys was broadly similar to that employed for
the English surveys discussed in §2.2.1. Speakers were presented with a range of intransitive
verbs, which either exemplied the categories identied by Sorace (2000) or else considered of
particular interest on the basis of the Basque literature already cited, in a number of dierent
contexts: dierent case frames, and subsequently with other constructions diagnostic split
intransitivity (the results concerning the latter are discussed in §4.4). Where demographic
data were collected (for the second survey), the great majority of speakers were born or lived
in the western part of the Basque Country.
One point of dierence from the English surveys was that acceptability judgements were
requested throughout on an 11-point Likert scale with values from 0 to 10. These have been
idealised using the standard judgement notation, where average scores in the 0.00–2.99 range
are assigned the ‘*’ notation, those in the 3.00–7.99 range ‘?’, and those in the 8.00–10.00 range
unmarked (i.e. fully acceptable). Scores in each of these three ranges are denoted respectively
by roman, italic and boldface in the tables of results.
The main results of the case survey are summarised in table 4.1.
It is to be stressed that in general my ndings support the existing reports of the literature.
Where this is not the case, this is mentioned explicitly below.
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Verb Translation agt pat
bazkaldu ‘to have lunch’ 9.61 0.44
ikasi ‘to study, learn’ 9.73 0.56
trabailatu ‘to work’ 3.73 1.21
komulgatu ‘to take communion’ 7.72 4.10
jolastu ‘to play’ 8.88 5.00
olgatu ‘to have fun’ 3.26 5.37
borrokatu ‘to ght’ 9.03 6.80
mintzatu ‘to talk’ 3.86 8.83
dutxatu ‘to shower’ 1.14 9.23
ezkondu ‘to get married’ 0.89 9.77
dantzatu ‘to dance’ 8.03 4.59
korritu ‘to run’ 6.04 1.16
nabigatu ‘to sail, navigate’ 8.33 1.46
igerikatu ‘to swim’ 2.34 1.65
saltatu ‘to jump’ 7.28 1.96
bidaiatu ‘to travel’ 9.06 2.81
jauzi ‘to jump’ 3.04 3.25
paseatu ‘to go for a walk/ride’ 6.21 4.81
ibili ‘to walk’ 1.85 8.69
dardaratu ‘to tremble’ 3.27 2.88
irristatu ‘to skid’ 2.00 9.45
ikaratu ‘to tremble with fear’ 1.39 9.61
argitu ‘to shine’ 2.93 5.19
dirdiratu ‘to shine’ 6.41 3.33
iraun ‘to last, stand’ 9.55 0.83
deskantsatu ‘to rest’ 8.32 2.00
antsiatu ‘to worry’ 2.37 3.46
jardun ‘to be busy’ 7.30 6.21
gelditu ‘to stop, remain’ 2.37 9.22
hazi ‘to grow’ 0.96 9.10
hil ‘to die’ 0.89 9.30
jaio ‘to be born’ 0.26 9.34
aldatu ‘to change’ 4.57 9.56
irakin ‘to boil’ 9.30 4.50
eboluzionatu ‘to evolve’ 8.52 5.81
erori ‘to fall’ 0.42 9.38
iritsi ‘to arrive’ 0.85 9.71
etorri ‘to come’ 0.38 9.93
Table 4.1: Average scores for verbs with subjects in agentive and patientive cases
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4.2.2 Transition verbs and patientive
Verbs in Basque which denote simple transitions—verbs in Sorace’s (2000) ‘change of location’
and ‘change of state’ classes—are almost all associatedwith patientive case in all dialects. Con-
comitantly, these [–consecution,+transition] verbs are also associated with patientive agree-
ment and auxiliary izan be. (I discuss manner of motion verbs, here analysed as [+consecu-
tion,+transition] in the following subsection.) Examples of [–consecution,+transition] verbs















Other change of location verbs associated with patientive include: joan ‘to go’, etorri ‘to
come’, erori ‘to fall’, igan ‘to ascend’, sartu ‘to go in’, irten ‘to come out’ and others (de Rijk
2008: 116, 136–38). Other change of state verbs associated with patientive include: jaio ‘to be
born’, desagertu ‘to disappear’, erre ‘to burn’, hautsi ‘to break’ etc. (de Rijk 2008: 136–38, 276,
and see there for longer lists; de Rijk’s characterisations of the case properties of these verbs
are supported by my own results).
Also in this category are intransitive verbs whose radical is a noun, adjective or adverb,
used with the meaning ‘to become X’, e.g. aberats ‘rich’ yields aberastu ‘to become rich’,
berandu ‘late’ gives berandutu ‘to get late’, adiskide ‘friend’ gives adiskidetu ‘to become friends’
(-tu is the regular past participle sux found in the citation form of verbs). These verbs thus







‘The man became rich.’
Nouns in the allative case can also be used as verb radicals with the meaning ‘to move to
N’, e.g. atera ‘to the door’ yields ateratu ‘to go out’; extera ‘to home’ gives exteratu ‘to go/come
home’. These can be construed as change of location verbs—again, they take patientive sub-







‘The man went out.’
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See de Rijk (2008: 151–53) for further discussion of these derived verbs, and additional
examples.
The general rule, then, is that if a verb denotes a change it is associated with patientive
marking. There are, however, a few exceptions to this general rule: verbs (apparently) denoting
changes which are in fact associated with the agentive (agentive case, agentive agreement,
and auxiliary *edun have). These include, and may well be restricted to, two related verbs
meaning ‘to boil’—irakin and irakitu—plus two other verbs, aldatu ‘to change’ and eboluzionatu
‘to evolve’ (Aldai 2009: 792).
In all four instances it is possible the verbs in question are not formally [+transition] at all.
Whilst English boil is clearly a change of state verb (thus e.g. it allows the causative alternation:
The water boiled, Lucy boiled the water), Aldai writes concerning the Basque irakin/irakitu:
Although boil may seem a straightforward change of state applying to a liq-
uid, notice that, from a cognitive perspective (unlike a physical perspective), there
is not a clear-cut end-point delimiting that change. Rather, what is cognitively
noticeable is an activity occurring in the liquid (after the boiling point has been
reached). Thus, boil may be conceptualized as a non-patientive activity instead of
a patientive change.4 (Aldai 2009: 792)
In present terms, then, irakin and irakitu ‘to boil’ are very possibly a sort of consecution,
and not changes of state at all. If this is the case, the occurrence of these verbs with agen-
tive marking is thus expected. However, attractive as this idea is, the fact remains that irakin
consistently patterns with [+transition] verbs in other respects: it does not permit the nomi-
nalising sux -le (equivalent to English -er), it has a transitive causative alternant and can be
used as an attributive participle (e.g. ur irakina ‘boiled water’). These issues are covered in
§4.4 below, and suggest that irakin really is grammaticalised as [+transition], but happens to
idiosyncratically take agentive subjects nevertheless.







‘The water has boiled.’
However, the average score with the patientive given to the sentence in (8) was toward the







‘The water has boiled.’
4. Aldai employs the term ‘patientive’ in reference to thematic properties, not case.
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This was unlike many other verbs where the patientive tended to be either more strongly
accepted or more strongly rejected. Thus, speakers prefer irakin with the agentive but are not
completely opposed to its use with the patientive.
As concerns aldatu ‘to change’ and eboluzionatu ‘to evolve’, Aldai (2009: 792) claims these
are ‘occasionally heard with [agentive] subjects in Western Basque’. Respondents to my sec-
ond survey strongly accepted aldatu with patientive ((9a)); with agentive it scored on average














‘The man has changed.’
With the same respondents, the opposite overall pattern emerged with eboluzionatu: a















‘The animal has evolved.’
Although these verbs clearly denote ‘changes’, it is not clear that they are transitions in
a formal sense. Recall the denition of Pustejovsky (1991: 40) given in §1.1.3: is ‘an event
identifying a semantic expression, which is evaluated relative to its opposition’. But it is
not straightforwardly obvious that ‘to change’ can be understood as a transition from ‘not
changed’ to ‘changed’, and even less so that ‘to evolve’ should be understood as a transition
from ‘not evolved’ to ‘evolved’. This ambiguity may also cause problems for the grammars
of Basque speakers, meaning these verbs are (sometimes) grammaticalised as [–transition];
hence, they are more easily accepted with agentive subjects.
We may also note, as does Aldai (2009: 792), that eboluzionatu is a recent loanword (from
Romance). On the analysis adopted here (see §4.3.2 below for discussion), the Basque agentive
has a formal equivalence to the Romance nominative, in that both are structural cases assigned
by T. Romance intransitives like Spanish evolucionar of course take nominative subjects. It is
plausible that Basque speakers, who are generally bilingual in Spanish (Amorrortu 2003: 64),
might in recent times have started to borrow Spanish nominative-subject verbs as agentive-
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subject ones (this would not apply to older loanwords). Analogy (in either direction) between
the semantically similar eboluzionatu ‘to evolve’ and aldatu ‘to change’ might also play a role.
4.2.3 Consecution verbs and agentive
Whereas transition verbs are generally associated with the patientive, verbs of the sort de-
scribed here as consecutions prototypically take arguments in the agentive in (western) Basque.
Recall that these verbs correspond to traditional so-called ‘unergatives’. Following Sorace
(2000), wemay identify threemain types—controlled and non-motional (like ‘work’ and ‘play’),
controlled and motional (like ‘swim’ and ‘run’), and uncontrolled (like ‘cough’ and ‘tremble’)—
to which we may add emission verbs like ‘shine’ and ‘rumble’. The following examples show





























However, whilst there are only a few exceptions to the rule that transition verbs take
patientive arguments (as discussed above), there are numerous apparent exceptions to the
generalisation that consecution verbs occur with arguments in the agentive. Closer analysis,
however, reveals that these ‘exceptions’ fall into three main groups: (i) verbs of motion; (ii)
verbs which are semantically reexive or reciprocal, (iii) certain verbs denoting non-volitional
events. However, the rst two of these groups are amenable to an analysis which suggests
they may not be as exceptional as they rst appear, and the exceptionality of the third (small)
group can be understood in terms of the core feature sets: thus, there is in fact a good deal
more systematicity to the Basque case assignment system than may supercially appear to be
the case. I shall now discuss the three groups of apparent exceptions in turn (§§4.2.3.1–4.2.3.3),
followed by brief further discussion of the emission verbs (§4.2.3.4).
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4.2.3.1 Verbs of motion
A number of verbs denoting manner of motion are mentioned in the literature as associated
with patientive, or as variable between patientive and agentive (even in the western dialects).
Included in this category Alberdi (2003: 34) lists the Romance loanwords saltatu ‘to jump’,
nabigatu ‘to sail, navigate’, paseatu ‘to go for a walk or ride’ and dantzatu ‘to dance’; to these
we can add the native verb jauzi ‘to jump’ from de Rijk (2008: 136).
My ndings suggest speakers prefer the agentive with every one of these verbs except
jauzi ‘to jump’, where the patientive is very slightly favoured. Both saltatu ‘to jump’ and
nabigatu ‘to sail, navigate’ nevertheless receive rather low average ratings with the agentive,
but paseatu ‘to go for a walk or ride’ and dantzatu ‘to dance’—whilst still rated better than with
the patientive—score towards the middle of the acceptability range with agentive marking.
Three other manner of motion verbs tested—igerikatu ‘to swim’, korritu ‘to run’ and bida-
iatu ‘to travel’—were each likewise preferred with the agentive, being given low ratings with
the patientive: though note that korritu and (especially) igerikatu received rather low ratings
even with the agentive, speakers preferring egin constructions for these senses.
Only one verb tested which unambiguously denotes a manner of motion scored signi-
cantly higher with the patientive: irristatu ‘to skid’. (Though see also the discussion of ibili ‘to
walk, move about’ at the end of this subsection.) Note that this verb denotes an uncontrolled
event and is hence less prototypically agentive than those discussed above, which may be a
contributing factor in its case assignment properties. irristatu was oered by several respon-
dents to the rst survey as a translation of Spanish patinar ‘to skid, to slip; to skate’: several
others gave instead forms of patinatu ‘to skate’ which, unlike the near-synonymous irristatu
is consistently associated with the agentive. irristatu, then, appears somewhat idiosyncratic
in its case properties.
The overall generalisation, then, is that there is a certain tendency for verbs denoting mo-
tional consecutions to be accepted with patientive arguments, although generally speaking
the agentive is still preferred. This general preference for agentive is in line with the gener-
alisation that [+consecution] verbs are associated with agentive in Basque. The alternative
possibility of these verbs occurring with the patientive can be put down to the analysis of
verbs of this type—not only in Basque but cross-linguistically—as not just [+consecution] but
also [+transition] as well (see §1.1.3). Recall from the previous section that [+transition] verbs
in Basque do in general take patientive subjects. These [+consecution,+transition] verbs thus
exhibit featural properties typical of both the agentive-subject and patientive-subject classes,
and so can occur with subjects in either case: see further discussion in §4.6.2.
Finally, a note on ibili, sometimes glossed as ‘to walk’. This verb is strongly accepted
with the patientive, and rejected with the agentive. This may appear surprising, given the
manner of motion verbs discussed above generally seem to allow both cases to some degree.
However, the behaviour of ibili can be better understood when it is noted that ‘to walk’ is
often a rather misleading translation, and it often has a more general meaning along the lines
of ‘to go about’ or ‘to move’. This suggests that it is not, at core, a consecution verb at all
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(that is, it does not inherently specify the manner of motion at all), but rather a verb in the
‘change of location’ category: it is [–consecution,+transition]. Hence, the strong preference
for patientive is entirely as expected. Nevertheless, walking (as opposed to some other means
of travel) is often implied, though this is by no means always the case, for example it can also
be used to mean ‘to commute’ (not necessarily on foot), ‘to run’ and ‘to y’ (of e.g. birds).
Note that a very sizeableminority of speakers, inmyrst survey, asked to translate Spanish
El hombre camina ‘The man walks, is walking’, did not volunteer a form with ibili alone (as
in (12a)) but rather made use of some other phraseology like that seen in (12b), literally ‘The













That ibili alone was felt by a considerable number of speakers to be insucient as a trans-
lation of caminar ‘to walk’ again suggests the more general meaning, not specifying manner
of motion inherently, may be more basic—but note again that many other speakers did feel
ibili alone to be sucient in this context.
4.2.3.2 Reexive/reciprocal verbs
In addition to the verbs of motion discussed in the previous subsection, the literature also
reports a number of other verbs, apparently of the consecution class, which may occur with
patientive marking in Basque, rather than the‘expected’ agentive marking otherwise associ-
ated with this class. In this subsection I will argue that the great majority of these may be
analysed as including a covert reexive or reciprocal element.
Indeed, many of these verbs are loanwords with their origins in forms that are reexive in
Romance. These include dutxatu ‘to shower’,mutinatu ‘to rise up, to rebel, to mutiny’, portatu
‘to behave, to act’, atrebitu ‘to dare’, federatu ‘to federate’ (Alberdi 2003: 33—34, 41—43) and
others. The general tendency is for such verbs to be borrowed as patientive-marking in Basque
(Alberdi 2003: 33). Note that in Romance they are marked with an overt clitic pronoun, as in



















I suggest, however, that covert reexive marking of some sort can be posited for these
verbs in Basque. That is, they are syntactically not really so dierent from their Romance
counterparts. This reexive element triggers the use of patientive case on the subject (see
§4.3.3).
Good support for this analysis is found in the fact that one reexivisation strategy in
Basque likewise does not involve the use of overt reexive marking, excepting that the ar-
gument is marked in the patientive case (with the concomitant patientive agreement and aux-









‘Amaia doesn’t take care of herself.’ (adapted from Artiagoitia 2003: 629)
Thus, there is strong independent evidence that Basque does not require an overt reex-
ive element to form reexive clauses (and that the arguments of reexive clauses formed in
this way are patientive-marked). Given this, it is not surprising that Romance reexive verbs
should also use the same covert reexivisation strategy when borrowed into Basque. I will
return to this in §4.3.
In some instances the reexive origin of a loanword may be less obvious, as is the case
with komulgatu and komekatu (both) ‘to take communion’ and olgatu ‘to have fun’. These are
derived from words which are not reexive in modern French and Spanish but which seem
to have had reexive uses historically: see Alberdi (2003: 35) for discussion. Alberdi (2003:
34) reports these verbs as variable in the case they govern: this is supported by my survey,
where speakers gave fairly high scores to sentences with komulgatu and olgatu regardless
of the subject’s case, though preferring the agentive with komulgatu and the patientive with
olgatu (komekatu was not tested). The natural analysis is that, in those cases where they occur
with the patientive, these verbs like those discussed above have retained a reexive element,
although this may have been lost in the source language. Plausibly also, the phonological
similarity between olgatu and komulgatumay have reinforced the similar syntactic patterning.
The same analysis—the presence of a covert ‘reexive’ encoding triggering patientive case-
marking—can also be extended to a number of other verbs, including several native verbs. A
number of these appear to be reciprocal in character. ezkondu ‘to get married’ and solastatu
‘to converse’ are two verbs associated with patientive marking (de Rijk 2008: 138) that clearly
seem to involve a semantic notion of reciprocality. Cross-linguistically, reciprocality and re-
exivity are commonly encoded in the same way (Payne 1997: 200; this is true for example of
the Romance languages); Basque also allows reciprocals to be formed via ‘detransitivisation’











‘The brothers and sisters love each other.’ (Artiagoitia 2003: 618)
We can analyse these verbs in the same way as the Romance reexive loanwords just dis-
cussed, as involving a covert reexive element which is responsible for the patientive marking.
Several otherwise problematic verbs may also fall into this category of ‘reciprocal’ verbs,
including jolastu ‘to play’, borrokatu ‘to ght’ and gudukatu ‘to wage war’ reported by Etxe-
pare (2003: 390) as varying between agentive- and patientive-marking. In my survey speakers
clearly preferred the agentive with these verbs, but did give relatively high scores with the
patientive. Also of note in this category is the verb mintzatu ‘to talk, to converse’, which is
consistently found with the patientive in spite of its clear (volitional, non-motional) consecu-
tion semantics.
























‘Epi and Blas fought against each other.’ (Artiagoitia 2003: 609)
It is plausible, then, that verbs like jolastu etc. are (sometimes, or in the case of mintzatu
always) encoded as formally reexive in the same way as the verbs discussed above. This is



















‘They were playing in a small meadow.’ (Azkarate 1996)










It might be questioned, therefore, whether an analysis of the case-marking behaviour of
these verbs in terms of their grammaticalisation as reexives is really appropriate. However,
because syntactic features do not need to map directly onto semantic properties, it is plausible
that covert reexive marking, initially found with certain verbs in reciprocal contexts, might
be generalised to other uses of those verbs as well. The use of reexive formations with these
















‘The women ght for their rights.’
Note, however, that we do not expect this sort of grammaticalisation to take place at ran-
dom. It is only to be expected with intransitive verbs which readily allow reciprocal uses.
4.2.3.3 Uncontrolled consecutions
The class of uncontrolled consecutions ([–volition,+initiation,+consecution] intransitives) ex-
hibit somewhat variable behaviour: though note that this class is very small which makes it
dicult to draw generalisations. Some are preferred with agentive marking, e.g dardaratu ‘to
tremble’—though respondents were in fact not terribly accepting of this verb with either case.
Others are preferred with patientive marking, e.g. ikaratu ‘to tremble with fear’. Essentially,
then, case-marking with uncontrolled consecutions in Basque appears to be lexically deter-
mined. irristatu ‘to skid’ also occurs with patientive subjects, as discussed in §4.2.3.1 above;
this likely relates to its motional semantics (i.e. it is featurally [+consecution,+transition]).
The mixed behaviour of this group of verbs may be related to the fact that they deviate
from the agentive core feature set to a greater degree than the controlled consecutions, as will
be discussed in §4.6.2.
4.2.3.4 Verbs of non-agentive internal causation
Verbs of emission are also worth discussion. These verbs show very consistent behaviour in







‘The sun has shone.’
This pattern is also seen with other light emission verbs like dirdiratu ‘to shine’ and sound
emission verbs like erauntsi ‘to rumble’ (Berro 2010: 59).
It was suggested in §2.2.7 that these verbs should be seen as [+consecution]. Their be-
haviour in Basque is thus in line with other [+consecution] verbs which also take agentive
subjects (see §4.2.3 above).
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Note that non-agentive internally caused verbs in Basque which denote a reasonably clear
change of state, e.g. hazi ‘to grow’, are (as discussed in §4.2.2) consistently patientive-marking,
unlike the emission verbs. These patientive-marking verbs are presumably [+transition].
4.2.4 State verbs
Whilst [–consecution,+transition] intransitives in Basque regularly have patientive subjects,
and (non-reexive) [+consecution,–transition] verbs have agentive subjects, intransitive verbs
expressing states show more variable behaviour. Some take patientive subjects, others agen-
tive ones, with no obvious semantic basis for the split.5
State verbs which take patientive subjects include gelditu ‘to stop, remain’, kexatu ‘to
worry’, izan ‘to be’, aritu ‘to be occupied’ and several others (de Rijk 2008: 137, 152; Alberdi
2003: 41).
State verbs which take agentive subjects include iraun ‘to last’, irakin ‘to endure’, existitu
‘to exist’ and others (de Rijk 2008: 187; Alberdi 2003: 41, Aldai 2009: 792). Note that these
verbs are in a minority; a greater number of state verbs occur with the patientive.
A few verbs show some degree of variable behaviour. For example, Alberdi (2003: 34) re-
ports deskantsatu ‘to rest’ as allowing subjects in either case (though my respondents strongly
preferred it with the agentive). jardun ‘to be busy’, reported by de Rijk (2008: 136) to be
agentive-marking, was also fairly well accepted with the patientive by my respondents.
This behaviour can be readily understood in terms of the analysis of state verbs adopted
here (see particularly §1.1.3 and §2.4.2.4 for previous discussion). Recall that it has been pro-
posed that intransitive state verbs can be grammaticalised as taking either θ-‘volition’ or θ-
‘result’ arguments, these being semantically equivalent in the absence of other roles. There
is not necessarily any cross-linguistic regularity in how stative predicates map to one or the
other of the two options. We can say that θ-‘volition’ stative arguments in Basque take agen-
tive, and θ-‘result’ ones take patientive. (Given that agentive is generally assigned to higher
arguments, and patientive to lower ones.) For most state verbs, the association with [+‘voli-
tion’] or [+‘result’] in Basque has become conventionalised; a few, however, allow variation
in this regard. This sort of variation is to be expected given the variation found in the class as
a whole.
4.2.5 Summary
In summary, case assignment and associated properties with Basque intransitives has a largely
although not entirely consistent semantic basis, summarised in table 4.2. [+transition] in-
transitives generally occur with patientive subjects; [+consecution] intransitives usually have
agentive subjects, though some [–volition] consecutions are exceptions to this generalisation.
Verbs which are both [+consecution] and [+transition] can occur with subjects in either case.
5. An examiner suggests this may relate to a distinction between internally- and externally-caused states (cf.
Ramchand 2018). However, neither this nor the other semantic categories identied in the same article appear
to correspond to the Basque case split in fact.
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Further apparent exceptions can be accounted for in terms of reexive marking grammati-
calised with certain consecution verbs. State verbs vary idiosyncratically as to which case
their subjects occur with.
Controlled non-motional consecution Agentive
(sometimes patientive if grammaticalised as reex-
ive)
Controlled motional consecution Agentive
(sometimes patientive)
Uncontrolled consecution Agentive or patientive (lexically determined)
State Agentive or patientive (lexically determined)
Change of state Patientive
Change of location Patientive
Table 4.2: Summary of regular case-marking patterns in Basque
Note particularly the good correspondence between Basque case assignment and Sorace’s
(2000) Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy. Specically, verbs in the topmost category (controlled
non-motional consecutions) are generally associatedwith agentive marking. Verbs in the mid-
dle (state, uncontrolled consecutions and motional controlled consecution categories) occur
with either agentive or patientive marking; verbs in the bottommost categories (changes of
location and state) occur typically with patientive marking. Thus, the overall generalisation is
that the closer to the top of the hierarchy a verb is, the more likely it is to occur with agentive
subjects; the closer to the bottom, the more likely it is to occur with patientive subjects. This
is thus further support for the ASH as a descriptive generalisation of how split intransitive
behaviours pattern across a range of languages. It is particularly striking here that the confor-
mity to the ASH is found not only with auxiliary selection (though Basque auxiliary selection
does conform to it) but also with case and agreement.
This concludes the characterisation of the semantic basis of split intransitive case align-
ment in Basque. The following section will provide a formal account of the case patterns.
4.3 Basque case assignment and the VICTR Hierarchy
4.3.1 Introduction
The previous section characterised case assignment (and its correlates, agreement and aux-
iliary selection) with Basque intransitives in terms of the features [±transition], [±consec-
ution], [±volition] together with some covert reexive marking. In this section, this will be
integrated more fully into the VICTR Hierarchy approach to argument structure. In §4.3.2, I
present arguments that Basque has the ‘extended accusative’ type of split intransitive align-
ment. Then (§4.3.3) I formalise Basque case assignment in terms of the VICTR Hierarchy.
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4.3.2 Basque’s ‘extended accusative’ split intransitive case system
The nature of the agentive (‘ergative’) case in Basque has been a matter of some debate. Some
authors have argued that it is a structural case (Ortiz de Urbina 1989, Laka 1993 and others);
others that it is inherent (Oyharçabal 1992, Holmer 1999, Laka 2006b). Here, I shall take the
rst view, summarising the arguments of one recent article on the subject (Rezac et al. 2014)
and presenting some new arguments against a recent rebuttal of the claims presented there
(Laka 2017). Thus, in the context of the model presented in §3.2.2, Basque has an ‘extended
accusative’ type of split intransitive alignment: agentive and patientive are both structural
cases, assigned by T and a head within the thematic domain respectively.
This is essentially what Rezac et al. (2014) argue at length: that the Basque ergative (agen-
tive) is assigned structurally by T and that absolutive (patientive) is assigned structurally by
v (i.e. within the thematic domain). Thus, the Basque agentive parallels the nominative case
of nominative-accusative languages, and the Basque patientive parallels the accusative. I will
only summarise Rezac et al.’s arguments here; the reader is referred to that article for full
discussion.
Firstly, Rezac et al. discuss (2014: §3) how agentive is not assigned in certain nonnite











‘I saw the cats catch the mice.’ (Rezac et al. 2014: 1280)
Here, the patientive form of the noun katuak ‘cats’ is used, rather than the agentive form
katuekwhichwould be expected in nite contexts (this is taken to be an instance of exceptional
case marking).
Independent evidence suggests these clauses possess a ‘defective T’, e.g. they do not license













Intended: ‘I saw nothing go up.’ (Rezac et al. 2014: 1283)
Further evidence (discussed in Rezac et al. 2014: §4) comes from raising constructions such
as the following with behar ‘must’, which takes agentive subjects even with embedded verbs













‘Jon and Miren must come.’ (Rezac et al. 2014: 1290)
If agentive is assigned in a thematic position, on standard assumptions it should not be
assigned to a raised argument.
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Rezac et al. also appeal to the markedness of the agentive case (2014: 1313–14), amongst
other phenomena. As mentioned above, they conclude that ergative is structural and assigned
by T.
This conclusion has, however, been questioned by Laka (2017), who argues that ergative
(agentive) in Basque is in fact an inherent case. Laka discusses the syntax of behar ‘need’
and argues that, contrary to Rezac et al.’s analysis, this provides evidence for an inherent case
account. However, I feel that Laka’s account is problematic in several ways, and the other
issues discussed above are not addressed.
The crux of Laka’s analysis is that behar is in fact nominal. One reason given for this (2017:
168) is that to assume a modal behar complicates the lexicon, given that there is independent













‘I have dire (lit. red) need of your help.’ (Laka 2017: 167)
However, it is certainly not impossible that behar should be both a modal and a noun:
compare English, where ‘need’ can be modal, verbal or nominal:
(26) a. Lucy needn’t go.
b. Lucy doesn’t need to go.
c. Lucy has needs.
Further, Rezac et al. suggest (2014: 46–47fn.40) that behar has lost its nominal properties
in modal use, whilst gaining some (not all) verbal properties, such as compatibility with future
sux -ko.
Laka also takes issue with the ‘highly exceptional’ mechanism of raising to ergative (2017:
170–71). However, if ergative/agentive in Basque is essentially a variety of nominative, then
raising to agentive is not exceptional at all. She also points to the fact that certain other raising







‘You are a student.’
However, even if verbs like izan ‘to be’ do form raising predicates, the absence of agentive
marking is not particularly surprising, since we know Basque verbs in general—and especially
those denoting states as modals seem to—may vary idiosyncratically in their case-marking
properties. Thus no further ‘language particular exceptional processes’ (Laka 2017: 171) are
required to explain this fact. Further, other languages may have both raising to subject and
raising to object constructions:
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(28) a. Shei seems ti to be happy.
b. They want heri ti to be happy.
Further, even if Laka’s analysis of behar as nominal is correct, this is not incompatible with
agentive being structural. Asmentioned above, Laka does not attempt to deal with Rezac et al.’s
other evidence that this is the case. Ultimately, I do not believe Laka’s arguments demonstrate
convincingly that agentive in Basque is inherent.
Laka’s concern that on Rezac et al.’s approach ‘ergative’ behaves very dierently from how
it appears to behave in other languages may relate directly to the fact that Basque has split
intransitive alignment. On the model adopted here in chapter 3, ‘true’ ergative (marking only
arguments of transitives) is always an inherent case, but agentive (which also occurs on intran-
sitive arguments) may be inherent or structural depending on the language. If other languages
can be shown to have structural agentive—not many languages with split intransitive align-
ment have been well-studied in this regard—then Basque may prove not to be so exceptional
after all.
However, the status of the Basque agentive as inherent or structural is by no means crucial
to defend the VICTR approach. The approach is also applicable to languages where agentive
is inherent (see the following chapter), and an analysis of Basque in these terms could easily
be formulated. However, I believe the evidence most strongly suggests that the agentive in
Basque is structural, and this is in linewith the proposal (§3.2.3) that such ‘extended accusative’
systems are one subtype of split intransitive alignment.
4.3.3 Formalisation of case
It has been established that Basque is probably best analysed as possessing an ‘extended
accusative’-type case system. That is, both agentive and patientive are structural cases; pa-
tientive is assigned in the thematic domain, and agentive in a higher position (in the tense
domain; traditionally from the T head). Agentive is assigned in nite clauses to all intransitive
arguments which do not receive patientive (or dative).
The key questions that this section will attempt to answer, then, are these: which head
or heads within the thematic domain assign patientive case (in intransitives), and in what
contexts? I will assume a VICTR Hierarchy approach; later (§4.5), I will compare this approach
to other possibilities.
The discussion throughout is framed in terms of case, but recall that agreement in Basque
patterns the same way. It appears that the functional heads which assign case in Basque also
enter an agreement relation with the arguments to which their case is assigned. Thus, each
of the case-assigning varieties of functional head identied below can also be considered to
carry unvalued [F:_] features which are valued by the argument with which it agrees.
Another related matter is auxiliary selection. I assume that the form of the auxiliary in
Basque ismost straightforwardly analysed as an essentiallymorphological operation, whereby
a complex of functional heads is realised as izan be providing it is rstly intransitive and
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secondly bears a [Case:pat] feature, and as *edunhave otherwise. This provides a neat account
of the auxiliary selection facts which does not require any further features to be posited. On
this approach the auxiliary is essentially a single ‘lexical item’ (the spell-out of the complex of
thematic heads) which is realised in dierent ways depending on its precise featural make-up.6
This is supported by the fact that *edun lacks its own innitive form, which it would ordinarily
be expected to possess if it were an independent lexical item.7
It would appear most parsimonious to posit just one patientive-assigning head (occurring
in dierent ‘varieties’ that constrain the contexts in which case is assigned). Based on the
discussion in the previous section, case in Basque appears to be sensitive to all of the fea-
tures [±volition], [±initiation], [±consecution], [±transition] and [±result]. This suggests
the case-assigning head must be one which can exhibit sensitivity to all of these features:
namely Volition, the highest head in the structure, which can access the features of the lower
heads via c-selection and/or Agree.
In what contexts, then, does Volition assign patientive? (I will restrict the discussion to
intransitive clauses only.) To summarise the discussion in the previous section, patientive
case appears on the subjects of nearly all [+transition] verbs (including, though rather less
consistently, on [+consecution,+transition] manner of motion verbs), many state verbs, and
some uncontrolled consecutions. It also appears on the subjects of ‘reexive’ verbs.
The [–consecution,+transition] verbs are the easiest. We can simply state the following:
(29) Volition assigns [Case:pat] when it selects a [–consecution,+transition] complement.
This can be represented as follows:8
6. Cf. Arregi (2004), who argues that the form of the auxiliary is morphologically determined by the presence or
absence of ergative agreement.
7. An examiner suggests an alternative analysis, in which case is determined by the auxiliary rather than vice
versa. This is not obviously amore straightforward position, as some additional mechanism is required to account
for the form of the auxiliary itself, and furthermore it fails to account for a small class of instances (see de Rijk
2008: 116, 187) in which agentive or patientive case is assigned with nite verbs which lack an auxiliary.
8. As in the previous chapter, I omit verb movement and structure outside of the thematic domain from diagrams.




























When I say ‘Volition assigns [Case:pat]’, this could also be phrased ‘Volition bears a [Case:
pat] feature’; the assignment takes place as a result of the Agree operation operating between
this feature and the unvalued [Case:_] feature on the subject DP. Volition’s selectional prop-
erties are also encoded featurally upon it. The language-specic case assignment properties
of Basque, then, ultimately reduce to the featural properties of functional heads, in line with
the so-called ‘Borer-Chomsky conjecture’ (see §1.3.2).
Note also that the value of the [±volition] feature itself is irrelevant here; both [+volition]
Volition and [–volition] Volition can assign patientive.
There are a few apparent lexical exceptions to (29) (e.g. irakin ‘to boil’, eboluzionatu ‘to
evolve’). However, as discussed in §4.2.2 at least some of these verbs may in fact not be gram-
maticalised as [+transition]. For those which are—and there is reason to believe irakin is, as
will be seen in the following section—we state that they are selected for specically by a variety
of Volition which does not bear [Case:pat]; the merge of this special Volition pre-empts that
of the ordinary case-assigning Volition described in (29) according to the Elsewhere Condition
(i.e. the more specic case pre-empts the more general).
Case assignment with stative verbs appears to be lexically determined, but this has been
related to the feature values conventionally associated with the verb in question. Verbs whose
only positively valuedVICTR feature is [+‘volition’] occur with agentive subjects; where [+‘re-
sult’] is the only positively valued feature patientive subjects occur. Thus we can state the
following:
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With the [+‘volition’] stative verbs, patientive is not assigned; the subject receives agentive
case instead.
The other class of verbs which occur with patientive subjects are covertly-marked reexive
verbs (and certain others with a reciprocal element to their meaning in some instances). One
analysis of these is that a covert reexive pronoun refl triggers patientive case assignment,
patientive agreement and the izan form:































It can still be asked why refl should trigger [Case:pat]. This is straightforward—it is
merged in the lower part of the thematic domain. (Many of these verbsmay also have transitive
uses, in which instance a non-reexive argumentmay occupy the same position.) If we assume
this, the three main case assigning patterns formalised in (29), (31) and (33) can be unied in
the following informal statement:
(35) Patientive case is ordinarily assigned by Volition when its complement contains an
argument merged in Spec,TransitionP or below.
The perhaps initially heterogeneous nature of (29), (31) and (33) thus reduces to a single,
generally consistent pattern.9
Two classes of verbs show more variable behaviour than those discussed above. With
the uncontrolled consecution verbs ([–volition,+initiation,+consecution]) the assignment of
patientive appears to be lexically idiosyncratic:
(36) [–volition] Volition assigns [Case:pat] when it selects a [+initiation,+consecution] com-
plement containing one of a set of particular lexical Vs.
9. A technical question here is whether refl itself requires case, and if so where it gets it from. It is plausible
that the coindexation of the overt argument and refl allows case to be transmitted from one to the other. Other
possibilities are that refl is, in fact, a lower copy of the overt argument, or that both originate inside the same




























In this instance, note, there is sensitivity to the value of [±volition], because (intransitive)
[+volition] Volition never assigns patientive when it has [+consecution,–transition] comple-
ments. Subjects of these verbs (controlled non-motional consecutions) always receive agentive
case.
The pattern in (36) is an exception to the general pattern summarised in (35), as with
verbs like ikaratu ‘to tremble with fear’ the argument is merged lowest in Spec,ConsecutionP.
However, this is a marginal and lexically idiosyncratic pattern, and such lexical idiosyncrasies
are expected to occur from time to time (see §2.2.2, §3.3.8).
Finally, motional consecutions sometimes occur with agentive and sometimes patientive
subjects. This can be captured as follows:



































This rule also reduces to the general statement of patientive case assignment given in
(35), with one caveat—it is optional. Where (38) does not apply, an argument merged in
Spec,TransitionP exceptionally does not receive patientive. Note, however, that these verbs
have properties of both the agentive and patientive core feature sets (see also discussion in
§4.6.2 below): in particular, their [+consecution] specication might suggest they should oc-
cur with agentive subjects, whereas their [+transition] value suggests they should occur with
patientive ones. This conict may thus provide an acquisition-based explanation for why they
have not (yet) fully assimilated to the general pattern in (35).
In summary, then, the seemingly rather complex system of case assignment in Basque in-
transitives can be described in terms of a small number of ‘rules’ relating to the case-assigning
properties of a particular functional head, which instantiate a single general pattern with cer-
tain marginal exceptions. These ‘rules’ are, in fact, features encoded on the head itself. This is
possible on the additional assumptions of the existence of the VICTR Hierarchy.
This concludes the discussion of case-marking in Basque on its own terms. In the following
section, I shall discuss a number of other split intransitivity diagnostics in Basque and show
how these also provide arguments in favour of the VICTR approach.
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4.4 Other split intransitive behaviours in Basque
4.4.1 Introduction
The agentive/patientive case split and the corresponding splits in case and auxiliary selection
are the most obvious split intransitivity diagnostics in Basque, but a number of others also
exist. In this section, I discuss in turn the partitive case (§4.4.2), diagnostics of telicity (§4.4.3),
the causative alternation (§4.4.4), cognate objects and similar arguments (§4.4.5), the agentive
nominalising sux -(tzai)le (§4.4.6), the impersonal construction (§4.4.7) and postnominal past
participles (§4.4.8). §4.5 summarises and discusses how these diagnostics are further support
for the use of the VICTR features in the analysis of case already given.
Formal analyses are sketched for each diagnostic. As was the case for the analyses pre-
sented for English in §2.2, these are intended primarily to illustrate the viability of VICTR
analyses for these phenomena, and so detailed arguments for the particular analyses presented
is not given; further research would be valuable in many instances. Some of the analyses are
very similar to those presented for English, and the reader is referred back to §2.2 for more de-
tail. It will be noted again that many of the analyses can be understood in terms of selectional
features of heads.
Much of the data in this section is drawn from the surveys of native speakers of which
the methodology was overviewed in §4.2.1. The survey results concerning the diagnostics dis-
cussed in this section are summarised in table 4.3, with the exception of the telicity diagnostics
which are covered in table 4.5.
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Verb Translation Preferred case Partitive Causative -(tzai)le Postnominal past participle
ikasi ‘to study’ agt 0.38 1.13 9.70 6.75
dutxatu ‘to shower’ pat 8.43 1.50 4.00
mintzatu ‘to speak’ pat 6.88 1.14 7.29 1.50
dantzatu ‘to dance’ agt 3.13 1.80 0.86
nabigatu ‘to navigate’ agt 1.00 1.14 8.67 4.38
deskantsatu ‘to rest’ agt 0.43 2.43 1.29 5.50
iraun ‘to last’ agt 1.63 0.75 1.71 2.25
gelditu ‘to stop, remain’ pat 8.75 7.11 3.00 2.90
soberatu ‘to be left over’ pat 3.13 1.13 1.86
hazi ‘to grow’ pat 5.20 1.20 5.19
hil ‘to die’ pat 9.10 8.88 8.60
aldatu ‘to change’ agt 2.67 7.20 5.22 7.00
jaio ‘to be born’ pat 0.57 4.18
irakin ‘to boil’ agt 9.70 1.57 8.57
erori ‘to fall’ pat 0.63 2.89 5.60
etorri ‘to come’ pat 8.80 0.25 1.88 2.83
heldu ‘to arrive’ pat 0.71 1.25
ibili ‘to walk’ pat 3.11 5.25
joan ‘to go’ pat 3.38
Table 4.3: Average scores for various split intransitivity diagnostics
4.4.2 Partitive case
One further split intransitivity diagnostic which does coincide with the three discussed above
is the marking of arguments with the partitive case ending -(r)ik (see also Levin 1983: 313–19,
de Rijk 2008: 292). Under the appropriate circumstances—negative, interrogative, exclamative
and conditional clauses (Levin 1983: 315)—an intransitive which would ordinarily take an


















‘No child has come.’ (Berro 2010: 74, citing Salaburu 1992: 427)


















‘No child has studied.’









‘No child has studied.’
A parallel pattern is found amongst transitives: objects (which are usually patientive) may
occur in the partitive case, but subjects (usually agentive) do not.
Crucially, note that the relations between the agentive, the patientive and the partitive hold
even of intransitive verbs where the ordinary choice of case appears semantically anomalous.
The partitive is not, therefore, possible with the semantically [–consecution,+transition] (‘un-



















‘No water has boiled.’
The partitive is, however, possible with the consecution (‘unergative’) verbmintzatuwhich


















‘No child has spoken.’
Various analyses of the Basque partitive are possible; what is crucial is that they must
capture the fact that the partitive is restricted to contexts in which the patientive would occur,
in other sorts of clauses. An attractive way of accounting for this is to posit that patientive
actually is assigned in partitive contexts, (i.e. an argument does have its [Case:_] feature valued
as [Case:pat]) and the appearance of partitive morphology is dependent on that argument
bearing that [Case:pat] feature—where [Case:pat] is absent, the partitive morphology cannot
occur.
I briey sketch two ways in which this might be formalised. The rst follows that of de
Rijk (1996, 2008: 291, 295). De Rijk argues that the argument bearing the partitive marking
is ‘governed’ by deleted indenite pronouns, which must bear absolutive (i.e. patientive).









‘There is nothing wrong.’ (de Rijk 2008: 291)
(An alternative to the deletion analysis is that there exist phonologically null pronouns
which are listed separately in the lexicon, with similar semantics to their overt counterparts.)
It is not clear how exactly this case ‘government’ should be formalised. One possibility
is that the indenite pronouns in question bear both an unvalued [Case:_] feature which is
valued [Case:pat] in the course of the derivation, and a [Case:part] feature which is assigned
to the overt subject. This would require a mechanism to explain why the indenite pronouns
themselves are spelled out with patientive rather than partitive case, when they are overt.
Another possibility follows de Rijk’s (1996: 150) observation that the partitive ending -(r)ik
has ‘all the characteristics of a determiner rather than a case marker’ in certain contexts. Evi-
dence given for this is, rstly, the reliance on the presence of absolutive (patientive) case and,
secondly, the fact that it does not co-occur with other articles. This suggests that the partitive
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in the contexts which interest us here may be analysed as simply a form of the indenite ab-
solutive article which is licensed in certain clause types (negative, interrogative, exclamative
and conditional, as listed above).
Let us assume these clauses are associated somehowwith a feature which we can call [+P],
whereas other sorts of clause are [–P]. The article in D agreeswith the value of [±P], and this—
together with its case and deniteness features–determines how it is spelled out. Most of the
time, in fact, the value of [±P] does not aect the realisation of D, but in one particular set
of instances—where D also bears the values [Case:pat,–denite]—the article is spelled out as
-(r)ik in [+P] contexts and -Ø otherwise. Some of the forms of D in Basque on this model are
presented in table 4.4.
pat,–def pat,+def agt,–def agt,+def ...
+P -(r)ik -a -(e)k -ak ...
–P -Ø -a -(e)k -ak ...
Table 4.4: Realisation of articles/case in Basque
4.4.3 Telicity
Verb Translation Preferred case bost minutuz bost minutaten
‘for ve minutes’ ‘in ve minutes’
ikasi ‘to study’ agt 6.67 9.00
mintzatu to speak’ pat 8.33 6.80
jauzi ‘to jump’ pat 3.00 5.14
bidaitu ‘to travel’ agt 5.33 4.20
dantzatu ‘to dance’ agt 7.62 6.33
igerikatu ‘to swim’ agt 3.80 2.75
paseatu ‘to go for a walk’ agt 7.40 3.83
argitu ‘to shine’ agt 3.50 1.33
dirdiratu ‘to shine’ agt 7.33 6.00
jardun ‘to be busy’ agt 8.00 9.75
deskansatu ‘to rest’ agt 7.60 7.50
iraun ‘to last’ agt 6.00 0.00
olgatu to have fun’ pat 5.50 4.00
hazi ‘to grow’ pat 2.50 7.20
hil ‘to die’ pat 0.00 7.50
jaio ‘to be born’ pat 1.50 7.25
irakin ‘to boil’ agt 4.00 8.00
etorri ‘to come’ pat 4.20 6.75
heldu to arrive pat 2.67 9.25
ibili ‘to walk’ pat 8.33 2.00
desagertu ‘to disappear’ pat 7.57 8.75
Table 4.5: Average scores with diagnostics of telicity
Unaccusativity has often been connected to telicity (see references in §2.2.5). Basque speak-
ers do not appear to have particularly strong judgements, in general, regarding the standard
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‘The man arrived in ve minutes.’
As the examples above show, the verb ibili ‘to move about, to walk’ is accepted with bost
minutuz ‘for ve minutes’ but not with bost minututan ‘in ve minutes’; with heldu ‘to arrive’
the situation is reversed. We may then say that ibili is atelic whereas heldu is telic.
Nevertheless, in many cases speakers’ judgements appear to be rather weaker than for
the two verbs just discussed. Some overall patterns can be discerned, however. Intransitive
verbs denoting changes of state and location seem to be more strongly (sometimes consid-
erably so) accepted with bost minututan than with bost minutuz in most cases, suggesting
it may be possible to classify them as telic; this applies even with verbs like hazi ‘to grow’
and irakin ‘to boil’, the equivalents of which are atelic in English—although not with ibili
‘to move about’, as already discussed. With other intransitives—those denoting states and
(non-motional) consecutions—the pattern tends to be reversed, suggesting these verbs may be
classed as atelic. This is true even of manner of motion verbs which sometimes take patientive
arguments, like paseatu ‘to go for a walk or ride’, dantzatu ‘to dance’. This patterning—‘for
ve minutes’ being noticeably dispreferred only with transition verbs, though not with all of
them—is broadly in line with what is observed in English.
Thus something of a split sensitive to [±consecution] and [±transition] is therefore ap-
parent, with [–consecution,+transition] verbs tending to pattern as telic and others as atelic.
However, a verb’s case frame does not appear to have a direct relation to telicity. Agentive-
marking transition verbs like irakin ‘to boil’ nevertheless seem to pattern closer to telic than
atelic, whereas patientive-marking consecution verbs like mintzatu ‘to speak’ pattern closer
to atelic. Overall there may be a slight preference for patientive marking with telic verbs and
agentive marking with atelic ones, but the correspondence is by no means absolute. We can
conclude, then, that telicity is basically independent of case-marking in Basque. In formal
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terms, it can be connected to the feature [±result]; inherently telic verbs are [+result], and
[+transition] verbs are more readily associated with this feature.
4.4.4 The causative alternation
Basque, like many other languages, has a productive causative alternation, whereby the same
verb may be used in both intransitive and transitive frames (Oyharçabal 2003; de Rijk 2008:
274–76). In Basque (prototypically), the agentive-marked argument of the transitive alternant
is interpreted as the cause of the state or change predicated of the patientive argument by the
verb; the patientive argument is also expressed in the intransitive alternant, and is interpreted
















‘The king killed the man.’ / ‘The king made the man die.’
The matter of which intransitive verbs in Basque have transitive alternants expressing
causation in this way is a somewhat complex one. The consensus in the literature is that the
alternation is found with only patientive-marking intransitives (not agentive-marking ones),
yet not with all of them (Oyharçabal 2003: 237–44, de Rijk 2008: 136–37). For example, the
alternation is found with hil ‘to die’~‘to kill’, as seen in example (48a), and also with many
other patientive-marking intransitives. These include many change of state verbs (e.g. hautsi
‘to break’, erre ‘to burn’ ...), but also many state verbs (e.g. izutu ‘to be frightened’~‘to frighten’,
nazkutu ‘to be disgusted’~‘to disgust’, geratu ‘to remain’~‘to stop’ etc.) and certain verbs of
directed motion (e.g. heldu, ‘to (make) arrive’, atera ‘to (make) go out’)—verbs in the latter
two classes do not alternate in English (see §2.2.2). Of some note is the permissability of the
causative with aldatu ‘to change’, which prefers patientive subjects but does allow agentive
ones to some extent. These verbs are all [–consecution]: either [+transition] (the change of
state and directed motion verbs) or [+‘result’] (the stative verbs).
The causative alternation is not found, however, with a small, closed subclass of patientive-


















‘The king came the man.’ / ‘The king made the man come.’
Other verbs in this class of patientive-marking intransitiveswhich do not allow the causative
alternation include erori ‘to fall’, jaio ‘to be born’ and several others (Oyharçabal 2003: 243).
It is ‘hard to explain’ (Oyharçabal 2003: 243) whymany of these verbs do not allow causative
alternants when semantically similar verbs do. One possible interpretation is that the verbs
which allow the causative alternation are prototypically [–initiation] in their intransitive read-
ings—broadly the same analysis, following Ramchand (2008), as adopted for English in chap-
ter 2—but that the set of [–initiation] verbs is larger in Basque than in English. This would
suggest that some directed motion verbs like heldu ‘to arrive’ are [–initiation] by default in
Basque, whereas their English counterparts are [+initiation] by default (though they also have
[–initiation] readings).
Certain groups of patientive-marking intransitives form more systematic exceptions to
the generalisation that these verbs have causative alternants. The alternation does not occur
with reexive verbs nor with those that semantically denote consecutions (Oyharçabal 2003:

















‘The man dressed the child.’ (adapted from Oyharçabal 2003: 234)
These verbs are [+initiation,+consecution] on the present analysis.
Other [+consecution] verbs which allow patientive subjects (e.g. mintzatu ‘to speak’,10

















‘The king spoke the man.’ / ‘The king made the man speak.’
10. de Rijk (2008: 138), however, suggests mintzatu does have a causative alternant; this is not supported by the
results of my survey.
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This is strong evidence for a split between [+consecution] verbs and other intransitives
which cross-cuts the Basque case split.11
















‘The king made the man study.’
Other verbs in this category include nabigatu ‘to navigate’ and so forth. Note that the al-
ternation is ruled out not only with agentive-marking [+consecution] verbs, but also agentive-
marking ([+‘volition’]) state verbs like iraun ‘to last’ and deskansatu ‘to rest’.
Interestingly, however, the causative alternation is accepted by my informants with the
agentive-marking irakin ‘to boil’—in fact, these informants accept the alternation with irakin
















‘The king boiled the water.’ / ‘The king made the water boil.’
irakin is a very unusual verb, in that it apparently denotes an (externally-caused) change
of state yet nevertheless takes agentive arguments. Yet in regard to the causative alternation it
appears to pattern with the other change of state verbs, suggesting (along with other evidence
to be discussed below) that it is grammaticalised as [+transition]. This again demonstrates
that the causative alternation and case marking are sensitive to dierent sets of criteria.
In summary, then, the causative alternation is restricted to [–consecution] verbs in Basque,
though it does not occur with all of them. The availability of the alternation appears to be es-
sentially independent of case marking. If the analysis suggested above is correct, then the
causative alternation is an alternation between [–initiation] Initiation (the intransitive alter-
nant) and [+initiation] Initiation (the transitive alternant)—as suggested for English and as
diagrammed for Basque below (see also gure 4.1): complements are listed before speciers;12
11. One patientive-marking [+consecution] verb that may allow a causative alternant according to de Rijk (2008:
137–38) is jauzi ‘to jump’. This is plausibly related to the fact that this verb also has a [+transition] feature and is
therefore further from the values of the agentive core feature set—though other [+consecution,+transition] verbs
do not alternate. However, Oyharçabal (2003: 235) claims jauzi lacks a causative alternant.
12. Recall the following conventions on selectional features: complements are listed before speciers; the cat-
egory of the complement is given rst and any other features required to be contained within the complement
follow in square brackets.
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(54) Gizona hil da. / Erregeak gizon-a hil du.






































Figure 4.1: Causative Initiation
Further, the alternation is only possible with [–volition,–consecution] verbs: the causative
Initiation must select for a [–consecution] complement, and cannot be selected by the [+‘vo-
lition’] Volition head which occurs with agentive-marking state verbs.
4.4.5 Cognate objects etc.
Basque, like other languages, allows some intransitive verbs to take cognate objects, alongside
a limited set of other complements, e.g. complements indicating spatial length; this is discussed























‘I ran barefoot two kilometres.’ (Etxepare 2003: 395)
It appears that only verbs associated with [+initiation,+consecution] features are able to
take objects of this type. This is true independent of the case properties of the verb: thus even








‘We have talked to Pitaud.’ (adapted from Berro 2010: 14)
[–consecution] verbs cannot take objects, even if they assign agentive: this is true for
example of irakin ‘to boil’, iraun ‘to last’; neither can the emission verbs e.g. distiratu ‘to










‘The star has glittered a glitter.’ (Berro 2012: 17, citing Fernández 1997: 117)
We can adopt a similar analysis for cognate objects in Basque as for English (see §2.2.6.2
for details)—namely, that the cognate object selected by [+consecution] Consecution and so is


















































Figure 4.2: Consecution with cognate objects (Nc is shorthand for sorts of object eligible for
selection)
4.4.6 Sux -(tzai)le
The Basque suxes -tzaile and -le, equivalent to English -er, denote the agent of an action
described by a verb. -le is typically found with verbs which form their past participles in -n or
-i, and -tzaile with other verbs (Trask 1997: 216–17).
As in English, the agent-denoting sux as far as Basque intransitives are concerned is
principally restricted to [+consecution] verbs (‘unergative’ verbs), e.g. nabigatu ‘to navigate’
> nabigatzaile ‘navigator’, ikasi ‘to study’ > ikasle ‘student’. It may be found even on a verb
like mintzatu ‘to speak’ (> mintzatzaile ‘speaker’) which, although [+consecution], takes pa-
tientive marking—though speakers’ judgements are slightly weaker with this form than with
the others just listed. On the other hand, the sux tends not to occur with [–consecution]
verbs (‘unaccusatives’): *erorle ‘faller’, *gelditzaile ‘remainer’ etc. This holds even of a verb
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like irakin ‘to boil’ which takes agentive case (*irakile ‘boiler’), though speakers have less
clear-cut judgements about ?aldatzaile ‘changer’ (< aldatu ’to change’, which allows agen-
tive arguments to some degree). Speakers also reject -(tzai)le forms of the agentive-assigning
stative verbs deskantsatu ‘to rest’ and iraun ‘to last’.
In summary, the availability of an agent nominal form in -(tzai)le does show some cor-
respondence with a verb’s case frame, but this correspondence is by no means absolute. In-
deed, the evidence suggests that the availability of -(tzai)le forms tends to correspond to the
[±consecution] distinction even when the case employed with a given verb does not. This
is evidence that this distinction is operational in Basque even if case assignment is not sys-
tematically sensitive to it, and casts doubt on the theory that all agentive-assigning verbs can
be considered ‘unergative’ and all patientive-assigners ‘unaccusative’: if this is the case, then
why does the availability of -(tzai)le not conform to this pattern?
Oncemore, we can analyse the Basque -(tzai)le construction along similar lines to a parallel
construction found in English, in this case the agentive sux -er (of speaker, runner etc.). The
analysis for English, which also holds in Basque, is that the derivational ending (-er/-(tzai)le)
ordinarily selects a [+consecution] complement, and hence is generally not available with [–





















Figure 4.3: Sux -(tzai)le
There are, however, a number of idiosyncratic exceptions where [–consecution] comple-
ments may be selected (as in English). (See §2.2.6.2 for the analysis of English presented in
more detail.)
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4.4.7 The impersonal construction
Basque allows subjectless clauses with auxiliary izan and third-person singular patientive











‘People have fought a lot in this town.’ (Berro 2010: 72)
In Basque, as in many languages (see e.g. Perlmutter 1978, Zaenen 1988), the impersonal
construction appears to be a split intransitivity diagnostic. It occurs not only with intransi-
tive verbs that normally take agentive subjects, as in (61), but also with patientive-marking









‘People have talked a lot about that.’ (Berro 2010: 72)








‘People were born a lot.’ (Berro 2010: 72)
However, my survey results suggest the impersonal is at least fairly well accepted with






















‘People have died a lot.’
In some cases the construction is strongly rejected:
13. The second and third of these examples are marked ? to reect average judgements of 6.86 and 6.57 respec-
tively; note, however, that respondents also gave a score of 6.57 with mintzatu, for which Fernández and Berro






















‘People have trembled a lot.’
hazi is a change of state verb; irristatu and ikaratu denote uncontrolled consecutions.
There is some indication that the main factor at play here is [±volition]. Those verbs
which allow the construction tend to denote controlled events, or at least events which can be
construed as controlled. Those which disallow it, however, are those for which a controlled
reading is dicult.14
This result has parallels in other languages. For example, Zaenen (1988) argues that the
impersonal passive in Dutch is limited to ‘intentional’ events. Blevins (2003: 480–81) likewise
notes how impersonal passives are often said to have ‘agentive’ interpretations, for example
in German. The pattern in Basque, then, may simply be one language-specic manifestation
of a phenomenon which is found much more widely.
Let us assume that restriction of impersonals to [+volition] clauses is the correct one. A
formal analysis of the impersonal construction in Basque, then, might posit a covert pronoun
pro with arbitrary reference—but with an important restriction on the distribution of this pro,
however, which is that it must bear the θ-volition role / be merged in Spec,VolitionP. Thus,
it cannot occur in [–volition] contexts.15
14. Ortiz de Urbina (2003: 582–90) also discusses the availability of impersonals with patientive-marking verbs,
noting a restriction to verbs with implicit human subjects but not otherwise characterising precisely which verbs
allow the construction.
































I cannot say why exactly this restriction that this sort of pro must bear θ-volition should
hold. However, it is known that the distribution of arbitrary elements is elsewhere restricted
by modality considerations. For example, arbitrary PRO in the following English example
appears only to be licensed in contexts of obligation or possibility (after Clark 1990):
(67) a. Lucy explained how PRO to solve the problem.
b. *Lucy explained PRO to solve the problem using geometry.
Volitionality may also be construed as a modal property (this need not be at odds with its
being a thematic property, as argued here). In this case, it is not surprising that it might sim-
ilarly restrict the distribution of arbitrary elements, even if the precise mechanism by which
it does so is unclear. However, the nature of the mechanism is not of prime importance here,
and I will leave the matter aside.
4.4.8 Postnominal past participles
In English, the prenominal past participle construction is available with (a subset of) verbs
denoting changes but not with other intransitives: fallen leaves, melted butter but *survived
man, *worked students etc. Basque also allows past participles to modify nouns, although such
participles are postnominal, not prenominal.
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The acceptability of postnominal past participles in Basque shows a certain correlation
with the status of a verb as [±transition], although this correlation is by no means absolute.
Nevertheless, the construction is most readily accepted with verbs like irakin ‘boil’ and hil










‘the dead man, the man who has died’
Note that irakin is an agentive-assigning verb whereas hil is associated with the patien-
tive; the availability of the postnominal participle construction cannot be tied to a verb’s case
properties, therefore. (This is also additional evidence that irakin really is [+transition].) Not
dissimilarly, the construction is also acceptedwith aldatu ‘to change’, which also permits agen-
tive subjects to an extent (though it prefers patientive ones).






‘the man who has come’















‘the man who has spoken’
Note that ikasi and deskantsatu are agentive-assigning verbs, whereas mintzatu assigns
patientive. Again, then, no strong relation to case patterns appears to hold.
Whilst it is not, then, possible to categorically relate the acceptance of postnominal past
participles to the featural specication [±transition], there is evidence that it plays some role.
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It also appears that the acceptability of this construction is not related to a verb’s case assign-
ment properties. This is yet more evidence, then, that split intransitivity in Basque is not a
unitary phenomenon.
As far as a formal analysis is concerned, we can adopt a similar approach once more to
that adopted for attributive past participles in English—that these are formed by means of a






















The Basque sux can select [–transition] verbs more readily than its English counterpart,
however. Also, as in English, some [+transition] verbs are idiosyncratically unavailable to be
selected in this construction. (See §2.2.4 for more details of the English-based account.)
4.4.9 Summary
The dierent classes of verbs identied by the dierent split intransitivity diagnostics consid-
ered here for Basque are summarised in table 4.6.
As the table shows, the dierent diagnostics do not pick out the same sets of verbs. I return
to this point in the following section, in the comparison of the VICTR approach to traditional
approaches to split intransitivity in Basque.
As the diagnostics discussed in this section provide evidence (to varying degrees of relia-
bility) for the operation of the VICTR features, we can also use them to independently justify
much of the proposed featural basis for case assignment given in §4.3.3. Thus, it has been
argued that cognate objects and -(tzai)le are evidence for [+consecution], and the impersonal
construction may be evidence for [+volition]. Because [+volition,+consecution] verbs have
been proposed to allow or require agentive subjects, a verb which can occur with any of these
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Case and related diagnostics
Case Changes vs. others with various exceptions;
states variable
Agreement Same as case
Auxiliary selection Same as case
Partitive Only in pat contexts
Other diagnostics
Telicity Broadly changes vs. others, but not absolutely
Not directly tied to case
Causatives Only with a subset of transition/state verbs
Cognate objects etc. Consecution verbs
-(tzai)le Predominantly with consecution verbs
Impersonals Volitional verbs
Postnominal past participle Preferred with transitions (not absolute)
Table 4.6: Summary of classes identied by diagnostics
other diagnostic constructions is predicted to be agentive-assigning. So it is that verbs like
ikasi ‘to study’ and nabigatu ‘to navigate’, which typically take agentive subjects, do allow
both -(tzai)le and the impersonal construction according to the present results. However, the
same has been found of mintzatu ‘to speak’, a verb which takes patientive subjects. Yet this
verb has also been argued to be typically [+volition,+consecution]—this is in fact supported by
its availability with the diagnostics in question. Its patientive-assigning behaviour has been
suggested to be due to the additional presence of covert reexive marking. This thus does not
undermine the analysis of case in terms of the [±volition,±consecution] features; it merely
further demonstrates the need for an additional property to be considered.
Similarly, verbs which allow the causative alternation are always [–consecution], and if the
analysis of case is right they are thus predicted, provided they are not stative, to have patientive
subjects. This is likewise borne out—verbs which allow the causative alternation, like hil ‘to
die~to kill’, take patientive subjects, with the exception of irakin ‘to boil’ and (inconsistently)
aldatu ‘to change’, which have already been argued to be lexically idiosyncratic anomalies.
Further, telicity has been argued to be weak evidence for the [+transition] feature. It is
thus predicted that verbs which pattern as telic will generally be patientive-assigning (unless
they are [+consecution,+transition] manner of motion verbs). This is again supported by the
fact that those verbs which most clearly disallow bost minutuz ‘for ve minutes’ and permit
bost minutaten ‘in ve minutes’, like heldu ‘to arrive’, hil ‘to die’ and hazi ‘to grow’, all take
patientive subjects.
One diagnostic which does not so neatly support the proposed analysis of case is that of
the postnominal past participles. The availability of these has also been suggested to correlate
roughly to [+transition], but they are quite well accepted even with some agentive-assigning
verbs like ikasi ‘to study’, contrary to prediction. However, as this diagnostic corresponds only
weakly to the [±transition] feature it cannot be taken as strong independent evidence for it
and this result is not particularly concerning. Overall, the patterning of these other diagnostics
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in relation to the VICTR features is good further evidence that the proposed featural analysis
of case in Basque is the right one.
In the following section, I will argue that the patterning of these diagnostics is further
evidence for the operation of the VICTR Hierarchy in Basque, with a focus on comparison to
existing approaches.
4.5 The VICTR Hierarchy and other approaches
4.5.1 The Unaccusative Hypothesis
The focus of this section will be to argue further for the VICTR Hierarchy approach, through a
comparison to two other possible approaches: the Unaccusative Hypothesis (this subsection)
and Ramchand (2008) (§4.5.2). (The reader is referred again to the similar discussion of split
intransitivity diagnostics in English in §§2.2–3, where similar arguments are presented.)
Previous approaches, as mentioned above, have tended to relate case marking (and the
related properties of agreement and auxiliary selection) in Basque to Perlmutter’s (1978) Un-
accusative Hypothesis. Under these analyses, agentive subjects of intransitives are external
arguments; patientive subjects are internal arguments. A representation of this under standard
minimalist assumptions about phrase structure is given in the following diagrams:































I now wish to present some arguments for favouring the VICTR Hierarchy approach to
case in Basque presented above to the traditional sort of analysis just sketched. The reader
will note various similarities to the discussion of English in §§2.2–3, and is referred there for
more detail on some of the points raised.
Firstly, the linking of semantics to syntax under an Unaccusative Hypothesis-type model
would be quite complex. In addition to the arguments already made (see §1.3.1, §§2.2–3),
which also hold for Basque, certain further points can be noted. For one thing, case-marking
in Basque does not always line up with a verb’s apparent classication in English, something
which will be discussed in more detail in §4.6. This is seen, for example, in the behaviour of
verbs like mintzatu ‘to speak’, which is marked as patientive—purportedly an ‘unaccusative’
property—in contrast with an English verb like talk which consistently behaves as an ‘unerga-
tive’ verb, and in many other instances. While there are further complications with the as-
sumption that case-marking relates to the unergative/unaccusative division in this way (to be
discussed below), if we assume that the two could be straightforwardly linked in this way then
it would appear we may need dierent linking rules for Basque compared to English. Thus, it
appears the linking rules are not universal: suggesting they certainly must be learned, creating
further diculties for the acquisition of semantics–syntax linking in addition to those already
discussed.
Complicating matters further is the issue of the state class, whose members vary between
agentive and patientive subjects, apparently on an idiosyncratic lexical level. (This contrasts
with English, where—according to Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) and other authors, verbs
denoting states are unaccusative.) The VICTR approach furnishes some explanation as to why
this might be—both Volition and Result are state-denoting heads, and so stative arguments can
be merged in either position—whereas on the Unaccusative Hypothesis approach there is no
obvious basis for the variation.
These issues of cross-linguistic dierence lead back to M. Baker’s Uniformity of Theta
Role Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH), previously discussed in §1.3.1. If we allow for variation
between languages in the positions of external and internal arguments of semantically very
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similar predicates, as the comparison of Basque and English apparently demands under the
assumption of the UnaccusativeHypothesis, then it would appear that the UTAHdoes not hold
as a cross-linguistic universal. The VICTR approach, on the other hand, allows the UTAH to
be maintained. Case-marking varies, but thematic roles do not (except in the very constrained
case of state verbs). Of course, it is independently obvious that English and Basque have
separate case-marking properties, so we must build this variation into our model anyway—in
which case, it can be argued to be preferable that we do not complicate matters further by
also permitting signicant variation in thematic role assigning. Again, therefore, the VICTR
approach seems to have advantages over the Unaccusative Hypothesis in the description of
Basque and its relation to other languages.
Let us now turn to consider the other split intransitive behaviours; it may be helpful here to
look back to table 4.6. The central observation of importance here is, again, that the diagnostics
do not pick out the same sets of verbs. (This is essentially the same result as found for English,
though the details dier.) While core case assignment, agreement, auxiliary selection and
the distribution of the partitive do correspond, the other diagnostics identify dierent classes,
each with a more-or-less coherent semantic basis. In fact, the patterning of diagnostics allows
us to identify a similar set of features as identied for English: [±volition], [±consecution],
[±transition] and [±result], and possibly [±initiation] if this is operative in the causative
alternation.
These ‘mismatches’ between diagnostics would be decidedly problematic for an Unac-
cusativeHypothesis-type approach, where verbs are in general expected to categorise as either
unergative or unaccusative. I will now discuss a number of particular ways in which this is
true of Basque.
The main point to note, again, is that there are a number of problematic overlaps between
the groups of verbs identied by the dierent split intransitive diagnostics which are dicult
to account for on the Unaccusative Hypothesis. This is apparent, for example, when we con-
sider the relation between case-marking and other diagnostics like the causative alternation,
cognate objects and -(tzai)le. On the face of it, these last three diagnostics look like rather good
support for the Unaccusative Hypothesis. They pick out verbs from two mutually exclusive
classes: the causative alternation occurs with (a subset of) state and transition verbs, cognate
objects and -(tzai)le are restricted to verbs in the consecution class (with some possible id-
iosyncratic exceptions in the latter instance). Further, these two classes correspond well to the
unergative and unaccusative classes as identied by Perlmutter (1978) and subsequent work.
Case, however, creates some denite complications. (Note that this is in spite of the fact
that Basque case-marking has itself been used as support for the Unaccusative Hypothesis, by
Levin (1983) and others, and the classes identied by Basque case-marking do again roughly
line up with those proposed by Perlmutter.) The causative alternation is mostly restricted to
patientive-assigning verbs, but is also possible with the agentive [+transition] verb irakin ‘to
boil’, and ruled out with patientive-assigning verbs which depict neither changes nor states
(patientive-marking consecution verbs, e.g. mintzatu ‘to speak’), as discussed in §4.4.4. Mean-
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while, -tzaile can occur with mintzatu—which is not what would be predicted if it were sen-
sitive to the same property as case—and does not occur with agentive-assigning state verbs
(§4.4.6). Cognate objects, likewise, are limited to consecution verbs, and do not occur with
agentive-marking verbs in other categories (§4.4.5).
All this suggests that case and these other diagnostics are basically independent (though
there are also noteworthy similarities between the classes identied by case and those picked
out by the others). This is decidedly problematic for an approach which holds that these
diagnostics are sensitive to just two argument positions, ‘external’ and ‘internal’. In numerous
cases, the status of a given verb as unergative or unaccusative in regard to the diagnostic of
case would seem to be at odds with the status that can be derived from another diagnostic.
A similar issue arises when we consider the impersonal construction (see the data dis-
cussed in §4.4.7). This lines up neither with case (the availability of the impersonal construc-
tion is not restricted to agentive-marking verbs) nor with the other diagnostics just discussed.
On the latter point, recall that causatives, cognate objects and -tzaile allow us to draw the
[±consecution] discussion. But the impersonal is possible with [–consecution] verbs, for ex-
ample borrokatu ‘to ght’ ((61)) and gelditu ‘to remain’ ((64a)). The availability of the im-
personal appears to be determined by distinct factors from all these other split intransitivity
diagnostics, therefore.
We also see evidence that the [+transition] verbs should be treated as a separate class. This
is apparent from the diagnostics of telicity (§4.4.3) and the availability of postnominal past par-
ticiples (§4.4.8). While these do not correspond absolutely with any of the features identied,
there is nevertheless a noticeable correspondence with a verb’s [±transition] status. Crucially,
state verbs do not pattern with [+transition] verbs in this regard. This is not straightforwardly
accounted for under the assumptions of the Unaccusative Hypothesis, where transition and
state verbs are often held to comprise a single ‘unaccusative’ class.
The complexities of the interactions between the classes identied by the diagnostics can
be seen particularly when we consider intransitive state verbs. On Unaccusative Hypothesis
assumptions, we might argue these can be (i) either unergative or unaccusative (on the basis
of case), (ii) generally unaccusative (on the basis of cognate objects, -(tzai)le and some state
verbs which allow the causative alternation) or (iii) broadly unergative (on the basis of telicity
and postnominal past participles). This extreme ambiguity is clearly not a good thing. And,
as discussed, other verbs (e.g. mintzatu ‘to speak’) also seem to classify dierently depending
on the diagnostic in question. All this is dicult to account for in Unaccusative Hypothesis
terms—but it is exactly the sort of thing we expect on the VICTR Hierarchy approach.
All this is in spite of the fact that each of the classes identied, as was also illustrated for
the classes identied in English, seems to have a reasonably clear semantic basis (though in
Basque matters are admittedly not totally clear-cut with many of the diagnostics). The fea-
tures [±volition], [±consecution] and [±transition] (in particular) seem to be of real value
in capturing the membership of the classes picked out by each diagnostic, even if each diag-
nostic is sensitive to one or more of these features in slightly dierent ways. Thus, as was
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argued for English, most classes have a reasonably coherent semantic basis without separate
appeal to notions of ‘unergative’ and ‘unaccusative’—which again suggests we can dispense
with these latter notions. The value of these particular features, those which have been argued
to be category-dening features on the VICTR approach, is a further argument for the VICTR
Hierarchy.
Note also that, although the VICTR approach allows dierent split intransitivity diagnos-
tics, it does not require that each diagnostic pick out a distinct class. This possibility is seen
clearly in Basque in the behaviour of the agentive-patientive case split, agreement, auxiliary
selection and the partitive (§4.4.2). This is because, while dierent constructions may be sensi-
tive to dierent features, there is nothing to prevent two or more constructions being sensitive
to the same set of features, or associated with the same heads, in particular instances.
In summary, the behaviour of dierent split intransitive diagnostics in Basque (as in En-
glish) provides further support for the VICTR approach in contrast to an analysis closer to the
traditional Unaccusative Hypothesis.
4.5.2 Ramchand (2008)
It is also worth considering what an analysis of the Basque data here considered might look
like in terms closer to those of Ramchand (2008). As with the previous discussion of other
languages (§2.3.2, §2.4.3, §3.7.2.3), it is not clear that Ramchand’s approach is able to account
for the observed data.
Any of the ve basic congurations of init, proc and res appears able to occur with patien-
tive case, and most of them with agentive case also. Thus, [init, proc, res] verbs like etorri ‘to
come’ and jaio ‘to be born’ often have patientive subjects, but verbs like saltatu ‘to jump’ and
korritu ‘to run’—whose subjects are typically agentive—may well be in this category as well
some of the time, as has been discussed in relation to their translational equivalents in other
languages. The present approach has accounted for this split in terms of the [±consecution]
and [±transition] features, for which Ramchand has no equivalent. Change of state verbs (e.g.
erre ‘to burn’, hautsi ‘to break’), which may constitute the [proc] and [proc, res] classes, are
almost uniformly associated with patientive. However, it is plausible that the emission verbs
(e.g. dirdiratu ‘to shine’) should also be analysed as [proc], and these have agentive subjects.
If this analysis is correct, then Ramchand’s approach also fails to make this distinction, again
made on the VICTR approach in terms of [±consecution] and [±transition].
Furthermore, some [init] only verbs (stative verbs like aritu ‘to be occupied’) have pati-
entive subjects, but others have agentive ones (e.g. existitu ‘to exist’). This is accounted for
on the present approach in terms of the claim that such verbs may be either [+‘volition’] or
[+‘result’], something which cannot be achieved on Ramchand’s model. Likewise, while most
[init, proc] verbs have agentive subjects (e.g. ikasi ‘to study’), certain non-volitional events
(e.g. ikaratu ‘to tremble with fear’) are exceptions to this general rule—Ramchand’s approach,
with no [±volition] distinction as found in the VICTR model, does not account for this.
Ramchand’s approach possibly doeswith a number of the other split intransitive behaviours
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here considered. I will leave aside postnominal past participles and telicity, as the data are not
particularly clear in these instances. The causative alternation can possibly be analysed in
similar terms to that above and Ramchand’s analysis of English, i.e. relating to the lack of an
init projection. Cognate objects (and their ilk) and the agentive sux -(tzai)le can be under-
stood as restricted to [init, proc] verbs. However, it is not clear how Ramchand’s approach can
account for the impersonal construction in terms of the composition of the thematic domain,
particularly if the suggestion here that it relates to volitionality is correct.
Mention should also be made of the Ramchand-inspired analysis of split intransitive align-
ment in Basque of Berro (2012). Rephrased in terms closer to Ramchand (2008) itself than Berro
adopts, and considering only the variety of Basque under investigation here, verbs which take
patientive subjects have a proc component whereas those which take agentive subjects have
only an init component. This is a signicant departure from Ramchand’s original analysis, as
many predicates with agentive subjects are eventive, but verbs with only init for Ramchand
must be stative. It cannot be considered as evidence of the viability of Ramchand’s original
approach, therefore.
In summary, the approach of Ramchand (2008) makes some but not all of the distinctions
required to account for split intransitivity in Basque. The proposed modications to this ap-
proach here, particularly the [±consecution] and [±transition] features (decomposing proc),
the [±volition] feature, and the [+‘volition’]/[+‘result’] split amongst statives, do however
allow these distinctions to be better captured.
4.6 Basque and other languages
In this section, I compare split intransitivity in Basque to English and other Western European
languages (chapter 2). I present some further ways in which this comparison supports the
VICTR Hierarchy.
4.6.1 Basque and English
Turning to the comparison of Basque and English, it is notable that these two unrelated lan-
guages both share a common property—in both languages, dierent split intransitivity diag-
nostics identify dierent groups of verbs. More specically, there are both similarities and
dierences in which diagnostics identify which classes. In both languages, the cognate object
construction and agentive nominalising sux (-er/-(tzai)le) generally occur with [+consecu-
tion] verbs. Similarly, in both the causative alternation and attributive (pre-/postnominal) past
participle formation is preferred with [–consecution] verbs. However, we also see dierences
here. Basque causatives are available with intransitive verbs in a wider class than their English
equivalent, being found with many stative and change of location verbs, rather than with only
change of state verbs. And Basque postnominal past participles are more readily formed from
[–transition] verbs than is possible with prenominal past participles in English.
Both the similarities and the dierences can be understood in terms of the core feature sets
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Core feature set [volition] [initiation] [consecution] [transition] [result]
Agentive + + + – (–)
Patientive (–) (–) – + +
Table 4.7: The core feature sets
introduced in §2.4: see table 4.7. -er/-(tzai)le identify θ-consecution arguments as being of
the same ‘sort’ as transitive higher arguments. This can be related to the status of this feature
as one of the agentive core features: [+consecution] is prototypically associated with higher
arguments, and so when these suxes are extended to intransitive contexts they likewise
surface in [+consecution].
Both Basque and English also allow cognate objects with [+consecution] verbs. The con-
struction can be seen as restricted by virtue of the fact that it is most natural to add a lower
argument only when the existing argument has some property prototypical of higher argu-
ments, in this case θ-consecution.
Likewise, the causative alternation and attributive past participles suggest similarities be-
tween intransitive arguments lacking θ-consecution and transitive lower arguments. This
relates to [–consecution]’s status as one of the patientive core features. But Basque and En-
glish deploy the other patientive core features (namely [+transition] and [–initiation]) slightly
dierently here, which along with apparent lexical idiosyncrasy leads to dierences in the
exact distribution of the constructions in the two languages.
The agentive/patientive core feature set distinction is similar, of course, to the traditional
distinction between external and internal arguments. But the postulation of multiple features
relating to an argument’s role and position—here argued to be encoded on multiple heads in
the VICTR hierarchy—allows for a more subtle understanding of the parallels between split
intransitive behaviours in dierent languages, which not only accounts for resemblances but
also for ways in which they dier.
One class of verbs which is particularly noteable in relation to the comparison between
Basque and English are the emission verbs (§4.2.3.4, cf. §2.2.7). Whilst these verbs show some-
what variable behaviour in English, in Basque they are consistently agentive-marking. This
suggests that, in Basque, the [+consecution] feature alone is generally enough to trigger agen-
tive case, whereas in English these verbs are far enough from the values of the agentive core
feature set that their behaviour is rather less consistent.
4.6.2 Basque and the Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy
In this subsection I consider the various split intransitivity diagnostics in Basque in light of
Sorace’s (2000) Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy (ASH), previously discussed in §2.4. It is striking
that most (though not all) of the split intransitivity diagnostics in Basque show good corre-
spondence with the ASH. A simplied representation of the major correspondences, focusing
on typical verbs in each of Sorace’s three top-level divisions (consecution, state, and change)
is given in table 4.8; see the previous discussion for more details.
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Case Telicity Causative Cog. obj. -(tzai)le Postnom. ppart.
Consecutions agt Atelic No Yes Yes No
States agt/pat Atelic Yes/no No No No
Changes pat Telic Yes/no No No Yes
Table 4.8: Typical behaviour of Basque verbs in relation to the ASH
The ASH allows us to compare languages: given that many English split intransitivity di-
agnostics and auxiliary selection in other Western European languages correspond with the
ASH, this demonstrates that Basque and these other languages are rather similar in this re-
spect. Particularly with regard to auxiliary selection, these correspondences are not particu-
larly surprising: Basque, though not genetically related to French, Italian, German etc., is in
close contact with other Western European languages and we might expect it to share in syn-
tactic behaviours of this sort which cross-cut language families. The split intransitive align-
ment of Basque in case and agreement, which so closely parallels the auxiliary split, might
also be related to this. However, the further evidence for the ASH from another language not
previously studied in relation to it is still noteworthy.
There are, however, dierences between the dierent diagnostics in Basque, and between
these and the behaviours considered in the other languages, which mean the ‘cut-o points’
on the hierarchy are in dierent places between diagnostics/languages. This is exactly what
we might have expected given Sorace’s original article and the discussion in chapter 2, but
is again noteworthy. It can be understood in terms of the core feature sets: the agentive set
tending to lead to certain diagnostics picking out verbs at one end of the hierarchy, and the
patientive set to other diagnostics identifying verbs at the other end. The most salient fea-
tures in this instance are [+consecution], one of the agentive core features which generally
corresponds to agentive subjects in Basque, and [+transition], one of the patientive core fea-
tures generally corresponding to patientive subjects. Those predicates which are both [+con-
section,+transition] (the manner of motion verbs; §4.2.3.1) may occur with subjects of either
type, with a preference for the agentive.
The verbs in the uncontrolled consecution and state categories also show variation in
Basque. As was shown in §4.2.3.3 and §4.2.4, these can take subjects in either case depending
on the verb in question (whereas, apart from the motional consecutions, verbs in the other cat-
egories tend to show more uniform behaviour). In ASH terms, this is not unexpected because
these categories are toward the middle of the hierarchy, which is where this sort of variation
is expected to be limited to if it occurs. In VICTR terms, uncontrolled consecutions, being
[–volition,+consecution], are slightly further from the agentive core set than their controlled
([+volition,+consecution]) counterparts: thus they are a little further from the prototypical
transitive higher argument, which may explain why agentive case-marking has not been so
consistently extended to this class. Stative verbs, on the other hand, are not particularly close
to either the agentive or patientive core sets; additionally their semantics leaves them open to
be grammaticalised as either [+‘volition’] or [+‘result’]. Both of these properties can be seen
as contributing to these verbs’ inconsistent case behaviour.
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This ability to provide some explanation for this sort of variation is another advantage
of the present approach, contrasting to a traditional Unaccusative Hypothesis-type approach,
which cannot so easily say why these categories of verbs should vary when others do not.
One split intransitivity diagnostic does not correspond quite so well to the ASH, namely
that of the impersonal construction. However, it can still be seen as constrained by the agentive
core feature set, in that it is restricted to [+volition] verbs. This also exhibits how dierent
features of the core feature sets may be prioritised in dierent contexts. It is not surprising that
the agentive core features should play a role here; the impersonal construction is also found
with transitives, where it licenses the omission of a higher argument. The intransitive variant
thus extends this possibility to a subset of intransitives whose argument parallels transitive
higher arguments in a particular way.
In sum, we observe similarities and dierences between Basque and other Western Euro-
pean languages which provide support for the descriptive value of the ASH and the explana-
tory value of the VICTR-based core feature sets approach to variation.
4.6.3 Basque and split intransitive alignment
Our understanding of Basquemust not be divorced from our understanding of split intransitive
case and agreement in other languages. Recall from chapter 3 that the Basque system is just one
variety of split intransitive alignment amongst many, and that there is considerable variation
in the forms these systems take and the thematic properties they are sensitive to. But recall
also that similarities can be observed between languages.
I have already argued (§4.3.2) that Basque can be seen as an example of the ‘extended
accusative’ type of split intransitive alignment argued for in chapter 3. The semantic basis of
split intransitive case and agreement in Basque is closest to the [±consecution] type discussed
in §3.3.4, though with considerable subtleties to be taken into account as §4.2 has made clear.
In any case, the case/agreement patterns seen in Basque can still be understood in terms of
the agentive and patientive core features, as discussed in the previous subsection and also
considered in terms of the wider split intransitive type in §3.6.
One factor that plays a part in Basque case-marking has been argued to be covert reexive
marking (§4.2.3.2). This marking is separate from the VICTR features which restrict the great
majority of variation in split intransitive systems; if it were able to be associatedwith verbs in a
totally ad hoc way, it could lead to a great deal of unpredictable variation. In this latter regard,
it should again be stressed that this sort of reexive marking is only available with verbs which
(in at least some of their senses) can be construed as semantically reexive or reciprocal, as
shown for example by the use of overt reexive marking with such verbs in other languages.
This signicantly limits the degree to which this feature can be used to explain otherwise
unexpected case or agreement patterns.
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4.7 Conclusion
This chapter has considered split intransitive behaviours in Basque. To start with, considera-
tion was made of case, agreement and auxiliary selection. §4.2 considered the semantic basis
of these properties. §4.3 presented a formalmodel in terms of the VICTRHierarchy, alongwith
evidence that Basque instantiates the extended accusative type of split intransitive alignment,
thus providing some further evidence for the existence of this type. Following this, the discus-
sion was expanded to consider a range of further split intransitive behaviours in Basque (§4.4).
These, it was argued in §4.5, provide further evidence for the VICTR Hierarchy, especially in
light of the problems they cause for the Unaccusative Hypothesis and Ramchand (2008). In
§4.6 Basque was compared to the other languages already discussed in this dissertation.
To conclude, this chapter has provided further arguments for the VICTR Hierarchy on
the basis of one particular language, Basque, in addition to those arguments on the basis of
other languages presented in previous chapters. The subsequent chapters will analyse the split





Georgian (kartuli ena), the language of the Caucasian republic of Georgia and the most spo-
ken of the Kartvelian languages with around 4.3 million speakers (Lewis et al. 2016), possesses
a split intransitive-type case alignment with many supercial similarities to that of Basque,
which was analysed in the previous chapter. Thus in the aorist, where this alignment is found,
the arguments of some intransitive verbs take the same case-marking as transitive subjects
((1a, 1b)), whereas the arguments of other intransitives take the same case-marking as transi-

















‘The pastry baked.’ (Harris 1981: 43)
In this chapter, I undertake an analysis of the split intransitive case system of Georgian in
terms of the VICTR Hierarchy. I show that the case split amongst intransitives in Georgian
(unlike that of other languages, see chapter 3) is indeed very similar to Basque in many ways—
but I shall also highlight a number of dierences. The similarities are fascinating—given the
degree of geographical separation between the two languages, and the lack of any proven
genetic relation—but the dierences are also very interesting, given the insight they provide
into the ways in which otherwise similar systems may dier from one another. I will also
1. There are also some intransitive verbs which take dative subjects (Harris 1981: 127); I do not consider these
here.
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discuss another split intransitivity diagnostic in Georgian, the thematic suxes, and show that
these, too, provide support for the VICTR approach.
An important note on terminology before proceeding: as elsewhere in this work, I refer to
‘agentive’ and ‘patientive’ cases for consistency of presentation across languages, though (as
with Basque) these are not the ordinary labels employed for Georgian. The Georgian ‘agentive’
is by other authors called ‘ergative’ or ‘narrative’ case, the ‘patientive’ in turn ‘nominative’ or
‘absolutive’. As discussed in §3.1.2, I prefer to avoid the labels ‘ergative’, ‘nominative’ and
‘absolutive’ due to the potential for confusion with other uses of these terms.
It should also be noted that, as with Basque (and see discussion in §1.1.4), I employ the label
‘transitive’ for the sorts of verb which take both agentive and patientive arguments at once
(as in (1a)), and ‘intransitive’ for verbs which take only a single argument with either one or
the other of these cases (as in (1b), (1c)). Again, this allows for consistency of labelling across
languages, so that for example monovalent verbs meaning ‘to work’ are classed as intransitive
in all three of English, Basque and Georgian, though they behave somewhat like transitives
in the last two insofar as they may take agentive subjects. This usage contrasts with those
authors who restrict the label ‘intransitive’ in Georgian only to those verbs which may only
occur with patientive subjects.
It must be recognised aswell that split intransitive alignment is not the only alignment type
in Georgian. Rather, it is restricted to case marking in ‘Series II’ clauses, namely clauses with
verbs in the aorist or optative ‘screeves’ (a screeve is a set of inections marking a particular
combination of tense, aspect and/or mood). When used in Series I screeves (present and future
indicative, present and future subjunctive, imperfect and conditional), verbs take arguments

















‘The pastry is baking.’ (Harris 1981: 30)
(There is also a third series, Series III, in which subjects are marked with dative and objects
with nominative case (Harris 1981: 2), which like Series I do not consider here.)
Verbal agreement is nominative-accusative, even in Series II (Harris 1981: 30, 43); Anderson
1984: §1)—this is shown by the following examples, where the ‘subject agreement’ marking
remains invariant in both series:











‘I baked pastry.’ (Harris 1981: 43)
(4) a. St’ven-Ø?
you.whistle
‘Are you whistling?’ (Harris 1981: 30)
b. Ist’vine-Ø?
you.whistled










‘The pastry baked.’ (Harris 1981: 43)
Already our rstmajor dierence between Basque andGeorgian is apparent—whilst Basque
case and agreement consistently exhibits split intransitive alignment with only limited con-
texts where this marking is not apparent, in Georgian split intransitive patterning is much
more restricted. Nevertheless, this patterning is an important part of the Georgian system. I
will not attempt to deal here with this ‘split split intransitivity’ in Georgian in any depth.
Under the analysis I will pursue, agentive case in Georgian is an inherent case assigned
in Series II by particular heads, namely certain species of Volition and (subject to lexical con-
straints) Initiation and State. Patientive is a structural case assigned by T (i.e. a sort of ‘nom-
inative’). Georgian is therefore analysed as having ‘extended ergative-type’ split intransitive
alignment (see chapter 4), unlike Basque which was analysed in the last chapter as having
‘extended accusative-type’ split intransitive alignment. In spite of these dierences in case
assignment mechanisms, the semantic factors and related syntactic features governing case
assignment are shown to be quite similar in the two languages, though dierences do arise.
Throughout, the analysis should be assumed to refer to Series II only unless otherwise stated.
Firstly, I will analyse in detail the semantic basis of the system (§5.2) before presenting
arguments for analysing Georgian as possessing an extended ergative-type split intransitive
system with inherent agentive (§5.3), allowing a formalisation of the system in terms of the
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VICTR Hierarchy (§5.4). I then discuss in §5.5 a distinct but related split intransitivity diagnos-
tic, the thematic suxes, and argue that these provide further support for the VICTR approach.
§5.6 considers on the similarities and dierences between Georgian and other languages pre-
viously discussed, and §5.7 compares the VICTR approach to the Unaccusative Hypothesis and
Ramchand (2008). §5.8 concludes.
5.2 The semantic basis of the case split in Georgian
5.2.1 Introduction
In this section I shall present a description of the semantic basis of split intransitive alignment
in Georgian. Previous attempts to do this include Harris (1981), who connects the split to a
broad unergative/unaccusative distinction, Holisky (1981; see also Holisky 1979) who suggests
agentive-assigning intransitives are either atelic or stative (she does not systematically discuss
the patientive), and Cherchi (1997) who characterises the split in terms of [±aspectual] and
[±agentive] oppositions. None of these analyses account for the split intransitive pattern in
its entirety.
Here, I present ndings taken from a sample of verbs drawn from the comprehensive dic-
tionary of Rayeld et al. (2006). The sample, drawn from various parts of the dictionary, rep-
resents about 15% of its total length of around 1700 pages. I have also checked specically a
number of verbs corresponding roughly to the translational equivalents of the sample used for
English (see §2.2.1), as well as certain other verbs of interest. The lists of verbs in Appendix A
of Harris (1981) and the many verbs (mostly agentive-marking) cited in Holisky (1981) were
also considered.
The analysis of Georgian case-marking in Series II proceeds as follows. The rst two sub-
sections consider the classes which show the most consistent behaviour: change of state and
location verbs, which take patientive arguments (§5.2.2), followed by controlled consecutions,
which take agentive arguments (§5.2.3). §5.2.4 discusses the more mixed but still system-
atic behaviour of uncontrolled consecutions, and §5.2.5 and §5.2.6 respectively verbs denoting
states and verbs of emission (which are mostly, but not exclusively, agentive-marking). §5.2.7
summarises the ndings of the section.
5.2.2 Transition verbs and patientive
Change of state verbs in Georgian almost all occur with patientive arguments in Series II. (This
is a very similar pattern to that seen in Basque.) Examples include mitsvaldeba ‘to die’ and
audghabebs ‘to boil’. Note in particular that Georgian has a very large number of intransitives
translated into English as ‘to become adj’ (e.g. davshvdeba ‘to become childish’, gaguladdebs
‘to become brave’) which are consistently found with the patientive.
A rare exception to the general rule is mat’ulobs ‘to increase, gain; to grow, strengthen’,
which also occurs with the agentive. The behaviour of this verb may relate to the presence of
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the thematic sux -ob- which is very strongly associated with agentive marking (see §5.5).
Change of location verbs are also generally patientive-marking in Georgian (again as in
Basque), e.g. ts’ava ‘to go (away, o)’ and vardeba ‘to fall’. ivlis, which may be translated ‘to
go’, does however take agentive subjects; however, this verb may also be translated ‘to walk’
and is perhaps seen as [+consecution], in which case agentive marking is as expected (see the
next subsection).3
Overall, we can state that as a general rule [–consecution,+transition] verbs (i.e. verbs in
either the change of state or change of location class) take patientive subjects in Series II.
5.2.3 Volitional consecution verbs and agentive
[+volition,+consecution] are consistently associated with agentive in Georgian Series II. This
is the case for examplewithmushaobs ‘to work’ and tamashobs ‘to play’. This is again a similar
pattern to Basque.
The same pattern holds of volitional manner of motion verbs ([+volition,+consecution,
+trans-ition] on the present analysis). These are similarly associated with the agentive: this
is true for example with seirnobs ‘to walk’ and tsuravs ‘to swim’. Note that manner of motion
verbs occur with patientive subjects when [–volition], something which is discussed further
in the following subsection.
One other area in which Georgian diers from Basque is in its grammaticalisation of re-
exives. Unlike Basque, which often employs a zero reexivisation strategy (see §4.2.3.2),





‘I killed myself.’ (Hewitt 1995: 84)
There are, therefore, few ‘inherently reexive’ verbs in Georgian: thosewhich do exist tend
(like other controlled consecutions) to occur with the agentive. This is the case with banaobs
‘to bathe’ and bobghavs ‘to crawl, drag oneself along’. Georgian contrasts with Basque here,
therefore, where inherently reexive verbs occur with patientive subjects. gaibaneba ‘to be
washed down, bathe’ also occurs with the patientive, though there is perhapsmore of a change
of state sense here.
Verbs of conversing in Georgian generally occur with the agentive: baasobs ‘to converse’,
t’lik’inebs ‘to natter’ and several others. This contrasts with Basquemintzatu ‘to speak’, which
takes patientive subjects (see §4.2.3.1); the Georgian pattern is, however, the more expected
one given the general behaviour of controlled consecution verbs in both languages. (Note also
that sound emission verbs in general are agentive in Georgian; see §5.2.6.) The Georgian verb
3. Georgian has a large number of verbs derived via directional prexes, e.g. aivlis ‘to go up’ (< a- ‘up’ + ivlis ‘to
go, walk’). Here and in the discussion of manner of motion verbs in §5.2.3 I exclude these derived forms from
discussion, as the prex sometimes seems to lead to (supercially) unexpected case behaviours. This parallels the
exclusion of particle verbs like go up from the analysis of English (see §2.2.1); these are both matters for further
research.
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alaparak’deba ‘(to begin) to speak’ does take patientive subjects, but this probably results from
its inceptive sense, denoting an abstract sort of change.
5.2.4 Uncontrolled consecutions
[–volition,+initiation,+consecution] verbs, in contrast to their [+volition] counterparts just
discussed, showmixed behaviour. The typical pattern seems to show further sensitivity to the
[±transition] feature. Non-motional uncontrolled consecutions ([–transition]) take agentive
subjects, e.g. daamtknarebs ‘to yawn’, tsiris ‘to cry’ and the dialectal form bagbagebs ‘to shiver’.
On the other hand, motional uncontrolled consecutions ([+transition]) like gagrialdeba ‘to
rattle, rumble along’ and tsurdeba ‘to skid, slide, lose one’s footing’ have patientive subjects.
So does tsuravs when it occurs with the meaning ‘to skid, slide, lose one’s footing’—this verb
was mentioned above with the volitional meaning ‘to swim’, in which instance its subjects are
agentive. A clear alternation sensitive to [±volition] is apparent here, therefore.
Note that while in general only these [+consecution,+transition] (manner of motion) verbs
show this sensitivity to [±volition] in terms of their case-markingbehaviours, some [–volition,
+consecution,–transition] verbs may occur with subjects in either case. These include bobo-
krobs ‘to rage, storm’ (used of the sea) and kamkali ‘to shiver, shake’.
5.2.5 States
Verbs denoting states show mixed behaviour in Georgian as regards their case assignment
properties. Examples of intransitive state verbs which take agentive subjects include binadrobs
‘to reside’, arleboba ‘to exist’, tskhovreba ‘to exist, live, be alive’, and vaivaglakhoba ‘to have
a wretched life’. Others, however, occur with the patientive, e.g. darchena ‘to stay, remain’.
Still more can occur with subjects of either case in Series II. Verbs of this sort denoting states
include bavshvobs ‘to behave like a child’ and baiq’ushobs ‘to be wretched, unsociable, sullen’.
Overall, at least on the basis of the verbs sampled here, most state verbs appear to be
agentive marking, with a smaller number allowing both cases; exclusively patientive-marking
state verbs are less common. Georgian thus exhibits more consistency than was observed
in Basque, but is not fully consistent. In terms of the analysis adopted here (see §1.1.3), we
can say that most stative intransitives in Georgian are grammaticalised as [+‘volition’] (with
negative values for the other features), but some occur as [+‘result’] (again, with the other
features negatively valued).
5.2.6 Non-agentive internally caused verbs
Verbs denoting non-agentive internally caused events or states merit particular discussion
given their interesting behaviour cross-linguistically. As was discussed in §2.2.7, in English the
behaviour of these verbs with regard to split intransitivity diagnostics is somewhat variable.
In Basque, by contrast, they pattern more consistently (see §4.2.3.4).
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In Georgian, verbs of sound emission generally occur with agentive subjects: rachkhunobs
‘to jangle, click’, rats’k’lnobs ‘to tinkle, ping’, rak’unobs ‘to rattle, bang, knock’, rak’rak’ebs ‘to
glug, burble, warble’, kshuis ‘to rustle’, zuis ‘to buzz’. This is the same behaviour as observed in
Basque. The light emission verb kashkashebs ‘to shine brightly’ also takes an agentive subject,
as does varvarebs ‘to get incandescent’, in spite of the fact that it appears to denote a change
of state. However, other light emission verbs—brts’q’inavs ‘to shine, glitter’, brch’q’vialebs ‘to
glitter, shine, sparkle’, gap’rialebs ‘to be burnished, sparkle’—occur with patientive subjects.
Holisky (1981: 99–100) groups ‘verbs of motion-in-place’ together with the emission verbs.
These are verbs like trtis ‘to tremble, shake’, p’arp’alebs ‘to icker’, plusunobs ‘to utter, ap’
etc. Holisky gives a long list of such verbs which are agentive-marking.
Recall (see §2.2.7) that emission and motion-in-place verbs can be classied as [–volition,–
initiation,+consecution,–transition] on the present approach. The overall pattern, then, is that
most emission and motion-in-place verbs pattern with other [+consecution] verbs in taking
agentive subjects.
Why are some light emission verbs exceptions to this general pattern? This may be under-
stood in terms of the core feature sets proposed in §2.4.2.1, particularly the agentive core set.
On this approach, prototypical agentive arguments are associated with the values [+volition,
+initiation,+consecution,–transition,–result]. Emission verbs andmotion-in-place verbs share
some properties of this prototype—they are [+consecution,–transition,–result]—but they also
dier from it in terms of the [±volition] and [±initiation] features. Given that the class as a
whole thus shows a reasonable amount of dierence from the core, it appears that the agentive
case property has not been fully generalised to it. It may also be notable in this regard that
sound emission and motion-in-place verbs are more likely to have animate subjects than light
emission verbs, in which respect the latter can also be seen as less typically agentive.
5.2.7 Summary
This concludes the discussion of the semantic basis of split intransitive case alignment in Geor-
gian. The main ndings are summarised in table 5.1.
Controlled non-motional consecution Agentive
Controlled motional consecution Agentive
Uncontrolled consecution Agentive (non-motional) or patientive (motional)
State verbs Mostly agentive, some allow either case
Change of state Patientive
Change of location Patientive
Emission verbs Agentive; some light emission verbs patientive
Table 5.1: Summary of case assignment with Georgian verbs in Series II
Strong correspondence can be seen betweenGeorgian case-marking and Sorace’sAuxiliary
Selection Hierarchy (see §2.4); this is of course further evidence for the descriptive usefulness
of that approach. The patterns are further amenable to understanding in terms of the core
feature sets, based on the features of the VICTR heads, that were proposed in §2.4. Since the
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distribution of case in Georgian split intransitive contexts is very similar to Basque (see §5.6
below for further discussion of this), we can understand this pattern in similar ways to the
analysis given for Basque in §4.8.
This concludes the discussion of the semantic basis of split intransitive case marking in
Georgian; the following sections will provide a formal analysis.
5.3 Georgian as an ‘extended ergative-type’ split intransi-
tive language
5.3.1 Introduction
Having determined the semantic factors, encoded in terms of syntactic features, which lead
to Georgian’s split intransitive case system, it remains to formalise the assignment of case in
Georgian in terms of syntactic structure. This will be the focus of this section.
Recall my suggestion in chapter 4 that there are two main types of split intransitive align-
ment. The types dier in terms of the sources of case and agreement marking (from a head
or heads within the thematic domain, referred to for convenience as θ, or from a head within
the tense/aspect domain, referred to as T) and the nature of that marking (structural or in-
herent). In the rst type, extended accusative split intransitive, T assigns structural agentive
and θ assigns structural patientive. This system was argued in §4.3.2 to be present in Basque.
In the second type suggested, extended ergative split intransitive, agentive is an inherent case
assigned by θ, in common with the analysis adopted for ergative alignment. In this section
I shall argue that Georgian belongs to the extended ergative type (specically to the ‘high
patientive’ type, where patientive is uniformly assigned by T).
Having done so, it will then be possible to present a more rened analysis which takes into
account the assignment of agentive by particular functional heads with particular values. This
analysis is further support for the VICTR Hierarchy approach to split intransitivity.
The line of argument in this section takes the following form: §5.3.2 discusses the lack of
any argument from raising constructions, §5.3.3 gives arguments from thematic properties,
§5.3.4 those from ‘split split intransitive’ patterns, and §5.3.5 an argument from morphological
markedness. §5.3.6 presents evidence that patientive is from T. §5.3.7 counters the claim of
Nash (2017) that agentive in Georgian is a dependent case, and §5.3.8 concludes.
5.3.2 No argument from raising
The behaviour of arguments in raising constructions has become a key diagnostic of the in-
herent nature of ergative case. If the ergative marking on the subject of a subordinate clause is
retained when it raises into the main clause this is evidence that ergative is inherent, because
it is preserved under A-movement (Woolford 2006b: §3.3). Woolford (2006b: 121) gives the











































‘Peter can learn Tongan.’
A similar argument might be made for the inherent nature of the agentive case in a lan-
guage with split intransitive alignment. Unfortunately, however, this does not appear to
be possible for Georgian, which seems to lack subject-to-subject raising entirely. The lan-
guage does have raising constructions, but these involve the raising of the direct object (never
the subject) from a non-nite clause, so agentive case is not involved (Anderson 1984: 171,









‘Trousers are easy for Nino to sew.’ (Anderson 1984: 171)
Other constructionswhich diagnose case preservation in other languages underA-movement,
such as passive (Woolford 2006b: §3.1, §3.2), are also absent in Georgian. Thus Skopeteas et al.
(2012: 151) are able to claim ‘case preservation eects cannot be diagnosticized in this lan-
guage’. We are forced therefore to look elsewhere for evidence as to the status of the Georgian
agentive as inherent or otherwise.4 Such evidence will be provided in the following subsec-
tions.
5.3.3 Arguments from thematic properties
Skopeteas et al. (2012: §2.3) argue that the agentive is inherent in Georgian on the basis of
its thematic properties. This sort of argument, which I review here, has some merit to it, but
must be handled with caution.
The essence of the argument is this: agentive case is exclusively associatedwith a particular
thematic role (‘Agent’ or somesuch); cases which are exclusively associated with a particular
thematic role are inherent; therefore agentive is inherent. Agentive is certainly a very good
candidate for a thematically-determined case: it occurs on arguments which have at least
broadly similar thematic interpretations and, unlike the strict ergative, is not restricted by
transitivity.
But certain caveats must also be borne in mind. Firstly, the argument that agentive is as-
sociated with a particular thematic role is not so straightforward as it has sometimes been
4. A related argument, employed by Rezac et al. (2014: §3) for Basque, uses exceptional (patientive) case marking
on the subjects of embedded clauses which might otherwise be expected to be marked with the agentive as
evidence that the agentive is not inherent in that language. If exceptional case marking exists in Georgian, I have
not been able to nd any information on it.
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presented as being; secondly, it is plausible that a case might appear to be exclusively associ-
ated with a particular role without being inherent. I shall now discuss each of these in turn.
Concerning the rst, the notion that the agentive is exclusively associated with particu-
lar thematic properties, it has already been shown in the previous section that the agentive
occurs with verbs from a number of dierent semantic classes. It is found with controlled
consecution verbs like mushaobs ‘to work’ (with θ-volition+θ-initiation+θ-consecution
arguments on the present approach), as well as some uncontrolled consecution verbs like tsiris
‘to cry’ (θ-initiation+θ-consecution) and state verbs like arleboba ‘to exist’ (θ-‘volition’
alone). The present approach, therefore, distinguishes dierent thematic properties for these
verbs, and we have seen in previous chapters reasons for distinguishing these particular roles
(further evidence will also be provided from Georgian itself in §5.5). There is no role which all
agentive-assigning verbs have in common, and the roles found with these verbs are also found
with others (e.g. some patientive-assigning verbs like ts’ava ‘to go (away, o)’ also have θ-
volition and θ-initiation). An approachwhich considers all these categories to have ‘Agent’
arguments does not straightforwardly account for the dierences between them. It also runs
the risk of circular reasoning: the Agent role is associated with agentive case, therefore the
agentive case is used as the sole evidence for the Agent role. The agentive case is also absent
with the very same verbs (and, therefore, thematically identical predicates) when they are used
outside Series II: further evidence against a one-to-one correspondence between role and case
(cf. M. Baker and Bobaljik 2017: §4).
However, the use of the agentive is clearly not entirely divorced from thematic properties
either. It has a fairly consistent semantic basis (see the previous section) and is, in fact, found
(in Series II) on the great majority of intransitive arguments rst-merged in the specier of
either Consecution, Initiation or Volition, positions associated with thematic role interpreta-
tion. Whilst a more nuanced approach to the relation between thematic roles and inherent
case seems to be required, it is not necessary to do away with the idea that agentive may be
linked to thematic properties entirely.
On the second point, the notion that a case apparently exclusively tied to a particular
thematic role might not be inherent, it is possible that other factors might coincide to give the
impression of thematic relatedness for a given case which is in fact structural. This is what has
been argued for the agentive in Basque (§4.3.2). The Basque agentive is generally only found
on argumentswhich bear θ-initiation (provided they do not also bear θ-transition), as well
as with stative θ-‘volition’ arguments. Thus, there is a clear if not entirely straightforward
connection between agentive case and thematic properties. However, it has been argued that
the Basque agentive is not inherent. Rather, it is restricted to arguments rst-merged toward
the top of the VICTR Hierarchy because other arguments (rst-merged lower) receive case
in their lower positions. Additionally, there are some instances where agentive case appears
where it would not be expected thematically, for example in raising constructions with behar
‘must, should’ (Rezac et al. 2014: §4, discussed in more detail here in §4.3.2). The apparent
thematic relatedness of the agentive in Basque is thus merely a side-eect of the fact that an
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argument’s rst-merge position relates to its thematic properties, and is not due to it being a
directly thematically-determined case.
All this considered, however, I do not propose a parallel analysis of the agentive in Geor-
gian. Georgian does not allow raising to agentive, and there is good evidence to link the
patientive to T—which further suggests agentive is assigned within the thematic domain, and
is therefore likely related to thematic properties. I shall discuss this evidence in the following
subsections. Thus, the argument from thematic relatedness for the inherent case status of the
agentive, though not applicable to all languages, does nevertheless hold for Georgian.
5.3.4 The argument from split split intransitivity
It has already been mentioned how, outside case marking with the Series II screeves, Georgian
has nominative-accusative alignment. The nature of this alignment split provides a strong
argument that the position of the Georgian patientive is assigned by T, and that therefore the
agentive likely has some other source (e.g. it is an inherent case).
The crux of this argument is identity of morphological marking. The ‘nominative’ in the
nominative-accusative series and the ‘patientive’ in the split intransitive series are bothmarked
identically: with -i after stems ending in a consonant, and -Ø after stems ending in a vowel.
(Thus the label ‘nominative’ is traditionally employed for both.) Given that the cases are mor-
phologically identical, the simplest hypothesis is that they are syntactically identical—i.e. both
‘nominative’ and ‘patientive’ are realisations of a single abstract case.
Nominative case is standardly held to be valued by T. If nominative and patientive in Geor-
gian are really the same case, therefore, then patientive is also valued by T. What does this
mean for the agentive? We have been tacitly assuming that no head assigns more than one
structural case; let us continue to make that assumption. This suggests the agentive is assigned
elsewhere: and the most natural option is that this assignment takes place within the thematic
domain.
Case assignment within the thematic domain can be either structural or inherent.5 Ev-
idence that it is not structural in this instance comes from the fact that there is a separate
structural case assigned within this domain in Georgian: the ‘dative’ (which also has the ordi-
nary functions of the accusative, making P arguments in Series I alongside the nominative on
S/A). The endings for this case are distinct from those of the agentive (dative -s, agentive -m
or -ma). This morphological dierence is a strong indication that the agentive and the dative
instantiate separate underlying cases. As it is generally true that only one structural case (ac-
cusative or absolutive) is assigned to the core arguments of intransitives and monotransitives
from within the thematic domain, this suggests that as the dative is structural, the agentive is
not.
Cross-linguistically, accounts which posit a structural ergative assigned lower in the clause
5. Or lexical. But this can be discounted as the property of assigning agentive case is regular and for the most
part semantically systematic (i.e. connected systematically to particular thematic properties), whereas ‘lexical’
cases are at least somewhat lexically idiosyncratic and more restricted in occurrence.
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Vowel-nal stem Consonant-nal stem
Agentive -m -ma
Patientive -Ø -i
Table 5.2: Agentive and patientive case endings in Georgian
than the structural absolutive (Levin 1983; Marantz 1984) have largely been abandoned (see
Sheehan 2015: §4.1). For the same reasons, we do not expect a language to have both struc-
tural agentive and structural patientive where the patientive is assigned in a higher position.
This further suggests, in conjunction with the other arguments presented, that the agentive
is inherent. Indeed, while the other arguments presented have certain weaknesses, this one
is particularly compelling: it is not clear if we could satisfactorily account for the Georgian
system on the assumption that agentive is structural.
5.3.5 Overtness of morphology
In this brief subsection I will present a further argument that contributes to the conclusion
that the agentive in Georgian is inherent, though it will be noted that taken individually it is
far from incontrovertible.
This argument concerns overtness of morphological marking. In Georgian, as has been
seen, the agentive is marked overtly (with -ma or -m) whereas the patientive is often not (it
is marked with -Ø on vowel-nal stems, though stems ending in a consonant take the ending
-i). These patterns are presented in table 5.2.
In a language with nominative-accusative case alignment, where only one of the two core
cases is marked overtly, it tends to be the accusative. Conversely, in a language with ergative-
absolutive alignment, where only one of the two core cases is marked overtly, it is the ergative
(Dixon 1994: 58, 62). Thus Georgian patterns here with the ergative type in that it is the case
whichmarksA, not the casewhichmarksP, which is overtwhere the other is zero (with vowel-
nal stems). This suggests that the Georgian agentive is akin to an ergative—and, therefore,
that like the ergative it may be an inherent case.
Certain caveats must be held in mind, however. Firstly, the tendencies just mentioned are
only tendencies, and do not hold absolutely. Thus, a number of languages are of the ‘marked
nominative’ type where nominative is overt and accusative marked with zero (Comrie 2013).
Secondly, we have, in the previous chapter, seen an example of a language with split intransi-
tive alignment which has the samemorphological markedness patterns as Georgian but which
has been analysed as being of the extended accusative type. In Basque, the agentive is marked
overtly (with -(e)k) whereas the patientive is zero-marked. But the agentive does not appear
to be an inherent case in that language. So the Georgian markedness patterns certainly do not
prove that the Georgian agentive is inherent. They do, however, point to this being the more
likely analysis, in conjunction with typological patterns observed cross-linguistically.
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5.3.6 Evidence that patientive is from T
In this subsection, I will present a further argument, taken from the literature, that the Geor-
gian patientive is assigned by T—though I will note a particular weakness not previously dis-
cussed. In conjunction with the arguments presented above, this argument suggests that the
agentive is therefore an inherent case.
The argument presented in this subsection is taken from Legate (2005, 2008; see also Nash
2017: 178). Legate argues that nominative/patientive is from T in Georgian, on the grounds
that it is not found in non-nite contexts: in the following examples, S and P are instead
























‘The killing of bears by hunters is forbidden.’
(Legate 2008: 66, from Harris 1981: 157–58)









‘I went into the woods to kill a bear.’ (Legate 2005: 238, from Harris 1981: 155)
T, the argument goes, is absent or otherwise unable to assign case in non-nite contexts;
therefore no patientive case is observed.
Nevertheless this argument has a distinct weakness, in that it is not only the nomina-
tive/patientive which is absent in non-nite contexts—the agentive and accusative (tradition-
ally called ‘dative’) do not occur either (see the above examples and also Nash 2017: §8.5.1.2).
There are independent reasons for considering both of these cases to have sources within the
thematic domain. Thus, while the evidence presented by Legate may suggest patientive is
from T, it is certainly not conclusive. However, if this patientive is indeed from T, this is fur-
ther evidence that the agentive is an inherent case assigned lower in the clause, because if
patientive is from T then agentive must come from some other source.
5.3.7 Nash: agentive as dependent case
Nash (2017: §8.5) argues that the Georgian agentive is a dependent case, not an inherent
case. However, I am not convinced by her position. The general weaknesses of the depen-
dent case approach when applied to split intransitive alignment have already been discussed
(see §3.7.1.1)—principally, that it is dicult to see how dierent intransitive arguments can
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take dierent cases when this is not obviously triggered by the presence of other arguments
(the main mechanism for case dierences in this approach). Nash does present some evidence
for an additional underlying argument in agentive intransitives (2017: §8.5.1.3), which relies
on the presence of the prex i- which is also found ‘to signal the implicit argument in non-
active contexts’ (2017: 191). Thus, Nash argues, the presence of this prex is an indicator that
an implicit argument is similarly present with the agentive intransitives. On Nash’s view, a
sentence like Ninom ilaparaka ‘Nino talked’ is literally ‘Nino caused her talking’ or ‘Nino had
herself talk’.
This relies, however, on the idea that a particular phonological form must always have the
same or similar function in all contexts, and, further, that Georgian forms such sentences in a
way which is completely dierent from most (if not all) other languages. However, given that
morphological syncretism is very common, it seems to me easier to assume that the i- form
with these verbs is a separate prex from the implicit argument i-, in which case no unseen
argument, absent in other languages, need be posited.
Nash also points to the fact that agentive arguments nevertheless trigger number agree-
ment (2017: §8.5.1.4); however, this is not incompatible with the inherent case view of agen-
tive on the approach adopted here in chapter 3. Neither is the lack of agentive (or any other)
case-marking on rst and second person arguments (2017: §8.5.1.5), which looks like a simple
instance of either a person split in case alignment and/or morphological syncretism of cases
on certain elements. The lack of agentive in non-nite contexts (cf. §5.3.6 above) is some-
what problematic, but this seems to occur with the Georgian core cases generally—including
accusative/dative, which seems to be assigned in the thematic domain, suggesting niteness
and case assignment by thematic heads in Georgian have a more complex relation than might
be assumed.
Nash provides further arguments against the inherent case view of the ergative/agentive
in her §5.3, but these can also be countered. Firstly, she claims the properties of these cases
which have been used to argue for an inherent case approach are explained just as well in
the dependent case approach—however, as we have seen, the dependent case approach has
various conceptual problems. Secondly, she asks why, if v assigns the thematic role of ‘Agent’
in all languages, does it only assign case to the Agent argument in some? The usual answer,
she rightly points out, is that v only has the relevant case feature in a subset of languages.
Nash writes that this ‘amounts to a simple restatement of the parameter rather than to its
explanation’ (2017: 196). There is some truth in this; however, the dependent case approach
struggles with exactly the same problem.
In summary, then, Nash’s arguments do not convincingly demonstrate the superiority of
the dependent case view for Georgian.
5.3.8 Summary
In this section, I have provided a number of arguments that Georgian is an ‘extended ergative’
type language: agentive is an inherent case assigned by a thematic head, and patientive is a
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structural case from T. This is in contrast to Basque, argued in the previous chapter to be of the
extended accusative type, and is further evidence that both types of system exist. Whilst many
of the individual pieces of evidence do not allow strong conclusions to be drawn (though the
arguments from split split intransitive patterns appear to form an exception), the fact that they
all point in the same direction—towards the analysis adopted—makes it very likely that this
is the correct analysis. Therefore, such an analysis will be adopted as the basis of the VICTR
analysis in the following section.
5.4 Georgian case assignment and the VICTR Hierarchy
I have now identied the semantic basis for case assignment with Georgian verbs in Series II
(§5.2) and argued that Georgian is probably best analysed as possessing an ‘extended ergative’
split intransitive case system. With these ndings in place, it is now possible to give a formal
analysis of Georgian case assignment with Series II verbs in terms of the VICTR Hierarchy
approach adopted in this thesis.
Firstly, it is possible to identify the basic nature (structural or inherent) of the agentive and
patientive cases. As Georgian has an extended ergative system, the agentive can be analysed
as an inherent case assigned within the thematic domain. Patientive is, on the other hand, a
structural case, assigned (at least in intransitives6) from within the tense domain. (This is of
course an extension of the Aldridge/Legate approach to ergative case systems, as discussed in
previous chapters.)
The second issue to be addressed is the question of which particular head or heads in the
thematic domain are responsible for agentive case assignment. Let us restate the circumstances
in which agentive is assigned in intransitives:
(11) Agentive case assignment occurs in Georgian Series II with:
a. all [+volition,+consecution] verbs (controlled consecutions, including controlled
manner of motion verbs);
b. most state verbs ([+‘volition’], with negative values for other VICTR features);
c. all [–volition,+consecution,–transition] verbs (uncontrolled non-motional conse-
cutions, emission verbs), with the exception of some verbs of light emission.
All other intransitives (change of state verbs, directed motion verbs, uncontrolled manner
of motion verbs and the remaining state and light emission verbs) have patientive subjects. A
few other uncontrolled consecutions (bobokrobs ‘to rage, to storm’ and kamkali ‘to shiver, to
shake’ in my sample) can occur with subjects in either case.
(11a) and (11b) are, in fact, reducible to a single statement: [+volition] verbs have agentive
subjects unless they are also [–consecution,+transition], i.e. unless they denote changes of
6. I leave aside the question of whether Georgian is a ‘high patientive’ or ‘low patientive’ language, as this does
not aect the analysis of intransitives, the focus here.
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state or directedmotion. Given the sensitivity to the [±volition] feature, it is natural to assume
that Volition is the head which assigns agentive case in the (11a) and (11b) instances. We can
thus state the following:
(12) [+volition] Volition assigns [Case:agt] unless it selects a [–consecution,+transition]
complement.7
As in the discussion of case assignment in Basque in §4.3.3, to say a particular head as-
signs a particular case is shorthand for saying that head bears a particular case feature (here,
[Case:agt]) which is valued on an argument bearing its own [Case: ] feature. In this instance,
because [Case:agt] is an inherent case, the argument in question is merged in the specier
of the head in question.8 This contrasts with Basque where both [Case:agt] and [Case:pat]
were argued to be structural, valued on arguments c-commanded by the functional head (T or
Volition) bearing said features.
Still more precisely, (12) is saying that there are two varieties of [+volition] Volition in
Georgian. One selects specically for [–consecution,+transition] complements and does not
bear the [Case:agt] feature. The other selects for other sorts of complement and does bear
[Case:agt].
Georgian further diers from Basque in that the presence of the case feature does not
correspond to the presence of an unvalued [F: ] feature on the same head. Georgian has
nominative-accusative agreement alignment; in intransitives there is no F-agreement within
the thematic domain. There is also no auxiliary selection variation to account for in Georgian.
The following trees exhibit examples of case assignment of this sort stated in (12), with a
non-motional consecution ((13)), a motional consecution (manner of motion verb, (14)) and a
state verb ((15)):
7. This and all subsequent claims about case assignment in Georgian apply only to thematic heads in intransitive
clauses; I do not deal with transitives here.
8. Note, in contrast to the traditional take on inherent case, the argument can be—and often is—also merged in

















































































This leaves the other environment for agentive case assignment, captured in (11c): agentive
case assignment with uncontrolled non-motional consecutions and most emission verbs. If
agentive is still inherent in these instances—and given the arguments of the previous section,
it is most naturally assumed it is—then it cannot be assigned by Volition, as these [–volition]
verbs do not merge an argument in Spec,VolitionP. The natural candidate for agentive case
assignment with these verbs is [+consecution] Consecution, as follows:



























There are some lexical exceptions to (16), namely the light emission verbs and those verbs
which allow subjects in either case. This suggests there are two varieties of [–transition]-
selecting [+consecution] Consecution: one which bears [Case:agt] and most usually occurs,
and the other which lacks [Case:agt] and selects specically for these exceptional Vs.
Intransitive arguments of Series II verbs which are not assigned agentive (or some other
case within the thematic domain, e.g. dative) receive patientive case—essentially a type of
nominative—from T.
The presence of agentive case on an intransitive argument blocks this assignment of pati-
entive and so it does not surface in intransitive clauses with an agentive argument.
In summary, the VICTR Hierarchy approach provides a means of formally modelling split
intransitive case assignment in Georgian, as was similarly demonstrated in the previous chap-
ter in respect to Basque. Agentive assignment is reduced to two simple rules: (12) which
accounts for the majority of cases, and (16) to deal with a small residue of instances.
5.5 The thematic suxes
Case assignment with Series II verbs is not the only morphosyntactic behaviour in Georgian
in which a split amongst intransitives is apparent (see Harris 1981 for further discussion). In
this section, I will look at one other such behaviour, the phenomenon of thematic suxes.
Thematic suxes, also called ‘stem formants’ or ‘seriesmarkers’ (Hewitt 1995: 143; Holisky
1981 calls them ‘present-stem formants’), are morphological elements which follow the Geor-
gian verbal root in various forms of the paradigm—seeHewitt (1995: §4.2) for the details, which
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are complex and not especially relevant here. The same root (with the same meaning) gener-
ally always occurs with the same thematic sux where one is present, though this pattern is
not without exceptions (Hewitt 1995: 146). Thematic suxes occur with verbs of all sorts, not
just intransitives. Examples of verb forms with their thematic suxes (given in bold) include
the following:
(18) a. mitsvaldeba ‘to die’
b. tamashobs ‘to play’
c. goravs ‘to roll’
I identify thematic suxes as a split intransitivity diagnostic because dierent intransi-
tive verbs occur with dierent thematic suxes, and this appears to correlate with argument
structure properties.
I will suggest here that the thematic suxes are in fact morphological realisations of the
thematic functional heads. This is important because, cross-linguistically, there is little ev-
idence for the thematic heads in terms of overtly realised material corresponding to them
directly. The fact that Georgian does, however, furnish us with some such evidence is thus a
signicant argument for a more articulated structure of the thematic domain than has tradi-
tionally been posited, in addition to the other arguments presented throughout this thesis.
The main thematic suxes found with intransitives are -eb-, -av- and -ob-. There are also
various suxes only found with transitives, which are beyond the scope of the present dis-
cussion. I discuss rstly change of state verbs, which mostly occur with -eb- (§5.5.1), then
controlled non-motional consecution verbs, which mostly occur with -ob- (§5.5.2), then other
verb classes which show more mixed behaviour (§5.5.3). (I employ the same sample of verbs
as referred to in the analysis of case, as discussed in §5.2.1; thematic suxes are apparent as
part of the citation form.) I then give an analysis in terms of the VICTR Hierarchy (§5.5.4), and
nally compare this approach to that of Nash (2017) (§5.5.5).9
5.5.1 Change of state verbs and -eb-
Verbs denoting changes of state in my sample almost always occur with -eb- (note that this
is only a one way implication, as the discussion to follow will demonstrate). Examples in-
clude audghabebs ‘to boil’, davshvdeba ‘to become childish’ and internally caused changes like
mitsvaldeba ‘to die’ and dalp’eba ‘to rot, go/smell foul’. An exception to this general rule is
mat’ulob ‘to increase, gain; to grow, strengthen’, which—as discussed in §5.2.2—is also un-
usual in that it occurs with agentive-case subjects in Series II (-ob- verbs almost always take
agentive rather than patientive subjects).
9. Nash (2017: §8.8.4.1) oers a semantic classication of thematic suxes with intransitives which may be
summarised as follows: (i) -eb- is found with all ‘unaccusatives’ except statives (nb. this is not the class referred
to as ‘state’ verbs here, but rather refers to a class which—amongst other properties—lacks thematic suxes
altogether); (ii) -av- is found with manner of motion verbs; (iii) -ob- is found with manner of behaviour verbs.
This classication is rather too simplistic in a number of respects, as comparison with the classication presented
here will demonstrate.
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Another set of exceptions are verbs with -ob- which allow both agentive and patientive
subjects, where the use of the patientive denotes a change. For example, avgulobsmeaning ‘to
act maliciously’ with an agentive subject, but ‘to turn malicious’ with a patientive one. Other
verbs of this type include azidobs ‘to be fastidious’~‘to become fastidious’.
Recall from §5.2.2 that change of state verbs almost always occur with patientive subjects.
However, the association between -eb- and patientive marking is not so straightforward when
other categories of verbs are considered, as will be shown below.
Change of location verbs show more complex behaviour than change of state verbs as
concerns thematic suxes; these will be discussed in §5.5.3.
5.5.2 Controlled non-motional consecution verbs and -ob-
Verbs denoting non-motional controlled consecutions are another class which shows almost
uniform behaviour in regard to the thematic sux. These verbs occur with the sux -ob-.
Examples include mushaobs ‘to work’, tamashobs ‘to play’, banaobs ‘to bathe’, etc.
These verbs all take agentive subjects in Series II (§5.2.3). This is part of a general cor-
respondence between -ob- and agentive marking, though there are certain exceptions, to be
discussed as part of the following subsection. (An exception within this class is t’lik’inebs ‘to
natter’.)
5.5.3 Other classes: both -eb- and -ob-
While change of state verbs almost all occur with thematic sux -eb-, and controlled non-
motional consecutions with thematic sux -ob-, other categories of verb show more mixed
behaviour. While individual lexical verbs generally still occur with only one sux or the
other, there is less consistency within semantic classes as to which is selected.
Thus, some verbs denoting states occur with -eb-, others with -ob-. Examples of the rst
include tskhovreba ‘to exist, live, be alive’; examples of the second (which seems to be more
frequent) are vaivaglakhoba ‘to have a wretched life’, avadobs ‘to be sickly’, binabrobs ‘to re-
side’ and arleboba ‘to exist’. Most of these occur with agentive case, regardless of the thematic
sux employed.
Recall from §5.2 that certain verbs in Series II may occur with subjects in either agentive
or patientive case. These are all -ob- verbs in my sample, for example: bavshvobs ‘to behave
like a child’, baiq’ushobs ‘to be wretched’. These verbs then are optional exceptions to the
generalisation that -ob- verbs require agentive subjects.
Verbs denoting uncontrolled consecutions in my sample mostly occur with -eb-: e.g.
babanebs ‘to shiver’, ratsratebs ‘to teeter, reel’ (both agentive-marking), abanandeba ‘(start to)
stagger’, tsurdeba ‘to skid, slide, lose one’s footing’ (both patientive-marking). An exception
to this general rule is the -ob- verb bobokrobs ‘to rage, storm’.
Sound emission verbs, which occur exclusively with agentive subjects in Series II (§5.2.6),
nevertheless also occur with -eb- in some instances and -ob- in others: e.g. rak’rakebs ‘to glug,
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burble, warble’ vs. rachkhunobs ‘to jangle, click’. Light emission verbs generally occur with
-eb- (e.g. kashkashebs ‘to shine brightly’, which takes agentive subjects, and brch’q’vialebs
‘to glitter, shine, sparkle’, which takes patientive ones), though brts’q’inavs ‘to shine, glitter’
(which takes patientive subjects) has -av- (for more on which see below). The overall general-
isation is that while -ob- verbs of the emission class occur only with agentive case, -eb- verbs
occur with either case.
Motion verbs are most often found with -eb- or another sux entirely, -av-. -eb- is found
with directed motion verbs (e.g. vardeba ‘to fall’, patientive-marking), and with manner of
motion verbs, both uncontrolled (e.g. tsurdeba ‘to skid, slide’, patientive-marking) and con-
trolled (e.g. aabajebs ‘to step upwards’, agentive-marking). seirnobs ‘to walk’ is an example of
a controlled manner of motion verb with -ob-, but this is not a typical pattern.
Motion verbs with -av- include goravs ‘to roll’, tsuravs ‘to swim’ (both given by Nash 2017,
and also listed in Rayeld et al. 2006), bobghavs ‘to crawl, drag oneself along’ and ts’ava ‘to go
away, o’. The rst three are manner of motion verbs which take agentive subjects in Series
II; the last is a directed motion verb which takes a patientive subject. Thus it appears -av- does
not distinguish between the two dierent sorts of motion verb; relatedly, -av- can also occur
with either case.
-av- is in fact not entirely restricted to verbs of motion, occurring also with brts’q’inavs ‘to
shine, glitter’ (a verb of internally caused light emission; associated with patientive subjects)
and uberavs (with various meanings: ‘to drink heavily, play, sing, be windy ...’; associated with
agentive subjects—a rare instance of a verb with controlled non-motional process meanings
occurring with a thematic sux other than -ob-).
Table 5.3 summarises the main patterns discussed in this section, disregarding apparently
exceptional forms.
Controlled non-motional consecutions -ob-
Controlled motional consecutions (-ob-), -eb-, -av-
Uncontrolled consecutions -eb-
State verbs -ob-, (-eb-)
Change of state verbs -eb-
Change of location verbs -eb-, -av-
Emission verbs -ob-, -eb-
Table 5.3: Semantic categories and thematic suxes in Georgian
5.5.4 VICTR analysis
The thematic suxes of Georgian are readily amenable to analysis in terms of the VICTR Hi-
erarchy. They also provide further evidence for the need of this sort of articulated structure of
the thematic domain, given that the thematic suxes taken by a given verb do not necessarily
directly correspond to its case behaviour. In this subsection, I shall elaborate these arguments.
The main features to which the form of the intransitive thematic suxes seem to be sen-
sitive are [±volition], [±consecution] and [±transition]. Thus we may conclude that the
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-ob-, rst of all, is the realisation which occurs when the thematic head complex is [+vol-
ition,+consecution,–transition] in almost all cases where those particular values are present.
Because verbs occurring with these features are agentive-marking, it thus correlates highly
with the occurrence of agentive case.
It is not, however, necessary for these precise feature values (which correspond closely
with the proposed agentive core introduced in chapter §2.4.2.1) to be present for the functional
head complex to be realised as -ob-. -ob- may also be the realisation found with stative verbs,
which are typically [+‘volition’] (with negative values for the other features). This suggests
that [+volition,–transition] alone is ordinarily enough to trigger -ob-, though this pattern is
not without exceptions (e.g. tskhovreba ‘to exist, live, be alive’). There are also some stative
-ob- verbs which have been analysed as being [+‘result’] where they occur with patientive
subjects (e.g. baiq’ushobs ‘to be wretched’). This is thus a marginal, lexically idiosyncratic
alternative for the presence of the -ob- sux, likely linked to the fact that these verbs can also
occur in the more prototypical -ob- conguration with [+‘volition’].
A [–volition,+consecution] complex is not generally realised as -ob-, but certain verbs of
sound emission analysed here as [+consecution] with negative values for all the other heads
are an exception to this general pattern. Overall, then, the [±volition] and [±transition]
features are the most important in determining the realisation of the thematic sux, but
[±consecution] does play a more marginal role, linked to lexical idiosyncrasy.
-ob- also occurs exceptionally with some [+transition] verbs, e.g. avgulobs ‘to turn mali-
cious’. Patientive case marking still arises, as with other [+transition] verbs. Excluding motion
verbs, to be discussed below, these all have [–transition] alternants, suggesting that this is an-
other instance of the sux being lexicalised with these verbs, linked to the fact that they are
also associate with more prototypical -ob- congurations.
10. The lexical V is also assumed to be incorporated into this complex.
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In the absence of the feature values associated with -ob-, or a lexical specication for the
presence of this sux, -eb- usually surfaces instead. Thus most [+transition] verbs occur with
-eb-; this is true straightforwardly of most change of state verbs. The prevalence of motion
verbswith -eb-, and the rarity of such verbswith -ob-, can be related to the [+transition] feature
found with these verbs, whether they are manner of motion verbs ([+consecution,+transition])
or directedmotion verbs ([–consecution,+transition]). However, a [+consecution] featurewith
these verbs does trigger -ob- in some instances, e.g. seirnobs ‘to walk’. This exceptional be-
haviour can be linked to the fact that [+consecution,+transition] verbs share feature values
from both the agentive and patientive core sets.
A few verbs are selected by a head or heads which are realised as -av-. The occurrence of
-av- is somewhat idiosyncratic, though it is largely (though not entirely) restricted to motion
verbs. This sux is also found with transitives, where it is associated with verbs of ‘creation’,
‘destruction’ and ‘reconguration’ like khat’avs ‘to draw’ and tesavs ‘to sow’ according to
Nash (2017: 185). One possible interpretation of this is that -av- is in general a realisation
(both with transitives and intransitives) of the thematic head complex when it occurs with
subset of [+initiation,+transition] verbs, both transitives and intransitive.
In summary, then, the thematic head complex is realised as -ob- when it bears the val-
ues [+volition,–transition], and -eb- most of the rest of the time. The form of the sux is
thus the morphological realisation of particular feature values. There are a few instances
where -ob- appears in other contexts, or does not appear where expected, or where -av- is
found. These can be taken as instances of idiosyncratic ‘irregular’ lexical realisations of the
functional heads of the sort which are common in morphology. However, the distribution of
these idiosyncratic behaviours is not wholly random, showing sensitivity to the existence of
an alternant of the verb occurring in contexts where the observed realisation would be more
expected, or the feature values associated with the verb: either -ob- arising in the presence
of some other features associated with the agentive core set (suggesting a partial, lexicalised
extension of the -ob- form from its typical featural context), or because of the presence of the
[+initiation,+transition] feature values sometimes associated with -av-.
The realisation of the thematic suxes in Georgian relates again to Sorace’s (2000) Auxil-
iary Selection Hierarchy (ASH). This can be seen in table 5.3, where the categories are ordered
according to the ASH (with the exception of the emission verbs which have also been included
for reference). A certain correspondence with the ASH is observed, with -ob- being preferred
with the higher categories and -eb- with the lower. There are, however, various complexi-
ties: aside from those concerning -av-, it can also be observed that -eb- is more likely with
uncontrolled consecutions than state verbs (which tend to prefer -ob-), which is not what is
predicted by Sorace. However, this patterning is not problematic on the present approach,
whereas the correspondence to the ASH which can be observed can be understood in terms
of the core feature sets: -ob- generally occurs with verbs instantiating a subset of the agentive
core features.
Case behaviour in Georgian also relates to the ASH, as we have seen. But it relates to the
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ASH in a slightly dierent way, so that not all agentive-marking verbs are -ob- verbs, and not
all patientive-marking verbs are -eb- verbs. The present approach treats the two phenomena
of case and thematic suxes as essentially distinct (related to basically independent properties
of functional heads), but nevertheless both linked to the VICTR Hierarchy and the core fea-
ture sets (and thus both showing ASH eects). Hence it is able to account for the dierences
between the two in a way which the traditional approach struggles to do, whilst not losing
sight of the similarities.
5.5.5 Comparison with Nash
The analysis provided here must be briey contrasted with the account of thematic suxes
recently proposed by Nash (2017). Nash argues (§8.4.3) that the thematic suxes are the real-
isation of a head above Voice, i.e. outside of the thematic domain.11 There are, however, some
problems with the argument she presents. Firstly, she gives evidence that the thematic suxes
are distinct from other material expressing voice distinctions: the non-active prex i- and the











‘The tree is whitening.’ (Nash 2017: 188)
Nash is thus presumably correct to argue, as she does, that the thematic sux and the
‘voice’ markers cannot spell out the same head. This is, however, in no sense a problem for
my approach which takes a more ne-grained approach to the structure of the voice/thematic
domain.
The issue remains, however, of whether i- and -d are merged higher or lower in the struc-
ture than the thematic suxes. Nash argues that they are merged lower. If this is correct, and
i- and -d are Voice heads, then (on the assumption that Voice sits above the thematic func-
tional heads) this means the thematic suxes cannot be realisations of the thematic heads I
propose. However, there are reasons to doubt Nash’s analysis. Firstly, I suspect the entive
sux -d—which is attached to the root before the thematic sux as (20b) shows, suggesting
that it is indeed lower in the structure than the thematic sux—is not really a marker of Voice
at all. Rather, its function is to create ‘causative deadjectival verbs form corresponding anti-
causatives’; thus it corresponds to the primitive predicate become (Nash 2017: 188–89). On
my terms, then, it is probably best analysed as either an instantiation of the Transition head or
11. This is in contrast to earlier work, Nash (1995), where she argues that the thematic suxes are realisations
of Voice itself.
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as a purely derivational ax attached before the introduction of thematic material. In either
case, it is merged lower than State, the head realised as the thematic sux.
i- is a prex, and as Nash points out, the evidence that it is merged before the thematic
sux is only indirect. Nash writes (2017: 188):
all non-active verbs take TS [= thematic sux] -eb, while transitive verbs com-
bine with dierent TS. Normally, transitive agentive manner verbs take -av but
their corresponding non-active forms still show up with -eb [...] If [i-] were af-
xed after the composition of V with TS, it is unclear how that would result in the
change of -av to -eb.












‘The pot is being painted.’ (Nash 2017: 188)
I have not provided an account of the realisation of thematic suxes in transitives. In these
cases, however, the expression of -av- vs. -eb- seems to relate to the value of Initiation: the
[+initiation] (transitive) alternant has -av- whereas the [–initiation] (intransitive) alternant
has -eb-. This may be entirely separate from the Voice prex which is merged higher, and so
the problem Nash identies may not be a problem at all.
Part of Nash’s overall conclusion is that the thematic sux is an Event head, merged above
Voice; ergative (i.e. agentive) case is only assigned in the absence of this head. Some evidence
for this is from the absence of the thematic sux in Series II (i.e. in contexts where agentive
is assigned): there is no Event (hence no sux), and thus ergative is assigned. However, this
analysis is not particularly satisfying as a deep explanation for the alignment split; other than
the presence vs. absence of thematic suxes, there is not much independent evidence for
Event. I regret again that I cannot provide an alternative analysis of the alignment split here,
nor of the absence of the thematic suxes in Series II. However, I remain unconvinced by
Nash’s proposal that the thematic suxes realise a head outside of the thematic domain, and
suggest that the analysis of the thematic suxes as the realisations of thematic heads—given
that they clearly relate to thematic properties—remains the most natural and attractive option.
Once again, it is noteworthy that Georgian appears to encode the distinctions made by heads
morphologically, something which does not occur in many languages.
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5.6 Georgian and other languages
Interesting similarities and dierences can be seenwhen split intransitive patterns in Georgian
are compared to those found in other languages. In particular, consider the relation of case
alignment in Georgian to that of Basque. A number of similarities can be observed, but also
certain dierences; these are summarised in table 5.4 (verbs which appear to be idiosyncratic
exceptions to general patterns are omitted).
Basque Georgian
Controlled consecution: non-motional agt (mostly) agt
Controlled consecution: motional agt (mostly) agt
Uncontrolled consecution Mixed Mixed
State Mixed Mixed: agt preferred
Change of state pat pat
Change of location pat pat
Emission agt Mixed
Table 5.4: Summary of case-marking with intransitives in Basque and Georgian
In both languages, a general correspondence with Sorace’s (2000) Auxiliary Selection Hi-
erarchy is observed (cf. the discussion in §5.2.7 above). It is striking the degree to which
similarities can be seen between the two languages; for the most part, an intransitive verb’s
case behaviour in Georgian directly predicts its behaviour in Basque, and vice versa. This ex-
hibits that two unrelated and geographically distant languages may nevertheless develop case
systems which closely resemble one another, at least on the surface.
However, various dierences are also worth noting (see §4.2 for discussion of the Basque
facts). The case behaviour of uncontrolled consecutions in Georgian can be straightforwardly
related to whether or not they denote motion ([±transition]); this is not the case in Basque.
In fact, manner of motion verbs in general show more consistent behaviour in Georgian than
in Basque. The same is true of state verbs, which are mostly (though not entirely) agentive-
marking in Georgian and show much more mixed behaviour in Basque. Some emission verbs
inGeorgian are patientive-markingwhereas these verbs are always agentive-marking in Basque.
Georgian, however, does not have a separate class of patientive-marking ‘inherent reexive’
verbs in the way Basque does. Various verbs show apparently lexically idiosyncratic behaviour
in one of the two languages, while their translational equivalents in the other do not; a few
instances of this were mentioned in §5.2.
Thus, in spite of the similarities, what we see here is further evidence against the idea that
there exist two classes of intransitive—unergatives and unaccusatives—whose membership is
the same across languages. If that were the case, we would not expect Basque and Georgian
to dier in the distribution of agentive and patientive case at all.
The approach adopted here, on the other hand, gives us some idea of why it is these par-
ticular classes of verbs which exhibit variation. Both languages seem to have taken similar
sets of features (drawn from the core feature sets introduced in §2.4) as the basis for the split:
typical agentive-marking verbs are [+volition,+consecution] and typical patientive-marking
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verbs are [+transition]. The sorts of verbs which show variable behaviour between the two
languages tend to be precisely those whose values do not t neatly into either group: either
because they have properties of both (the [+consecution,+transition] manner of motion verbs)
or because they dier in one or more respects from the typical values (stative verbs and [–
volition,+consecution] uncontrolled consecutions and emission verbs).
It should also be noted that supercial similarities maymask a great deal of underlying dif-
ference. Given that Georgian and Basque have been argued to represent the extended ergative
and extended accusative types of split intransitive alignment respectively, the actual formal
analyses presented for the two systems are somewhat dierent, even though they produce sim-
ilar surface patterns. Georgian also diers from Basque in having a rather more substantial
degree of ‘split split intransitive’ behaviour (see §5.1).
The relation of Georgian and Basquemust be viewed in the context of the general typology
of split intransitive alignment discussed in chapter 3. Specically, in spite of the considerable
similarities between Georgian and Basque, it must be remembered that not all languages with
split intransitive alignment are so similar. Many draw their case and/or agreement split along
rather dierent lines. Therefore, whilst the theory of split intransitive alignment must allow
two distant, unrelated languages to possess a very similar split, it must not require such a high
level of similarity. This is achieved under the present approach: the reader is referred back to
the discussion in §3.6 in particular.
5.7 Comparison with other approaches
5.7.1 The Unaccusative Hypothesis
This section will compare the VICTR approach outlined above with two other approaches,
rstly models based in the Unaccusative Hypothesis (this subsection), and then with the ap-
proach of Ramchand (2008) (the following subsection).
As was mentioned repeatedly in §5.5, there is a certain but by no means absolute corre-
spondence between the thematic sux a verb occurs with and the case of its argument in
Series II. This provides us with a strong argument in favour of the VICTR approach, in line
with similar arguments made in previous chapters for similar ‘mismatched’ split intransitivity
diagnostics in English and Basque. This can be demonstrated if we take an analysis of Geor-
gian in a more traditional vein, where all agentive-marked arguments in Series II are merged




























We might account for the case-marking patterns on this approach by assuming agentive
is an inherent case assigned by v, and patientive a structural case assigned by T (an extension
of the standard inherent case analysis of ergativity).
But what about the thematic suxes? We might say these are realisations of v. Where
intransitive v takes an external argument (i.e. where agentive case is assigned), it is in general
realised as -ob-; where it does not, it is in general realised as -eb-. But we are left with a
number of exceptions: -eb- with external arguments (e.g. ratsratebs ‘to teeter, reel’, t’lik’inebs
‘to natter’), -ob- with internal arguments (e.g. bobokrobs ‘to rage, to storm’, avgulobs ‘to turn
malicious’ when these occur with patientive subjects). This variation appears to be basically
idiosyncratic as far as syntactic positions are concerned.
On the VICTR approach, some of this is not idiosyncratic at all; it is simply that case
assignment and the realisation of thematic suxes are sensitive to slightly dierent criteria.
Where idiosyncrasy is nevertheless admitted, it is nevertheless constrained, as the summary
of the patterns given above showed; the agentive core feature set plays a central role in this,
though other considerations are also involved.
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5.7.2 Ramchand (2008)
The analysis of Georgian proposed here in VICTR terms can also be compared with a potential
analysis rooted more directly in the proposals of Ramchand (2008), as has already been done
for other languages.
Consider case assignment in Series II rst of all. We can observe that agentive case seems
to be found with verbs that would likely be [init, proc] in a Ramchand-style analysis, such as
mushaobs ‘to work’, tsuravs ‘to swim’ and tsiris ‘to cry’. But some verbs in this class do not
take agentive subjects, namely uncontrolled motional consecutions like tsurdeba ‘to skid’. On
the present analysis, this is captured in terms of the fact that these ‘exceptional’ verbs are [–
volition,+consecution,+transition], but no such possibility is available on Ramchand’s model
which distinguishes none of these features.
Agentive is also typically found in Georgian with verbs that are [init] alone, i.e. stative
intransitives like arleboba ‘to exist’, althoughRamchand’s approach does not obviously capture
exceptions to this general rule, like darchena ‘to stay’. On the present approach, this is captured
in terms of variable grammaticalisation of state verbs as either [+‘volition’] or [+‘result’].
Other classes of intransitives (following Ramchand’s system) have patientive subjects, al-
though the [init, proc, res] category may be problematic if it can be shown—as has been argued
for other languages—that verbs like tsuravs ‘to swim’ have a [res] component in some contexts.
It is also not clear how emission verbs like rachkhunobs ‘to jangle’, which mostly take agen-
tive subjects, should be analysed—these would have to be analysed as [init, proc] to t the
general pattern outlined above, but there is evidence that their translational equivalents in
other languages should be seen as lacking an expressed initiator (see §2.2.7).
Ramchand’s system does do quite well in accounting for the distribution of the thematic
suxes: -ob- can be said to be found with [init, proc] and [init] verbs and -eb- typically other-
wise. However, there is evidence for sensitivity to [±volition] which Ramchand’s system does
not account for—as for example between a controlled consecution like tamashobs ‘towork’ and
an uncontrolled one like babanebs ‘to shiver’; these are both [init, proc] on Ramchand’s model.
The tendency of certain manner of motion verbs to occur with -eb- (e.g. tsurdeba ‘to skid’) is
also problematic, given these are also [init, proc].
In summary, Ramchand’s approach encounters the same problemswith Georgian as it does
with other languages: it does not account for the [±volition], [±consecution] and [±trans-
ition] distinctions or the variable representation of state verbs. The VICTR approach, which
incorporates these additional distinctions into a Ramchand-style model, is more successful.
5.8 Conclusion
This chapter has looked at split intransitivity in Georgian. In §5.2, I demonstrated that Geor-
gian has a reasonably consistent semantic basis for its split intransitive case alignment, with
some lexical idiosyncrasy. In §5.3, I argued Georgian possesses an extended ergative-type
split intransitive case system, which is signicant in furnishing further evidence for drawing
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a distinction between the extended accusative and extended ergative subtypes. §5.4 presented
a formal analysis of Georgian case marking in terms of the VICTR Hierarchy; §5.5 consid-
ered another split intransitive behaviour in Georgian, the thematic suxes, also in VICTR
terms. The thematic suxes are noteworthy as apparent overt realisations of the thematic
heads. This discussion demonstrated the viability of the VICTR approach to Georgian. §5.6
considered Georgian in relation to other languages previously discussed (particularly Basque),
providing further arguments for the VICTR approach, and §5.7 compared the VICTR approach
to some other major approaches to split intransitivity and argument structure.
In summary, this discussion of Georgian has provided further evidence in support of the
VICTR Hierarchy as means of modelling of split intransitivity within a single language and





6.1 Introduction to the conclusion
The introduction to this dissertation identied a number of major questions for the work to
answer:
(I) Why should argument structure and thematic roles be described in terms of this sort of
structure of thematic functional heads, as opposed to some other sort of analysis?
(II) Why should these particular thematic heads be posited?
(III) How does the VICTR Hierarchy account for the argument structure and thematic roles
of intransitive predicates specically, especially in comparison to existing approaches?
(IV) How can split intransitive case and agreement systems be accounted for, specically in
terms of the VICTR Hierarchy, especially in comparison to existing approaches?
In this concluding chapter, I shall review in summary the answers to the questions which
have been proposed throughout.
6.2 The nature of the VICTR Hierarchy
6.2.1 General remarks
In this section, I present answers to the rst two and most general of the questions above.
Note that these questions cannot be divorced entirely from those which follow: more specic
discussion will follow in the next two sections.













The details of the VICTR Hierarchy and its relation to argument positions and thematic
roles have been described in §1.1.1 and in detail throughout the dissertation.
The rst question posed above asks why argument structure and thematic roles be de-
scribed in terms of this sort of structure of thematic functional heads at all. The whole disser-
tation can be seen as an extended answer to this question, although it is by necessity only a
partial answer—doubtless consideration of more phenomena and more languages would shed
further light on the issue. Nevertheless, a detailed answer has been put forward.
Certain more general, more conceptual issues have contributed in part to this answer. The
VICTR Hierarchy has been placed in the context of the more general cartographic enterprise
(§1.2.1), and can be seen as a natural extension of cartographic ideas to the thematic domain.
It has also been argued to provide an appealing solution to the problem of ‘linking’ semantics
to syntax, in terms of the Generalised Linking Rule (§1.3.1), repeated below:
(2) Generalised Linking Rule: An argument of which the lexical semantic property cor-
responding to the syntactic feature [+a] is predicated is merged in the corresponding
Spec,AP.
The VICTR approach has also been discussed in the context of M. Baker’s (1988) Unifor-
mity of Theta Role Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) and the Borer-Chomsky Conjecture (BCC;
§1.3). It has been argued that the VICTR Hierarchy allows both the UTAH and the BCC to be
maintained in the face of evidence which is problematic for these ideas in the light of other
approaches: for example, the fact that the verb meaning ‘hiccough’ is associated with agentive
marking in Lakhota but patientive in Central Pomo (§3.7.2.1):
(3) a. Lakhota (Siouan, North/South Dakota):
Blowádkaska.
hiccough.1sg.agt
‘I hiccough.’ (Mithun 1991: 516)





‘I hiccough.’ (Mithun 1991: 520)
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Under an Unaccusative Hypothesis analysis, the dierence in case marking might be at-
tributed to dierences in the structural positions of the arguments (a sort of variation not nec-
essarily attributable to the features of functional heads), in spite of their thematic equivalence.
Under the VICTR approach, both languages merge the subject of ‘hiccough’ in the same posi-
tion (Spec,InitiationP), in keeping with the UTAH, and the variation can be attributed solely
to dierences in which heads agree or assign case. (However, some variation in position has
been permitted in a single limited set of instances, namely state verbs, with which variation
in regard to split intransitive phenomena is pervasive.)
The answers to each of the other questions also contribute to answering this rst, most
general question in various ways. The general approach can be seen as vindicated by the
advantages it enjoys over other approaches to split intransitive phenomena generally and
case/agreement specically, to be discussed in the following sections. The evidence for the
particular thematic heads posited also contributes to the evidence in favour of the approach
as a whole. This evidence is covered in the next subsection.
6.2.2 The inventory of thematic heads
This dissertation has argued for ve ‘thematic functional heads’: Volition, Initiation, Conse-
cution, Transition and Result. It is natural to ask, as does question (II) above, why these par-
ticular thematic heads should be posited and not some other set. Various evidence has been
presented from a range of languageswhich has been used to argue for the operation of the fea-
tures corresponding to these heads: [±volition], [±initiation], [±consecution], [±transition]
and [±result]. It has been argued that these features identify classes of predicates which show
dierent syntactic behaviour within and between languages, and there is also evidence that
they operate independently of one another. I naturally illustrate this here with examples from
various split intransitive phenomena, including split intransitive case and agreement: I discuss
some other issues pertaining to these phenomena in the next two sections.
I have focused much of the discussion on comparison to the model of Ramchand (2008),











There are various reasons for preferring the more ne-grained hierarchy proposed here,
which I will summarise as part of the discussion which follows.
On the present approach, [±volition] plays a central role in the split intransitive case and










‘He got sick.’ (McLendon 1978: 7)
[±volition] also plays aminor role in several other split intransitive patterns (§2.2.6, §2.4.2.3,
§4.2.3.3, §5.2.4). This inclusion of this feature thus allows an account of behaviours which are
not accounted for in the model of Ramchand (2008). The same feature (when the other VICTR
features are negatively valued) has been argued to distinguish some state verbs, on the as-
sumption that Volition is a stative head.
The value of [±volition] does not seem to be dependent on the value of any of the other
VICTR features. Semantically, volitional control of event entails initiation of that event; how-
ever because [+‘volition’] need not predicate volitional control (in the case of stative verbs),
the lower head can occur with either value of [±initiation].
[±initiation] makes a similar set of distinctions as Ramchand’s (2008) init. It accounts, for
example, for the causative alternation in English (§2.2.2), analysed as only possible with verbs
that are [–initiation] when intransitive:
(6) a. The ice cream froze.
b. Lucy froze the ice cream.
(7) a. Lucy talked.
b. Lucy came.
c. *Chris talked/came Lucy. (intended meaning: ‘Chris made Lucy talk/come’)
Sensitivity to this feature can also be seen in some case and agreement patterns (§3.3.3).
Many verbs with a proc component but no init on the analysis of Ramchand (2008) are [–
initiation,–consecution,+transition] on the VICTR approach, e.g. melt, break. However, it has
been argued that there is also a class of [–initiation,+consecution,–transition] verbs, namely
(at least some) non-agentive verbs of internal causation like stink and shine. Both [+consecu-
tion] and [+transition] verbs may also be [+initiation]. This is evidence for the independent
operation of the [±initiation] feature.
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Ramchand’s proc component corresponds to two features on the VICTR model, [±consec-
ution] and [±transition]. These features play a role in numerous phenomena, for example
in English only [+transition] verbs allow resultatives, and only [+consecution] verbs allow
cognate objects:
(8) a. The toast burned black.
b. *Lucy talked hoarse.
(9) a. *The toast burned a burning.
b. Lucy talks the talk.
These same features are also seen frequently in auxiliary selection (§2.4) and case and
agreement (§3.3.4, §4.2, §5.2). Each chapter has also discussed how these distinctions are not
easily accounted for on Ramchand’s approach.
The values of [±consecution] and [±transition] are independent of each other: stative
verbs are [–consecution,–transition]; verbs likework and cough are [+consecution,–transition];
verbs like melt and go are [–consecution,+transition]. Finally, manner of motion verbs like
walk and swim have been argued to be [+consecution,+transition]; this characterisation is de-
fensible on semantic grounds and also accounts for the behaviour of these verbs across many
languages—in particular, the fact that they sometimes behave like [+consecution] verbs and
sometimes like [+transition] ones.
The [±result] feature performs a similar function to Ramchand’s res. Its role in split in-
transitive phenomenon tends to be a small one, but it does play a part in some instances, for
example [+result] verbs in English do not generally occur with for hours (§2.2.5). It has also
been argued that some stative verbs are [+‘result’], with negative values for the other VICTR
features.
Verbs which contained both proc and res components on Ramchand’s system tend to be
[+transition,+result] on the VICTR model, e.g. go, break, swim. However, there are also
[+consecution,–transition,+result] intransitives: telic events not denoting a change of state
or location like cough (cf. Ramchand 2008: 79–82). In addition to the stative [+‘result’] verbs
mentioned above, this exhibits the independence of [±result] from the value of the other fea-
tures.
The various dierent combinations of the features have been explored throughout; see par-
ticularly §2.2.7 for suggestion of verbs that may instantiate some of the less frequent combina-
tions. While further research is needed to demonstrate robustly that each possible combination
corresponds to a particular observable class of predicates, the results so far are promising.
In spite of the dierences from Ramchand (2008) highlighted, it is nevertheless striking that
something so closely resembling Ramchand’s basic approach, which was developed largely on
semantic grounds and to a considerable extent on the basis of a single language (English), in
fact holds up with only relatively minor modication when considered in relation to a range
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of dierent syntactic constructions across a range of languages, and can be independently
justied on the basis of these constructions. The VICTR Hierarchy may involve a slightly
dierent set of heads, but it should not be forgotten that it is still a Ramchand-type approach,
and that the evidence provided in this dissertation is also support for many (though not all) of
the elements of Ramchand’s original proposal.
I have assumed throughout that each of the ve VICTR features is encoded on its own
head. This assumption is not crucial for the overall argument, but there are various strands of
evidence in its favour. Firstly, it is an extension of the general one feature—one head assump-
tion of the cartographic enterprise (see §1.2.1). It also enables the semantic analysis sketched
in §1.1.3, where the hierarchical ordering of features on distinct heads leads to the entailment
of causational relations between subevents (following Ramchand 2008), and a straightforward
statement of the Generalised Linking Rule as in (2).
The empirical evidence for the hierarchical ordering of the heads may also support the
idea that each feature is associated with its own head. This evidence is however fairly partial
at present, and I have not substantially addressed the issue of why the heads should be taken
to occur in the particularly hierarchical ordering proposed. As has already been said, this is
a question to be answered primarily from the study of verbs with two or more arguments,
which have not been the focus here. Nevertheless, some support for the order assumed can be
identied. The semantic analysis sketched is again reason to believe that the proposed order
is plausible. Evidence also comes from the core feature sets, rst substantially introduced in
§2.4.2.6: the agentive core set relies on positive values of the higher three heads (Volition, Ini-
tiation and Consecution) and the patientive set on positive values of the lower two (Transition
and Result). Since the agentive core features are those most frequently associated with higher
arguments of transitives, and the patientive ones those most frequently associated with lower
arguments, this further supports the hierarchical ordering of the rst three heads above the
other two.
Evidence for Volition and Initiation occupying positions above Consecution and Transition
comes from the following (cf. §2.4.2.6):
(10) a. Lucy (θ-initiation+θ-volition) melted the lollipops (θ-transition).
b. Lucy (θ-initiation+θ-volition) buzzed the doorbell (θ-consecution).
Whilst this is not the place to go into detailed argumentation, I would like to suggest the
following sentences may provide further evidence for the hierarchical orderings proposed:
(11) a. Volition > Initiation: This room (θ-‘volition’) sleeps ve people (θ-consec-
ution+θ-initiation).1
b. Consecution > Transition: Lucy (θ-consecution+θ-initiation+θ-volition) is
eating the cake (θ-transition).
1. this room is a stative argument, suggesting it bears θ-‘volition’, but the ve people are still initiators of the
sleeping event, cf. Five people sleep.
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c. Transition > Result: Lucy gave Chris (θ-transition) the book (θ-result).2
This is, however, a matter for further research. The precise ordering of the VICTR heads is
not a matter of central importance to the overall argument presented here; neither is it crucial
to assume (as I have for the reasons outlined) that each feature is encoded on a separate head.
Of course, it may well be that continued research suggests some revision to the inventory
of heads proposed is necessary. For example, new heads may be required to account for fur-
ther distinctions not revealed by the present research. This need not, however, mean than an
abandonment of the general claims of the approach—that argument structure and thematic
roles are related to a hierarchy of functional heads in the thematic domain that is more elabo-
rate than that traditionally proposed—is necessarily required. However, I have argued that the
inventory of heads here proposed is that which is best supported by the evidence considered
so far.
6.3 The VICTR Hierarchy and intransitives
In this section, I overview the issues of how the VICTR Hierarchy accounts for the argument
structure and thematic roles of intransitive predicates specically, and the advantages of this
approach over other approaches. This is in response to question (III). I leave aside issues
relating to split intransitive case and agreement systems for the following section.
Outside of case and agreement, I have considered intransitive predicates specically from
the viewpoint of various split intransitivity diagnostics in English (§2.2–2.3) and Basque (§4.4),
auxiliary selection in Western European languages (§2.4) and the thematic suxes of Geor-
gian (§5.5). A key nding, within and between languages, is that dierent split intransitive
diagnostics identify dierent divisions of intransitive predicates (see also Rosen 1984, Zaenen
1988 and others), rather than just the two universal classes proposed by Perlmutter (1978) and
others. These classes are typically amenable to description in terms of precisely the thematic
features proposed under the VICTR model. For example, in Georgian (as discussed in §5.5),
the thematic sux -eb- is found with nearly all [+transition,–consecution] intransitives, some
[–transition,–consecution] intransitives and hardly any [+volition,–transition,+consecution]
intransitives (controlled non-motional consecutions):
(12) a. mitsvaldeba ‘to die’ [+transition,–consecution]
b. tskhovreba ‘to exist’ [–transition,–consecution]
c. mushaobs ‘to work’ [–transition,+consecution]
This pattern does not line up perfectly with case patterns: tskhovreba and mushaobs are
both agentive-assigning verbs in spite of their dierent thematic suxes;mitsvaldeba assigns
patientive.
2. Change of possession is understood here to be an abstract change of state.
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The problems these sorts of results in the dierent languages create for Perlmutter’s Unac-
cusative Hypothesis have been enumerated at length (see particularly §§2.2–3, §3.7.2.1, §4.5.1,
§5.7.1). They include problematic overlaps between the supposed ‘unergative’ and ‘unac-
cusative’ groups (such as that just illustrated), variationwithin these putative groups, problems
for Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995)-style linking rules, problems for the UTAH (within and
between languages), and so forth. The VICTR approach is able to overcome these problems,
and also does better than the traditional approach in other respects—for example, better cap-
turing the fact that many diagnostics identify a semantically coherent set of verbs.
From this discussion, it may appear that the VICTR Hierarchy is a radical alternative to
traditional analyses following the Unaccusative Hypothesis. However, the two are similar in
many respects. The VICTR analysis retains the central insight of many interpretations of the
Unaccusative Hypothesis in relating split intransitivity to argument structure. It allows for
a characterisation of split intransitivity that has a semantic basis directly reected in syntax.
The core dierence is the number of argument positions which are posited for intransitives:
only two in more traditional approaches, up to ve under the VICTR approach.
The VICTR approach can also capture the patterns described by Sorace’s (2000) Auxiliary
Selection Hierarchy (ASH), rst discussed substantially in §2.4. An important contribution
of this dissertation has been to bring to light correspondences with the ASH for a number of
phenomena not previously investigated in this regard: in fact, the majority of split intransitive
phenomena considered in the dierent languages can be seen as sensitive to the ASH in this
regard, and a few such patterns are summarised in table 6.1.
English -er Basque case Georgian the-
matic sux
Controlled non-motional consecution ✓ agt -ob-
Controlled motional consecution ✓ agt -ob-/-eb-/-av-
Uncontrolled consecution ? agt/pat -ob-/-eb-
Existence of state * agt/pat -ob-/-eb-
Continuation of state * agt/pat -ob-/-eb-
Change of state * pat -eb-
Change of location * pat -eb-/-av-
Table 6.1: Selection of split intransitivity diagnostics and Sorace’s (2000) ASH
This nding is important as it demonstrates the applicability of the ASH to a range of (unre-
lated and geographically distant) languages, and stresses the importance of a formal account of
these patterns of variation—something which is not straightforwardly achieved by the older
Unaccusative Hypothesis as it stands. However, the ASH has also proved to be somewhat
defective in certain respects. A clear case concerns the ordering of the controlled motional
consecution class (‘walk’, ‘swim’)—these verbs often pattern with the transition verbs (as in
































This and other patterns have been encapsulated in terms of the agentive and patientive
core feature sets introduced in §2.4.2, discussed subsequently at various points throughout
(see especially §3.6, §4.6), and reproduced in table 6.2.
Core feature set [volition] [initiation] [consecution] [transition] [result]
Agentive + + + – (–)
Patientive (–) (–) – + +
Table 6.2: The core feature sets
These core feature sets, which are based in the features of the VICTR Hierarchy, represent
prototypical features of transitive higher and lower arguments respectively. When construc-
tions are extended to a subset of intransitives on the basis of these features, split intransitive
behaviours arise. This often leads to correspondence with the ASH, so for example [+voli-
tion,+initiation,+consecution] verbs like ‘work’ and ‘play’ are generally associatedwith ‘agen-
tive’ behaviours (like auxiliary have, sux -er, agentive case) and [+transition,+result] verbs
like go and die with ‘patientive’ behaviours (e.g. auxiliary be, patientive case): thus capturing
the higher placement of the rst category (controlled consecutions) over the second (verbs
from the change of state and change of location categories) on Sorace’s hierarchy. However,
such correspondence need not arise on the core feature set model. In the case of the motional
consecutions exemplied above, these verbs show variable behaviour cross-linguistically be-
cause they are [+consecution,+transition] and thus have properties of both core feature sets.
Therefore, the core feature set approach does not make quite the same predictions as the
ASH, and is empirically superior. It can also account for split intransitive phenomena which
are sensitive to properties like [±volition] (e.g. case in several languages as discussed in §3.3.2;
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Basque impersonals considered in §4.4.7) and [±initiation] (also case, §3.3.3, and causatives
in English, §2.2.2), where these cross-cut the categories made by the ASH or otherwise fail to
strictly match it.
6.4 TheVICTRHierarchy and split intransitive alignment
In this section I turn to consider the VICTRHierarchy specically in regard to split intransitive
case and agreement systems, a major focus of this work (see particularly chapters 3–5). I
consider how the VICTR model accounts for these systems and its advantages over existing
approaches. This is in response to question (IV) above.
In chapter 3, I presented a model of case and agreement, supported by the ndings of in-
vestigation into the typology of split intransitive alignment, based particularly on Chomsky
(2000, 2001), Legate (2002) and Aldridge (2004) and incorporating the VICTR Hierarchy. In
§3.3, the semantic (and other) bases of split intransitive splits were considered and related to
the VICTR Hierarchy. A number of dierent semantic properties were shown to determine
split intransitive case and agreement in dierent languages, the most frequent of these cor-
responding to the category-dening features proposed as part of the VICTR approach: for











‘He got sick.’ (McLendon 1978: 7)




















‘I am sick.’ (Mithun 1991: 511)
This can be seen as some further evidence for the VICTR Hierarchy.
In §3.4 the relation of split intransitive case and agreement systems to other alignment
types was discussed. It was concluded that split intransitive alignment patterns neither with
the nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive types in terms of correlation with other fea-
tures, and instead seems to lie somewhere in between the two. On the basis of this, it was sug-
gested that there are in fact two main types of split intransitive system, ‘extended accusative’
(in which the ‘accusative’ case is extended to some intransitive arguments and becomes the
patientive) and ‘extended ergative’ (in which the ‘ergative’ is extended to some intransitive
arguments and becomes the agentive).
This idea was taken up again in §3.5, which explored the relation of case and agreement
in more detail, with the notion put forward that structural case and agreement are indepen-
dent, but inherent agreement always relies on inherent case (but not vice versa). §3.6 explored
the limits placed on this model by acquisitional considerations (namely, the core feature sets
models), and §3.7 discussed the advantages of the VICTR approach over other competing ap-
proaches, including the Unaccusative Hypothesis and Ramchand (2008), in accounting for the
data considered.
Chapters 4 and 5 then discussed two specic languages with split intransitive alignment
(Basque and then Georgian) in more detail. The semantic basis of the case and/or agreement
patterns of these languages was described in detail, providing further evidence for the features
identied under the VICTR approach. These patterns were then subjected to formal analysis
in the terms presented in §3.2. Basque was argued to be an extended accusative and Georgian
an extended ergative language: this is further evidence for the division of languages with split
intransitive alignment into these two subtypes. The main statement of case assignment in
intransitives in Basque is as follows (§4.3.3):
(18) Patientive case is ordinarily assigned by Volition when its complement contains an ar-
gument merged in Spec,TransitionP or below.
This was represented in three particular rules; a couple of further rules accounted for some
marginal instances of patientive assignment.
For Georgian, on the other hand, the following analysis was proposed (§5.4):
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(19) [+volition] Volition assigns [Case:agt]unless it selects a [–consecution,+transition] com-
plement.
Again, one further rule was posited to account for a few instances not covered by the above.
This analysis highlighted some substantial similarities between the languages but also a
number of dierences. While the actual formalisation of the two systems is quite dierent,
supercially they are quite similar: for example, in both languages agentive usually occurs



























‘Rezo grew up.’ (Harris 1982: 293)
See the discussion in §5.6 for further comparison. Both similarities and dierences were
argued to be accountable for in the VICTR approach, in terms of the core feature sets sum-
marised in §6.3. In general terms, both languages take the same core sets as the basis for their
patterning, but some verb classes which deviate from the core are dealt with in dierent ways.
The languages were also considered in light of other approaches. It was argued that they
create problems for the traditional Unaccusative Hypothesis, as discussed in §6.3 (see partic-
ularly §4.5.1 and §5.7.1). Comparisons were also drawn to the approach of Ramchand (2008);
again, I have nothing to add here that was not discussed at the end of §6.3.
6.5 Conclusion to the conclusion
Let me very briey recapitulate the main contributions of this dissertation. I have presented a
new model of the structure of the thematic domain, the VICTR Hierarchy ((1)), which I have
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argued allows a better understanding of thematic roles, syntactic argument structure and other
phenomena. The VICTR Hierarchy has been supplemented by other theoretical devices, par-
ticularly the Generalised Linking Rule ((2)) and an appeal to acquisitional limitations arising
from the agentive and patientive core feature sets (various points throughout). I have pro-
vided support for the VICTR Hierarchy from a range of empirical phenomena, including new
data and analysis: particularly I have focused on split intransitive behaviours, and especially
split intransitive case and agreement, in three principal languages (English, Basque and Geor-
gian). I have contributed to the discussion on split intransitive alignment more generally, in
these analyses of particular languages and also in more general typological terms, and this has
in its turn contributed to the general research domain of case and agreement, including the
expansion of existing models of case to account for split intransitive patterns.
Split intransitivity has proven to be an extremely fruitful area of research. Not only are
split intransitive phenomena pervasive in human language, the investigation of such patterns
has shone light on a wide range of other issues. Yet only a small fraction of the many matters
related to split intransitivity have been covered, and the avenues for research in other areas
are also opened up: most obviously, the extension of the model proposed to other sorts of
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